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NANDA DEVI AND T H E SOURCES O F THE GANGES
H. W. TILMAN
grows with what it feeds upon, not by waiting. This was
A
exemplified by a small expedition to Garhwal this year, suggested and led by Mr. E. E. Shipton a few months after returning
PPETITE

from Mount Everest. I joined him, and we hoped that Dr. Noel
Humphreys, a fellow East African, would make a third, but he
accepted the leadership of the Oxford University Expedition to
Ellesmere Land. Our party therefore comprised our two selves and
three Sherpas, Ang Tarke, Pasang, and Kusang. These three had
taken part in the 1933 Mount Everest Expedition, Ang Tarke and
Pasang helping to establish Camp VI a t 27,400 feet.
Our main objects were to discover a route into the inner basin at
the foot of Nanda Devi, the 'inner sanctuary' as it has been called,
to make a fairly accurate map of it, and to determine whether the
mountain itself could be successfully attacked by a stronger party.
Since 1883 there had been nine attempts to penetrate the basin or
to set foot upon the mountain.' For to quote from an article by
Mr. Hugh Ruttledge, in The Times:
Nanda Devi imposes upon her votaries a n admission test as yet beyond
their skill and endurance: a 70-mile barrier-ring on which stand twelve
measured peaks over 2 I ,000 feet high, a n d which has n o depression lower
than 17,000 feet, except in the west where the Rishi Ganga, rising a t the
foot of Nanda Devi and draining a n area of some 250 square miles of ice
and snow, has carved for itself what must be one of the most terrific gorges in
the world. Two internal ridges, converging from the north a n d south upon
this river, form as it were the curtains of a n inner sanctuary, within which
the great mountain soars u p to 25,660 feet.2

Besides the more obvious route by the Rishi gorge, there had been
attacks on the surrounding wall a t different places, and in 1905
Dr. Longstaff gained the rim of the basin a t 19,000 feet where it
joined the south-east ridge of East Nanda Devi, 24,391 feet,3 but not
having enough supplies he could not descend into the basin.

' See also Hugh Ruttledge's paper 'Nanda Devi' in the Himalayan J o u ~ M ~ ,
~01.v, 1933, p. 28; and Lieut. P. R. Oliver's paper 'Dunagiri and Trisul' in the
Himalayan .Journal, vol. vi, 1934,p. 91. (Sketch-map, p. 92.)
This is the height shown on some maps. The officially accepted height according to Burrard's List is 25,645 feet.
' See Hugh Ruttledge's paper in Himalayan Journal, vol. V, p. 28, for a summary
of previous expeditions. East Nanda Devi is shown on some maps from old Survey
of India records with a height of 24,379 feet. In the literature of Nanda Devi it is
4001.7

B

Dr. Longstaff himself strongly urged us to make our attempt to
penetrate the inner sanctuary by the Rishi Ganga; and, if we were
to carry enough supplies to enable us to remain there for a month,
as we hoped, this seemed to be the only way. We allowed for the
monsoon reaching us early in July and hoped to escape the worst of
it by transferring our activities farther north to the BadrinathKedarnath watershed. This was the outline of our plan, but we had
alternatives for varying circumstances of time, weather, and money.
Perhaps I should have said money first, for it was round our lack of
this that our plans revolved.
We left England on the 6th April, travelling by a Brocklebank
steamer, whose owners had kindly given us special passage rates.
Previous to sailing we certainly had not been overwhelmed by the
work of organization, for the size of our party and its modest equipment made organization a simple task. We occupied the rather longdrawn-out voyage by working out estimates of times, weights, and
costs, and by acquiring some very elementary knowledge of Hindustani, of which I previously knew nothing, and Shipton little.
In Calcutta, which we reached on the 5th May, we waited two
nights to meet the three Sherpas from Darjeeling, a delay memorable
for the hospitality we enjoyed, and useful because of the assistance
we received from the Himalayan Club, and in particular from
Mr. G. B. Gourlay. We collected the Sherpas, reached Ranikhet on
the gth, and, within an hour of our arrival there, had engaged twelve
Dotial porters and sent them on to await us a t Baijnath. The following day we sorted and repacked our kit and stores, bought a few last
,
for Baijnath with our
necessities, and, at 6 a.m. on the I ~ t hstarted
thousand odd pounds of baggage. Here the Dotials met us, made
up their loads and moved off without any fuss. We camped that
night a t Gwaldam, nine miles from Baijnath, somewhat worn, but
very thankful to have seen the last of civilization for five months.
There is no need to dwell on the ten days' march to Joshimath
by the Kuari pass, beautiful and interesting though it is, for it has
been described before. Fine weather, magnificent scenery, pleasant
mannered natives, all provided a graceful introduction to the Himalaya; marches of comfortable length, the nights in the open under
clear, star-lit skies, and the bathes in snow-fed streams, attuned mind
and body to the work ahead. Complete content was only denied us
by our inability to get chickens, eggs, and milk, so that we began to
encroach on our scanty supplies sooner than anticipated.
The last march was a long one. We left camp a t six and were on
generally known as Nundu Devi East or East Nundu Devi. It is the Lvrr of the Survey
records, and is so shown in Burrard's lists, Table V, p. 3 (Sketch ofthe Geography and

Geology ofthe Himuluyu Mountoinr and Tibet).-Ed.
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the top of the Kuari an hour later, this display of energy on a clear,
cold morning being rewarded by an unforgettable view of the
Badrinath peaks and Kamet on the north, and all the rest right
round to Dunagiri and the Nanda Devi massif on the east. There
was very little snow on the Kuari pass (12,400 feet), and we quickly
dropped down, contriving to get separated on the way, the Sherpas
and ourselves taking a high-level route and the coolies going by
Tapoban and the Dhauli valley. They did not reach Joshimath till
5 o'clock and one, who subsequently quitted, not till next day.
Joshimath, where there is a dak bungalow and a post office, was
to be our head-quarters till September and, though on the two
occasions that we returned there we were glad to see it again, it was
certainly not for its own sake nor for that of its inhabitants. The
postmaster, however, was an exception to the rest and did all he
could to help us in every way.
We had intended to take Bhotias from here up the Rishi Ganga,
but the Dotials, now reduced to eleven, were so keen to come that
we consented, with some misgiving, to employ them, after warning
them clearly that the Rishi would be very different to the track from
Ranikhet. On the 2 1st May we started, having spent a day reorganizing loads, reducing our kit and bedding to 30 lb. each and the
Sherpas' to 2 0 lb., and packing forty days' food for the five of us and
ten days' food for the Dotials.
The lower part of the Rishi gorge has yet to be traversed, but there
are two goat-tracks, one from Lata and the other from Tolma, which
join and lead to a grazing alp, known as Durashi, high u p on the
northern side of the gorge, and which entirely avoid the lower seven
miles of it. There is one drawback to this side-door entrance. The
tracks cross the Lata ridge a t a height of 14,700 feet, so that the
earliest date on which laden porters can cross this snow-covered pass
varies each season.
On the second day's march from Joshimath, Shipton, Pasang, and
I turned aside to climb Lata peak (12,624 feet), 6,000 feet up and
6,000 feet down, in order to set up the planetable and to identify
some peaks on the rim of the basin. That night a t Suraintota we
collected eight more loads of atta and satu for the coolies and eight
Bhotias to carry it. Loads were now reduced to 50 lb. From here
the track climbs steeply and we slept the night of the ngrd a t a little
alp just below the tree line. In the morning the Bhotias said that they
would come no farther, on the grounds that their rations, which were
the same as those of the Dotials, were insufficient. The Dotials
played up magnificently and came to the rescue, added all but two
of the abandoned loads to their own, and carried very nearly 80 lb.
each. The day continued as badly as it had begun; we spent it
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floundering in deep snow looking for the pass, which by evening we
had definitely located, though we had not crossed it.
The next day we crossed, and after a little step-cutting on the
traverse camped a t the empty shepherds' huts of Durashi. Dibrugheta, the next camp, was delightful, the alp being already brilliant
with flowers, and we enjoyed plentiful shallots and wild rhubarb.
Here the path ended, and the next two marches over difficult ground
were trying for all of us, especially for the heavily laden Dotials. We
toiled across innumerable gullies and pushed through thickets of
bramble and rhododendron, gradually being forced down to the
river. Instead of crossing this a t the place used by our predecessors,
we continued traversing along the north side until we were again
driven down by cliffs, a quarter of a mile short of the Rhamani
torrent. We crossed here by a hastily constructed bridge of birch
and camped on the south bank opposite the junction of the Rhamani
nullah, under a very hospitable overhang.
This was the farthest point hitherto reached, and we made it our
base, sending back from here the Dotials, who were very pleased
with the additional pay of the eight deserters, which they had so
well earned. One day, the 29th May, was spent here checking the
food and further lightening our baggage; and in the evening a short
reconnaissance on the north bank, which was reached by a natural
stone bridge, decided us to attempt a traverse along the very steep
southern side of the gorge.
Shipton and I left very early on the 3oth, and climbing directly
for a thousand feet commenced the traverse by a series of terraces
seen the day before. Each section threatened to peter out on the
face of an impassable cliff, but invariably some narrow but adequate
step linked it with the next. At midday, having covered about two
and a half miles, farther progress was barred by a great buttress towering thousands of feet above us, and the terrace we were on led down
to the river. We were now only a mile from the point where the
streams draining the north and south basins unite a t the western
foot of Nanda Devi, and once beyond the buttress, subsequentl~
known as 'Pisgah', the country looked easy. The river did not appear very formidable and it seemed that a way might be found round
the buttress. We were successful, but only after five extremely
unpleasant crossings did we reach a point a t which entrance to the
promised land was assured. We returned and reached our base at
six that evening well satisfied, but with some qualms about the river
stretch, undoubtedly a very weak link in the chain.
'T'here were 535 Ib. of baggage to be transported into the basin,
and the next four days were occupied in relaying loads to the end of
the traverse. Some minor improvements were found, but
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the route was as a t first, for there were few alternatives. I n one or
two exceptionally bad places we used fixed ropes and pitons, and a t
one spot the loads had to be hauled up; a t a ~articularly'thin' bit
of the traverse we found no means of fixing a rope, and this mauvais
pas, as we called it, remained to the end a nightmare which no
amount of familiarity could dispel.
On the fourth day, the 3rd June, it snowed, and three o'clock
found us wet and shivering, with all our possessions, regarding without enthusiasm the first of the five crossings. The river, too, looked
higher, and when Shipton and I took a load across and fixed a rope
we realized that it was now a different proposition. Ang Tarke and
Pasang followed with much difficulty and we two returned for
Kusang and another load each. I t was, however, soon evident from
the state of the Sherpas, our own battered feet, and the thought of
the four more crossings, that this route would not do; but half the
gear was already over, and, since there was an inviting overhang and
half a dozen stunted birch trees, we decided to stop where we were.
A warm fire and a night's rest restored our shaken moral, and
cutting down three of the birch trees we made a precarious bridge.
Ang Tarke and I crossed back to see whether we could make anything of the buttress, while Shipton and Pasang started up the north
bank. These two made little progress, but we were more fortunate,
and having climbed about 1,500 feet of very steep rock and grass,
another heaven-sent terrace took us across and beyond the buttress.
Next morning no time was lost in getting back to the south side,
and during the day we made two journeys to a camp a t the highest
point of the route at about 13,000 feet. Even a t that distance above
the river I fancied that I could hear it grumbling a t our escape.
From here the junction of the two streams within the basin was
a bare mile away and it was clear that the north branch was the
larger and was fed by the largest ice-field. I t was now obvious that
with our present supply of food we should not have time to explore
both sections of the basin and we therefore decided to deal with the
northern first. This entailed another crossing of the river which we
now held in some respect, but on the 8th June we had established
a camp at the snout of the main glacier, with nearly three weeks'
supply of food.
Once within the basin, travel was delightfully easy-easier than
anything we had experienced since leaving Suraintota. At its snout
the glacier is about 2 0 0 feet thick, and a t an altitude of 13,000 feet
according to our barometer. On the side farthest from Nanda Devi
gentle grass slopes came down to the moraine, juniper was plentiful,
shallots grew profusely, and there was evidence of bharal everywhere. On the day we arrived we saw a herd of a dozen or more
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grazing on the spur of Nanda Devi that is washed by the two
rivers.
Two miles above the snout the glacier bends a t right angles to
hug the eastern side of the mountain. Here it is joined by a larger
glacier from the north. The junction of the two ice-streams seemed
the obvious place to make our head-quarters and we established our
camp on the side of the glacier farthest from Nanda Devi a t a height
of 15,000 feet. By recrossing the glacier, which took over a n hour,
the camp could be kept supplied with juniper.
O n entering the basin we commenced our planetable survey, but
found it very different work here from what our few lessons in
Richmond Park had led us to expect. We found great difficulty in
identifjring peaks, particularly those on the rim, and in having
enough in view to obtain a reliable resection. We soon made progress, however, and now we took light camps u p two of the five
subsidiary glaciers which descend from the rim to the east of the
glacier junction. The Sherpas, after carrying the camp up, returned
to the junction camp until we were ready to come down.
From the first of these camps, a t 18,000 feet, there was a stupendous view of the north-east face of the Nanda Devi massif. Starting
a t Nanda Devi East and continuing beyond the main peak itself
there is an appalling cirque of reddish-brown cliff draped with icefluting, and springing straight up from the glacier for 8,000 feetsurely the highest and steepest face in the world. For half-way along
the northern shoulder the face is only slightly less grim; then it
begins to splay out and ends in the spur round which the glacier
bends at right angles. This spur was labelled by us the 'comic spur';
I thought that the north ridge could be gained from it and looked
possible, but it would be to no purpose, for it ends abruptly in a
steep cut-off where the main peak springs from the ridge.
I n order to get a general idea of the topography we began our
exploration by climbing one of the peaks on the rim, a t about
2 I ,000 feet. O n the way we examined the descent to the Milam side
from the col a t the head of our subsidiary glacier and found it
unattractive. The Milam valley appeared tantalizingly close beneath
us, and beyond was a maze of peaks too complex to disentangle. On
our return from this climb Shipton went down with some kind of
fever and had to lie up for a day, after which we moved camp up
another of the side glaciers. From here we completed the exploration and rough survey of the others. We also examined the col at
the head of each, hoping to find an alternative way out of the basin,
but from none did a route seem practicable.
We next moved the whole camp and supplies, less some food, up
the great north glacier and pitched it in the middle of the moraine-
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covered and broken surface a t 16,400 feet. O n the way I collapsed
with the same mysterious complaint that Shipton had had nearly a
week before, and also had to lie up for a day. There are better
places to lie on doing nothing than the middle of a glacier, especially
when it means wasting a valuable day, but it was some consolation
to feel that a t least one day's food was being saved.
The head of the north glacier, which is nearly five miles long,
appeared from its direction to lead over to the Bagini glacier from
which Dr. Longstaff's party in 1907 had reached the Rhamani, and
from the col a snow ridge offered a route up a peak, marked on the
Survey of India map with an altitude of 22,900 feet, which appeared
to be climbable. This last point gave it a n irresistible attraction, for
almost all of the many peaks we had seen so far had repelled us a t
the first glance.
We accordingly took a light camp to the head of the glacier and,
avoiding the ice-fall by a rock shoulder on the right side, made a
platform for the tent a t about 18,500 feet. We kept Pasang with us;
three in a Meade tent is wonderful for warmth, but one too many
for comfort. An intricate ice-fall, followed by a long easy slope, led
to the col. We reached it next morning in three hours, a t g o'clock;
its altitude was 20,500 feet and from it the fall was very steep to
the Bagini below. We now began a desultory attack on the peak
-desultory, a t least, in my case, for I soon gave in. Shipton and
Pasang went on, but returned presently, reporting dangerous snow;
and the dispirited party ploughed back to camp through snow
unspeakably vile.
The following day we made another attempt. Shipton and I
started at 4.15 on the weary plug up to the col. With the help of
the old tracks we reached by g o'clock the point where the other two
had turned back. The snow, however, was bad and I was feeling
too feeble to do my share of step-kicking; a t 10 o'clock the summit
was still a mile away and a thousand feet higher, and after some
further ineffective floundering we gave in. I t seemed impossible to
reach decent snow and a late return over the crevassed ice-field
might be dangerous. This second failure was regrettable; but it was
not so much the failure as the waste of a precious day that rankled.
We now retreated to our main camp at the glacier junction, filling
in the details of the north valley on our map en route. We now had
only four days' food left for work in the basin. We considered a plan
of sending the Sherpas back to Joshimath for another fortnight's
supplies, but turned it down owing to the approach of the monsoon,
which might make the river impassable. We therefore filled in the
rest of the time as best we could by taking a light camp up another
side valley, with designs on a peak marked '38' on our graticule
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sheet. For my part, I might have remained behind, for my foot,
which had been giving trouble, was too sore for me to do anything.
Shipton put in a long day with the planetable on the ridge between us
and the north valley while I crawled down again. The following day
the Sherpas and I moved the camp back across the main glacier while
Shipton went up the east branch again to get more detail for the map.
The weather now showed definite signs of change. O n two of the
days there was thick mist, and on the 25th June there was persistent
drizzle. The Changabang glacier, whose snout was not far above
the new camp, was still unexplored, but work on the planetable was
now impossible. Not wishing to cut our food too fine we therefore
packed up. The state of the river had been worrying us for some
days. On our return from the north glacier signs of a rapid rise in
general temperature had been very obvious; the grass was greener,
many new flowers were in bloom, and the flow of all the smaller
streams had increased alarmingly. By taking two bites a t the cherry
we hoped to avoid the consequences of all this melting. We therefore first crossed the stream that issued from the main glacier just
below the snout (the cliffs of Nanda Devi prevented us from crossing
the glacier), then traversed round the foot of the north-west ridge,
and finally forded the southern branch stream. The main stream
gave considerable trouble, but the other was easy-not easy enough,
however, to make me think it worth my while to go back for a pair
of socks unfortunately left on the far side !
We now pushed on as quickly as possible, for our supplies allowed
for no unforeseen contingency, and with only one intermediate camp
we reached the first base on the 27th June. O u r dump of food left
here was now found to be unaccountably short, and we could not
afford to linger. We left behind whatever would be of use on our
return here later in the year, but there was more to carry back than
could be left, and we were heavily laden. The state of the river left
us in no doubt that our old bridge must have been destroyed, so,
after a short reconnaissance, we tried a new route crossing the now
turbulent Rishi by the natural rock-bridge, ascending the Rhamani
nullah for a thousand feet, and then fording the Rhamani stream.
From here we followed a much higher traverse than that by which we
had come, and found an easier and shorter way to Dibrugheta.
The shepherds and their flocks had now arrived a t Durashi for
the summer, and we drank all the goat's milk they would give us,
so delectable was it. From the pass above Durashi, instead of
descending to Suraintota, we followed the crest of the Lata ridge
towards the peak of the same name, and then hit off a path which
brought us down to Lata village in the Dhauli valley. A long
day's march from the village through steady rain on the 2nd July
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brought us back once more to Joshimath, exactly six weeks after
leaving it.
Letters from the Meteorological Department a t Calcutta informed
us that the monsoon might be expected to be 'established' in the
United Provinces before mid-July, but ever since the 24th June we
had experienced enough rain to make planetabling impossible and
travel uncomfortable. We congratulated ourselves on having quitted
the basin and now sentenced ourselves to a week's rest, plenty of
milk, and whatever luxuries we could buy, for Shipton indicted us
both on a charge of 'insufficient energy in the basin'. There was no
prosecutor, but we accepted the sentence cheerfully.

The Badrinath-Kedarnath Watershed.
By going north towards the Tibetan border we now hoped to
escape the main strength of the monsoon. During July, on the
northern part of the Ganges watershed, the weather, though not
good, did not seriously inconvenience us. But in August, while
crossing the Badrinath-Kedarnath watershed, conditions were very
bad and we learnt subsequently from our friends in Badrinath that
the rains which fell during that month were some of the worst on
record. I t is worth mentioning, however, that not a single day was
lost, nor were our plans altered in any way, on account of weather
conditions, throughout the whole expedition. This was of course
due to the fact that our primary object was exploratory travel and
not climbing.
Our original plan, which circumstance, though not the weather,
compelled us to alter, was to go from Badrinath u p the Bhagat
Kharak glacier and to cross the range to the Gangotri glacier.
Mr. C. F. Meade visited the Bhagat Kharak in I g I 2; he had gained
the water-parting and looked on to a glacier leading to the Gangotri,
and it was this col-'Meade's Col', as we called it, though it had
not actually been crossed-that we hoped to find. If successful we
expected to be able to take over sufficient food for an exploration
of the upper part of the Gangotri glacier, which, as far as we can
ascertain, has not yet been visited.
There was some difficulty in getting coolies a t Joshimath, but we
eventually left on the 10th July with three of our own and three
kindly lent us by a Public Works officer. We took supplies for a
month, for we hoped to start the second Rishi trip about the middle
of August. Local opinion differed widely about the slackening of
the monsoon, some telling us that it eased in mid-August, others
mid-September. The later date proved fairly correct.
It is two days' march along the pilgrim route from Joshimath
to Badrinath, and a stiff pull-up from 6,000 feet to 10,300. T h e
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pilgrimage was in full swing and there was a constant stream of pilgrims, most on foot, some in dandies, and a few on ponies. I had
always thought of pilgrims as a happy, care-free, lot; why, I hardly
know, unless it was due to the 'happy band of pilgrims' in the hymn,
or the Canterbury Tales. But here I had to readjust my ideas, for
one and all looked weary and woebegone. The faces of those going
up wore no look of joyful anticipation a t the approaching consummation of their hopes, and of those returning, no satisfaction of
desire fulfilled. Badrinath was a disappointment to us, for as we
topped the last rise, passing the black tents of a Tibetan encampment
and expectant of something in keeping with the savage surroundings,
it was but a huddle of tin-roofed dwellings that marked the Hindu
Mecca. We stayed a t the dak bungalow and in the evening were
honoured with a long visit from Ram Sirikh Singh, known locally
as 'the Master'. A lover of mountains and mountain travel, and
deeply learned in Hindu mythology and the traditions of these
parts, he spends every summer here.
The six men returned to Joshimath, and the next morning we sat
in the bazaar buying food and waiting hopefully for volunteers.
By midday the tally of eight men was complete, and in this rather
haphazard fashion we started, with three weeks' supplies for the
five of us and six days' food for the coolies. Two miles up the valley
from Badrinath is Mana, the last village on the Tibetan trade-route,
a picturesque place of low stone houses, whose roofs are decorated
with bundles of drying fuel and groups of gossiping men, for they
appear to use the roof as we do a street-corner.
Some terrific upheaval must have taken place here in a distant
past; the hill-side above Mana is a chaos of gigantic boulders, and the
Saraswati, as the river coming from the Mana pass is called, flows
here through a fearsome gorge half a mile in length and is bridged
above and below by some of these boulders. The Alaknanda, which
is regarded as the main source of the Ganges in these parts, flows in
from the west and joins the Saraswati a t Mana, and then southwards
to join the Dhauli at Joshimath. Our path now lay up the Alaknanda westwards. I t is a pleasant open valley well grazed by the
Maria flocks and the home of many hermits living in caves. Pilgrims
visit the waterfall Bhasudhara, three miles up the valley, which falls
gracefully in a fine spray from a sheer wall of rock, and bathe ceremonially beneath it.
We camped a mile short of the snout of the Bhagat Kharak glacier
on the north side of the river. Juniper was almost non-existent, but
on the south bank, unfortunately quite inaccessible to us, was a fine
spinney of birch, the only trees to be found until well below Badrinath. Next morning we got into trouble when crossing an inoffen-
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sive-lookingside-stream. Pasang lost his footing, then his load, his
ice-axe, and almost his life. The load fortunately grounded lower
down, but in trying to stop it I lost my ice-axe, and the net result
was two axes missing and Pasang severely shaken.
Arrived at the glacier we found very easy going on the north side
between the moraine and the bounding wall of the valley; small alps
were frequent and juniper once again plentiful. Seven miles from
the snout we came on an old camp-site, which we judged must have
been Meade's. We camped a mile beyond and near the junction of
the sixth and last subsidiary glacier entering on the south side. The
coolies were now sent back to Badrinath.
The head of the main glacier was surrounded by a cirque of cliff
and no second glance was needed to tell us that there was no pass
here, while a look round the corner a t the head of the subsidiary
sixth glacier disposed of the possibility there. From the camp we
climbed a small but entertaining peak about 18,800 feet high to the
south, and from its summit could see enough of two more side
valleys to abandon the idea of our pass being there also; but we had
a good view of the north side of the Bhagat Kharak, which was to
prove useful later. We now moved camp back in relays across the
glacier to 'Meade's Camp', as it was on grass instead of ice, and well
suited for a move northwards.
The only possibility now was that there might be a reasonably easy
col at the head of the first big subsidiary glacier which flows under
the northern face of the Kunaling massif. This great snow peak
dominates the valley and on the northern face is tier upon tier of
hanging glacier whence the roar of avalanches seemed to be ever in
our ears. The glacier up which we would have to go was forced
close under this face by an opposing rock spur, and was apparently
raked by this falling ice. Moreover the icefall a t the junction of the
two glaciers was steep and intricate, so that a heavily laden party
seeking a route would be exposed to this bombardment for many
hours. For these reasons the col a t the head of the glacier was never
examined, though from a subsequent conversation with Mr. Meade
I believe that the col that he had indicated lay there. I t is easy to
be wise after the event, and perhaps the passage was less dangerous
than it looked. Anyhow we turned it down and fell back on a
fresh plan.
In i g 3 1 the Kamet expedition had ascended the Arwa valley
system and explored two cols a t its head.' I t was obvious that the
glacier the other side, which was not followed far, must lead to
the Gangotri glacier. O u r plan was now to force our way into the
Arwa system, cross one of these cols, and trace the glacier to the
Himalayan Journal, vol. ivy 1932, pp. 35-45.
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Gangotri. From what we had already seen, there were indications
of a possible route over the dividing ridge immediately north of
MeadeYsCamp, and we a t once set about relaying loads up this
ridge. Meanwhile the weather, which had been so far good, began
to deteriorate, and henceforth we experienced nothing but mist,
rain, hail, and snow. After four days' work we established a camp
on the top of the ridge a t 19,800 feet, with a supply ofjuniper. The
Sherpas gave the name 'Shra La' to this pass.
The next day we devoted to climbing a peak (2 I ,000 feet) on our
ridge east of the col, while the Sherpas returned to the lower camp
for the rest of the loads. I t was a long and interesting ridge climb,
and very enjoyable in spite of the fact that thick mist re vented us
from seeing anything or taking any photographs. We started down
the other side of the ridge the following day, moving the whole camp
and twelve days' food in one shift, but reluctantly left the remnants
of the juniper. The snow was horrible, as indeed it was during the
whole of the trip; when possible we sent the loads down under their
own steam, or towed them like sledges, with the natural result that
everything was sopping wet when we reached the glacier. We were
now on one of the southern branches of the Anva a t a height of
16,200 feet, and we pitched camp and tried to dry our things. The
glacier, which drained roughly from west to east, we called 'A'.
Across it to the north two smaller glaciers came down to it. We
chose the most westerly, at whose head appeared a n easy col. The
Arwa basin was notably different in character from the Bhagat
Kharak and assumed a more Tibetan appearance, with more
rounded and gentler slopes.
We plodded up the small glacier and crossed the col a t I 8,000 feet,
to find the far side equally accommodating, so that we plunged down
the snow slopes to a camp on the n t v t of 'By glacier, a t I 7,000 feet,
another of the Arwa's five branches. From here we could make out
the position of 'Birnie's pass', though it was still two miles away and
higher than we expected. Hopes, depressed by the soft snow and
heavy loads, now began to revive. The pass (19,400 feet) was gained
next day after flogging through the most gruelling snow yet encountered by us, and descending a short steep glacier, we camped at
17,000 feet on a big moraine-covered glacier flowing almost due
west. The early morning portent of a large halo round the sun had
resulted in a beast of a day with snow and drizzle, but a momentary
clearing in the evening gave us a glimpse of what we thought must
he the western wall of the Gangotri valley, and, having also the
luxury of water at hand, instead of snow to melt, we went to bed in
cheerful spirits.
TWO
days' travel down the glacier brought us on to the ~ a n g o t r i
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glacier. What pleasure the first flowers and grass and a small herd
of bharal gave us! Our camp was at 14,000 feet on a pleasant alp
2& miles from the snout, Gaumukh, the Cow's Mouth, to which we
walked on the day of our arrival. The going on the right-hand side
was bad; it took 24 hours to reach Gaumukh. After taking some
photographs we returned by the gramcovered moraine of the left
side and recrossed the glacier from a point opposite to our camp.
If we had seen nothing else on the trip, the sight of the amazing
spire of the 'Matterhorn Peak', south-west of our camp across the
glacier, would have been ample reward; and many were the films
we exposed endeavouring to do it justice.
The quarter-inch map, 53/N, corrected in I 926, is very incorrect
here, the most serious fault being the omission of a big glacier on
the east side coming in between ours and Gaumukh.' We had not
brought the planetable with us this time, but made a rough compass
traverse from the start of the Bhagat Kharak to our camp here,
which appears to fit in fairly well.
By now our food was insufficient to allow time for exploring the
Gangotri beyond the point reached by the Pallis Expedition of
1933,' and we decided to return as quickly as possible in order to
carry out another scheme of work up the Satopanth glacier. I n two
days we were back at the foot of 'Birnie's pass' and clearer weather
made it possible to sketch in more accurately the numerous sideglaciers to the north and south. The gully which leads up to the
col on the west side is unpleasantly loose and steep, and we made a
special effort to tackle it while the stones were still frozen up. Pushing past our old camp on 'B' glacier, instead of recrossing the pass
to 'A', we carried on down to the snout and then followed the valley
south, finally camping at the point where glacier 'A' terminates.
The next day the Sherpas ascended this glacier and retrieved a small
dump of food left there. Two long marches from here, by the Arwa
The map referred to was published in 1882, reprinted in 1926 with corrections
from extra-departmental sources only. Captain Birnie corrected on the m a p the
topography of the Arwa system, but unfortunately the maps drawn in Calcutta and
London from his material d o not agree. T h e London version, published in the
Geographical Journal, vol. lxxix, p. 7, is stated to be more correct by Mr. J. B.
Auden of the Geological Survey of India, who was there in 1932, than the one in
the Himalayan Journal, vol. iv, 1932, p. 44. I n 1933 Mr. Kirkus supplied a small
sketch-map of the Gangotri glacier made during the Marco Pallis expedition that
year. The difficulty of fitting this sketch-map and Captain Birnie's are described
in the footnote in the Himalayan Journal, vol. vi, 1934, p. 113. ( I n that note Mr.
Auden is stated to have corrected Captain Birnie's map; this statement is erroneous.)
NO regular survey work has taken place in this region for fifty years, and merely a
reconnaissance map had been
before then. I t is quite time that a reliable
map by rigorous methods were made.-Ed.
Himalayan Journal, vol. vi, 1934, pp. 106 sqq.

valley and the Saraswati below Ghastoli, took us back to Badrinath
on the and August.
I t was jolly to be back in Badrinath, for the people seemed much
more friendly than those of Joshimath and always willing to help.
We were given some remarkably fine apples and the Sherpas recklessly spent five rupees on a goat. O u r friend, 'the Master', we were
told, was in camp up the Rishi Ganga, a small stream descending
from the beautiful peak of Nilkanta ( 2 I ,640 feet). This stream enters
on the right bank of the Alaknanda just below Badrinath, and is not
to be confused with the Rish Ganga of Nanda Devi. I t was rather
humiliating to find that when we spoke of the Rishi Ganga everybody understood us to mean this little stream, and not the one
which loomed so large and famous in our minds, which was here
almost unknown. 'The Master's' custom was to spend much of his
time in solitary study and meditation. One can imagine no more
inspiring a hermitage than a grassy alp nestling a t the foot of the
perfectly formed Nilkanta. We spent a morning with him here
to relate our doings and to talk over our next move.
There is a tradition that in bygone days the temples a t Badrinath
and Kedarnath were served by a single priest who found it no great
trouble to officiate at both on one and the same day. The two
temples are but twenty-four miles apart, as the crow flies, but as the
map shows, they are separated by a great ao,ooo-foot barrier of snow
and ice. If the tradition is to be believed, then indeed 'there were
giants in those days'. We were keen to see if we could find a route
between these two ancient centres of worship, and, by way of
encouragement, 'the Master', who had been some way up the
Satopanth glacier, thought that the col a t the head of i t would 'go'.
T o establish the possibility of a direct route from Badrinath it would
be enough to reach the Madmaheswar valley, without actually going
to Kedarnath.

The Satopanth Glacier and Madnzaheswar valley.
O n the 5th August we once more took the road to Mana with four
local porters carrying twelve days' food for ourselves and five for
them. Instead of entering Mana we turned off short, and taking the
south side of the Alaknanda camped by the little forest of birch-trees
at which we had gazed longingly from our fuel-starved camp
opposite, four weeks before. We talked all the way of the noble blaze
we were going to have, but it was otherwise ordained, for we spent
the evening nursing a pitiful flame which a driving rain endeavoured
to quench.
The snouts of the Bhagat Kharak and Satopanth glaciers unite at
the foot of the ridge running up to Kunaling, but the ~ a t o p a n t his
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the lesser of the two. I t provides even better going than its fellow,
with, on its south side, a succession of grassy flats, some forming the
setting for the turquoise and emerald jewels of little lakes. When
there were no flats there was a moraine to follow, its crest worn to
a smooth path by the feet of many goats, and even over the surface
of four lateral glaciers there was a rudimentary track.
We camped on the third day from Badrinath a t the spot where the
moraine terminated, high up a t 15,700 feet on the south side of the
valley, apparently the abode of some local deity, for there was a stone
shrine and a prayer flag. The whole valley, indeed, must be of some
sanctity, for we saw many such marks of devotion. T h e camp was
about five miles from the snout of the glacier, and the crest of the
col was probably another two miles away. We had had eyes for
little else but the col and the ice-fall below it ever since setting foot
on the glacier. I t appeared encouragingly low and not unduly
steep; to within a few hundred feet of the top we could see a way;
beyond it looked broken and crevassed. T h e giant Kunaling, flanking it on the north, stood so far back that there was no danger from
avalanches on that side, and the ridge running south and east from
the col was lower and too steep to hold much snow. So much was
clear; but what happened on the other side was the question, and
our arguments on this point were more remarkable for heat than
topographical science. Shipton was confident that we should get
on to the head of the Gangotri, while I believed that we would reach
the Kedarnath side of the watershed, according to the compass
bearings and the triangulated peaks of our map.
We sent the local coolies back the same afternoon, thus giving
ourselves a little extra food, and started the next morning for the
pass, carrying all the kit and nine days' food. Military text-books
say: 'Time spent in reconnaissance is never wasted'; but rules are
meant to be broken, and reconnaissance here would have entailed
too much labour. The lower parts of the ice-fall were not quite so
straightforward as we had expected, but all went well until we were
stopped by an unbridged crevasse about 1,000 feet from the top.
I t extended right across the glacier, and, try as we might, we could
find no way over. A cursory examination of the rock ridge to the
south, however, gave us a gleam of hope. T o get on to these rocks
we must descend over a thousand feet; when we got down, it was
3 o'clock and snowing hard, so we camped on the snow a t 16,700
feet and left the rocks for the morrow.
A subdued and chastened party roped up a t the foot of the rocks
on a dull, wet morning. As we slowly gained height our spirits rose
and we felt better when we had safely crossed a stone shoot which
had made an extremely unfavourable impression on us from below.

Wet, slippery rocks and heavy loads do not go well together, but at
2 o'clock we stepped from the rocks to the comparative security of
a snow ridge which brought us close to the col and slightly above it.
The day had never been favourable, and now we were enveloped in
a thick mist; we seemed to be moving over a large snowfield and we
advanced cautiously in a south by west direction, descending hardly
a t all. Fifteen minutes of this was more than enough; it was hopeless
to go on thus blindly; we therefore pitched camp where we were at
18,400 feet and prayed for fine weather.
No clearing came that evening nor early next morning, but at
8 a.m., in gently falling snow, Shipton and I went on for a short
half-mile till stopped by an ice-fall. We sat here waiting until, with
dramatic suddenness, a clearing came. A green valley, incredibly far
below us, and the hills to the south showed that we were undoubtedly
looking into the Madmaheswar valley, and not into the Gangotri.
But of more interest a t the moment was the way down. The glacier
we were on descended in three exceedingly steep ice-falls, separated
from each other by small ice-plateaux. Before the mist closed down
again we were able to work out a route through the first ice-fall.
The Sherpas had packed up by now and we descended the first
thousand feet without difficulty. Above the second ice-fall, however,
a crevasse stopped us on the right, and we traversed back a mile to
the left before halting to take stock of our position.
At our backs was another col which would probably have taken
us over the watershed again and down to the valley which lies to
the south of Nilkanta. If the ice-fall defeated us we could retreat
by this route. From the map and from what we had seen, the
descent was certain to be very steep indeed, for we had to drop
7,000 feet in less than three miles. Shipton and I were rather despondent about it. However, we packed up again and started down at
a furious pace, across the track of a n avalanche. At the top of the
third ice-fall we dumped our loads, for again it looked as though we
had reached the end of our tether, the ice heeling over into space in
a terrifying manner.
But now, the Sherpas seemed to catch fire and would not hear of
retreat. Whether it was the pure zeal of the explorer, the challenge
of a difficult climbing problem, or the Badrinath goat meat, which
inspired them, I do not know; but we both feel that the crossing of
this pass was due to them. Shipton led us down for another 200 feet
through a maze of crevasses to a little rock outcrop where we unroped
and sat down gloomily. Not so the Sherpas, who tried all the likely
and unlikely places, until even they were ready to give in. We began
to rope up to return to the loads. However, close by, a t the edge of
the ice-fall there was a gully, which, if we could get into it, would
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take us down. The 50 feet of rock down which we must first climb
had been voted hopeless already; and it was overhung by ice a t the
top and by hanging glaciers across the gully. At the last moment
Ang Tarke darted off for a final look a t it, disappeared round the
corner, and just as we were beginning to feel anxious for his safety,
reappeared with his face wreathed in smiles to say that the rock
would 'go'.
We now brought the loads down to the rock outcrop and camped
there at 16,300feet, as it was now dark. Next morning before breakfast we tackled the wall, before the sun got to work on the ice above
it. By a strange perversity, on the one morning when the sun was
unwelcome, he chose to rise in a clear sky! We lowered the loads
down to Ang Tarke in the gully as fast as our numbed fingers would
allow, and then climbed down ourselves-a most grisly place!Shipton coming last en rapelle. We sped down the gully exulting, but
fast as we went, it was a long time before we were down on the dry
glacier. We now crossed to the right-hand moraine and followed it
for a mile to the snout; then, plunging into a horrible tangle of thorn
bush, sat down a t midday to a belated breakfast.
It was by no means the kind of valley we had expected, and we
struggled on with bush over our heads and boulders under foot.
Towards evening the river which we were following plunged vertically downwards for several hundred feet. I t was raining too hard
to see what happened beyond and we therefore pitched camp
( I I ,500 feet) at 5.15 p.m. Satisfaction a t having crossed the pass was
now mingled with doubt about the country ahead. What concerned
us most was a tributary river entering from the north which would
have to be crossed; once more we debated whether it would not be
wiser to recross the pass while there was time. But the lure of the
unknown, assisted possibly by the thought of going up that rock wall,
decided us to go on.
In the morning, after some delay, we found a way down the cliff,
lowering the loads and coming down ourselves en rapelle, the rope
being anchored rather hazardously to a juniper root; but the going
continued indescribably bad and by 2 o'clock we had travelled only
three-quarters of a mile. For the next two hours we enjoyed rather
easier conditions, pushing through a forest of beautiful blue flowers
on 8-foot stems, until we emerged in pine forest close to the river we
expected and feared. It was running in a narrow gorge which higher
up appeared to close over and span the river by a natural bridge.
The Sherpas were confident of the bridge, and Kusang declared that
he could make out a track leading to it on the opposite bank. We
started to climb up towards this heaven-sent 'bridge'; but when we
came upon quantities of tree mushrooms and a convenient spring of
4001.7
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water we agreed to call our day's work done, for it was already
getting dark.
What a camp that was! The fragrant smell of the great pines, the
soft carpet of pine needles beneath us, the mushrooms and tender
bamboo shoots off which we dined, the blazing fire round which we
lay and dried our sodden clothes; and as if this were not enough to
make us happy, was not the dreaded river safely bridged? and was
there not a path to lead us from the wilderness? I t was raining
cheerfully in the morning, as it had been doing off and on since we
left the glacier, and we made a leisurely start, struggling up through
the forest till on a level with the supposed bridge. When we obtained
a clear view our spirits fell: there was no bridge, nor any hope of
crossing higher up. The only place where we could reach the water
was close to the junction of the two rivers. We therefore returned to
camp, dumped the loads, and examined the junction to see whether
it could be bridged. We found two flat-topped boulders with a span
of about 2 0 feet between them, but it was now too late to do anything beyond felling a couple of straight pines with Ang Tarke's
kukri, before darkness forced us to return to camp.
The camp was the same, but our outlook had changed, our complacency of the night before had received a jolt. The first village,
Gaundar, shown by our map to be eight miles away, might not
exist. Unless the going improved it might take five or six days to
reach it. Such atta and satu as remained was wet and rapidly going
bad. We had not advanced a yard to-day and the river was not yet
crossed. If all went well our food would just last, but to allow for
contingencies we resolved to live on bamboo shoots while we could.
Ang Tarke had shown us the value of these and they grew in profusion here and would probably continue down to 8,000 feet.
O n the 14th August we went down to the river early, shot the two
cut trees down a steep gully above the bridge site, and quickly cut
two more. I n getting the last two down Pasang received a severe
blow on the foot from a falling stone which rendered him dead lame
and incapacitated him from load-carrying for the rest of the trip.
Apart from this disaster we made a good job of the bridge, and after
a rest to give Pasang a chance to get over the shock, we redistributed
his load and resumed the struggle with the forest. We gained nearly
two miles this day before camping in a steady deluge of rain; but
we were well accustomed to it by now and my diary only notes the
moments when it stopped. The Sherpas ran up a bamboo shelter
under cover of which we at last had a fire going and huddled round
it to eat our bamboo supper.
Before starting on the morning of the 15th we abandoned what
we could spare in order to lighten our waterlogged loads. 1 was
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luckily able to contribute the heaviest victim, a roo-foot climbing
rope. We expected to reach another tributary of the Madmaheswar
that day, an unwelcome obstacle, but we now felt that with pine
trees and a kukri we could get over anything. However, no bridging
was needed, for after an hour's search we found a way over by rocks
and a fallen tree. We camped high up on the far side a t 5.15 p.m.
There was no water but we soon collected enough by spreading the
tents. We could only put the day's run a t not more than a mile and
a half, and there were only a few handfuls of bad satu left.
The 16th was a critical day with a maximum of difficulty. Gully
followed gully, each choked with almost impenetrable growth of
bush and bramble which covered and concealed a chaos of boulders.
Between the gullies the hill-side was slippery, strewn likewise with
boulders and densely overgrown with bamboo. I n the evening we
almost trod on a black bear; he was as frightened as we were and
fortunately cleared off. We halted at 5.30 p.m. The most generous
estimate could not credit us with more than a mile's progress on this
day, and there were still four more to Gaundar.
Next day we tried to do better by an earlier start, fewer halts, and
a later finish. In the afternoon we came across a cave which was
evidently visited by native shikaris, a fact that gave us some encouragement; before nightfall we had the luck to find an overhang under
which we passed a more than usually wet night. I t was below the
bamboo zone and we repented our laziness in not having brought
some shoots. But we were now fourteen days from Badrinath and,
we estimated, only two miles from Gaundar; we therefore determined
to know before the 18th was over whether Gaundar had survived the
fifty odd years since its existence had been noted by the map-makers.
On this day the sun gave us some fitful but encouraging gleams, and
in defiant mood we finished our food, a proceeding less rash than it
sounds, for there was only half a cupful of satu each.
At first the going was, if possible, a shade worse than that of the
17th and we had only made three-quarters of a mile by midday,
when we broke out of the forest upon the long grass of an ungrazed
kharak. We hurried to the next rise and saw, on the far side of the
river, a small patch of cultivation. Evidently the map had not let
Us down, for hurrying on we soon sighted Gaundar itself, a little
hamlet of four houses. The old patriarch who met us was surprised
ahnost out of his wits; almost, but not quite, for he retained sufficient
grip of himself to raise the price of atta to several times its current
price; but we were too thankful to haggle.
From Gaundar a footpath follows the valley for ten miles down
to Kalimath, where it crosses the Mandakini river and joins the
pilgrim route to Kedarnath, which is about eighteen miles away.
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In two days we wdre on the pilgrim route, and had we gone on to
Kedarnath it would have taken us eighteen days altogether from
Badrinath. We felt that the mountaineering priest of olden time
could have taught us a lot. T o those interested in records I commend
an attempt to beat his fine performance!
There is another interesting path from Gaundar which crosses the
Madmaheswar above the village and follows the ridge on the south
side for three or four miles to a temple of that name. I t is occupied
by a solitary priest and is occasionally visited by the hardier pilgrims.
Heavier rain than ever accompanied us down the valley, and on
joining the pilgrim route we turned south, not having time to visit
Kedarnath, much as we would have liked to do. We stopped a night
at Ukimath where there is an important temple whose officials were
intensely interested to hear that we had come from Badrinath. They
lodged us in the temple guest room, fed us, and the secretary lent
me a pair of trousers. The Rawal of the temple, as are those of
Kedarnath and Badrinath, is a Brahmin of south India, and the
temple secretary, who I believe in time becomes the Rawal, is also
from Madras.
From here to Joshimath is a six days' march over a good bridlepath. At Chamoli in the Alaknanda valley, a t only 3,500 feet, we
were again on the pilgrim route from Karnaprayag to Badrinath.
We reached Joshimath on the 26th August, rejoicing to see that the
rain was lessening day by day, and much refreshed by a week of
comfortable travel. Pasang was still lame and unable to carry a load,
but we hoped that after a few days' rest he would be able to come with
us once more up the Rishi Ganga.

The South Side of Nanda Devi.
We regretted that we should not have our Dotials with us on our
second trip to Nanda Devi, the more so since coolies are difficult to
get in Joshimath, and as difficult to keep when obtained. But the
Maria men had impressed us favourably, and before leaving there
we had arranged with a man called Alum Singh, who had been with
Mr. Meade in 1912, to recruit twelve men for us. On reaching
Joshimath we sent Ang Tarke up to Badrinath, and he was back
with the men in three days.
We left on the 30th August with fifteen coolies carrying thirty
days' food for us and twelve days' food for themselves; but we hoped,
by sending spare men back as food was dumped and eaten, to be
able to keep the last men till everything was carried into the basin,
The weather was better but still gave us anxiety on account of the
lack of waterproof bags for the food. Taking the route by which we
had returned, we found at Durashi that the shepherds were prePar-
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ing to leave for the winter. We reached our old base on the 5th
September, the only incident being the crossing of the Rhamani,
which some of the locals did not like. One old warrior, who had
filled the important post of egg-carrier to the 193I Kamet expedition,
had to be carried across, but with some excuse, for on a previous
occasion he had nearly lost his life in one of these rivers. At the base
our dump of oddments had apparently been under water, but no
harm had been done except the rotting of a hundred feet of rope.
Thirteen coolies now remained, and we had no hesitation in taking
them with fairly light loads along the traverse, for, though slow, we
found these Mana men very safe on rock and impervious to wet
and cold.
In two days we reached the high camp (14,500 feet) above the
'Pisgah' buttress, the mauuaispas and other tricky places having been
passed without any trouble; indeed the coolies with their bare feet
were safer than we were, and crossing the mauuais pas Shipton and
I took off our boots. Three more of them returned from here, and
we asked the remaining ten for a special effort on the next and last
march for them. They responded nobly. By I I o'clock we were
opposite the junction and then followed three miles of fast easy
going. These southern slopes were like rolling moors of short grass,
in violent contrast to the opposite side of the river which had a n
endless alternation of buttress and gully, rising precipitously from
the water.
Bharal were very numerous, but the scarcity of juniper was disappointing. We camped at 14,500 feet at 2 p.m., having outrun the
last supplies of this necessary fuel. We were then about half a mile
from the snout of the glacier which almost a t once divided in two,
one branch continuing due south and the other curling round to the
east under the mountain and terminating four miles up under East
Nanda Devi. Opposite the camp was the cone of a fallen avalanche
from one of the gullies, which completely bridged the river.
The Mana men were paid off that evening; they had enjoyed the
trip, but, shepherds as they were, they were sad to see such quantities of grass growing to no better purpose than to feed a few bharal.
When we had left Joshimath it was with a mighty resolve not to
return that way. We had so far burnt our boats as to send our
remaining kit back to Ranikhet. We hoped to find a way out of the
basin by the col at the foot of the south ridge of East Nanda Devi,
On which Dr. Longstaff had stood in 1905. If we failed to do that
we had a second string to our bow at the head of the southern
branch of the glacier. I n 1932 Mr. Ruttledge had gone up the
Maiktoli or S ~ n d a r d h u n ~ hvalley
a
with the intention of climbing
the surrounding wall at that point and so gaining an entrance to the
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basin.' I t had not proved possible from that side, but he had told
us to go and have a look a t it, and it might prove less formidable from
the opposite direction.
We began by walking up the left (true) side of the eastern branch.
I t was very misty, but we saw enough of what we called 'Longstaff's
Co17 to decide us to leave it alone. I t looked over 19,000 feet, and
near the top, where it was very steep, we suspected ice. By now our
boots were past their best, two of the Sherpas had no ice-axes, and
we should be heavily laden.
Our next move was to take five days' food u p the south glacier.
Neither of these two main southern glaciers is as big as those on
the northern side, nor are there as many lateral branches. The
eastern glacier is only a quarter of a mile wide and about four miles
long, the southern perhaps half a mile wide and very little longer.
The going was easy, first on grass on the west bank and then on the
glacier itself, dry and flat. We camped three and a half miles up, in
the lee of an inadequate boulder as shelter from a sharp snowstorm.
The aneroid indicated 17,700 feet, but now for the first time it
began to play pranks, and we had to rely more on our own judgement. We estimated our height here a t 17,000 feet. The col we
believed to be the one suggested by Mr. Ruttledge was, at a guess,
another two miles on. I t looked about 18,000feet and the approach
was by an easy snow slope. At first we intended to reconnoitre, but
every day the mist had been down a t a n early hour and we realized
that we should have to camp there if we were to see anything.
Furthermore, if it a t all resembled the Satopanth pass, as seemed
likely, for the drop to Maiktoli was 6,000 feet, no reconnaissance
unless carried right down to the bottom would be any use.
When ascending the glacier we had been attracted by the sight
of East Trisul (22,320 feet), and it was the more tempting as there
appeared to be no climbing difficulties. Accordingly we left next
morning to place a camp a t about 20,000 feet, in order to climb the
peak on the following day. From the start I went so badly that at
19,000 feet I returned to camp with Pasang. T h e other three
successfully climbed the peak. From a camp a t about 20,000 feet
they started at 5-20 a.m. and were on the summit by 10 o'clock~
though the snow was powdery and exhausting. At 12.30 they were
back at the high camp, and at 3.30 rejoined us on the glacier.
Meanwhile I had started planetabling, and the day after their
return we established a new base half-way between our glacier camp
and the base camp. Here we brought everything except 60 lb- of
~ a t uwhich would be enough to take us back by the Rishi, if it became
necessary. A more pleasant site for a base camp would be difficult
' Himalayan Journal, vol, v, 1933, p. 30.

Soulh-East Rim of Basin fmm about 19,500feet on Jlrundn Dcui SE.Ridge
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to find, for it was situated in a meadow of short grass, sheltered by
the moraine and huge boulders, with a clear stream running past
the tents. I t was a t about 16,000 feet, but the nights were now fine
enough to allow us to sleep out again. What a 'bedroom' it was!
As dawn banished sleep, the opening eyes rested full upon the
majestic outline of the 'Blessed Goddess' and watched the rosy light
steal gently down her east-turned face.
Next morning we took a two-day camp up the east glacier. O n
the south side grass slopes continue almost to the head where a short
lateral glacier enters from the south, and here we made camp a t
about I 7,300 feet, sending the Sherpas down.
Facing us across the glacier was the serrated rock ridge which
higher up curls round and merges in the snow-covered south ridge
of Nanda Devi. I t was to reconnoitre this ridge that we had come.
We gained the crest 1,000 feet above the glacier by scree slopes.
It was impossible to follow the saw-tooth arete, but we crossed over
it and traversed along the north-east side. At 19,000 feet the serrated
ridge joins the rock buttress a t the foot of the main south ridge, and
we reached it a t this point by a snow slope. The south ridge is here
a narrow ridge of rock and snow, rising a t a n easy angle and continuing thus up to about 22,000 feet. I t then broadens out and joins the
much steeper snow-covered rock of the south face. What the last
3,000 feet are like is hard to say; they are certainly steep, but under
favourable conditions look climbable. Having seen all sides of the
mountain we concluded that this offers the only possible route. Yet
from below this had appeared hopeless; we were surprised a t the
ease of the lower part: an experience which bears out the mountain
'proverb'-'Rub your nose in a place before saying whether it will
' < go') or not !'
At about 20,500 feet we turned back, having taken many photographs, for a t last we enjoyed a brilliantly fine day. Before returning
to the base camp next day we climbed a thousand feet up the ridge
south of the camp for photography and planetabling, during which
time the Sherpas arrived to take the loads down and amused themselves by collecting prodigious rocks for a cairn, a hobby of theirs.
It was now time to straighten our final plans. We were not very
happy about the way out of the basin and were anxious to settle it
one way or the other. We still had food for twelve days, but had seen
all the basin. If we now went for the pass and failed after three or
four days, there would still be enough food to attempt 'Longstaff's
Col', if we felt like it. O n the other hand, if we crossed a t the first
attempt, we should lose about six days' climbing. Finally we decided
to start at once, take everything with us, and if successful to spend
the rest of our time up the Sukeram glacier or elsewhere.
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O n the 17th September we camped a t the foot of the snow slope
leading to 'Ruttledge's Col'. Coming to this camp our loads made
such an unpleasant impression that we jettisoned a few more oddments here: old shoes, old clothes, plates, &c., with which the
Sherpas crowned their last cairn, a n astonishing creation which
surpassed all previous ones. We were away before 8 a.m., treading
on hard snow which happily lasted for a third of the way. Thereafter it assumed that trying form of a hard crust, which for a few
steps remains firm and then lets one through. I t was hot before we
reached the col a t 18,500 feet; here we had a long rest and set up
the planetable for the last time. There was a glorious view down
to the Rishi junction with Changabang standing out beyond.
After descending a few hundred feet we were stopped by an icefall. Dumping our loads we went forward to reconnoitre. On the
left was a stone-swept gully, on the right some ice-swept slabs, and
in the centre a very difficult ice-fall. We returned to the loads and
made camp, for we were quite prepared to adopt siege tactics, if
necessary. After some food we felt better, and towards 4 o'clock
roped and went down to have another look. We dismissed the gully
and slabs at once, but after some false starts we worried a way down
for about 500 feet. We could also see a possible route for another
500, but it was getting late and cold, so we hurried back to camp.
The next morning our boots were so wet that we waited till the
sun was up in order to avoid frostbite. The nights were now much
colder and the snow was good a t first. I n a n hour we had reached
yesterday's farthest point and were safely past some very unstable
seracs. Below we twisted and dodged as before, encountering some
steep pitches down which we lowered the loads, the snow ever getting
softer and softer. In the early afternoon we reached dry glacier
where the angle eased off, but with our loads and boots with wornout nails it was difficult to walk without cutting steps. A little lower
we halted to brew some tea and to take council. Ahead of us the
glacier swept down with a last ice-fall, the steepest of all. On the
right were some easy rocks, though separated from us by a 40-foot
ice-wall and a gully, the target of debris from the great ice terrace
thousands of feet above.
We took the latter route, lowered the loads down the wall and
ourselves followed en rapelle, anchoring the rope to a n ice-bollard
which we hacked out. We were soon across the gully, and pleased
to find ourselves on dry land again set up camp. Except for the
seracs and this gully our route was free from danger, but our tents
were hardly up when fragments of some falling serac came bounding
down the gully, pieces falling harmlessly near the camp.
We were still 3,000 feet above the Maiktoli glacier, and from camp
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we could not see a way down, for the slopes we were on dropped
precipitouslyout ofsight. Drying our things delayed us till 10 o'clock
next morning, but on starting we were soon held up by a cut-off
down which loads had to be lowered. Shortly afterwards, during
a repetition of this performance, one of the rucksacks shed most of
its contents. The aneroid only bounced twice before fetching up in
a gully, some hundreds of feet below. A tin of ghi also scattered its
contents far and wide, but very little of this was wasted; for what the
Sherpas did not eat was either put on their hair or on our boots!
The way became steeper as we descended. We groped our way
in a thick mist expecting every moment to be stopped by a precipice.
When it cleared a little we sent Ang Tarke on to reconnoitre, and,
by a brilliant piece of route-finding, he spotted the only possible
line down a place which appeared to us quite hopeless. We reached
the level glacier at 2 p.m., close to the foot of a n ice-fall, and found
a stone shelter used by shepherds. From here a track led down by
the right side of the glacier which appears to be fed almost entirely
by avalanches falling from the rim of the basin above and the slopes
of East Trisul. The path crossed several of these avalanche cones and
two miles down we camped by another stone shelter. The shepherds
had apparently left some weeks before. I t was a curious place, with
lush grass all round and less than 300 feet above a big ice-fall. This
Maiktoli valley is exceptionally steep-sided, and the three glaciers
which fill the cirque appear to stand on their heads, so steep are they.
NOWthat we were down we experienced an 'end-of-the-season'
feeling and decided to bring our wanderings to an end. Anything
too soon after the descent from the col would seem stale, flat, and
unprofitable. Accordingly, a t Sundardhunga, instead of turning up
the Sukeram valley, we forded the river (quite as cold and frightening as the rest of them), and got on to the track which descends to
the valley of the Pindar. Here we joined the well-known route to
the Pindari glacier, and at Sameswar on the 27th September we
boarded the bus for Ranikhet.
The end of an already long account is no place for a summary of
the topographical results, but it would not be right to close without
a tribute to the Sherpas through whom we were able to carry out
all we planned. For nearly five months we had lived and climbed
together, and the more we saw of them the more we liked and
them. That they can climb and carry loads is now taken
for granted; but even more valuable assets to our small self-contained
Party were their cheerful grins, their willing work in camp and on the
march, their complete lack of selfishness, their devotion to our service. To be their companion was a delight; to lead them, an honour.
In addition to the enjoyment of such a journey we had had it in
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mind to show that an expedition can be run on very modest lines,
and yet achieve something worth while. The present generation of
climbers at home can only be grateful that British officers in India
have left so much to be done. What better way of showing gratitude
than to accept with both hands.
APPENDIX

Summary of Expemes
Travelling: T o and from Calcutta1.
In India, rail, bus
Equipment: including tents; not much climbing kit had to be bought.
Porters supplied with old clothing

.

Food: Bought in England
Bought in Garhwal

.

.

Portcrs and Coolies.
3 Sherpas, including rail fares
T o Joshimath first Rishi trip
6 to Badrinath
8 Bhagat Kharak
.
4 Satopanth .
I 5 second Rishi trip

.

.

.

.

'9

53
I8
232

.

Porters' food

Rs. 690
403

.

Extras, dak bungalows, tips, telegrams, postage

Rs.368

.

•

53
3'

-

135

'3

-

'3

The Brocklebank Line were kind enough to take us out and back on a cargo
boat for ;630 each. Indian Railways gave small reductions for travel in India. We
did not stop a night in a hotel during the trip.

THE GERMAN HIMALAYAN EXPEDITION TO NANGA
PARBAT, I 934
FRITZ BECHTOLD1

in 1932 Nanga Parbat forced us to r e t ~ r n Willy
,~
Merkl
K e g a n at once to work out a plan for a new attack. Wherever
he went he sought supporters. With the enthusiastic help of the
Workers' Union, of the German Railways Gymnastic and Sports
Associations, of the German Association in Aid of Science, and of
the Deutscher und Oesterreichischer Abenverein, he equipped a new
expedition, larger and stronger than the first.
For the struggle against the mountain Merkl chose a party, each
member of which he knew to be capable of fulfilling the task allotted
to him. The nine mountaineers were: Peter Aschenbrenner of
Kufstein, Fritz Bechtold of Trostberg, Willi Bernard, the doctor of
the expedition, from Hall, Alfred Drexel and Willy Merkl from
Munich, Peter Miillritter from Trostberg, Erwin Schneider from
Hall, Willi Welzenbach from Munich, and Uli Wieland from Ulm.
The scientific group consisted of the cartographer Richard Finsterwalder from Hannover, the geographer Walter Raechl from Munich,
and the geologist Peter Misch from Gottingen.
In England, where the conquest of the earth's highest summit,
Mount Everest, is regarded as a national event, the idea of a mountaineering expedition akin to it fell on fruitful soil. Both there and in
India Merkl found a high degree of support from men of influence,
in political as well as in alpine circles. For instance, permission was
obtained from the Kashmir Government to enter what is otherwise
for Europeans forbidden ground, thus considerably shortening the
10% march to the mountain. The expedition was therefore saved
the long route of 1932 over the three snow-covered ridges, 4,000
metres high, to the Rakiot valley.
Our first expedition to Nanga Parbat suffered again and again
from the unreliability of the local porter^.^ For the assault in 1934,
therefore, we engaged in Darjeeling, with the help of the Himalayan
Club, thirty-five Sherpa and Bhutia porters. These men belonged
to that klile corps of porters trained in mountain craft and discipline
EN

'

Translated from the German by W. Rickmer Rickmers. Maps, pp. 40, 50.
on Nancra Parbat, 19-32.? By Willy Merkl, Himalayan Journal,
~ 0 1 V,
. pp. 65-74.
It must be remembered that these men were inexperienced and completely
untrained in technical mountaineering.-Ed.
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by the British Mount Everest and the German Kangchenjunga
Expeditions. The most famous of them bear names closely associated
with the conquest of the Himalaya. Nima Thondup (or Tendru~),
Smythe's factotum, a member of every Himalayan expedition since
I 92 I , Wangdi (or Ongdi) Nurbu, and above all Pasang, one of the
best of Bauer's Guard of 1929. Then Jigmay Isherung, son of the
famous cook, Tenchedar, the interpreter and medicine man, and
little Nima Dorje, friendly cook for the heights. As first Sirdar, Lewa
was chosen, a man who hitherto had distinguished himself on every
expedition by his amazing tenacity and endurance both as mountaineer and as leader. Amongst the porters of the last Everest expedition were first-class men, all of whom had been to Camp 4 (22,800
feet), fifteen in Camp 5 (25,700 feet), and Nima Dorje I1 in Camp 6
(27,400 feet). I t was most interesting to observe the solemnity with
which this ilitte corps exhibited their testimonials. All the famous
names of the Himalaya appeared as signatories-Bruce, Ruttledge,
Norton, Bauer, Smythe, Birnie, Dyhrenfurth, and the rest. When
a t the close of these negotiations carried on by Wieland, Merkl
appeared in Darjeeling and engaged all thirty-five men, their joy
knew no bounds.
O n the and of May the whole of our party was assembled in
Srinagar. By the courtesy of the Indian Government Capt. R. N. DFrier and Capt. R. A. K. Sangster were attached to the expedition
as transport officers. Capt. Frier was already known to us on the
Nanga Parbat expedition of 1932 as a good companion and cornrade, his exact local and linguistic knowledge having frequently
rendered us priceless service in tight corners.
Our 570 loads were brought up the Jhelum river and across the
Wular Lake to Bandipura. Here 600 local coolies awaited us. To
facilitate the passage of the Tragbal pass ( I 1,586 feet) and of the
Burzil pass (13,775 feet) the march was made in two sections with
a day between each on the Gilgit road. Kashmir has peculiar
regulations for its transport traffic. The activities of pony-men and
coolies are sharply defined. After going one or more marches new
men and animals must be engaged and the others paid off. This
was our experience in Gurais after the crossing of the ~ r a g b aPass,
l
The crossing of the wintry Burzil pass made severe demands On
the porters and on the whole organization. O n the 7th May we had
achieved this, the most formidable obstacle of the march. The rest
of' the journey was accomplished more simply and with less friction
than in 1932. O n the I gth May we left the wild rocky gorges of the
mountains and descended into the flat sandy basin of the Indus. At
Talliche we crossed the Indus before the melting of the snow Here
we had our first view of Nanga Parbat a t the head of the valley
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opposite. Slowly the mighty ice-wall emerged from the clouds. The
distant mountain shone like silver floating in the air, and all of us
knew that she had taken possession of us.
The rest of the way led along the road to Chilas, one seldom trodden by Europeans. After six miles we reached the Rakiot bridge,
suspended airily over the chocolate-coloured waters of the Indus.
The summit of Nanga Parbat, 26,660 feet1 in height, stands about
23,000 feet above this spot-the greatest relative difference in height
on the earth. The Rakiot bridge was in fact the end of our 200-mile
march from Srinagar, and exactly four weeks had ~ a s s e dsince we
left Munich. Yet, in spite of Merkl's preparations, and notwithstanding the happy co-operation of all members of the expedition,
this march would not have been accomplished with so little friction
but for the help afforded by the British and Indian authorities and
by the Kashmir Government.
Since we intended, as in 1932, to attack Nanga Parbat from its
safest and easiest flank, the north-east side, we climbed the narrow
path leading steeply into the Rakiot valley. As we reached the
Marchenwiese (the 'Fairy Meadow'), Nanga Parbat seemed to
awake out of her wintry sleep, and great ice-avalanches thundered
down unceasingly into the Rakiot valley.
At the edge of the snow the local coolies were dismissed, and forty
newly arrived Baltis were taken on. O n the 25th May, when the
first baggage train had reached the main camp after very great
difficultyowing to the deep snow, the first breach had been made in
the mountain's defences. Further transport parties followed. While
work was continued on the base camp (3,967 metres =I 3,025 feet) ,'
the first assault on the mountain was begun on the 27th May. The
advance party, consisting of Aschenbrenner, Drexel, Schneider, and
Welzenbach, with sixteen Darjeeling porters, had the task of finding
a way through the wild rifts of the Rakiot glacier to Camp 4 and of
establishing the first few camps.
From low down on the glacier the mighty realm of Nanga Parbat
is suddenly revealed. High above flames the first gleam of dawn.
Slowly a dazzling glory flows down and over the 4,000 metres of
massive wall to the glacier below, and from its icy flanks burst forth
the first avalanches of the day. We gaze aloft at the mountain as to
unreal. Yet, though it can overwhelm man, it can exalt
The latest Survey of India map, dated 1934, gives 26,660 feet (8,120 m.).
Burradgives 26,620 feet in his Table 111, page 2, Sketch ofthe Geography and Geology
OftheHimalaya Mountains and Tibet, Part I, 2nd edition, 1933. Bechtold's paper in
German and his sketch-map gave 8,136 m. (26,7 I 2 feet) ; Finsterwalder's stereophotogrammetricsurvey 8,126 m. (26,680 feet).-Ed.
' Heights have been corrected throughout to those obtained by the stereophotogrammetric survey.-Ed.
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him to the knowledge that it is ever and again the victorious spirit
of man that reaches out to the last limits of space.
The first assault was favoured by the most splendid weather and
excellent snow conditions. In spite of hard work and many false
paths amid the ice precipices and crevasses, the advance party made
rapid progress. Camps I and 2 were established almost at the same
spots as in 1932. Between ice towers of gigantic size, the advance
guard opened a route farther to Camp 3. Parties of porters climbed
up daily with supplies. O n the 4th June Bechtold and Miillritter
were established a t Camp 2 (5,350 metres=17,566 feet), and
organized the transport from here. Sahibs and porters were in the
best of form. Everything seemed to point to Camp 4 being established and stocked with food in a few days, when a terrible blow of
fate broke the power and the ilan of the assault. O n the evening of
the 7th June Alfred Drexel, who had been feeling unwell, came back
to Camp 2 suffering from violent headache. The same night his
condition became decidedly worse. Messengers were sent post-haste
for help. All the powers of the expedition were put in motion to save
his life. O n the afternoon of the 8th June, Bernard, the doctor,
arrived at Camp 2, and at 3 o'clock during the night Wieland with
those two trusty porters, Pasang and Palten,' arrived with oxygen.
It was too late! At twenty minutes past nine in the night Drexel
had died of inflammation of the lungs, in the arms of his comrades.
With Alfred Drexel the expedition lost a mountaineer of the first
rank.#The assault on the mountain was postponed in order to give
our comrade a worthy burial. Both piety and reason dictated the
solemn funeral. Without it, the Balti porters most certainly would
never have gone beyond Camp 2. The organization of an assault
on an 8,000-metre peak demands that everything on the lines of
communication must be left in order. We prepared a mountaineer's
grave for the dead on a moraine mound above the main camp below
the blue light of the eternal snows. Nanga Parbat herself watches
over his deep peace.
The renewal of the struggle with the mountain was now the set
Purpose of all of US. The trusty Darjeeling porters had given a
wonderful proof of their fidelity. Some of them-Pasang, Palten,
Angtenjing, Nima, and Kusang-had in their attempts to save
Drexel's life accomplished within twenty-four hours the work
three or four days. On them we could rely absolutely. With a new
assault on the mountain we knew that they would work hard and
willingly. Even while we were still at the grave-side, planting it with
flowers, Lewa took twenty Balti porters to Camp 4 with loads*
Capt. Frier and Herr Kapp, the German Consul from Bombay,
I

Or Palden.
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who spent his furlough with us in the main camp, arranged and
managed the transport. At this time a Job's messenger brought news
of a delay in the arrival of our tsampa supplies, due to a snowstorm
on the Burzil pass. Tsampa, or ground barley, is the indispensable
food of the Darjeeling porters for the higher regions. Before the
arrival of the supply we could not begin the assault. Thus we again
lost some precious days of fine weather. At last, on the 22nd June,
the second assault started in the high camp. By the end of June
Camp 4 had been established as an advanced base, and the whole
of the assaulting party was collected there a t 6,185 metres (20,307
feet).
The way chosen in 1932 to the summit ridge of Nanga Parbat
across the steep 800-metre wall, called by us then the Mulde or
'Trough', was impassable in 1934 owing to the threat of avalanches.
We were also anxious to get out of the sun-drenched snow-hollows
on to the open ridge. If the new plan, whose most ardent advocate
was Aschenbrenner, should succeed, then we should save ourselves
the intermediate Camp 6 of 1932. The only question was whether
it would be possible to make a safe route for the porters over the
bold Rakiot Peak.
On the 26th and 29th ofJune Aschenbrenner, Schneider, Welzenbath, and Miillritter took two parties of laden porters to Camp 5.
Meanwhile, preparations were made in Camp 4 for the assault on
the mountain. Merkl and Sangster arranged with Lewa the distribution of the porters. Wieland laboured untiringly, weighing out food
for the higher regions in 50-lb. loads. O n the 1st July the start was
made. The whole camp breathed desire for the assault. I t was
bitterly cold, the thermometer registering inside the tent I 3 degrees
of frost.
As regards acclimatization to altitude, the 500 metres difference
in height between Camp 4 and Camp 5 was a considerable jump.
Movement became slower, pauses for breath between strides longer.
Steep and exposed, the road wound upwards over the snow slopes,
and it was here that Lobsang, one of the strongest of the Darjeeling
Porters, unfortunately became ill and had to be sent back to Camp 4The site of Camp 5 (6,690 metres=21,g65 feet) was in many
respects excellent. It was so near the foot of the Rakiot Peak that
after a thorough rest we were fresh to attack the decisive and arduous
wall. We had an unobstructed view of the long gleaming chain of
'he Muztagh-~arakoram,the mighty K2 (28,250 feet) and the
incredibly bold Muztagh Tower (23,710 feet). There were now
about 15 loads of food for the higher regions in Camp 5. I t fell to
Mullritter, who had also come up, to see that these were carried to
'he higher camps. Bernard, in Camp 4, organized the carrying
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parties from here to Camp 5, and Frier and Sangster had charge of
the transport from the Base Camp. O n the 2nd July we brought
the packs, which had been deposited under the saddle of the Rakiot
Peak, to Camp 5. Meanwhile, Aschenbrenner, Schneider, and
Welzenbach attacked the ice-wall of the Rakiot Peak. We watched
them with astonishment and some anxiety; they appeared to us like
flies on the steep wall, as they drove in their ice-pitons, and arranged
a rope balustrade. The whole wall had to be provided with a safe
ladder, so that a safe descent could be made in bad weather.
The next morning Miillritter went down to Camp 4, while Merkl,
Welzenbach, Wieland, and I, with Angtenjing and Kitar set to work
to prepare the upper half of the ice-wall. Slowly we approached the
gap in the rocky northern ridge of the Rakiot Peak, which still hid
from us the sight of the route beyond. At last we sat down on the
sunny rocks and breathed freely. But our first look was not to the
mighty summit bastion of Nanga Parbat, but to the long traverse
that led over to the snow ridge of the 'Silver Saddle'. There appeared
to be no great difficulty, and we set to work to make the whole of
the steep wall safe with ropes from above. Such work at a height
of 22,300 feet is terribly difficult and tiring. When we had finished,
nearly 600 feet of rope hung on the steep Rakiot wall; with its aid
we descended quickly, and reached camp tired out.
On the magnificent morning of the 4th July Merkl roused the
whole camp early and gave his last instructions for the start. In
excellent order the single parties set out. Schneider and Aschenbrenner, unhindered by packs and porters, were to prepare the
traverse across the west wall of Rakiot Peak. At definite intervals,
Merkl, Welzenbach, Wieland, and I followed with seventeen Darjeeling porters. Some of these had never been on so steep an ice.
wall. The route across it was certainly the limit in difficulty for
laden porters. To-day the high altitude school of the 'Tigers' was
to be put to the test on Nanga Parbat. Everything went perfectly*
If one looked back for a moment one saw behind one the smiling,
ardent faces of these men. O n the ridge above there was a section
of the route that called for the greatest care and attention. Below
the ice-covered rocks the wall breaks steeply away to the uPPer
glacier surface of Camp 4. The advance guard had meanwhit
stretched here a rope balustrade. All the porters, safeguarded on
both sides, were brought over this difficult and exposed places
Slowly we approached the flat snow saddle in which the famous
Camp 7 of 1932 had stood. This is the beginning of that sharp sno"
ridge leading upwards to the 'Silver Saddle'. While we pitched Our
tents here, Nanga Parbat slowly unveiled her icy magnificence*
From the surge of the sea of fog below us emerged, 5,000 metresIn

Rakiot Peak
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height, the enormous southern buttress of the main summit. The
porters left their work and gazed with us a t the mountain.
Once the Rakiot Peak, the strongest bulwark of the mountain, had
fallen, the conquest of Nanga Parbat seemed to us only a matter of
three or four days. The weather that for days had treated us regularly
to a magnificent morning and, after a brief midday mist, to a splendid
evening, seemed most favourable for the assault. A proof of our
satisfaction is shown by the fact that not one of us had raised a doubt
about the weather during these days. I n Camp 6 (6,955 metres
=22,835 feet) we had all slept excellently in spite of the cramped
position inside the tent. But the morning brought us no joyous
awakening. Three of our best porters, Angtenjing, Palten, and
Nima, declared themselves mountain sick, and begged permission
to descend without being accompanied.
The porter question became still more precarious when the day
afterwards in Camp 7 (7, I 05 metres= 23,328 feet), lying below the
last steep slope of the 'Silver Saddle', two other men, Tondu [Tendrup?] and Norbu, were rendered useless by illness. They were so
exhausted that it was with the utmost difficulty that I was able to
bring them down to Camp 4. Norbu's exhaustion was like a C O ~ plete faint, and lasted two days.
When I departed from Camp 7 on the morning of the 6th .July
it was a magnificent, clear morning.' This is roved beyond doubt
by several films and photographs taken a t that time. I t was only in
the belt between Camp 5 and Camp 4 that we got into fog during
our descent and later into a blizzard. As, however, Bernard and
Miillritter said that bad weather had been raging for days in Camp 4,
while on the ridge above the sun had been shining, we had not the
slightest fear for the situation of the advance party. O n the contrary,
I was convinced that the summit would be captured on the 7th
July. It was only the depth of the new fallen snow and the continued
blizzard that prevented supplies from being sent up.
Meanwhile, the assault on the mountain was continued with energy.
On the 6th July, Aschenbrenner, Schneider, Welzenbach, Merkl,
and Wieland, with eleven porters, reached the 'Silver Saddle' (7,451
metres=24,464 feet), and with that the great snow plateau. The two
east and the north summits form its corner stones. T o the south-west
it ascends slightly, and ends in a snow dome 7,910 metres (25,971
feet) in height, behind which a sharp snow-ridge leads upwards to
'he main summit. While Merkl, with Wieland and the porters, had
I stress this point because M. Marcel Kurz, in his article 'Le dtsastre au NanfZa
Parbat', in Die Alpen, says that the weather at Camp 7 on this morning was hopelessly bad. [See also Captain Sangster9s diary printed below. No mention is
made of bad weather on the 6th) and progress was rapid.-Ed.]
4001.7
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remained somewhat behind, Aschenbrenner and Schneider in a
strong wind climbed over the plateau upwards in order to push
Camp 8 farther towards the summit, and to find a place sheltered
from the wind. The view over the free unencumbered way further
filled them with the joy of battle and the confidence of victory. When
about 2 o'clock the last porters with Wieland emerged on the 'Silver
Saddle', they decided to wait for them under the summit of the
before-mentioned snow dome (7,700 metres=25,280 feet). They
believed they were then about four or five hours' climb from the
main summit.
In spite of the blue sky the storm increased vastly towards evening
and became during the night a raging hurricane. The large tent1
in which Merkl, Welzenbach, and Wieland lay was bent completely
double by the terrible blasts of wind. I t was not till the following
morning that it was possible to fasten it down with ropes. The tent
walls clattered unceasingly in the blizzard, but the climbers believed
that the weather would improve. The rucksack for the assault on
the summit remained ready packed. I t contained little, but everything that was most important, the flag for the summit, a camera,
and something to eat. On the morning of the 7th July, however,
the storm raged so vehemently that the advance party had to give
up their plans for the summit, and once more took refuge in their
tent. With maddened speed dense clouds of wind-driven snow raged
over the plateau and hid the sun, so that it was quite dark at 10 and
1 1 o'clock in the morning. Both sahibs and porters felt comparatively safe in their tents, and no one suffered from the bitter coldNevertheless, the terrible storm prevented the preparation of the
simplest meals, although the besieged had actually enough provisions
for five or six days. The hurricane increased from hour to hour. A
second terrible night a t Camp 8 was passed while it raged. The
morning of the 8th July brought no improvement in the weather.
Existence in the tent became almost unbearable.
All were now agreed that the first assault on the summit had failedMerkl, therefore, gave orders for the descent to Camp 4. Aschenbrenner and Schneider were to go in advance with Pasang, Nima
Dorje 11, and Pinju Norbu to make the track. Merkl, welzenbach,
and Wieland were to follow immediately with the other portersAt the common start all were fit enough for the descent. Not a singk
one of the party 'thought only of flight and saving his life' as Marce1
Kurz has written. On the contrary, the march down from Camp 8
took place with full reflection and in the best order. The storm On
the 'Silver Saddle' was so fierce that the first party had to exercise the
utmost care during the descent of its steep flank. Schneider wed
' Camp 8, height by stereo-photogrammetry,7,480 m. =24,560 feet.
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first, the porters next, and Aschenbrenner brought up the rear, ready
at any moment to arrest a fall. About I O O metres below the gap
Nima Dorje I1 was torn by the storm from the steps. I t was only
with the utmost difficulty that Pasang and Aschenbrenner succeeded
in holding him on the rope, and so saving the whole party from
death. But the storm had swept the sleeping-bag from Nima Dorje's
back. Like a balloon the big pack sailed away over the Rupal side
of the crest. The five men had now only one sleeping-bag, and it
therefore became absolutely necessary to reach either Camp 5 or
Camp 4 that same day if they were not to be frozen. I n the raging
snow-storm it was impossible to see more than 10 metres ahead, so
that many false tracks were made. T o save the porters from making
these exhausting detours, Aschenbrenner and Schneider unroped
themselves from them on the easier ground opposite Camp 7, telling
them to follow immediately in their tracks. When the storm tore
the clouds asunder for a moment they saw the second party coming
down from the 'Silver Saddle'.
After superhuman efforts Schneider and Aschenbrenner, completely exhausted and covered with ice from head to foot, reached
safety in Camp 4 the same evening. They had lost sight of the
porters, but believed them, together with the second party, close
behind them. We waited in Camp 4 the whole evening and the
whole night expecting them, but Willy Merkl and his men did not
come.
Pasang, Nima Dorje 11, and Pinju Norbu got no farther than
Camp 7, where they spent the night in the tent that had been left
behind. The plight of the main party was worse, as they had to rig
up a secondary camp under the 'Silver Saddle' without a tent. How
it was that our comrades with their porters only covered such a short
distance on the 8th July will never be satisfactorily explained. The
only four of these brave porters of the second party who returned
related that Merkl and Wieland were incapable of going farther.
This does away with the suggestion that with a more complete
equipment of Camps 6 and 7 the disaster might have been avoided.
It was the sufferings entailed by the terrible bivouac on the night
of the 8th in the raging blizzard that led to the rapid exhaustion
which prevented the greater part of the main party from reaching
safety in the lower camps. Nima Norbu died the same night in the
secondary camp. I n the morning Merkl's right hand and both of
Wieland's hands were frostbitten.
During the descent on the 9th July Angtsering, Gaylay, and
Dakshi had to stay in the secondary camp as they were partly ill,
partly snow-blind. Uli Wieland died the same morning, 30 metres
in front of the tent of Camp 7. Merkl and Welzenbach remained
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alone in this camp while Kitar, Da Thondup,' Nima Tashi, and
Kikuli descended farther. O n their way over the ridge they tracked
breast-deep in snow. The storm was so terrible that they could not
reach Camp 6 and were forced to shelter in a snow cave a short
distance from Pasang's party without knowing it.
10th July in Camp 4. A day of storm in whose icy breath the
mountains smoked. O n the 'Silver Saddle' and from the ridges snow
pennons hundreds of metres long were driven horizontally over the
Rakiot side of the mountain. In the afternoon seven men were seen
descending the ice wall of the Rakiot Peak. These men were the
now united parties of Pasang and Kitar. Once more we tracked up
to the steep slope above Camp 4, where our further progress was
once more made impossible by our sinking in impassable snow. This
had already happened previously when attempting to send on
supplies or rescue parties. There were now, however, only four men
who waded down to us: Pasang, Kitar, Kikuli, and Da Thondup.
Their comrades Nima Tashi and Nima Dorje I1 had died amid the
ropes of the Rakiot Peak, and Pinju Norbu 3 metres before the safety
tents in Camp 5. The four brave survivors were absolutely exhausted,
at the end of their tether; all four had badly frost-bitten hands and
feet. Bernard carefully gave them a little soup, and then each of us
took a porter by the arm and brought him gently to Camp 4.
Throughout the first half of the night we rubbed their frost-bitten
toes and fingers with snow. At last, a t midnight, Kitar was so far
restored that he was able to give us an account of those terrible days
of storm on the ridge.
During the night of the I I th July poor Dakshi died up in the
secondary camp above Camp 7. The next morning Gaylay and
Angtsering descended to Camp 7, where Merkl and ~elzenbach
had remained. Every morning for a few minutes when the storm
clouds parted they could see our rescue party climbing up from
Camp 4; they did not know how we were for ever being repulsed
by storm and deep snow. So they waited in quiet hope that help
would come.
At last on the I 2th July Aschenbrenner, Schneider, and Miillritter,
with Norbu, Angtenjing, and Lobsang, succeeded in reaching Camp
5. They went without loads of any kind only to blaze a track in the
flood of snow. They reached Camp 5 after the most arduous work)
lasting for six hours, and found poor Pinju Norbu lying in the snow
in front of the tents. Aschenbrenner and Schneider wanted to bring
down the bodies of Nima Dorje and Nima Tashi from the ropes of
the Rakiot Peak, but a renewal of the storm drove them back. Late
in the evening they arrived back, completely exhausted, in Camp 4.
Dawa Tendrup.
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Willi Welzenbach died during the night of the 13th July in

Camp 7. On the morning of the 14th the last survivors descended
towards Camp 6, Merkl painfully supported by two ice-axes. At
the ascent of the 'Mohrenkopf' his strength gave out. Here they
built themselves into a small ice-cave.
From down below in Camp 4, a man was seen pressing forward
across the level saddle. Now and again the storm bore down a cry
for help. The solitary figure reached and came down over the Rakiot
Peak. I t was Angtsering, Willy Merkl's second orderly, who a t
length, completely exhausted and suffering from terrible frost-bite,
found refuge in Camp 4. With almost superhuman endurance he
had fought his way down through storm and snow, a hero a t every
step. Since he brought no letter from Merkl or Gaylay, his simple
tale was the last news of the heroic struggle of our comrades and their
faithful porters high on the ridge above.
On the 15th and 16thJuly Schneider and Aschenbrenner, throwing sense and reason to the winds, once more made a rush to
Camp 5-using their last reserves of strength and with no prospect
of success. I t was in vain. Again and again they were engulfed in
the gigantic flood of freshly fallen snow.
On the I 7th July Raechl and Misch, who had returned to the base
camp from their scientific tour round Nanga Parbat, and had come
up to Camp 4, undertook one last attempt a t rescue. They too were
beaten back.
The weather remained bad. The last cry from above had ceased.
Willy Merkl and his trusty porter were no more. Merkl, throughout
his life the best of comrades and the staunchest of friends, was to
receive in his last days a testimony of comradeship as yet unknown
in the history of the Himalaya. Gaylay, who might possibly have
saved himself with Angtsering on the 14th July, stayed with his
master and kept troth with him till death.
It was impossible to contemplate a further assault, nor even to
reach our dead. We could give them no coffin, but in our hearts
they are enshrined. By the nand July all the lower camps were struck.
And as we left the Rakiot valley in early August, the terrible memory
those days of storm was laid to rest. As our backward glance a t
the mighty mountain grew more distant and all embracing, so grew
ever greater the picture of our dead comrades and porters who gave
their lives in combat for a great aim.

DIARY JOTTINGS: NANGA PARBAT, 1934
CAPTAIN
R. A. K. SANGSTER

May I. The whole expedition collected in Srinagar ready to start.
May 2. First party, under Merkl and Frier, with 400 coolies,
started for Tragbal.
May 3. Second party-Wieland, Schneider, and Sangster, with
200 coolies-followed.
May 10. Both parties reached Astor, after crossing both Tragbal
and Burzil passes in deep snow.
May 14. Spent night a t Rakiot bridge.
May 18. Reached temporary Base Camp after stiff climb up
Rakiot nullah. Held up here by deep, late snow. Weather bad.
May 22. Started carrying stores up to Base Camp. Began digging
out camp on site of base camp of 1932 expedition. Early conditions
a t Base Camp very unpleasant as site consisted of only a hole in deep
snow (12feet), which had to be enlarged daily, to allow tents to be
pitched.
May 26. First party (Wieland, Bechtold, Miillritter) went up to
the camp on the upper part of great moraine just below northern
wall. Main purpose of party to take some photos of the great ice
avalanches which fall day and night from the top to the bottom of
this I 2,000-foot wall.
May 27. Wieland returned with excellent reports of snow conditions in and near Camp I . H e urged the immediate start of the
attack.
May 28. Schneider, Aschenbrenner, and six Darjeeling porters
followed on.
May 29. Welzenbach and Drexel started off for Camp 4- The
weather was still very uncertain-mostly bad; snow still very often
falling.
June 2. Advanced party left Camp I and made a dash for Camp 2;
they were forced to spend one night in a temporary camp, owing
deep snow impeding their progress.
June 4. Camp 2 established in about the same spot as it was in
1932. This camp had later to be moved altogether owing to great
fissures opening out and ice towers falling, under and round the
tents, causing great danger. Camp 2, situated in the midst of the
wildest ice-fields, on the 'crest' of the huge Rakiot glacier, was always
an unpleasant and dangerous place to stay in. At one time it was
hoped to cut it out, as a camp in which to stop, and to use it merely
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as a resting and provisioning camp; but it was found that the climb
from Camp I to Camp 3 was not ~ossiblefor laden porters, and so
Camp 2 continued to be used.
June 6. Camp 3 established-again after great difficulty. T h e
advance party had to spend the night of 5th in a temporary camp.
It was very difficult to find a good way through the ice-fields, and
from here the I 932 track was no longer followed, owing to the movement of the glacier having altered conditions. All this time the
weather was extremely uncertain and a good deal of snow fell.
June 7. At Camp 3 Drexel, who was suffering from a severe cold,
was with great difficulty persuaded to return for treatment: he
reached Camp 2 in an extremely exhausted condition. Miillritter,
who was in this camp, a t once started off to fetch the doctor.
June 8. Dr. Bernard arrived on afternoon of 8th in Camp 2, but
Drexel died of congestion of the lungs caused by pneumonia a t
g p.m. that evening.
June g. Wieland, after a wonderful night climb from Camp I to
Camp 2, arrived in the early morning of 9th with oxygen, but too
late to save his comrade. All climbers and porters now left the
mountain.
June I I . Drexel was buried near Base Camp, in a wonderful
position, facing the great northern wall of Nanga Parbat.
June 14. Wieland and Sangster climbed Buldar peak (18,000
feet),' and obtained some useful photographs of the summit of
Nanga Parbat, which is not visible from Base Camp.
June r6. A long wait now ensued, as some hitch had occurred in
the arrival of the tsampa, the essential ration for the Darjeeling porters
in high camps. This delay was a very great pity, for on all these days
the weather was excellent and very valuable time was being wasted.
A certain amount of useful work was done, and stores were sent u p
daily to stock Camp 4, which we intended to use as an advanced
base camp for the final assault.
June 22. At last, the tsarnpa having arrived, the first party, consisting of Merkl, Welzenbach, Bechtold, Miillritter, Schneider, and
Aschenbrenner, started for Camp 4 which they reached on 25th June.
June 25. Second party (Wieland, Bernard, and Sangster) left
Base Camp and reached Camp 4 on 28th June. Merkl, Frier,
Bechtold, Miillritter, and Schneider climbed the West Chongra
peak (21,500 feet a p p r ~ x . ? ) . ~
3une30. Wieland and Sangster climbed West Chongra peak. The
weather was inclined to be changeable, and was not so good as it
had been during our wait in Base Camp. Long conference was held

'

18,393 feet (stereo-~hotogram.survey).-Ed.
Probably that shown on photogram. survey as 6,448 In. (21,171 feet).-Ed.
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in Camp 4, regarding the plan of attack on the summit. Wieland
and Sangster had made out the original plan in which two groups
of four climbers each were to start from Camp 4 with a two-days'
interval. This plan had to be altered a t short notice owing to a
variety of reasons: sickness among the porters and scarcity of fuel
being the most urgent. I t was decided that one party of seven
climbers with all available porters would make the attempt together
from Camp 4 onwards.
July I. First party (Merkl, Welzenbach, Schneider, Aschenbrenner) started for Camp 5.
July 2. Second party (Wieland, Bechtold, and Miillritter) left for
Camp 5. They hoped to be able to join up with the first party and
go over the Rakiot peak together. Camp 5 was located on the ridge
below the last steep slope to the Rakiot peak. This peak proved a
great deal more difficult to cross than was anticipated and involved
two days' hard work. Steps had to be cut into a very steep slope and
permanent ropes put in for over 400 feet.
July p. The party (6 climbers and 18porters) established Camp 6,
about 300 feet beyond and below Rakiot peak, on practically the
same spot as Camp 7, the highest camp of the 1932 expedition. In
Camp 4 bad weather had now set in-snow in the day and very
heavy wind at night; but at Camp 6, above 23,000 feet, the weather
was not so bad-only 'strong but not disagreeable winds' being
reported.
July 5. Miillritter returned to Camp 4 with a sick porter, to
return later with stores for Camps 5 and 6, which might be needed
later. The climbing party made their way along the ridge, passing
a fantastic rock-tower which was named the 'Moor's Head', and
reached the lowest saddle of the ridge. From here the party started
to climb again and pitched Camp 7 under the steep rise to the
Silver Saddle. This was not a very difficult day's climbing, but was
made very strenuous by the deep snow. A severe snow-storm broke
as the party was pitching camp, making the work extremely difficult.
July 6. Bechtold left the party, taking some sick porters back to
Camp 4; he was to assist Miillritter in equipping Camps 6 and 7,
in case of emergency. The climbing party now consisted of five
climbers and eleven porters.
The climb to Camp 8 was started early in the morning. ~chneider
and Aschenbrenner in the lead, cutting steps in the very steep slope
up to the Silver Saddle. These two climbers were in fine form, and
quickly reached the Saddle and beheld before them the last plateau
-'a comparatively long but not very difficult distance to travel up
to the main peak'. Schneider definitely states that he and Aschenbrenner could have reached the summit that day and even returned
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to camp. However, they decided, in fairness to their comrades, to
stick to the arranged programme; and so they chose a site for Camp 8
on the plateau, not far from the Silver Saddle. Actually they themselves went right across the plateau to the 'Fore Peak', and this, a t
26,000 feet,' was the highest point reached on Nanga Parbat. The
porters, who had had an extremely stiff climb up to the Silver
Saddle, were unable to carry on far across the plateau; and for this
reason Camp 8, at 25,000 feet,2 was near the Silver Saddle.
July 7. A terrible storm blew that night and next morning, just as
the party was getting ready to make a start for the summit. The
storm increased in ferocity and became so strong that it was impossible to breathe in the open. Powder snow was being carried along
the ground horizontally and in great sheets. Conditions became
appalling. To add to troubles, tent poles were broken, and one tent,
in which were Schneider and Aschenbrenner, started to let in the
S ~ O W . However, the party decided to hang on that day, believing
that a storm of such velocity and fury could not last more than a day.
They took no food that day and had only a cup of tea each,
produced with the utmost difficulty. That night conditions were
even worse. Another tent pole broke; the force of the storm was
terrific.
July 8. Next day conditions being as bad as ever, they were forced
to the decision to go back to Camp 4 and make another attempt on
the summit when the weather cleared. All were weakening considerably by that time owing to the cold, the height, and lack of
nourishment. I t was impossible to hang on any longer. I t was
decided that Schneider and Aschenbrenner, with three porters,
should go ahead and remake the track over the Silver Saddle and
downwards, and that the remainder of the party should follow a t
once. No climber or porter appeared to be in bad condition then,
and in the hope of an early return and to lighten porters' loads, a
tent and certain equipment were left in Camp 8.
Crossing the Silver Saddle, a sleeping-bag was literally torn from
a porter's back by the force of the gale and blown away. This bag
belonged to the two climbers, Schneider and Aschenbrenner, which
meant that they had to get down a t least as far as Camp 5 (Camp 4,
as it turned out) before they could hope to find any shelter. The
way down the slopes from the Silver Saddle was very difficult and
fresh steps had to be cut all over again. The way along the ridges
Was also very difficult and in the terrific gale the climbers could only
I As will be seen from Bechtold's account, the party did not reach the
'his peak, which the survey
to be 7,910 m., or 25,971 feet, but halted

it at

about 7,700 m., or 25,280 feet.-Ed.

BY stereo-photogrammetry, 7,480 m. or 24,560 feet.-Ed.
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see about six yards. Conditions were extremely dangerous. Near
Camp 7 the three porters fell behind and the climbers lost sight of
them. The climbers crossed the Rakiot peak, reached Camp 5, and,
having had something to eat there, reached Camp 4 that evening.
They had completed a tremendous climb in one day, and under
appalling conditions, making the track in deep snow nearly all
the way.
They expected their comrades and the porters to arrive that same
evening; when these did not arrive, they presumed that they had
stayed the night in Camp 5.
July 9. The storm raged all day, and did not diminish until the
evening of the third day.
July 10. Four terribly frost-bitten and completely exhausted
porters arrived in the evening from the higher camps; they were
sent down to Base Camp the next day.
July I I . Repeated efforts were made to take help up to the higher
camps, by the party now in Camp 4. I t was, however, found impossible-the storm had made the conditions terrible. Snow was now
lying shoulder deep, and what had once been a 3-hour climb was
now done by a party in 6& hours with great difficulty. Also all
climbers and porters were rapidly becoming very weak; they had
been at this elevation too long and the strain was too great.
July 14. At last one porter arrived from just beyond Camp 6, and
was able to give the true story of the fate which had overtaken the
remainder of the party.
I t appears that the three climbers, Merkl, Welzenbach, and
Wieland, with the porters, left Camp 8 on the 8th July shortly after ,
Schneider and Aschenbrenner. That day they only got down to a
spot just above Camp 7, and spent the night there without a tent,
presumably in a snow cave. O n the 9th July they went on clown to
Camp 7. Near Camp 7 Wieland sat down in the track and fell
asleep, never to wake again. In Camp 7 there was still a tent standing which afforded cover for some of the party. Porters Kitar, Kikulif
Nima Tashi, and Da Thondul went on still farther down and spent '
the night in an ice cave near Camp 6. O n the loth July these
men overtook the three porters who had started with schneider
and Aschenbrenner and who had spent one night in Camp 7 and
the next in a snow cave near Camp 6. Together they crossed
the Rakiot peak, and four of the seven porters reached Camp 4 the
same day. These were Pasang, Kitar, Kikuli, and Da Thondu. The
remaining three porters, Nima Dorje, Pintzo Norbu,' and Nima
Tashi, perished near Camp 5, dying on the track from sheer exhaup
tion. Merkl and Welzenbach with two porters (Gaylay and Ang.
Or Dawa Tcndrup.

Or Pinju ~Vorbu.
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tsering) remained two days in Camp 7, presumably hoping that the
storm would clear. The porters Nima Norbu and Dakshi had died
on the 11th.' On the night of the 12113th Welzenbach died of
exhaustion in Camp 7. O n the 13th Merkl, with Gaylay and
Angtsering, continued the descent, and reached a snow cave on the
saddle near Camp 6. All were in a very bad condition; they had
had nothing to eat for at least four days, were exhausted by the
altitude and badly frostbitten. O n the 14th Angtsering performed
the magnificent feat of getting down to Camp 4 over the difficult
Rakiot peak alone. Nor must the gallantry of' Gaylay be forgotten.
He stayed with his leader in the vain endeavour to look after him
until help should arrive from below.
JuEy I ~ Another
.
attempt was made from Camp 4 to get up to the
stranded Merkl and Gaylay.
July 17. Another vain attempt was made. I t was impossible. The
snow was now worse than shoulder deep. All climbers and porters
were exhausted. All hope had to be abandoned. Merkl and Gaylay
must have perished on the 14th or 15th July. They were foodless
and had not eaten for some days; they were exhausted and badly
frostbitten.
Both died in the secondary camp above Camp 7, Nima Norbu on the night of
I I th (Bechtold's account, supra, pp. 35, 36).-Ed.

the 8th, Dakshi on the night of the
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I. GENERAL
R. FINSTERWALDER

are few places in the world where the earth's crust is open
to a greater depth and where it lies more freely exposed than in
the Himalaya, and more particularly in the region of Nanga Parbat,
the north-western pillar of these mountains. Here the Indus flows
a t a height of between 3,000 and 4,000 feet in a hot arid valley,
2 I ,000 feet lower than the snow-covered crests and ridges of Nanga
Parbat. Between the valley bottom and the mountain crests there
are a number of climatic and morphological zones, with considerable
differences of detail. The climbing expedition provided the opportunity for some scientific research on these regional questions as a
contribution to the great probIems of the North-Western Himalaya
as a whole. Previous research work done in the Himalaya has been
extensive rather than intensive; we had the opportunity for intensive
rather than extensive work. Both are essential to the solution of the
great problems of geography and geology that have to be solved. It
is hoped, therefore, that our observations will add to the structure
of Himalayan research; not till our final results are compiled can this
hope be fulfilled. In the following summary we can only indicate
the nature of our work and observations.
The s~ientific~group
of the expedition consisted of myself, Dr. walter Raechl, and Dr. Peter Misch. Our work comprised ( I ) Geodesy,
Cartography, and Glaciology, (2) Geography, and more
Geomor~hology,and (3) Geology and Petrology. The programme
and scope of this work was arranged so that the members could
travel together in one group, the work of each being complementary
to that of the others. Our observations covered the whole of the
Nanga Parbat massif and its immediate neighbourhood; in
branches of our subject there were interesting and important Pr@
blems to be solved.
The region of Nanga Parbat is not unknown. The Survey of India
has carried out general geodetic and cartographic work. Dr. D*N.
Wadis has made a geological survey. w e were not therefore cop
cerned to explore scientifically as large an area as possible, but
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apply modern methods to a limited region. For geodetic surveying
and glaciology we intended to use modern stereo-photogrammetry;
in the sphere of geomorphology we must apply the methods used in
the Alps for questions relating to the Ice Age; the geologist had to
consider the new gefiigekundlichen methods. Intensive examination of
the whole region necessitated high climbs on the steep slopes of
Nanga Parbat, and the task was not easy even for fit climbers.
Although we often worked separated ,from the main group of
climbers, we owe much to their help, and it is with deep gratitude
that we remember our friends who have remained on the mountain.
To the initiative and talents for organization of Merkl we owe our
opportunity. To him was due the possibility of alpinists and scientists
working together on this expedition, and without him the scientific
work would have been impossible.
11. GEODETIC AND TOPOGRAPHICAL SURVEYING
R. FINSTERWALDER

Our plans included the compilation of an accurate contoured map
of the whole district, by terrestrial stereo-photogrammetry. Such a
map was to be the basis of our research in geological and geographical questions not only now but in the future. This is meant in no
sense as a criticism of the existing map recently published by the
Survey of India. The cartographic work of that department surprised us by its high quality and was most valuable to us. But for
the detailed studies we were engaged upon, the scale ( I inch to
4 miles, I : 253,440) was not large enough, and the method, planetabling, was not accurate enough. Even the very best planetabling
is much inferior to photogrammetry, ~articularlyin so difficult a
mountain region. Nevertheless, British officers have carried out some
photogrammetric survey which was of both theoretical and practical
value to us. During certain flights along the Indus valley oblique
photographs had been taken of Nanga Parbat, particularly of the
upper Rakiot valley. Captain D. R. Crone, R.E., has since given a
brief account of his method of compiling a map from these obliques,
On a scale of I :100,ooo; where it has been used successfully in mapping the north-west face of Nanga Parbat,' and it will be of more
than technical interest to compare his results with our contoured map
to be drawn by ground stereo-photogrammetry.
Nor was it the first time that ground stereo-photogrammetry had
been employed in the highest Himalaya. The pioneer of the method
was Major, now Professor, Kenneth Mason, who used the Wild
I

Mapping from Air-Photographs', by D. R. Crone,
Geographical ~ o u r n a lvol.
,
lxxxiv, I 934, pp. 149, 150.
I
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photo-theodolite in the Shaksgam in 1926, and plotted his map with
the Wild Autograph in Switzerland.' In 1931 Karl Wien surveyed
by the same method the Zemu glacier in the Sikkim Himalaya, and
from his photographs I compiled a map on the scale of I : 33,333,2
But now we proposed to survey not only a single glacier, but a whole
group of the high Himalaya, about 1,000 square miles in extent.
I had myself already made a similar survey on the Pamirs,3 but I
now intended to test the method in the wilder and more difficult
Himalaya. I had the assistance of Dr. Walter Raechl, who had
worked -with me in the Alps.
The photogrammetric method employed was almost the same as
that used on the Zemu glacier. Now, however, we used a larger
instrument, the light Zeiss field photo-theodolite, with a 13x 18cm.
image and a vertical image-plane. We used I 15 photogrammetric
base-lines and took 350 survey photographs, mostly at heights
between 13,ooo and 16,000 feet, just below the limit of snow. The
photographs include the whole region without any important gaps,
and from these we shall be able to make a complete and accurately
contoured map on the scale of I : 50,000, plotted automatically. In
order to fix the photogrammetric stations, we triangulated the whole
district. The accuracy required was to about 3 feet both for position
and height.
In conjunction with the triangulation we measured the plumbline deflexions by determining astronomical latitudes from star
observations at fifteen stations whose geodetic latitudes were obtained
from the triangulation. The difference of the astronomical and
geodetic determinations of latitude is, of course, a measure of the
deflexion. The accuracy is expected to be about one second of arc,
and though the results are not yet available, the observations at so
many as fifteen stations should give a very good idea of the form of
the geoid in the region of Nanga Parbat.
Glaciological observations were also carried out. On suitable
profiles of the glacier-tongues we measured the velocity of ice-movement by a series of stereo-photographs, as I had already done on
the Pamirs. By knowing the velocity of ice-movement in a profile,
the depth of the glacier-ice and the volume of ice flowing through
the profile can be determined by Lagally's formula. We surveyed

' 'The

Stereographic Survey of the Shaksgam', by Major Kenneth MaS0"
Survey of India. GeographicalJournal, "01. h,1927, pp. 342-58.
Through the courtesy of the author and Herr Paul Bauer, an English trans':
tion, by hut.-Colonel Thompson, Survey of India, of Professor ~ i n s t e r w a l ~ ~ ~ '
report of this survey and an English edition of the map itself are published w'th
this volume.-Ed.
' Geodalische, fopographische und glazialogische Ergebnisse der Alai-Pamir ~ x ~ c d ~ '
1928, R. Finsterwalder. Berlin, D. Reimer, 1932.
M.C., R.E.,
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four profiles on the chief glacier of the group in the Rakiot valley
and also on two glaciers in the Rupal valley to the south of Nanga
Parbat.
111. GEOGRAPHICAL STUDIES1
WALTER RAECHL

MY activities as geographer on the Nanga Parbat expedition embraced researches in geomorphology, plant-geography, and h ~ n ~ a n
settlement, besides participation in the photogrammetric survey, I t
was possible to combine these activities to some extent. I n addition,
daily weather observations were carefully made, a task that was
carried out also in the climbing group by Ulrich Wieland. I n the
main Astor and Indus valleys we visited and examined heights
between 10,000 and 16,000 feet; in the upper Rupal glacier region
Misch, the geologist, and I worked up to 18,300 feet; and on Nanga
Parbat we reached 2 I ,000 feet.
My chief task was to carry out in this limited region of the Himalaya an accurate geomorphological examination on lines similar to
those employed in the Alps now for a number of years. With a
practical knowledge of alpine development and form I could, during
my field work, draw comparisons between the two mountain systems,
which were most valuable in forming a n opinion of the geomor~hologyof this Himalayan region.
The Nanga Parbat massif is bounded on the east, south, and west
by deep, narrow gorges (the Astor, Rupal, and Bunar valleys). Only
on the north and north-west does it slope down towards the broad
longitudinal valley of the Indus. Just as in the Alps, so here one
observes a 'storied' or step-like type of construction, as expressed by
platforms, levelled ridges or 'benches', ridges of equal altitude and
Steps in the valley bottoms. The phenomenon is more noticeable in
the mountain hollows than in lower parts of the valleys. I n the
upper Rakiot and upper Rupal nullahs, for instance, about seven
of different level can be recognized, those a t about 13,000 feet,
151000 feet, and 16,500 feet being the most marked. They can be
traced in the hills bounding the Astor and Indus valleys.
noticeable in the landscape are the gentler land-forms
between 13,000 and 13,700
feet, where the rounded and flattened
- .
I It is with very great regret that we have to record the death of Dr. Raechl, who
died on the 29th December 1934 at Berchtesgaden from injuries received when
the previous day, during a traverse of the Wat2man.n in the
BavarjanAlps. Dr. Raechl was born in 1902 and was elected to the Hlmala~an
'Iub In '934 The paper which appears under his name above was written in
Germanjust before his death, and it has not been ~ossiblefor him to check the
English translation.-Ed,
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ridges and broad rudimentary valleys, cut short in front, resemble
the old morphology of the Deosai plateau, about 40 miles to the
south-east. The change in cross-section between the upper and
lower parts of the same valleys is surprisingly marked: U-shaped
valleys change suddenly to narrow V-shaped gorges: pre-glacial
structure and composition have been influenced by glaciation in the
upper parts; post-glacial fluviatile erosion and young elevation have
co-operated in the lower.
I t is possible to estimate from the remains of moraine, and partly
also from the slightly formed troughs in the uppermost parts of the
valleys to what extent there has been glaciation. From the fact that
below 7,000 feet there are no signs of glaciation, one can conclude
that the Nanga Parbat glaciers were never so extensive during the
Ice Age as those of the Alps, where the tongues of huge valley glaciers
covered even the foreland. But the corries a t a height of 14,ooofeetand
over (the existence of which was doubtful in the Himalaya) are irrefutable evidence of extensive glaciation on the slopes at some period.
Post-glacial and recent movements of the valley glaciers are shown
by four systems of moraines which are generally recognizable at the
Rakiot, Buldar, Lotang, Sachen, Chungphar, and Bazhin glaciers;
they are mostly covered by high or young woods. Between the
periods of the most ancient advances of the glacier snouts, climatic
changes must have caused considerable degeneration of the ice and
'retreat' of the snout. The great filling up of the valleys is largely
connected with these periods of degeneracy. For long distances,
terraces of loose rock are preserved, showing on the sides of their
steep slopes a marked formation of earth-pillars. To-day the glacier
streams have cut deep down between the old lateral moraines, and
the remnants of even recent terminal moraines lie already a considerable distance from the glacier snouts. The whole picture is one
that suggests general recession of the glaciers for some time, with
short and occasional interruptions.
The character of these valley glaciers varies with the rnorpholog~.
Below the steep east wall of Chongra peak (Lotang and Sachen
glaciers) as well as below the south wall of Nanga Parbat there exists
the type of glacier that has no nCvC basin, while the high-level
erosion surfaces in the basins of the Rupal and Rakiot glaciers have
permitted the formation of nCvC regions. With the first of these tYPeS
the valley glaciers are fed only by falling ice and snow avalanches;
with the second, they originate from the nCvC reservoirs, but
increase their volume farther down their course from the ice-covered
slopes that enclose them.
In contrast to these mountain valleys the deep Indus valley, with
its broad, high-lying floor at 4,000 feet, differs strangely. It lorrs
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a desert embedded between the icy glaciers of Nanga Parbat and the
range beyond. The interglacial or post-glacial gravel filling appears
here in three, four, or five systems of terraces, which are particularly
well preserved at Bunji and Bunar, while they are discontinued in
the narrows at Leychar. The gravels are underlaid by sands
(Mehlsande) south of Bunji, which thin out gradually as one ascends
the valley; in the other direction they end a t the rocky narrowing
of the valley floor at Leychar. They appear to be the sediments of
a former valley lake which disappeared when the waters cut through
the rock dam. No signs of a former glacial period of the Indus valley
could be found between Bunji and Bunar.
IV. GEOLOGICAL STUDIES
PETER MISCH

Our task was to obtain as accurate and detailed information as
possible regarding the Nanga Parbat group, which belongs to the
Himalaya, the highest and wildest of the young folded chains of
mountains. For the geologist this implied examination of a portion of
the Himalayan crystalline complex. For the Nanga Parbat group lies
in the inner zone of the mountains, which consists chiefly of crystalline rocks. Minute examination of this limited section of the Himalaya should be bound up with the general geological study of the
Himalaya as a whole, the responsibility for which is undertaken by
the Geological Survey of India. My work tries, therefore, to make a
contribution to the solution of a number of questions connected with
the crystalline rocks of the Himalaya. Among other problems of
interest to the geologist are the age of this crystalline group and its
tectonic connexion with the folded system of the Himalaya. The
geologist had therefore to make as accurate a geological survey as
possible of the Nanga Parbat region, and to examine the peculiarity,
connexion, and mutual affinityof the different rocks, and the tectonics
and folding, both generally and in detail.
As with the topography, the Nanga Parbat region was geologically
"0 undiscovered land. Mr. D. N. Wadis, of the Geological Survey
of India, who has done so much valuable research in the northwestern Himalaya, had also travelled in this district. His report was
very valuable for my special geological-petrographi~alresearch.'
The geologist, like the topographer and geographer, could not
limit his investigation to the main route of the expedition, but had
to travel over the whole region. At all important places geological
I

I

Note on the Geology of Nanga Parbat (Mt. Diarnir), and adjoining portions
~ ~ C h i l aGilgit
s,
District, Kashmir.' By D. N. Wadia, Records ofthe Geological S u r c l ~
@India, VOI. Ixvi, pp. 2 12-34.
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sections were made, from the valleys to the higher regions. It was
most important also to climb high in order to recognize connexions
which could not be seen from below; and the geologist on Nanga
Parbat must be a climber as well as a scientist.
The co-operation of the triangulator was most valuable for my
work, for I was able to use the points he fixed in the field, and to
make geological drawings from the photogrammetrical base-lines.
I t will therefore be possible to show the geological data very accurately on the map.
I collected a rich and complete series of rocks from the whole
region. These will be examined microscopically and should serve
to complete and confirm the results already gained from the fieldwork. Many questions cannot be definitely solved until such microscopical work is completed, and a t present I can only draw a general
picture and suggest the direction in which the final results will lead.
The Nanga Parbat group is a massif composed of an envelope of
sedimentary gneisses, very rich in petrographical types and injected
by granitoid gneiss, more so in the inner part of the massif than at
its edge. At the edge of the massif the sedimentary gneisses can be
clearly recognized as such, and in most cases they are sharply
limited against the injection layers. I n the inner part of the massif,
on the other hand, a bright coarse gneiss has originated, looking
macroscopically entirely like a granitoid gneiss. But included in the
gneisses there are to be found, again and again, layers of marble and
other crystalline rocks, which are clearly of sedimentary origin. This
is true also for the highest portions of the central group, for instance,
the north and south walls of Nanga Parbat itself. Thus the massif,
even in its central core, does not consist of pure granitoid gneissstill less of unfoliated granite-but here is also
of a mixture
of sedimentary material and granitoid gneiss.
In the whole massif, the Nanga Parbat gneisses are strongly folded
and compressed. Besides the major folding can be observed intensive
minor folding. In no place is this folding younger than the crystallization of the gneiss. The dip of the gneisses is generally steep; the
strike generally from south to north. Thus it is diverted strongly
from the normal Himalayan direction of the region to the south-east*
This is connected with the fact that we are here a t the north-western
end of the Himalaya, where it turns backwards a t the northernmost
point of the continental block of India and meets another mountain
trend. This characteristic trait of the north-western Himalaya has
been made well known to us in connexion with the outer sedimentary
folds by the researches of Mr. D. N. Wadis.'

' 'The Syntaxk of the North-Weat Himalaya: it.q rocks, Tectonia, and ~ r $ ~ " y ' '
BY D. N. Wadia, Recordr o f t h c Geological Surucy ofIndia, vol. lxv, pp. I 9-22O.
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On both sides the Nanga Parbat gneiss meets huge masses of basic
intrusiverocks (that is, igneous rocks of basic chemical composition
solidifiedat depth). With the exception of certain local zones these
masses show in their interior no signs of tectonic deformation, but
they still possess their original structure of solidification. O n the
other hand, in the general neighbourhood of the gneiss, they are
strongly foliated and metamorphosed, and in its immediate vicinity
they are intimately mixed and folded with it. Thus we can recognize
that a common tectonic process has influenced the gneisses and the
basic rocks, and in many cases there is macroscopic evidence of a
crystallization process common to both, though a final decision can
only be obtained by the microscope. These facts are important for
determining the age of the Nanga Parbat gneissification, because the
age of the basic rocks can be determined in the south-east of
the group. In this region the relation of the basic intrusions to the
volcanic trap of the Upper Carboniferous-Permian Panjal system
leads to the assumption that the basic intrusions are nearly contemporaneous with, or somewhat younger than, the Panjal system.
Mr. D. N. Wadia has already pointed this out.
After an intensive survey of the Nanga Parbat group, I made
shorter excursions to the south-east while on my way back. I was
anxious to explain the relation of the Nanga Parbat crystalline rocks
to the non-metamorphosed sediments existing there. This was of
great importance to the question of the age of this crystalline mass
and of its position in the folded system of the Himalaya. The Nanga
Parbat gneiss continues southwards to this region, and, a t the same
time, the basic rocks on its eastern side that bordered it before are
now replaced by sediments. Here I could observe a slow change from
the gneisses to less metamorphosed schists, which are followed by the
Upper Carboniferous-Permian Panjal system a t the same dip of
foliation, and without a visible angular discordance. Thus no sharp
cut is to be seen between the gneiss and the less altered sediments;
neither is there any tectonic line-for instance, a nappe boundary"0' is the gneiss cut off unconformably by a younger sedimentary
overlaying it. Even higher up in the section (between the
schists overlying the gneiss and the strata of the Panjal system), it is
possible to recognize a true angular discordance in the field. I n
this connexion it is interesting to state that conglomerates inlaid in
'he Panjal strata contain no single piece of gneiss.
The conditions as described suggest the idea that the origin of the
Nanga Parbat gneisses out of sediments, and the injection of grani'Oid gneiss material combined therewith, might possibly not be older
than the Panjal system (and the basic intrusions), and consequently
"Ot older than the folding that has affected the Panjal system. The
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Panjal system was not folded before the time of the great Tertiary
Himalayan folding. Thus the same period would account for the
age of the Nanga Parbat gneissification. I n this case we would not
have an old crystalline block, but a zone of young metamorphism.
In accordance with this would be the fact that the Nanga Parbat
crystalline rocks and the sedimentary folds that follow in the southeast fit into a uniform architecture with the same direction of strike.
These conclusions cannot yet be definite, for proof in this metamorphic region can only be given with the help of the microscope.
In the microscopic examination it will be necessary to analyse
accurately the boundary zones of the gneiss against the basic rocks,
and also the sections leading from the gneiss up to the Panjal strata.
This means that we must analyse the tectonic movements and the
crystallizations (thereby also the different combinations of minerals,
&c.) that are to be seen in the different rocks. We have only mentioned the most important of the many observations made in this
boundary zone of the gneiss.
I should also mention that in the whole region of the expedition
there are no traces of nappe structures, and the construction of the
folds appears to be comparatively simple.
Younger than all the rocks here described are the granitic intrusions which break through these rocks and are nowhere gneissified
themselves. Several types of granitic rocks can be distinguished. I
could also observe in a particular region on the northern edge of the
Nanga Parbat massif a folding which is much younger even than the
chief Himalayan folding. At this place sandstones of the youngest
Tertiary or of the oldest Quaternary period are folded into a steep
syncline along the Indus valley. Thus this very young folding aPpears here locally in the crystalline inner zone of the Himalaya.

POSTSCRIPT.

The stereo-photogrammetric map accompanying this paper is only
preliminary and not yet complete. A considerably larger area has been
surveyed photogrammetrically and the gaps seen on this portion have
now been plotted. A more complete map is published in Forschung Om
Nanga Parbat.
I d-~ouldlike to express here my deep gratitude to the Deulscb d
Oesterreichischer Alhmverein for the great assistance they have rendered I"
making possible the development of this map.

R.F.

A VISIT T O NUN KUN, 1934
LIEUT.J. B. HARRISON
HE wind which blew ill to the Mohmands in September 1933
Tblew good to me, for it was then that I met Waller and first heard
of the Nun Kun. He had read the Workmans' Peaks and Glaciers of
the Nun Kun and had decided that here was a mountain on which a
small party might get some cheap but interesting high climbing.
Later we agreed to 'have a crack' a t it together, but with only two
months' leave available we had to make as many arrangements as
possible beforehand. Lists of stores were sent backwards and forwards, proposed, rejected, amended, agreed upon, and cancelled;
clothes, equipment, coolies, routes, and so on were discussed a t
length on paper; bright ideas went flashing across the Punjab till
finally by the end of April 1934 we were, as far as possible, ready.
Our leave was granted from the I I th May till the 10th July-rather
early as it proved, but the best we could do. We joined forces a t
Rawalpindi at 5 o'clock one May morning, chartered a large car,
and were in Srinagar, 200 miles away, on the 10th May, some hours
before our leave was due to begin. Good staff work a t the start!
Followed four busy days collecting and packing stores and kit
suitable for each stage of the trip: Srinagar to the base camp, base
to the high camp, on the mountain, back to the base, and from there
back to Srinagar. We personally checked and packed everything.
The packing of even our small amount of kit caused us so much
trouble that we wondered how Merkl's Nanga Parbat expedition
with their 600 coolie-loads ever got started a t all.
Before discussing our plans I must give a short account of our
objective. 'Nun Kun' is not a single peak, but a comparatively small
and compact massif some 80 miles, as the crow flies, almost due
east of Srinagar; its highest peaks, Nun and Kun, or Ser and Mer,
rise to heights of 23,410 feet and 23,250 feet respectively. A certain
"mount of climbing has been carried out on the massif. I n 1903
the plateau basin at
Mr. H. Sillem reached and
21,000 feet enclosed by the highest ~ e a k s . I n 1906 the Workmans
further explored the region, and in their book, already referred to,
claimed the discovery of the plateau for themselves. Possibly they
'lad not heard of Mr. Sillem's climb.' I t was in this year that

' On the contrary, before the Workmans left for the Nun Kun, Dr. Arthur Neve
to them his own explorations of the approach to the massif by the
'hafat glacier to the east of the massif and of the Sentik La route between Tongul
and the Bara Zaj Nai. He lent them a photograph of the plateau taken by
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Mrs. Bullock Workman climbed the third highest peak of the group,
which she named 'Pinnacle Peak', 22,810 feet, asserted that its height
was 23,300 feet, and claimed that it was the second highest summit
of the region. These assertions were conclusively disproved in 191 I
by the retriangulation of the peaks by the Survey of 1ndia.I However, 22,800 feet was a fine altitude for a .woman (especially in those
days when they climbed in skirts!) and I believe it remained the
height record for a woman until handsomely beaten by Frau
Dyhrenfurth in the Karakoram in 1934. AS a matter of interest I
may mention that the Workmans brought out one professional
Alpine guide and six experienced Alpine porters, and left Srinagar
with a train of I 70 coolies and 50 ponies. I n 1914an Italian expedition led by Count Calciati climbed Kun. Besides these climbing
expeditions notable exploration was carried out in the region by
Majors Bruce and Lucas in 1898, by Dr. Arthur Neve and the
Rev. C. E. Barton in 1902, and again by Dr. Neve in 1904 and
1910. Doubtless the Nun Kun has been visited by many others, but
I have been unable to find any other records. Nun, so far as I know,
had never been attempted, and Waller and I wanted-well, shall
I say-to find out why.= The Workmans said that Nun was inaccessible from the basin, but from their photographs and those of the
Italian expedition it seemed to us that a way might be found.
Anyhow, we could not afford the time or money for a long and
elaborately equipped attempt, and we were prepared for failure.
I must make it quite clear that we were on a climbing holiday, and
had no ulterior scientific motives. Any one who has read this paper
SO far in the hope of learning anything about geological formations,
glacial systems, the effects of altitude on the psychology-or do I
mean the physiology?-of the mountaineer, is doomed to disappointment. We were so acutely conscious of our lack of scientific
objective, that in an attempt to justify ourselves we gave each other
special appointments. Having remarked on the beauty of the
Kashmir irises, I was appointed botanist, ornithologist, and psychologist in addition to the more prosaic job of coolie-driver. Waller
became geologist, photographer, and archaeologist. Our scientific
equipment consisted of one aneroid (borrowed) which optirnistica1l~
registered up to 30,000 feet, but proved to have an error of900 feet
at a much lower level; a compass which we never used; two cameras,
one of which was lost; one cine-camera; three watches, all of which
we broke before we reached Nun Kun; and a telescope.
Mr. Sillem, and discussed the possibility of ascents from the plateau with them. See
also my note at the end of this paper.-Ed.
things 'height
' See Geographical Journul, vol. Ivi, r 920, p. I 2 4 What
records' are!-Ed.
See my note at end of this
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A word about our plan. Briefly it was this. O u r kit, with our
climbing shikari Abdulla, our cook Nur Mahomed, our one camp
coolie, and ourselves, was to go by lorry to Pahlgam. From here
transport coolies would take our baggage by the East Liddar valley
and the 14,450-footpass, the Gulol Gali, to the head of the Warwan
valley, up the Bat Kol valley and over a 16,000-foot pass into the
Chilung (or Chalong) Nar to Suru.' Here we intended to leave
superfluous kit and, with Suru men, to follow the Suru river by the
Ringdom valley, and to establish a base camp a t a height of about
14,000 or 15,000 feet as far up the Shafat glacier valley as possible.
Five days were allowed to establish a high camp a t about 20,000
feet, and ten days were allotted for the achievement of something
from the high camp. Abdulla alone, whom we had equipped with
windproofs, boots, &c., was to be with us a t the high camp, to help
prepare food and, if necessary, to establish one small camp higher
on the mountain. The rest of the men were to go
down to the base
camp and return after ten days.
This was the plan. As a matter of fact, the only part which went
'according to cocker' was our departure from Srinagar a t 6. I 5 a.m.
on the 15th May. We were in high spirits as we careered along the
road to Pahlgam, where Abdulla awaited us with a crowd of pessimistic coolies. Our 18 loads were laid out in a row, but had become
23. We fondly hoped that having laid out the loads we should then
fall in the requisite number of coolies, number them off, choose a
coolie sirdar, give the command 'Advance', whereupon each coolie
would march smartly up to his allotted load, pick it up, and move
off up the valley. We were sadly mistaken. With one accord the
coolies lifted up their voices and groused about their loads, old men
and village elders stood around and gave advice, children shrieked,
pi-dogs got in the way, and an old woman, with tears in her eyes,
implored me to give a light load to her darling boy. At last we got
away and, making a short march of six miles, camped on a grassy
patch in a clump of syringa bushes on the river bank. Life that
evening was indeed good. We had left behind the clamours and
conventions of civilization. The cool air was sweet with the scent
of syringa, and, as darkness deepened, the roar of the river swelled
and spread, dominating, but not drowning, all the little night sounds.
Around us rose the dark masses of the snow-topped mountains.
There are few experiences that can equal the first night in camp.
But from now our programme began to go astray. Late, low, soft
This approach to Suru is shown on the Survey of India map 43N (scale

' inch = 4 miles), and in greater detail, as far as the Gulol Gali, on the one-lnch
ma~s43N/8 and 43N/ I 2. The Nun Kun massif lies inconveniently at the junction
maps 43N, 430,52B, and 5zC.-Ed.
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snow delayed our progress up the Liddar, and a n unfortunate break
in the weather which brought new snow occurred when we reached
the foot of the Gulol Gali. The coolies with one accord refused to
make the passage and we were forced to turn back to Pahlgam and
Srinagar. This meant a complete change of plan and an approach
to Suru by the Sind valley and the Zoji La.
We were a t Woyil bridge near the mouth of the Sind valley on the
2 rst, and with nine baggage ponies reached Gund, twenty-one miles
up the valley, next day. Here we were told that it was impossible
to take ponies over the Zoji La and that we must pay Rs. 150 for
coolies to take us over the pass to Dras. Fortunately, during the
night of the 22nd, a party of three Ladakhis with twelve pack ponies
arrived at Gund from over the Zoji La and offered to take us all the
way to Kargil for Rs. go. We spent the following night a mile short
of Baltal, after a march of twenty-three miles, and were off at dawn
the next morning. The track was still under snow, but we managed
to get the grand little beasts over the snow-bridges in the gorge. It
did one good to see them following in each other's steps, seldom putting a foot wrong as they zigzagged up the snow slopes, which in
places must have been a t an angle of 45'. At 9.30 we were at the
top and thence made good progress until about a mile beyond
Machhoi, when the ponies began to sink in the softening snow up
to their bellies. Finally we had to manhandle the loads to a small
grassy rise, which stuck out of the snow, and there we camped for
the night.
A few days later we were at Kargil, a picturesque little town with
one narrow main street twisting between ramshackle, double-storied
buildings and with tiny side streets, hardly more than passages,
leading either up the hill or down to the river. The forty miles from
Kargil to Suru were interesting. The valley wound along, changing
direction regularly every few miles, and in each re-entrant, where
the earth brought down by tributary streams had silted up, were
little clusters of stone and mud huts set amid patches of cultivation!
clumps of poplars, and carefully pollarded willows.
We camped a t Tsaliskot [Chalis Kot] the first night out of Kargil
and about nine miles short of Suru the second. We reached Suru
in the forenoon of the third day, the 30th May, and pitched a cornfortable camp in a little willow grove, where cuckoos roosted a'
night, a t the mouth of the Chilung valley, down which we would
have arrived had we come by Pahlgam and the Gulol Gali. The"
is a village called Suru, but the name is really given to the wide and
comparatively fertile area at the junction of the Chilung and Suru
rivers where are some half a dozen little villages. The name had
become very familiar to us, for we had written it scores of times and
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it had often rolled importantly off our tongues. At last we were here,
with the great snow peaks all round us, while, hidden by a small
14,000-foot ridge, were just visible some intriguing peaks flying
banners of cloud, which proved to be the higher summits of Nun Kun.
Immediately on our arrival we interviewed the ~aildar,a toothless
old gentleman whose surly expression belied his willingness to help.
He promised us twenty stout porters unafraid of snow, but said that
they must have a day to prepare food, clothes, and boots. We were
glad of a day's rest for we had been going pretty hard since we left
Woyil bridge on the 22nd, and had covered nearly 160 miles on foot
in under nine days. The next morning, the 1st June, the porters
duly turned up and we explained exactly what would be required
of them. They had all heard of the Workmans' expedition, and one
had been on it as a boy. We read to them and emphasized the few
kind words the Workmans had said of Suru men, saying that we
expected them to be as good now as then. We also showed them a
photo of a group of the Workmans' carriers and they recognized one
or two. Without hesitation they accepted the terms we were prepared to give: 8 annas a day to the base camp, 4 annas a day to men
left there, I rupee a day to each man who came higher, and free
issue of blankets, goggles, gloves, socks, and waterproof groundsheets. We were fortunate in finding a n intelligent and rather
better-class man, by name Kazim Khan, who, by common consent,
was appointed sirdar. He was made responsible to us for all the
Porters, was to receive double pay, and was relieved of the duty of
carrying below the base camp.
That night several inches of snow fell and our start was delayed
one more day. I spent it on ski on the Parkutse ridge, while Waller
climbed the ridge behind our camp and passed a useful morning
studying Nun Kun through a telescope. I t was from here that he
first conceived the idea that the best way to ascend the final 2,000
feet of Nun would be from the col between Nun and 'White Needle'.
That night after we had finished supper and long after the world
around us had become cold and dead, I glanced towards Nun and
Saw the snowy summit still glowing in the light of the sun, while
from its crest floated a glorious wisp of crimson cloud. As I watched,
the colour gradually drained from the peak, leaving it outlined
against the evening sky, clear, cold, and infinitely remote. I t was
in aver)' humble frame of mind that I turned and crept into my tent.
We were away without a hitch next morning, the coolies following
the river round by Tongul, while Waller and I crossed the Parkutx
pass, 13,600feet. We sat at the summit for a long time and examined
flun Kun. We camped that night a t Parkutse, and the next morn'%, the 4th, we made a very early start and ~ u s h e dup the Ringdom
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valley, intending to pitch our base camp that evening up the Shafat
Nala, which enters the Ringdom valley about ten miles from Parkutse. As in the East Liddar valley, however, we found very much
more snow than we had anticipated, and progress was slow. We
pushed on until we were within a mile of the mouth of a tributary
valley which we took to be the Shafat, and pitched a very uncomfortable base camp on the last visible patch of bare earth in the
valley, a t I 2,700 feet. We hoped that from this base we should be
able to camp successively a t 15,000, 18,000, and 20,000 feet, and
then send the coolies back to the base. We therefore ordered the
coolies to prepare five days' rations and detailed two men to carry
firewood. Our chief worry was their equipment. We could not
afford to equip them all with warm clothes, windproofi, boots, and
proper mountain tents, and we were anxious lest our inability to do
this should wreck the entire trip, for we were determined not to take
unjustifiable risks. We therefore warned them that they would have
to spend some very cold nights on the snow high up. However, they
seemed to think nothing of this and treated the whole business as a
matter of course, an attitude that was most cheering. Their own
clothes for the trip were interesting. Each man had two or threeor possibly more-long, thick puttoo coats, all of which he wore the
whole time, his only concession to the heat of the day being to turn
back the skirts of the top few coats; he had trousers of the same stuff,
warm Kashmiri puttees and puttoo boots which came up to his
calves. The feet of the boots were covered with leather and each
man carried a bundle of soft, dry grass which he stuffed into his
boots; if his feet got wet and cold, he took out the wet grass and put
in fresh dry grass in its place. I cannot say whether they wore
woollen 'undies', but I a m convinced that each man had a layer
of good warm dirt next his skin. Their food, apart from the tea and
sugar we gave them, appeared to consist entirely of cakes of coarsely
ground parched grain-sattu.
At a halt they would extract a cake
of this from among their many coats and pop it under an armpit,
doubtless to warm it up.
Now for our experiences. Having no liking for marching through
soft snow we left the base camp with our thirteen porters very early
in the morning, long before the sun had touched even the highest
peaks. Base camp was on the north bank of the Suru river, but there
was a convenient snow bridge just below the camp, by which we
crossed. Having reached the valley previously mentioned, we turned
into it without a second thought. We are not proud of this day''
achievement. The snow rapidly softened as the sun rose and we spent
some weary hours stamping a track for the porters. About midday,
at a height of nearly 15,000 feet, we began to think vaguely of
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campfng, when one of us remarked casually: 'I suppose we are in
the Shafat Nala.' Of course we weren't, and through sheer carelessness we had wasted a valuable day and needlessly expended a great
deal of energy. There was nothing for it but to retrace our steps.
The track being made, we had no compunction in putting on our
skis and the grand slopes back to the river compensated us, to some
extent, for our wasted day. That night we pitched 'Camp Nought',
named in recognition of our failure, on the snow-covered bank of
the Suru river about two miles beyond the base camp. T h e next
day we made an even earlier start, found the right tributary and
were over the almost level three miles to the glacier
before the sun
reached us.
Once on the glacier we found that the snow never really mftened.
It was tiresome winding about on the broken lower reaches of the
glacier, but for once the excess of snow was no hindrance, for it
enabled us to traverse slopes and cross glacial streams, which otherwise would have been impassable. About 2 o'clock we saw a cairn
on a shoulder to our right, and to our surprise found sufficient bare
earth there for the whole camp, a t a height of over 15,000 feet, hen
the previous evening we had had to camp on snow a t 12,700 feet.
The cairn we had seen was that built by the Italian expedition of
1914,while a few yards away was the one made by the Workmans
in 1906. We did not trouble to build one. I t is easy to be wise after
the event, but it was undoubtedly a pity that we did not push on up
the Shafat valley with the whole party and establish base camp on
this eminently suitable site with its south aspect, convenient water
supply, good drainage, and magnificent view. Below us the Shafat
glacier came sweeping round the shoulder, a great river of smooth,
glistening, white ice. Opposite rose the mountain Z I , its twin snow
domes rendered inaccessible by tremendous avalanche-swept precipices. Flung out eastwards from Z I and forming the southern wall
of the very broken ' Ice-fall Glacier' was the finest ice ridge I have
ever seen, 6,000 feet from the glacier to its crest; with fluted ice
ribs and hanging glaciers, and never a rock to mar its purity, it
Presented a picture of unconquerable beauty.
Next morning, the 7th, with Kazim Khan and Ghulam Mehdi,
the porter who had bee: with the Workmans, we made good progress until we stopped for food a t 16,500 feet. The slopes then
Steepened and progress was slower. About midday we reached the
site of the Workmans' Nieve Penitente camp (17,600 feet) a t the
end of a short rocky rib of the main massif, where the men wanted
camp. We urged them on another 400 feet, and levelling a little
platform pitched our tents (Camp 2) about 70 yards from the foot
the ridge; the coolies pitched theirs on a small patch of rock
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detritus right under the ridge. The weather when we left Camp I
had been glorious, but by midday clouds rolled up from the west,
and before we camped had formed a thick roof above us, and snow
fell. This camp was the first a t which we had not been able to
procure water in its liquid state and from now on we had to melt
snow over the primus, a tedious business which we soon came to
hate. Our dinner consisted ofporridge, then sausages, potatoes, eggs,
and bacon all fried up together and followed by hot cocoa. It was

our normal meal on the mountain and took a long time to prepare
on one primus and a small meta stove.
Lying in the darkness listening to the wind driving the snow
against the straining canvas, the storm sounded much worse than it
really was, so we decided not to move camp next day in spite of
the fact that we had already been away from the base camp for three
days and the coolies only had food for five. An important factor in
this decision was that just above the camp was a very steep snow
slope which we did not want to tackle with a lot of new snow on
it. This slope led to the rib which connected Nun Kun with
and divided the Shafat from the Fariabad glacier. This premature
decision was a mistake, for the morning of the 8th dawned fine and
the two of US climbed the slope, which involved some labour but
presented no difficulty. We spent some time on the slopes getting
to about 19,300 feet and examining Nun and 'White Needle', Of
both of which we had a good view for the first time. On our way
up we had aimed too high and encountered some unpleasant, loose,
snow-covered rock which necessitated the use of the rope; we
returned to camp by stamping a zigzag track down the steep slopel
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which must have been a t an angle of over 50°, from a huge rock
which projected into the air on the very crest of the ridge.
It snowedagain during the afternoon, but not enough to obliterate
entirelythe track we had made. The next morning the coolies went
steadily up the steep slope, and as soon as they topped the ridge and
came in full view of Nun they gathered in a circle and, led by
Kazim Khan, chanted a prayer. From here on there was a depth
of about 6 inches of fresh snow on a breakable crust, which was very
tiring. By midday we had reached the site of the Workmans' White
Needle camp, 19,900 feet, by which time a peculiarly opaque mist
had settled and limited visibility to about 30 yards, though the sun
shone through it with a glare very trying to the eyes. We had hoped
to get considerably higher with the coolies, but we were among large
crevasses, the men were tiring, and it was essential to give them time
to get back to Camp 2. As soon, therefore, as they had levelled a
space sufficient for our tents, they gathered again in a group, and
chanted another ~rayer-this time obviously committing us to the
protection of Allah. We stood silent and strangely moved during
this simple little ceremony. When it was ended, Abdulla went round
and solemnly shook hands with each coolie. With orders to return
after seven days, they salaamed deeply, turned, and disappeared
silently into the mist.
After we had had some food the mist lifted and we were able to
look about us. The situation was not very encouraging. O u r impression had been that if we could get a camp to about 20,000 feet we
would be on the edge of the high plateau, a more or less flat plain
dipping down steeply a t its south-eastern extremity direct to the
Fariabad glacier. Now we were here it was obvious that the plateau
was really a basin, the lip of which, the eastern ridge of 'White
Needle', was still a thousand feet above our camp with an approach
a steep snow-covered ice slope. There was a bergschrund backed
an ice-wall right along the foot of the slope, which looked as if
it could be surmounted without much difficulty. We went off a t
Once to reconnoitre, but the distance was deceptive, soft snow delayed
US, and we had to turn back before reaching the wall. Arrived in
we found Abdulla complaining of a severe headache; we gave
him some aspirin and sent him to bed, and throughout the cold
gusty night he groaned and moaned as though he was about to die.
We did not stir till the sun struck our tent, when one of us got up
and Prepared breakfast. Owing to Abdulla's indisposition nothing
had been cleaned, so we had tea-leaves in our porridge and porridgc
ln Our tea! The two of us started off on ski about 8.30 and followed
Our Previous tracks towards the wall. As we approached it the slope
and we had to discard our ski. The bergschrund was SO
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well blocked with snow that we were able to reach the wall and cut
steps up it. The ice-slopes above, however, were covered with a
nasty thin layer of snow and were so steep that we did not feel cornpetent to tackle them and returned to camp. In the afternoon 1
carried out a short reconnaissance up the slopes to the west of the
camp to the crest of the little ridge forming the west boundary of
the Fariabad glacier, and it looked as if we might find a practicable
route through the crevasses to the final slopes of 'White Needle'.
What we really wanted now was to find a route by which the three
of us could carry a small bivouac for two. Abdulla, however, still
complained of pains and sickness, and there was nothing left but to
send him down next morning with orders to bring up the coolies
at once. We calculated that they should reach us on the morning
of the 12th and they were to bring four days' food with them. Meanwhile we would try to find a route and, if successful, intended to put
a higher camp with the help of the coolies. Abdulla's sickness had
upset our plans, because the two of us did not feel capable of carrying
a camp by ourselves through the soft snow, in addition to cooking
and doing all the camp work.
Having sent off Abdulla, we two started off on ski. All went well
till a t about 20,600 feet we found our way blocked by an enormous
crevasse across which was a rather flimsy snow bridge. We put off
our ski, roped, and crossed safely. Once across, the slopes became
very tiresome, steep and covered with powder snow which would not
bind and into which we sank thigh deep a t every step. By now it was
tacitly admitted that we could not get our inadequately equipped
coolies up by this route and we merely pushed on desperately in an
attempt to achieve something before we left Nun Kun. Before
midday the usual afternoon clouds rolled over us and it became cold
and started to snow. However, we plodded slowly on and eventually
reached the crest ridge of 'White Needle' just in time to catch a
glimpse of the whole basin and its encircling peaks before the clouds
closed down and blotted out everything. We turned lefthanded and
struggled up to the summit of the 'Needle', 22,000 feet, where we
smoked a cigarette and ate sugar lumps soaked in rum. We sat here
for about fifteen minutes in the hope that the clouds would lift'
but they only thickened and we had to start down. This was the
unkindest cut of all, for a h a l f - h ~ ~fine
r ' ~weather now would have
confirmed our opinion that the route to the summit of Nun lay, not
up from the basin, but along a traverse a t about 21,500 feet across
the south slope of 'White Needle' to a camp on the col between the
two peaks, and thence by the east ridge.
We arrived back in camp feeling rather tired and depressed The
next morning was fine and I suppose that if we had been real heroes
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we would have gone again to the top of 'White Needle' just to have
a look round. But one's outlook a t 20,000 feet is different from what
it is at sea-level. The idea never entered my head and, if it entered
Waller's, he never mentioned it. After a leisurely breakfast, we
started up to recover our ski which had been left a t the snow bridge
the previous day. Having put them on we decided to get on to the
west ridge of the Fariabad glacier in the hope of getting a close view
of Nun. I started first, leaving Waller adjusting his bindings. There
was snow right to the top of the ridge, but just below the crest was
a bergschrund, bridged in many places by snow. Having selected
a solid-looking bridge I tested it and started across, but without
warning it broke under me and down I went. I know I ought to have
waited for Waller and roped before crossing. Before the scorn of
more experienced mountaineers withers me, I confess my sin. Fortunately for me there was a lot of new snow about 1 2 feet down and
I landed upright on my skis and stuck there. I climbed out carefully
and stuck my head over the edge in time to see Waller come pounding down the slope wearing a most anxious expression.
We now chose another bridge and exercising extreme caution
crossed safely and gained the ridge. From here we had a clear view
of Nun. Words would fail me if I tried to describe this tremendous
south-east flank which dropped from the summit in one ice-armoured
sweep nearly I I ,000 feet. We could see the crest ridge from the col
to the summit, and from our position, r,ooo feet below the col, it
looked quite practicable except possibly where, a short distance from
the col, an outcrop of rock would prove a formidable obstacle. A
:loser reconnaissance is necessary to decide the question, but there
lS no doubt that this east ridge route offers the best line of approach
to the summit.
This day proved to be the first completely fine one we had while
0" the mountain. Strangely enough we found that the warmest part
the day was about g o'clock in the morning, and we actually sat
~un-bathingafter breakfast in perfect comfort with nothing on above
the waist except goggles. That evening, having cleared up after
1 stood for a few minutes looking out over the Zaskar mountains. What a magnificent vista it is! In the centre, dominating the
Scene,was Z I , and on either side of it a frozen sea of snow and ice
and rocky peaks stretching away as far as the eye could reach. I t
wasa still evening and the sun had disappeared behind Nun, leaving
the camp in shadow and freezing cold, but the warm evening light
flooded the Zaskar peaks, throwing black rock into sharp relief
.!gainst rosy snow and here and there gleaming on a stretch of mked
Ice- It is moments like these which bind the spell of the high places
'loser around those who have once surrendered to them.
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Next day we expected the coolies to reach us, and we wasted the
whole day waiting for them. We could not go out lest they should
arrive. We did not worry much about their non-arrival because we
knew that a hundred and one trivial things
- might
- have delayed them.
But the next morning, when they failed to put in an appearance by
10.30, our consciences began to prick us for sending off Abdulla
alone, though if he had fallen into a crevasse, suicide could have
been the only possible verdict. However, it seemed pointless to
remain, and, lacing up the tents, and each making a pack of a sleeping-bag, some spare clothes, and a few stores, we started down. It
was with great reluctance that we left our ski behind, because we had
been looking forward to the run down the glacier. We made good
time down hill, and having done sitting glissades down the steep
slope, we arrived a t Camp 2 site about midday, where we found to
our surprise all the coolies settled down comfortably for the day. It
was the only occasion we were rude to them.
However, we were happy to find that everything was all right, and
happier still when we were handed our mail, brought from Kargil
by a special coolie engaged for the purpose. We shoved the coolies
off to the high camp and settled down to a lazy afternoon with letters
and papers and a freshly baked cake, sent up by Nur Mahorned.
About 4 o'clock tiny figures appeared on the skyline by the great
rock, and there floated down to us their farewell chant.
The next morning we were away early. As we came off the
glacier we found ourselves among scrub willow, with soft dry grass
underfoot. Winding among the willows was a stream of crystal clear
water, flowing between banks of vivid green moss and over a bed
of stones, coloured like autumn leaves. I t was the first colour we had
seen for ten days and until we met it we never realized what we had
been missing. I shall always remember that little stream with affection. We looked a t it, we drank of it, we washed in it, and we even
took photos of it. In the ten days we had spent on the mountain
several feet of snow must have melted, for the lower Shafat and the
Ringdom valleys were practically clear. AS a result the river had
swollen considerably and we had great difficulty in fording it. When
the Workmans tried in July I 9136 they were unable to cross the river
opposite the Shafat tributary and had to march twenty miles up
stream before they could cross.
We arrived back in Suru on Saturday the 16thJune and celebrated
our arrival by having hot baths, the first for several weeks* Our
achievements had fallen far short of our original aims, and we had
had no real climbing, but we had reached 22,000 feet, and abovea"
we had gained experience which would be of use in future years'
O n the Sunday I climbed the ridge behind our camp and in the light
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of what we had learned studied Nun through the telescope from the

north-west. More than ever was I convinced that the route to the
lies by the east ridge. Apart from the rocky gendarme I
could see no real technical difficulty on this route.
On the 18th we started back for Srinagar up the Chilung valley.
We camped that night at Donore, a place with nothing but a name.
We passed under the towering precipices of Snowy Peak No. 10,
registering a vow to climb it one day, crossed the Lonvilad pass, and
skied down to the Bat Kol glacier, where we spent the next night a
couple of miles from the snout. O n the 20th we camped about six
miles north of Sokhniz, just under the Gulol Gali, after a lovely march
winding steeply down the hill-side through a forest of silver birch and
over ground carpeted with primulas, wallflowers, anemones, strawberries, violets, and forget-me-nots. At Sokhniz we changed to pony
transport and completed the sixty odd miles down the beautiful
green Warwan valley and over the Margan pass to Achhibal in three
marches. From here we travelled by lorry and were back in Srinagar
by 9 o'clock on the 24th June, having covered nearly 600 miles,
mostly on foot, since our departure just six weeks before.
Before closing I would like to say a word about Suru as a climbing
centre. In my opinion it would serve excellently. I t is not difficult
of access, and a party based on Suru would have within reach, in
addition to Nun Kun, which alone can provide enough climbing to
last for months, such attractive peaks as Z I , D 41, D 42, Snowy
Peak No. 10,all 20,000 feet or more, and a host of others only slightly
lower, while in Zaskar there must be hundreds of unclimbed summits. A very real advantage is that the Suru men appear to be
excellent material for porters, hardy, used to discomfort, unafraid
of anything from high snow to swollen rivers, and not expensive.
Waller and I both felt that with good treatment it would be possible
to build up among them a live mountaineering tradition.
A last word about our costs may be of interest. From start to
finish, including windproof (aerowing) suits, boots (but not tents
Or ropes), stores, transport, and wages, the trip cost us about
Rs- 1400, say &o each-not a great deal for a delightful six weeks'
holiday.

Note by the Editor
1 have recently received some interesting details concerning Mr. H.
Sillem's climbs in Kashmir in 1903, from his nephew, Mr. J. A. Sillem, of
Het Heideveld, Bussum.
Mr. H. Sillem and his wife took the route by Islamabad, Shangas, the
Naubug valley, the Margan pass (12,110 feet, which was crossed on the

5thJune),Inshan, Sokhniz, the Bat Kol pass (14,370feet, crossed 1othJune))
4001.7
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Suru ( I I th June), Gulmatungo, and camped in the Shafat Chu valley on
the 20th June.' Leaving his wife in this camp, Mr. Sillem spent three weeks
in the region of the Nun Kun 'plateau', or 'basin', the upper ice-field of the
Ganri glacier, which he discovered. I t is uncertain now which of the
several summits were climbed, but, through the courtesy of Mrs. Sillern (now
Mrs. Sickinghe) I have been privileged to examine her late husband's
albums of photographs, and there seems to be little doubt that he reached
the 'plateau' by the slopes of what Mr. Harrison calls the 'White Needle
Peak'. I t is probable that on the 9th July he climbed to a height of 21,000
feet on the 'Knob Peak' from the 'Knob Peak Saddle', and by the northwest shoulder, which appear in Mr. Harrison's photograph of the 'Southern
Lip of the Basin'. The Kashmiri shikarb could not go farther. Among Mr.
Sillem's photographs is one taken from the 'White Needle' slopes. From
another photograph I seem to recognize one of the shikaris as Abdulla Bat
who was climbing for many years with the Neves, and who was with me
generally from 1910 to 1913. I t is possible that he could supply further
details of the climbs, though it is now thirty years ago. Dr. Neve's Tourist
Guide to Kashmir, Ladakh, Skardu, Hc., 15th ed., 1933, p. 148, states that the
'Dome Peak', or Nun, has not been attempted. I t would appear that this
is correct.
The two then went by Kangi, Lamayuru, the Indus valley, over the Chorbat La to the Shyok river which was crossed by skin raft near Surmo on the
3 1 s t . ~During August they explored the Hushe valley with the object of
finding a pass at its head in the neighbourhood of Masherbrum, leading
over to the Baltoro glacier. Although Mr. Sillem made several excursions
from his highest camp in the Hushe valley, he had to abandon his efforts
to find the pass owing to bad weather, though he was convinced that such
a pass could be made by competent mountaineers in fine weather. As far
as I am aware no attempt by competent modern mountaineers has been
made.
After completing their explorations in the Hushe valley, Mr. and Mrs.
Sillem went by the Thalle La to Shigar and Skardu, and returned by Tolti
and the Sind valley to Srinagar in September.3 The Kashmir trip was part
of a world tour. Later the Sillems went to New Zealand, where Mount
Cook, Mount Kinsey, and Elie de Beaumont were climbed,' to South
America and the Andes, and finally to Mexico. On the 13th July 1g07
Mr. Sillem lost his life by accident on the Col du GCant (Mont Blanc)as
far as I am aware no account of his climbs has been published.
Routes in the Western Himalaya, Kashrnis, &c., vol. i, 2nd ed. Routes 35 B and 5''
Ibid. Part of Routes, 51 and 72.
' Ibid. Part of Routes 72 A, 49 A, and 50.
The information regarding the climbs in New Zealand is supplied by
H. E. L. Porter. Mt. Kinsey and Elie de Beaumont were 'first ascents', on I 1 Feb'
and I 5 Feb. I go6 respectively.
Alfinejourml, vol. xxiii, pp. 641-2.
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THE PROBLEM O F KANGCHENJUNGA
F. S. SMYTHE

consists of a mountain massif of five summits
K
which rise from continuous ridge, running first of all in
WNW. direction, then bending NNW. and finally, after again runANGCHENJUNGA

a

a

ning WNW., bending round to the NNW. From east to west the
five summits are No. I (25,526 feet), No. 2 (27,888 feet), No. 3
(28,146 feet), No. 4 ( ? feet), and No. 5 (25,782 feet), sometimes
known as the Kangbachen peak.'
In addition to the illustrations published with this Journal, see also those accompanying the papers by Colonel Tobin, Paul Bauer, and Professor Dyhrenfurth in
Himalayan Journal, vols. ii, iii, and iv, 1930, 193I , 19-32.
The summits may be identified on various maps as follows:

Summit
No.

I

No.

2

No. 3

S. of I. 78/A

Bauer-

FreshjeldGarwood

Kurz

..
..

..

..

27,820

28,146

28, I 50

8,480
(27,823 ft.)
8,603
(28,226 ft.)

No. 4

..
..

No. 5

25,782

..
..

27,780

..

7,858
(25,782 ft.)

Finsterwalder
7,780
(25,526 ft.)
8,500
(27,888 ft.)
8,579
(28,146 ft.)

..
..

None give the height of No. 4, and it is not known with any accuracy. Bauer's
heights of Nos. I , 2, and 3, based by stereo-photogrammetry on the accepted height
of No. 3, may be taken as accurate relative to that height. Kurz appears to have
adopted an unofficial height for No. 3 based on certain researches in refraction
carried out by Dr. de Graaff Hunter, but such research is not yet final, the
height 28,226 feet is certainly too high, and his heights for Nos. 2 and 5 have not
been similarly corrected and, therefore, are not relatively correct or in the same
The best heights that can be given as yet are therefore
No.

I
2

3
4

feet
25,526
27,888
28,146

..

metres
7,780
8,500
8,579

5
25,782
7,858
In the text heights have been inserted where possible from the photogrammetric
elsewhere from the map by Marcel Kurz.-Ed.

F. S.Smythe
From the ridge, as outlined above, subsidiary ridges radiate as
follows: from summit No. 2, SSW.; from summit No. 3, NNE.
(bifurcating to form a NE. spur); and from summit No. 5, SW.
Five glaciers drain the massif. Of these, three (the Zemu, Kangchenjunga, and Yalung) originate from the flanks of the highest
summit, No. 3, whilst of the remaining two, the Talung glacier
originates from the flanks of summits Nos. I and 2, and the Ramtang
glacier from summit No. 5.
Once the above details have been grasped (see sketch map
page 71), it will be realized that not only does Kangchenjunga
form a complicated massif, but that direct access to the summit via
a continuous ridge, which does not involve traversing any of the
remaining summits, is only possible via the NE. spur1 and the NNE.
ridge. Futhermore, access to any of the ridges other than the
NE. spur is additionally complicated by the formidable subsidiary
peaks which rise from them, among which may be mentioned
the Talung peak (7,035 metres=23,082 feet), the Twins (7,350
metres=24,115 feet), and 'Peak 7,535 metres' (24,722 feet). So
long and continuously elevated are the ridges of Kangchenjunga
that in no instance is one of them easily accessible within five miles
of the summit (as the ridge-crest goes).
Kangchenjunga is composed of granitic crystalline schists-solid
material-but not dipping to any marked degree. Thus, there is
geologically speaking no easy and no difficult side to the massif,
except as dictated by the angle of the various faces.
Kangchenjunga does not exhibit a difference in climate on its
northern and southern faces comparable to that exhibited on the
northern and southern faces of Mount Everest. There is, however,
a marked difference between the conditions experienced on these
faces due to the proximity on the one hand of the Tibetan plateau
and on the other of the low moist valleys of Sikkim, as a result of
which the southern faces are warmer and moister than the northern
faces, which are exposed in part to the west wind of Tibet, and also
to convection currents resulting from the difference of temperature
and the incidence of the deep Tista valley to the east, which is
Kangchenjunga what the Arun valley is to Everest. For these reasons
the mountain is frequently subjected to high winds, except during
the monsoon season (approximately May-October) when a genera'
warmth, extending to high altitudes, renders strong convection currents less likely; although the mountain may on occasion be subjected
to western disturbances and breaks or peaks in the strength the
This nomenclature has been previously adopted. The spur actually prOjeca
due e a t from the NNE. ridge. [It was named the NE. spur because it I ~ Yin
NE. quadrant of the massif.-Ed.]

No. I

No. 3

h;2xgcll~njun~gn nrn ~ I E EGpj~erz m u C:lnr icr
Yepal Gap

'I'n ins

So. 3

So. 4

So. 5

L.u>schcnjurira Glnr ir.r

h-anpzhmjungufrom the Base Camp of the 1930 Expeditios

NE. Spur
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monsoon which permit of localized winds and storms of unusual
severity.'
1f I have dealt a t some length with the weather it is because it
has an important bearing not only on the climbing ~ r o b l e mand
choice of route, but on the choice of season. Experience suggests that
it is improbable that the mountain can be climbed prior to the
monsoon season, owing to high winds and frequent snowstorms,
either local or resulting from western disturbances, allied to the
length and technical difficulty of the climb, which is in excess of
that up Mount Everest height for height.2 Also, the climbing season
prior to the monsoon is very short, and winter snow and consequent
difficulties of transport make the establishing of a large camp in early
April a most difficult and fatiguing business. As the monsoon may
break in the first half of May,3 this may mean little more than a
month for an ascent, which is not nearly long enough for a climb
of such length and difficulty. I t appears certain, therefore, that the
monsoon season, after the 'first burst', when the snow has begun to
compact, is the best season for a n attempt, and that Herr Bauer's
bold experiment in attacking the mountain during July, August,
September, and even October was justified by results.
The first mountaineer to make a n examination of Kangchenjunga,
with a view to discovering a feasible route, was Mr. D. W. Freshfield,
who in 1899 made a circuit of the mountain. I n his 'How to Climb
Kangchenjunga: a Topographical Note'4 he stresses the importance
of reaching the col on the NNE. ridge between the summit and T h e
Twins. He considered this col to be defended on the Zemu glacier
(1-e.east side) by 'apparently impracticable and avalanche-swept
precipices, while the singular buttresss, which, starting from the
"orthem ridge6half-way between the gap and the peak (The Twins),
falls into the upper basin of the Zemu glacier, is one of the most
repulsive aspect'.
As regards the west face of the NNE. ridge and the col Freshfield
' . . . I t is not impossible that a fairly safe line of ascent may
be discovered.' Once the NNE. ridge was gained he considered that
the ascent was practicable. He also mentioned that 'The very long
and lofty western ridge of Kangchenjunga might certainly be
traversedon or near its crest'. He evidently did not realize the

' Such as the storm which overtook the Bavarian expedition of 1929 on 4th
Ott0ber,at the end of the momoon season. (Himalayan Journal, ~ 0 1ii,
. PP. I 7 9
For this reason the last a50 feet of Mount Everest are not included In the
comparison.
' Climbing during the 'first burst1of the monsoon is out of the question. Snow
fa'1s to a great depth during the first fortnight or SO.
Alpine Journal, "01. xxii, pp. 122-4. See also his book, Round Kangchmjunga6 Strictly, NNE. ridge.
' The NE. spur (Bavarian route).
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magnitude of the Kangchenjunga problem or the potentialities of
the Sherpa or Bhutia porters. If he had, he would not have written:
'. . . Climbers must, like the Swiss conquerors of the southern peak
of Ushba, be prepared to carry their own wraps and provisions for
their nights out.'
The third possibility mentioned by Freshfield was an ascent of the
SW. face at the head of the Yalung glacier by means of a shelf which
sloped upwards from east to west across the precipice and is conspicuous from Darjeeling. Of this he wrote: 'This would be a very
direct route up the sun-warmed face of the mountain, but a prodigious climb. Careful study of the face with regard to exposure to
rock falls would be essential. The western ridge' would be gained
close to the foot of the final peak not far below it.'
it is
As regards the possibiliti-es of routes on Kang~henjun~a,
proposed here to deal with the various faces and ridges, beginning
with that portion of the mountain approached via the Yalung
glacier, and work round the mountain in an anti-clockwise direction.
The first attempt to climb Kangchenjunga was made in 1904by
a party under the leadership of Mr. Aleister Crowley. This party
attempted to follow the shelf mentioned by Freshfield, but disaster
overtook them on the initial snow-slopes: an avalanche was detached
and one European and three porters were killed.
AS delineated in the Kurz map,z the Yalung, or SW. face of
Kangchenjunga rises some ~o,ooofeet in a horizontal distance of
approximately two miles (10,560 feet). The shelf mentioned by
Freshfield is less steeply inclined than the face as a whole, but its
average angle is nevertheless exceedingly steep, and when examined
through a telescope appears to become steeper in its upper portion,
where snow, ice, and nivC give place to rock slabs seamed with
incipient couloirs. Furthermore, and this applies to the SW. face
as a whole, there must always be a grave danger of avalanches of
rocks, ice, and snow dislodged by the sun which shines full on the
face for the greater part of the day. This route (if, like other 'routed
I have to mention, it can be called a 'route') would take the mountaineer to the depression between Peak No. 2 and the summit, and
once this is attained there should not be any great technical difficulty
in reaching the summit. This route is the shortest and most direct
route of all to the summit of Kangchenjunga, but owing to jts
situation it must be classed as unjustifiable.
The face between Peak No. 4 and Peak No. 5 appears quite
impracticable, whilst, even should the hopeless looking face between
Peak NO. 5 and 'Peak 7,535 metres' (see the Kurz map) Prove

' Between Peaks Nos. 3 and 4.
Das Massiu des KangcM.ziinga, by Marcel Kurz, scale I :I oo,ooo.
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practicable and the col, at about 22,000 feet, between these two
peaks be gained, the most the mountaineer could hope to climb
would be Peak No. 5 via its SW. ridge.
The only other route from the Yalung glacier worthy of mention

is that via the Talung saddle, 22, I 30 feet, the col between the Talung
Peak, 23,082 feet, and Peak No. 2. Mr. Harold Raeburn, who visited
the upper basin of the Yalung glacier, wrote of the approach from
that glacier to the Talung saddle that it '. . looked vicious in the
extreme, defended everywhere by overhanging masses of ice'.
In 1929 a young American, Mr. E. F. Farmer, with little or no
mountaineering experience, conceived the idea of attempting Kangchenjunga via the Talung saddle. He was last seen by his porters
climbing a snow-slope. He did not return (Himalayan Journal, V O ~ .ii,
'930, p. 120).

.
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Supposing the Talung saddle was reached, the ridge connecting
it with Peak No. 2 can probably be climbed for some distance. The
upper portion, however, is very steep and appears impracticable.'
Even supposing the ridge proves practicable, what then? The
climber finds himself on Peak No. 2 and separated from Peak No. 3
by a ridge nine-tenths of a mile long, a ridge by no means level,
heavily corniced in places, as sharp as a knife in others, and defended
by gaps and rock towers.
Next in order comes the SE. face which rises from the head of the
Talung glacier. This great face is obviously impervious to direct
assault for much the same reasons as the SW. face. Here the danger
from falling debris, due to the sun's rays, is as great, and the face
catches the sun even earlier than the SW. face, whilst the wealth
of hanging glaciers adds to the danger.
Even supposing that the Talung saddle can be reached from the
Talung glacier, the climber is confronted with the same difficulties
as already outlined, and any route to the summit from this side
involves the traverse of p e a k - ~ o2..
I t is also unlikely that the ESE. ridge of Peak No. 2, from which
rises Peak No. I , can be safely and easily reached west of the Zemu
Gap, 19,276 feet, owing to the avalanche-swept nature of the face.
The Zemu Gap,Z between Simvu (22,360 feet) and Peak No. I
(25,526 feet), has been reached from the south on two occasions; by
Mr. N. A. Tombazi in 1925, and by Major H. Boustead in 1926.
The approach via the narrow Tongshyong glacier becomes dangerous soon after dawn. I t has been suggested that Kangchenjunga
might be attempted via the Zemu Gap (which is more easily and
safely reached from the north via the Zemu glacier than from the
south), but this route would involve the traverse of Peak No. I and
Peak NO. 2, and would, in the writer's opinion, be imp~ssible,~
if
only on the score of length and exposure. The difficultywould also be
great. The length of the ridge from the Zemu Gap is about five miles.
We now come to the approaches from the Zemu glacier. These
are soon enumerated. The Zemu Gap, as already mentioned, can
be reached with comparative ease from the north. It is sufficientto
write that the NE. face of Kangchenjunga is one of the most terrific
mountain-sides in the Himalaya. There remains only the
ridge and its bifurcation, the NE. spur. In spite of the length-about
five miles as the ridge goes-and the obviously difficultnature offhis
See frontispiece, Himalayan Jourml, "01. ii. he Yalung face is in shadow and
the Talung face in sun. The ridge separates shadow from sun.
Or
The height of the Zemu Gap by the photogrammetric survey is 5,875
19,276 feet. Garwood gives 19,300feet, Kurz 5,905 m., or 19,374 feet.
' I use this word deliberately, but I use it in term of mountaineering methods
and equipment, including oxygen apparatus, of to-day.
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route which, from about 18,500 feet to nearly 25,000 feet, lies up a
snow and ice ridge (the NE. spur) of extraordinary difficulty, Herr
Paul Bauer boldy led two Bavarian assaults on Kangchenjunga along
it in 1929 and 1931. In scaling the NE. spur, after many weeks of
arduous work, the party set a new standard for Himalayan mountaineers, for no mountaineer had previously attempted one of the
long, sharp-fluted ice-ridges which are so characteristic of the Himalaya. In 1929a height of over 24,000 feet was reached before a great
snowstorm forced the party to retreat. That they were able to do
so in safety without losing a life was due to a well-equipped line of
communication.'
In 1931Bauer returned to the attack. This time a height of about
25,260 feet was reached. I t was discovered that the NE. spur did not,
as had been supposed, join crest to crest with the NNE. ridge, but
abutted into the face some 300 feet below the crest of the said NNE.
ridge. This face was covered with dangerous snow and could not
be attempted when in such a c o n d i t i ~ n . ~
Herr Bauer is of the opinion that once the NNE. ridge is gained
the remainder of the climb to the summit is relatively easy. I t may
seem presumptuous to disagree with his opinion, but, apart from the
question of height and the west wind,J the writer, since he examined
the last 1,500 feet of this ridge from various angles, is convinced that
it is not technically easy, if only because of its average angle and
slabby appearance. This opinion is now shared by others who have
examined the ridge through telescopes from various directions. As
regards the effects of altitude, the difference between climbing from
25,000 feet to 26,000 feet and from 27,000 feet to 28,000 feet must
be experienced to be appreciated. Probably, two more, and it may
well prove three more, camps will be necessary above the highest
camp yet pitched by the Bavarians.
Taking the foregoing into account, and in articular the dangerous
Snow-slope which defeated the Bavarians in I 93 I , there is no doubt
that the ascent of Kangchenjunga will require more than ordinary
l u ~ with
k
weather and snow conditions allied to more than ordinary
~ ~ 1 and
1 1 acclimatizing powers (supposing that oxygen apparatus is
not employed). That the mountain will be climbed is certain and
by this route; it may be one or fifty years hence.
The NW. face of K a n g c h e- n j ~- n ~
isavery different, both in appearFor an account of this expedition see Himalayan Journal, vol. ii, 1930, P P 13-q0.
the disaster on Nanga Parbat in 1934, where a retreat down an easier
cost nine lives.
See Himalayan Journal, vol. iv, 1932, PP. 116-22.
' This may not be much of a hindrance during the monsoon searon, but Herr
Bauer mentions that high up on the sheltered NE. spur they began to experience
wind,so it would be safer to assume the probability of it occurring even during the
wind-free monsoon season.
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ance and as a problem, from the other faces of the mountain. This
face is enclosed between the NNE. and WNW. (bearing NW.) ridges
of the mountain. I t consists of a series of shelves. These are covered
in ntvC hundreds of feet thick which is constantly breaking away in
great avalanches. The edges of these nCvC fields, which are hundreds
of feet in height, protect the whole width of the face from assault.
Following Mr. Freshfield's suggestion in his Round Kang~henjun~a
and in his article in the Alpine Journal on 'How to climb Kangchenjunga: a Topographical Note', already alluded to, Professor G.
Dyhrenfurth and an International Expedition tried to reach the
coll (22,622 feet), between Kangchenjunga (Peak No. 3) and The
Twins, via the Kangchenjunga glacier and its east bay. They did
not, as stated by Mr. Freshfield, in a letter published in the Alpine
Journ~l,~
make '. . a forlorn-hope assault on "the centre of the
cirque" ', but did their best to avoid the cirque (so-called)altogether.
Contrary to expectation, the North col and the NNE. ridge proved to
be defended by an extension of the lower of the great nCvt terraces,
and it was during an attempt to force a route up to the edge of this
terrace that an ice avalanche occurred which killed a porter and
nearly wiped out the whole climbing party.
There is no other practicable route from the Kangchenjunga
glacier to the NNE. ridge, but Herren E. Schneider and U. Wieland,
during their ascent of the Nepal Peak, noticed what appeared to be
a practicable route up The Twins (24, 1 I 5 feet) from the north. BY
traversing The Twins it might be possible to attack Kangchenjunga
via the NNE. ridge, but it would be a very long route, and the
descent from The Twins to the North col (22,622 feet) would militate
against it. Also, even supposing the NNE. ridge between The Twins
and Kangchenjunga can be gained, it by no means follows that the
ridge will prove practicable. At a point between 23,500 feet and
24,500 feet the ridge, which is rocky in this section, appears tonSe
vertically for 200 or 300 feet and even overhang. Professor Dyhren.
furth proposed to avoid this apparently impracticable section by
traversing across the east face of the ridge to the upper part ofthe
NE. spur. But in the light of present knowledge we know that such
a traverse would mean climbing the dangerous mow-slope that
stopped the I 93 I Bavarian Expedition, in order to regain the NNE'
ridge. At all events, the traverse itself would most likely prove vev
dangerous, as it lies in the lee of the NNE. ridge, and the slope
usually hold avalanchy snow.3

.

North col' on Kurz map; height from photogrammetric survey. For brief
account of this expedition, see Himalayan journnl, vol. iii, 1931, pP. 77-9'.
' Vol. xliii, pp. 426-7..
Snow-dopes on the lmmcdiate lee of ridges across which a wind of
1
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ProfessorDyhrenfurth made another attempt to climb Kangchenjunga via the NW. ridge. This ridge is not so continuous as it
appears on the map. Its crest soon merges into a considerable plateau
ofntvt on the NW. face of Peak No. 5 (Kangbachen Peak), and does
not appear as a ridge again until the summit of Peak No. 5 is
reached, whence there is a continuous ridge, via Peak No. 4, to
the summit of Kangchenjunga. Length alone renders this route
impracticable, and hanging glaciers and precipices force the climber
into gaining the ridge at a point below its principal difficulties. The
lower section of the ridge defeated the best efforts of the expedition,
and there was never the remotest chance of gaining even the plateau
on the NW. face of Peak No. 5. Supposing, however, that this
plateau had been gained it would have been impossible to have
avoided a traverse of Peak No. 5, as the plateau, which a t first sight
seems to extend across the NE. face of that peak, in reality ends in
a deep cut-off. The only alternative, a traverse of Peak No. 5, is an
obviously difficult one and would involve the ascent of several thousand feet of broken but steep rock.
The last approach is via the Ramtang glacier. This glacier has yet
to be explored, but members of Professor Dyhrenfurth's expedition
were able to examine it from the NW. ridge. The head of this glacier
is exposed to ice avalanches that fall from the hanging glaciers of
Peak No. 5 and the White Wave. I t might be possible to force a
route through a maze of dangerous sCracs, and up steep snow and
ice slopes to the col between 'Peak 7,535 metres' and Peak No. 5, but
such a route would most likely prove very dangerous and the climber
would have to traverse Peak No. 5 and Peak No. 4 to reach the
summit. There is no possibility whatever of climbing the west face
of Peak No. 5 from the Ramtang glacier.
To sum up, it is obvious that the summit of Kangchenjunga is well
defended and that there is only one route which affords the remotest
chance of success-the combination of the NE. spur and the NNE.
ridge-unless climbers will be found to brave the terrors of the SW.
lace. They should not risk porters' lives by attempting such a route.
It is strange, perhaps, that such a well-defended mountain should
Possess a chink in its armour, but what a chink!
When Kangchenjunga is climbed it is to be hoped that it will be
'limbed by Herr Bauer and his party, for their great efforts of 1929
and 1931 have rendered them worthy of treading the summit of that
most noble and magnificent of mountains.
direction blows powdery snow should always be suspect, as this condition often
resultsin the formation of wind slabs.

TRAVERSES I N NEPAL
J. B. AUDEN

the thousands who suffered from the Bihar-Nepal earthquake of the 15th January 1934 may be counted the few who
were able to arrive later in safety after the catastrophe and examine
its effects. I was one of a party of four, from the Geological Survey of
India, including Mr. D. N. Wadia, Dr. J. A. Dunn, and Mr. A. M.N.
Ghosh, which was sent to examine the effects of the earthquake.
Through the kindness of His Highness the Maharaja of Nepal, it
was possible for me to make three traverses in Nepal to carry out a
study of the earthquake there. The first of the traverses was to
Katmandu, whence permission was given to visit the chief towns in
the Nepal valley and to make two short excursions to the Trisuli
Ganga and the Indrawati rivers (Survey of India degree sheet 72E).
The second traverse was from Jaynagar to Sirha and Udaipur Garhi
(map 725). The last and longest traverse was from Jogbani to
Dharan, Dhankuta, Chainpur, over the Milke pass to Taplejung,
and thence over the Singalila ridge to Darjeeling (maps 72M,
N, 78A).
I t is difficult to know how many Europeans have visited eastern
Nepal, but, so far as I know, I may have been the first to have been
to Udaipur Garhi, and also past Chainpur over the Milke pass to
Taplejung. I n 1848 Sir Joseph Hooker had traversed the Tamur
river over routes which crossed mine in one place, and almost
coincided in others.
These journeys of mine were made in February, March, and April
1934, during months when visibility was very bad. The snows were
seldom seen from Katmandu and Udaipur Garhi, and were never
visible a t all during the last traverse along the Arun and Tamur
rivers. During the last traverse, visibility was so poor that it was
often impossible to see more than a distance of five miles. Photography was impossible. From the point of view, therefore, of obtaining new aspects of the southern slopes of the main Himalayan range!
the journeys were an almost totaI failure.

A

GAINST

Maps.
The four miles to one inch (I : 253,440) maps of Nepal which have
resulted from the recent survey carried out by the Survey ofIndla
are, in general, excellent. I t is not to be expected that every small
ridge and every contour line is accurate. This survey of some 5°,000
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square miles, or 129,500 square kilometres, was carried out in a
short space of time (Nov. I 924-Mar. I 927) and without European
supervision. The broad and even the lesser details are, however,
ali well shown and are a striking tribute to the thoroughness with
which the Indian surveyors carried out their work.'
Nepal valley (map 72E).
After leaving Raxaul sixteen miles of fields and eight miles of sal
forest bring one to the foot of the Siwalik hills. The next thirteen
miles are through Siwalik hills with scenery familiar to those who
have crossed them near Dehra Dun. Turreted hills of conglomerates
border both sides of the Churia pass (approx. 2,200 feet), which is
tunnelled for about 300 yards. After Sanotar pre-Tertiary rocks are
encountered, and the scenery becomes typical of the slate zone (predominating slates, with quartzites and limestones, here mostly metamorphosed) of the outer Himalaya eastwards of Simla. The road
ends at Bhimphedi, where the Maharaja had sent a pony and two
servants to meet me. The second of the two passes between Bhimphedi and Katmandu (Chandragiri pass, 7,400 feet) is on the rim
of the Nepal valley. The white palaces could be seen 3,000 feet
below in the distant haze, with fields fading out beyond. I t is small
wonder that this valley has been a centre of civilization since before
even Asoka had consecrated it with his stupas.
As noticed by Medlicott in 1875, there are considerable analogies
between the Nepal and Kashmir valleys. Each is surrounded by a
ring of hills, and each has been partially filled by fluviatile sediments.
Lakes still exist in the Kashmir basin, and the alluvial deposits there
are not sharply dissected. I n the Nepal valley the once continuous
sheet of deposits has been cut into by local streams joining to form
the Bagmati river, many of which flow in broad channels as much
as 170 feet below the general level.
I saw the Nepal valley a t a time of heavy cloud and rainfall, when
the distant peaks were seldom visible. Possibly this biased me, but
scenically the Kashmir valley with its close ranges of snow peaks, its
lakes and trees, appears to be the more beautiful of the two. The
attraction of the Nepal valley is largely in its people and architecture.
There can be few more impressive sights than the temple of Swayambhunath poised on a hill overlooking the valley, its golden roof
fusing in the setting sun. The brick- ane el led temples and houses
have a charm the more sensible for its absence in the generally
featureless character of many Indian cities, where artistic talent has
I The broad features of relief and drainage of eastern Nepal are shown on the
map that I have drawn to accompany my note which follows Mr. Auden's paperThe places referred to by him have been indicated.-Ed.

3. B. Auden
tended to confine itself to a riot of balustrades, pinnacles, and plaster
ornamentation.
The track to the Gurkha district leads over the Sheopuri Lekh,
From Kaulia, 7,051 feet, Hermann de Schlagintweit in 1855mistook
Gauri Sankar for Everest. Captain Wood visited Kaulia in 1903,
and was able to show that Everest and Gauri Sankar were different
peaks. At dawn in February I had a splendid view of the main range
from Kakani bungalow, close to Kaulia. Mount Everest was probably visible as an insignificant peak at a bearing of 84". The chief
peaks were Gauri Sankar (8r0), Gosainthan (51'), the 24,300 and
23,400 group (346"), and the 26,660, 25,700 group (317i0).I The
photograph shows the latter two groups, and was taken towards
331 The length of range seen was about 160 miles.
The foot-hills themselves are for the most part covered with cultivation terraces, and resemble those farther to the north-west, in
Kumaun and Garhwal.

".

Udaipur Garhi (26" 55' : 86" 32', map 72J).
For my second traverse, an elephant met me at Jaynagar, and,
after calling on the Chhota Hakim of Sirha, I went on direct towards
the hills. Camp was pitched at Nipania, which proved to be the
epicentre of the earthquake as determined by comparing the Kew
and Bombay seismograms. Field evidence, however, indicates that
the epicentral tract was farther to the south-west, in Bihar. After
another six miles we entered the Siwalik hills, passing lakes that had
been formed as a result of landslips set off by the earthquake, and
finally crossing the ridge of conglomerates called the Mahamanda
Danda. Udaipur Garhi stands on an outcrop of Lower Siwalik or
Nahan sandstone which underlies the main boundary thrust. In few
places can this great Himalayan tide, which has brought forward the
pre-Tertiary rocks so as to overlie the Tertiaries, be more manifestIt is the same as one sees looking west from the Dehra ~un-Mussoorie
road above the power-house, or better, looking east from the hills
just west of the Tons-Jumna confluence. A fairly accurate paralkl
Gosainthan should be on a bearing of 41 O , not 51 O ; but, if the Nepal survey is
correct, all but the topmost summit seems to be hidden by the Langtang Hima',
Gosainthan is on the northern zone of Himalayan summits, well in Tibet, where1t1s
known as Shisha Pangma. Possibly Dorje Lakpa (22,929 feet) and its neighbour
of 23,240 feet, both prominent on the southern zone (the Jugal Hirnal) and both
roughly on a bearing of 5 I " from Kakani are here misnamed Gosainthan, for they
must be much more conspicuous. The bearings given by the author for Mount
Everest, Gauri Sankar, the Ganesh Himal (24,300 and 23,400 feet) and,'?
Manaslu-Himalchuli group (26,660 and 25,700 feet) are correct, and intervislbll'ty
tests show that on a fine day all these groups should be visible from Kakali. (See
also the rernarh of Majors Morris and Nye included in my Note following
paper.)-Ed.
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is the view from the Scharfberg in Austria, from which the nappe of
the Hijllengebirge is seen to override the gentler flysch country.
Mount Everest is not visible from Udaipur Garhi, the conspicuous
peak being Numbur (22,817 feet) which is taken locally to be
Everest. The dominant feature is the Mahabharat Lekh rising to
8,000feet. From an off-shoot from the Mahabharat Lekh, 3.3 miles
ENE. of Udaipur, Mount Everest is just discernible 73 miles distant
at a bearing of 174'. Numbur peak lies due north at 53 miles, and
Gauri Sankar (23,440 feet), 70 miles distant, at 348;". Only the
upper part of the south face of Mount Everest is visible from here,
the lower portion being cut off by the main Mahabharat Lekh. A
fuller view would be obtained from the Lekh itself, but time was
limited and the traverse was not primarily intended for observations
of peaks.
Arun and Tamur rivers (maps 62M, N).
My third traverse began at Jogbani railhead, four miles from the
large district head-quarters of Biratnagar. The Bara Hakim provided
me with an elephant and bullock carts. There followed long hours
shifting to fit the movable contours of the elephant's back and listening to its bell. The west wind blew continuously, lifting the finer
sand from the earthquake vents till one's mouth gritted up and fury
gathered like a sore. The bullock carts that day took I 7 hours to do
20 miles and arrived at 22.00 hours. That night part of Pakari
village caught fire. By the morning it was gutted, and dogs and
vultures were eating the half-roasted flesh of goats that had been
burned alive. We left the rubbish and soon ~ a s s e dthrough sal forest
until Dharan was reached. There appears to be no Siwalik range
here, since the Gangetic alluvium occurs northwards so as to abut
on to pre-Tertiary rocks.
The route northwards passed over a quartzite ridge, called the
Mahabharat Lekh on map 72N. Dhankuta is situated at 4,000 feet
at the southern end of the great north-south ridge separating the
Arun and Tamur valleys.' I t is comparable in scenery and geology
to Ranikhet. There is little to record of the trek over the Buranse
Danda, down to the Arun river, to Legua Ghat, along the Pilua
Khola, up to C h a i n ~ u r and
,
over the Milke pass to Dumuhan, the
Tamur river, and Taplejung. Hooker must have passed through
Dumuhan on his way to Walungchung and Yangma, some thirty
miles to the north. Part of the Tamur valley is well shown opposite
Page 196 of vol. i of his Himalayan Journals, the view-point being
Chhintang village (27' 18' :87' 40', map 72M). Hooker went
I This ridge is called Lumba-sumba Hima1 in the north, the Milke Danda in the
middle,and the Buranse Danda in the south.-Ed.
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through in November and December, when the air must be clear
and invigorating. There is little to recommend these deep valleys in
March and April. The haze and dust were frequently so dense that
it was difficult to see across the local valleys. The snows were never
seen. From Taplejung my route was across the Kabeli river to
Angbung, and thence to Yektin, Memeng, over the Singalila ridge
between Sandakphu and Phalut, and on to Silikhola, Rimbeck,
Phedi, and Darjeeling. This appears to be the chief route into Nepal
from the east, one used by Gurkha soldiers and Darjeeling servants
when going on leave to their homes. O n map 72M the main path
is shown leading from Memeng up the 9,386-foot ridge to Phalut.
The more usual one, however, goes south of this over Sabargam
( I 1,641 feet).

Ranges.
Geographically, Nepal and the eastern Himalaya may be divided
into five units:
( I ) the Terai, belonging to the Gangetic alluvium;
(2) the Siwalik ranges;
(3) ranges running in general WNW.-ESE., such as the Mahabharat Lekh;
(4) long ridges running in general NNE.-SSW. from the main
Himalayan range; these often occupy the greater part of
Nepal, e.g. the ridge between the Arun and Tarnur rivers,
and the Singalila ridge;
(5) the Great Himalayan range.
The Siwalik ranges are probably the only ranges in which geological strike and geographical extension properly coincide. Their width
in Nepal across the strike is from I 2 to 13 miles.
The Mahabharat Lekh consists of ranges adjacent and roughly
parallel to the Siwaliks and composed of a varied assemblage of rocks
with strikes less constant than is the case with the Siwaliks. It is a
marked feature in the south-east quadrant of map 72E, north of
Udaipur in 72J and to a lesser extent in 72N. Sir Sidney I3urrard'
has discussed the relationships of the lesser Himalayan ranges, leaving it an unsolved question as to whether or not the Mahabharat
Lekh is a continuation of the Mussoorie range.
The only definite structural feature which is known to follow
through the greater part of the Himalaya is the main boundaq
fault, a thrust which, east of about longitude 7B0, separates PreTertiaries from underlying Tertiaries. I t is certain, however, that

'
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the units separated by this thrust are not everywhere geologically
and geographically analogous. The geology of the lesser Himalaya
is so complicated that more than one geographical feature may be
representedby a single major tectonic unit. The converse also holds.
Moreover, the geological and tectonic units are not all persistent,
a case in point being the dying out of the Dagshai and Kasauli rocks,
so characteristic of the Simla hills, near the Jumna river. Burrard
has suggested (loc. cit., p. 99) that the Kasauli ridge and the Mussoorie range are analogous, presumably because both overlook the
plains. In reality, the Mussoorie range is the south-east continuation
of the rocks of Krol hill, which lies near Solon, between Kasauli and
Simla, and the Kasauli ridge is unrepresented a t Mussoorie.' The
Krol range itself appears to die out as a marked feature to the northwest, at approximately lat. 31': long. 77'. T o the south-east it passes
through Mussoorie, Garhwal, and probably continues to Naini Tal.
There is a complication, however, in the possibility that a t Lansdowne there may be an outlier of a higher tectonic unit on the Krol
rocks not found either to the north-west or south-east.2
South-east of Naini Tal it is probable that the Krol-Mussoorie
range dies out, as it did to the north-west, as a significant geographical feature. The rocks a t Udaipur, which may be equivalent to those
of the Krol series, are a highly attenuated series of slates and dark
limestones, separated from the overlying Darjeeling gneiss of the
Mahabharat Lekh by a thrust, and having no influence on the
scenery. The important feature a t Udaipur is the Mahabharat
Lekh. In the Darjeeling area the rocks equivalent to the Krol series
are the Gondwanas which crop out a t Tindharia and which again
have no influence on the scenery. I t is possible that the Mahabharat
Lekh is the continuation of the Nag Tibba range. Burrard, however,
has drawn in Fig. I , Chart xvr, a lesser Himalayan range striking due
west from Dhaulagiri and continuing towards the Peninsula as far
as the Siwaliks.3 If this be a true range, it would be impossible to
correlate Nag Tibba with the Mahabharat Lekh, since these lie one
On each side of and are separated by this lesser Himalayan range of
Burrad. There are other difficulties as well. Nag Tibba lies a t the
South-westend of the great ridge which descends from Bandarpunch
peak (map 5 3 J / ~ w . )and cuts across Tehri Garhwal. I t belongs
therefore to the fourth unit enumerated above. O n the other hand,
Rec. Geol. Susu. Ind., vol. lxvii, pt. 4 (1934).
The Lansdowne granite is almost certaixlly equivalent to the Dudatoli granite
which lies to the n ~ r t h - ~ ~and
s t , may occur as a klippc on the underlying rocks of
the Krol-Mussoorie range.
See, however, the Frontispiece Chart in which Burrard shows this western
range from Dhaulagiri as joining the Pir Panjal. The structural continuity of
this range (asmay be seen from the recent surveys) is extremely hypothetical.-Ed.
I
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the Mahabharat Lekh in 72N is distinct from the great ridge which
runs NNE.-SSW. between the Arun and Tamur rivers (72M).
The problem is too difficult to discuss in a short note. It raises
questions as to the extent to which geological structure influences
geographical features. It also necessitates an attempt to define the
term 'range'.
I n conclusion, I should like to thank His Highness the Maharaja
and Prime Minister of Nepal for the facilities so liberally granted me
in making these traverses.
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NOTES ON EASTERN AND CENTRAL NEPAL
LIEUT.-COLONEL
KENNETH MASON
by letters received since the publication of last ear's
Himalaynn Journal, vol. vi,' and also to illustrate the receding
paper by Mr. J. B. Auden, I have compiled and drawn the accompanying map to show the broad features of relief and drainage of
eastern Nepal. The map shows the country to the east of that shown
in the Himalayan Journal, vol. vi, p. 86, and includes the Buri Gandaki
and Trisuli Gandaki basins of the Gandak river, as well as the whole
of the mountain basin of the Kosi and its tributaries, with the exception of the head-waters of the Tibetan tributaries of the Arun, the
Phung Chu and the Yaru Chu. The breaks in the double crest
zone of the Great Himalaya between the Himalchuli-Manaslu group
and the Kangchenjunga group are well marked. I may perhaps
repeat that the main courses of the Buri Gandaki and the Trisuli
Gandaki, the two eastern tributaries of the Gandak river, both cut
passages through both crest zones. Of the Kosi tributaries, the Sun
Kosi and the Arun do the same, almost completely isolating the
Lapche Kang, Cho Oyu, and Mount Everest groups, while the
Tamba Kosi has almost cut through the northern zone and separated
the Lapche Kang from Cho Oyu. The glaciers covering a considerable area immediately to the south of Cho Oyu and Mount Everest
appear to have protected the northern crest zone here from destruction, and the Dudh Kosi affords an approach to these great groups
which it would be of the utmost geographical interest to explore in
detail. The continuity of both zones has been destroyed for some
fiftymiles by both the Arun and the Tamur, almost as far as Kangchenjunga. The Indrawati and the Likhu Kosi alone of the seven
main affluents of the Sapt Kosi make but little impression even on
the southern crest zone.
The other four units mentioned by Auden are well seen: the long
ridges projecting southwards from the main range to the longitudinal
collecting 'drain' of the Sun Kosi: the Mahabharat Lekh, shutting
in the Nepal valley by Katmandu on the south and extending WNW.
and ESE. as far as the point where the Kosi finds an outlet to the
plains of India: the low range of the Siwaliks, roughly parallel to
'he Mahabharat Lekh, and stopping abruptly a t the Sapt Kosi: and
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On P. 82 of that volume I made the mistake of writing that there were seven

knownsummits of between 26,000 and 27,000 feet in Nepal. There are only six.

The peak shown on the map as Manaslu (26,658 feet) is the same as 'Kutang 1'
though it does not lie on the Kutang Hima1.-Ed.
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t h e Gangetic alluvial T e r a i bordering t h e cultivated plains of
Bihar.
I t will b e noted t h a t t h e watershed between the Phung Chu and
t h e Tsangpo is off t h e map t o t h e north. A t several points it is less
t h a n ten miles from t h e Tsangpo, a n d a t one point less than five.
T h i s watershed follows a very irregular line a n d varies considerably
i n height.

I

.

With regard t o m y 'Note o n t h e Nepal Himalaya' in the Himalayan
Journal, vol. vi, p. 85, where I discussed the difficulty of reconciling
t h e A n n a p u r n a peaks a n d M a c h a P u c h a r of Major Morris's photog r a p h opposite p. 73 with t h e peaks of the same name on the new
map of Nepal, a n d with reference also t o m y postscript on pp. 89,
go, giving Major Morris's views, I have received the following letter
from Major A. R. Nye, of t h e 4 t h G u r k h a Rifles:
Malakand, ro Dec. 1934.

1

Dear Professor Mason,
Morris's article in the 1934Journal, your comments thereon, and your
own article interested me very much. I was in Nepal from August to early
November, and aided by several days of brilliantly clear weather, was able
to look at the mountains discussed by Morris, though at rather an acute
angle, from Kakani, which, as you probably know, is on the divide between
the Valley and No. r West, approximately north of Katmandu. Unforbnately I had not a telephoto lens in my camera so the films I took are of no
value, but I did get an unrivalled view through my glasses.
The notes I made on the spot are as follows:
(1) Identified Gosainthan, well known to locals and to men of the Nepal
escort who have made the pilgrimage. Its tip only is visible from KakaniI
(2) Identified the Trisuli Gandaki, with Nawakot (No. I West) in the
valley and the big mass of Ganesh Himal behind, though this name was
u ~ ~ k n o wton any of the people I questioned.
(3) Identified the Buri Gandaki gorge with the prominent isolated ma k
Himalchuli to the west, though this name again was not known. The
break in the crest-line to the west again was pointed out ZIS the Marsyand1
gorge, this name being well known, as were those of all the rivers in fact..
(4) Immediately west of this break began the great mass of mountam)
which, vide your map facing p. 86, could only be the Annapma group'
Along this mass, rather west of half-way as I saw it, was a very distinct
double-topped peak which was definitely some way south of the main mass'
Its appearance, through glasses, was remarkably like that marked
Puchar in Morris's photograph facing p. 73. A little further west,formlng
the western end of the mass, was a very prominent peak which exactly
corresponded with Annapurna I, vide map, p. 86.
(5) Then to the west again came a distinct break (the Kali cmdakl
gorge) and another big mass of mountain (Dhaulagiri).
$

k
,

'

P U C E NAMES AJVD REFERENCES
2.

I

r 2. Jogbani
13. Dharan
)
14. Dhankuta
'
15. Chainpur
I
16. Damuhan
I
17. Tapljung
;
18. Walungchung
rg.Yangma
I
20. Tingri
I
I
2 1 . Shekar
I
I

Sanotar

Bhimphedi
Katmandu
KauIia
Nawakot
7. Chautara
8. Nyenam
9. Jaynagar
10. Sirha
F I . Udaipur Garhi
3.
4.
5.
6.

RIVERS
Buri Gandaki
23. Trjsuli Gandaki
24. Bagmati
25. Indrawati
26. Sun Kosi
27. Tamba Kosi

28.

22.

Lithu Kmi

29. Dudh Kosi
30. Phung Chu
3 1 . Yaru Chu
32. Arun
33. Tamur

1

I
I
I
I

I

MO UNTAINS
34. Himalchuli
35.
36.
37.
38.

Ganesh Himal
Langtang Himal
Jugal Himal
Gosainthan
39. Lapche Kang

I

40. Gauri Sankar I
41. Numbur
I
I,
42. Ch0 @U
43. Mount Everesl
4.
Makalu
45. Kangchenjunga

RANGES AND RIDGES
46. Churia (Siwalik) Range
47. Mahabharat Lekh
48. Sheopuri k k h
49. Tarnbe Danda

50. Lumba SumbA Himal
51. Milke Danda
52. Buranse Danda
53. Singalila Ridge
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That is, my observations, for what they are worth, confirm the names and
details of your map facing p. 86. I enclose a rough diagram I made from
Kakani and also a questionnaire, with the replies I had from the Nepal
people.
It seems to me that Morris must be wrong about Dhaulagiri. Almost
facing it as he was when he took his photo, surely the Kali Gandaki gorge
should have been visible between Annapurna and Dhaulagiri. I suggest
that on his photo Annapurna should be Annapurna 11, Macha Puchar is
correct, but Dhaulagiri should be Annapurna I. His photograph then
agrees with your map. The dip on the left of his 'Dhaulagiri', in reality
Annapurna I, is probably the beginning of the fall to the Kali gorge.
Yours sincerely,
A. R. NYE.

Major Nye sent a questionnaire to Captain Prakat Man Singh,
who referred it to the Nepalese survey officer. The latter confirms
the relative positions of Dhaulagiri, Annapurna, and Macha Puchar
as given on the map facing page 86 of the last volume of the Journal,
and adds that persons living at a distance from the snows are not
certain of the correct names, and are likely to name the various
peaks indifferently.

[Subsequently I received another letter dated 28 December from Major
Jye, ofwhich thefollowing is an extract:]
The 5th Gurkha Rifles sent out a n enlargement of Morris's ~hotograph
from the Massiang ridge on their Christmas card. I showed it to Gurkha
officersof my battalion who come from that part of the world.
They agree that Macha Puchar is correctly named and also say that the
next big snow mass to the left, or west, is Dhaulagiri (Dhaulasiri, they called
it). They were, however, very definite that Dhaulagiri is on the right or
west bank of the Kali, and that Macha Puchar is equally definitely on the
A. R. N.
left or east bank of the river.

[Copies of Major JVyeYs letters and my comments were sent to Major
3. Morris, who has very kindly sent the following additional note JOY
!ublication.]
Note by Major C. J . Morris
C.

I think there is little doubt that the views put forward by Major N Y are
~
correct and I am glad to find that he is able to confirm the ~ositionof Mich;
puchar. When my photographs were taken, the Nepal map sheets were
not available and my information concerning the names of the peaks was
obtained entirely by questioning the local people; and I entirely agree that
persons living at a distance from the snows very often use the names of
actual known peaks very loosely. Professor Mason suggests that the real
Dhaulagiriwas hidden from my view by Sun Danra, a high hill in the foreground (marked on the lower panorama accompanying my paper at P. 739
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Himalayan Journal for I 934). This hill would as a matter of fact hide Dhaulagiri from the whole of the Massiang district: but as the name of that mountain is well known in Central Nepal it seems likely that the local people are
using it for the name of what appears to them to be the biggest of the peaks
they see.
C .J. M.

Note by Editor
There is not, of course, any doubt whatever that Dhaulagiri is to the west
of the Kali gorge and Annapurna and Macha Puchar to the east of it.
Major Morris also agrees that 'it would seem from a study of the map that
the Kali Gandaki gorge is such a very pronounced gash in the range that it
must be visible from any point from which both Dhaulagiri and Annapurna
are visible'. We are both agreed that in all probability Dhaulagiri is hidden
by Sun Danra in the view from the Massiang ridge, and that the locals of
that district probably have incorrect names for the snow massifs seen from
here. But undoubtedly the question cannot be finally answered until we
have a complete panorama from the summit of Sun Danra.
I n a letter dated the 24th January 1935, Morris comments on the identifications, for which he was not responsible, printed a t the bottom of the
Christmas card of the 5th Gurkha Rifles, referred to by Nye. There is no
doubt that some of these are incorrect. For instance, Baglung is many miles
away to the west and no 'hills above Baglung' could possibly appear in the
view. The whole of this discussion seems to me to be very instructive, for it
illustrates the extraordinary difficulty of obtaining correct names for the
great Himalayan massifs, which our predecessors had to contend with. No
wonder there were such fierce battles over the nomenclature and positions
of these peaks in the past, when there were no maps to rely upon! K-

SIWALIK EROSION
A. P. F. HAMILTON

o the Himalayan enthusiast the Siwaliks are often little more
T t h a n a name, an 'insignificant range of foot-hillsy, to be crossed
impatiently in answer to the call of the grander ranges beyond. O n
the other hand, modern geography is closely concerned with the
economic values of geographical features, and to-day people take
much more interest than formerly in their surroundings. I t is hoped,
therefore, that this paper may stimulate some further interest in the
important, and perhaps notorious, part that this low range is playing
in Punjab economics.
The damage caused by the great floods which periodically sweep
down the Punjab rivers from the high mountains attract large headlines in the newspapers; and, though they may bring great havoc,
they are, in the main, caused by unusual phenomena, such as the
breaking down of glacier dams and cloudbursts, which are beyond
the control of man. Yet nearer at hand, under the very eyes of the
public, the Siwaliks and outer ranges of the Himalaya are being
slowly converted into a source of destruction, the more dangerous
owing to the insidious nature of its growth.
The object of this paper is to show how men, by misguided efforts
to better their condition or under the stress of economic pressure,
have contravened the laws of nature, thus meriting a punishment
which only too often falls upon the heads of those innocent of the
offence. The paper begins with a description of the role of mountains
and forests as agents for the supply and distribution of water. A brief
discussion of the geology of the Siwalik range follows, and the rest
of the paper deals specifically with erosion in the Siwaliks of the
Hoshiarpur district in the Punjab.
Mountains as a source of water-supply, and the role of mountain-forests.
Throughout the world mountain ranges play an important physical part in the water-supply of man. They act as barriers to the
Passage of winds laden with moisture received by evaporation from
Seas, from inland lakes, and from the land itself. The warm air
currents, impinging against the mountain slopes, are deflected UPwards; they are cooled, and they ~recipitatetheir moisture in the
form of snow or rain.
In northern India, during the winter and early spring, depressions
from the west penetrate far into the Himalayan barrier; heavy snow
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falls on the inner hills, but little rain is experienced on the outer
slopes a t this season. Snow melts during the late spring and early
summer, causing a gradual rise in the rivers and streams. At
summer the rains of the South-west Monsoon, mainly from the Bay
of Bengal branch, strike the mountain barrier, and bring rain to the
successive ridges south of the Great Himalayan range, where the remaining moisture is given up. The rain is partly absorbed by the soil,
but the greater part, as surface run-off, finds its way down through
countless streams and rivulets to the main rivers, and thence down to
the plains of India where i t serves the many requirements of man.
Winter snowfall on bare alpine land melts and drains away
slowly; but it does not require much imagination to realize what
happens to rain-water falling on bare mountain-sides. The water
dashes down the slopes with ever-increasing speed, carrying away
the thin soil and discharging itself into the low-lying country with
uncontrollable violence. Naked rock is left behind and the land
receiving the discharge of such torrents is subject to constant floods.
Fortunately for man, it is a provision of nature that certain regions of
the globe are covered with forest, and mountainous country is one
of them. Below the snow-line, the forest clothes the hill-sides down
to the plains and controls the flow of the water from the catchment
areas in the hills.
A forest consists of trees or scrub, growing together with bushes,
herbage or grass and humus on a soil, of varying depth, derived
from the disintegration of the underlying rock. The types of vegetation found in mountainous regions depend mainly on the amount of
rainfall and elevation. They vary between wide limits, from dense
fir forest to little more than grass, but all play their part as agents
of protection. The chief roles of the forest are( I ) reduction and control of surface run-off,
( 2 ) conservation of moisture, and
(3) protection of the soil from erosion.
AS regards the first of these, the leaf canopy retards the rain and
breaks its force; the humus layer absorbs some moisture; and the
roots of trees and shrubs penetrate the soil, make it more permeable,
and increase its absorptive capacity. When the soil is saturatedl
surface run-off begins, but its force and speed are greatly reduced
the presence of the close-growing vegetation and h~mus.
ff
ground and impermeable soil are conducive to the most rapid
and are most in need of protection from this point of view- When
the protective covering is removed, for instance by heavy grazingand
browsing, run-off is accelerated, and the banks of rivers and streams
may be unable to hold the increased discharge. It must, however'
be admitted that floods caused by exceptional rneteorologica'
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conditions cannot be prevented by forests, though the destructive
effectsare certainly minimized.
Secondly, the forest, by retaining a covering soil in situ, by
increasing the absorptive capacity of the soil, and by allowing water
to sink slowly into cracks and crevices in the underlying rocks,
enables the mountains to function as natural reservoirs. Long after
the cessation of the rains the stored water gradually finds its way
down to feed the springs and the water-table beyond the foot of the
hills, while a higher level of stream-flow is maintained during the dry
season. Briefly, therefore, a forest-covering tends to equalize the
discharge of rivers and streams throughout the year and to increase
the available water-supply; removal of this covering causes floods
or desiccation, or both.
Thirdly, forests, by breaking the force of falling rain, particularly
where heavy storms are frequent, by binding the soil with their
roots, and by reducing the erosive action of run-off, prevent the
erosion of hill-sides.
Erosion begins with the removal of the vegetable covering. There
are two types of erosion, both of which are in evidence in any one
locality but, according to the nature of the soil, one or the other
is generally predominant. 'Gully' erosion originates, as its name
implies, from the formation of small channels by water action; the
channels deepen and cut back into the hill-side producing the wellknown 'ravine' lands which are as common in bare undulating
country as in more mountainous regions. 'Gully' erosion is most
active in heavy, coherent soils, such as clays and marls, less so on
sandy and friable soils, and least of all on stony ground derived from
conglomerates.
The second type of erosion, 'sheet' erosion, implies the removal of
soil particles by the flow of water over open surfaces rather than in
channels. This form of erosion acts on all surfaces which are not
protected by close-growing vegetation or a humus layer. Loose and
friable soils, such as sandy soils and sand-rock, are the most liable
to 'sheet' erosion. These coarse-textured soils maintain a smooth or
rounded configuration under the action of water.
When slopes are steep and the soil and underlying rock of a friable
nature, when the forest covering is scanty or absent and rainfall
h e a ~erosion
,
may reach colossal proportions and the degradation
of the hills is accelerated by the occurrence of landslips.
Erosion may be harmful in the following ways:
( 1 ) The products of erosion are carried down by floods, and
over low-lying country which is thus rendered sterile.
Desiccation, caused by the adverse hydrological effects described
above, is increased by these deposits.
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(2) Irrigation works and canals may be silted up, and the fields,
which were formerly enriched by annual deposits of fertile soil
derived from the protected slopes, now receive only a coarse, sandy
deposit.
(3) Erosion increases flood height, for the detritus carried downby
the water Swells the stream volume to such an extent that the height
of the water is raised far above what it would be if it were freefrom
sediment. The effect of this may be gauged from figures calculated
by a French expert who, for a certain mountain torrent, computed
that 85,020 cubic yards of water brought down 221,052 cubic yards
of detritus, or more than two and a half times the water volume.
(4) Silt deposition may entirely fill up a river-bed and so cause
constant flooding; or a t least the bed may be so raised that overtopping of the banks may be caused by comparatively light falls
of rain.
Regarding the effect of forests on climate, this is a matter which
has been in dispute for many years and evidence is contradictory.
I t is possible, but not probable, that forests have some effect on
climate as a whole; but there is evidence, in the Terai of the United
Provinces, which tends to prove that the clearing of the Sal forests
during the period of British occupation has caused greater extremes
in temperature; and there is little doubt that forests increase local
precipitation both in abundance and frequency and that this effect
is likely to be greater in hot, dry climates and in mountainous
regions. Vegetation, by cooling the air both in and around it, also
increases the condensation of moisture in the form of dew and clouds,
reduces radiation, and prevents the evaporation of moisture from the
soil by hot winds. The removal of forest covering, therefore, tends
directly to increase desiccation.
Modern opinion is in general agreement that in countries consisting of hills and plains, the fertility of the plains, and with it the
prosperity of the people, depends largely on a regulated flow of water
from the hills, and that there is a direct relation between hill vegetation and floods. There are few mountain ranges outside the polar
regions which, below the snow line, were not covered with vegetation
before man began his work of destruction. Examples of the evl's
caused by disforestation can be quoted from earliest history.
Ancient Babylonia was once a fertile land watered by a vast
irrigation system. Invaders may have destroyed the actual irrigation
works; but the civilization of Babylon was more certainly destroyed
by fire and axe in the hills to the north whence came the 'waters
of Babylon7. Agents of destruction far greater than invaders
'h
let loose upon the country, transforming it into the desert ofwhr
the greater part remains to the present day.
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In France, up to the time of the Revolution, the forests were under
the protection of powerful landlords. When they fell into the hands
of the peasants, rapid destruction took place. I n a short time floods
from the denuded hills caused terrible havoc to villages and cultivation below, so that the French Government is, and has now been
for many decades, spending huge sums on reforestation and torrent
control.
In Ceylon the clearing of hill-sides for tea-planting and cultivation
has led to erosion sufficiently serious to merit the attention of Government.
Examples could be multiplied, and few countries in the world have
escaped the evil results of forest destruction, but the fertility of Egypt,
unchanged throughout the ages, is due to the river Nile which has
its source in the forest-clad mountains of Africa, beyond the reach of
civilization.

Siwalik Geology and the Nature o f Chos.
The Siwalik range skirts the Himalaya almost without a break
from the Indus to the Brahmaputra, a distance of about 1,600 miles.
Topographically the range belongs to the hills, geographically to the
plains; for although its upheaval coincided with earth movements
in the Himalaya, the latter were raised early in Tertiary times, while
the Siwalik rocks are composed of sediments brought down from the
rising ranges to the north. These freshwater sediments have been
laid down along the front of the Himalaya ever since they started
to rise. They fill what is known as the Indo-Gangetic 'deep' or
depression, and the recent deposits still in process of formation along
the foot of the hills are their direct successors.
The Siwalik range, therefore, is composed of rocks similar in
nature to those underlying the plains of northern India and the
range marks the northern limit of these freshwater deposits. I t is
remarkably uniform in character throughout, and though in some
places it is pressed against the outer ranges of the Himalaya and not
easily identified, it is more often separated from the latter by valleys,
such as the 'dun' valleys in the United Provinces and the Kangra
valley in the Punjab.
The most important lithological character of the rocks is their lack
of consolidation by geological pressure, certainly in those strata
which lie exposed. The beds are stratified, and consist of loose,
pebbly conglomerates, soft-earths and barely coherent s~nd-rockIn the H ~ s h i a r ~ uSiwaliks
r
the sand-rock predominates and is
exposed in massive beds, often several hundred feet thick. Narrow
beds of clays, earths, and gravels are frequently associated with the
S a n d - r ~ ~wherever
k;
the strata are inclined by folding, these soft
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beds have been eroded and the sand-rock projects in a confused
array of sharp points and steep ridges. Where the conglomerates
occur they overlie the sand-rock, forming shallow beds of loose
pebbles.
If the Siwaliks form only a small proportion of the catchment areas
of the great Punjab rivers they are, owing to the nature of their rocks,
liable to contribute a large quota ofsilt when the other factorsfavouring erosion are present. Moreover, particularly on the southern
slopes, they border cultivation for the greater part of their length
and are bound to have a considerable hydrological effect on the
adjacent lands. East of the Jumna river, owing partly to sound
forest policy and partly to a moister climate, the Siwaliks are well
covered with vegetation; but in the Punjab all the conditions favourable for rapid run-off and erosion are present. Owing to a lower
rainfall and to a type of monsoon weather characterized by heavy
storms succeeded by bright intervals, the conservation of water in
the hills and a steadying of the river discharges are most urgent.
I n the Hoshiarpur district, in particular during the last eighty or
ninety years, immense damage has been caused by the disforestation
of the Siwaliks, and a brief history of how it originated is given later.
The damage has mainly been caused by torrents, locally called chos,
which sweep down from the southern slopes of these hills during the
monsoon.
The true torrent is characterized by the steepness of its gradient
and the violence and irregularity of its discharge. As a general rule
the channels are dry except at times of rainfall, when sudden and
short-lived floods develop as a result of uncontrolled run-off. When
hill slopes are denuded of vegetation, torrents may result from severe
'gully' erosion, or streams, previously harmless, may be transformed
into torrents. The amount of damage done may be very great, but
it depends on a large number of considerations. Inside the hill tract
velocity is maintained and the flood carries much material in suspension; even small boulders and stones may be transported, but at the
point where the torrent debouches from the hills an easier gradient
is encountered, velocity is reduced, and the heavier material Is
deposited in a characteristic fan-shaped mass called the detrital cone,
or cone de dGection. The shape is due to the fact that the water Is
discharged along the top of a slowly rising convex bed formed by
the detritus and is obliged to flow off in all directions, extending the
'fan' on all sides and increasing the radius of its damaging effect'
In the earlier stages of its formation the convexity of the detrital
is usually more marked, but as it spreads this feature becomes !es
evident, the velocity of the flood is reduced and the rate of extension
of the cone is retarded, while floods in the country farther afieldmay

a'.
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become less violent. Thus if a curve of torrent activity could be
drawn it would show that a peak is reached in the earlier stages; the
curve would then gradually fall and finally run more or less level.
The behaviour of the flood and the damage it may do farther out
must be considered. If from the beginning, the water finds, or can
make, a definite channel which it can deepen, little damage to the
surrounding country by flooding or silting may result, but the chances
of its doing so depend mainly on the following factors:
the lie of the land,
the nature of the soil.
(3) the amount of sediment in suspension,
(4) the velocity of the current, and
(5) the final destination of the torrent.

(I)

(2)

The water naturally follows lines of greatest declivity and of least
resistance; the lie of the land can either help the torrent to pursue
a single channel or may force it to spread over the country. Firm
soil, by providing stable banks, favours the first alternative, loose
sandy soils favour the latter. The greater the amount of matter in
suspension and the more sudden any reduction in velocity due to
change of gradient a t any point, the more silt is deposited; this either
fills up any existing channel or prevents the current from making a
new one. Apart from the silt factor, the faster the current the more
easily it cuts out a channel for itself. When the torrent flows down
a gradually decreasing gradient which ultimately leads to flat
ground, it finds no exit, flow finally ceases, and the whole of the
products of erosion are deposited either in the bed of the torrent
which must gradually rise or, by inundation, over the surrounding
country. For the most part the Hoshiarpur Siwaliks have a gradual
slope from the edge of the plains to the crest, a rise of 600 feet to 800
feet in from three to five miles, and externally they appear unlikely
to cause serious torrents. Owing, however, to the effect of water
action on the soft rock, deep nullahs and ravines have been carved
Out of the hills, and the hill topography is characterized by steep,
precipitous, slopes and gorges. The main drainage chmnels
are fed by numerous precipitous side-streams, and, on the upper
"opes, by a network of converging feeders, which give to the channels
~atchmentareas of a size and shape out of proportion to the external
features of the range.
The chos and their main feeders have indeed been cut to such a
level by erosion that one may leave the ~racticallyflat stretches of
in the plains, and walk from two to four miles along the chos
within the hill boundary without any perceptible change in the
EPadient. Levelling a cho of average size over a distance of two and
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a half miles showed a n average gradient of less than I per cent.
(50 feet in a mile). This peculiarity distinguishes rhos from true
torrents. At the point where the cho debouches from the hills the
detrital cone is hardly noticeable, though most rhos show a slight
convexity a t the centre of the sandy bed. At one time it was probably
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more marked, for after issuing from the confines of the hills, chos
spread out to form expanses of sand which, in extreme cases, are
nearly a mile wide.
The country subsequently traversed by the chor is best described
as 'plains'; it is largely cultivated and the soil is sandy. The origina1
drainage channels rapidly silted up when hill erosion and flooding
started, with the result that the floods have been forced out over
the country and numerous branches have been formed.
The branches of adjacent chor frequently unite. forming a network
of sandy beds which stretches for about twelve miles into the plains,
and conditions shown in the accompanying map are typical ofthe
country within a few miles of the hills. This network condition
gradually becomes less marked with increasing distance, and the beds
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narrow down and finally die out a t distances of from fifteen to
twenty-fivemiles, as the crow flies, from the foot of the hills.
Without exception cho beds in the plains are broad rivers of sand
with a very slight fall. Banks are often non-existent or, a t the best,
composed of unstable sand liable to be washed away by any flood,
or of scarped cultivation which is being undercut by every flood.
The various factors affecting torrent action and the harmful results
of floods in general have already been discussed; and to show that
these chos cannot but have a most destructive effect on the lands
which they traverse, it is only necessary to add that conditions in
their catchment areas are most favourable for very rapid run-off and
erosion.
The question may be asked how it is that with so slight a gradient
the chos have been able to acquire sufficient force to do so much
damage. The rush of water across the plains has to be seen to be
believed, and the explanation is to be found in the topography of
the catchment areas and the barren nature of the slopes, both of
which combine to discharge into the plains, suddenly and under
great pressure, an irresistible flood of water and sand. The flood
subsides as suddenly as it starts and the immense volume of water,
much of which might have been stored in the hills and subsoil of the
plains, is lost.
There is reliable evidence that about I O O years ago the chos ran
between well-defined banks, and that in some places perennial
streams, which were used for irrigation, issued from the hills. To-day,
except for floods, they are dry throughout the year. No accurate
measurements have been made, but observation shows that many
beds are gradually rising. As a result, the chos frequently change
their courses so that, apart from the fact that sand is a most unfavourable medium for constructing banks, the training ofcho floods in their
Present state of violence becomes a n engineering impossibility, except
perhaps at a fabulous cost.
Such is the nature of the notorious Hoshiarpur chos. From the
miles' front of the southern slopes of the Siwaliks nearly a
hundred such torrents discharge their floods into the plains; and
enough has been said to show that no half-measures will be of any
avail in controlling them.
Hislo9 of the Hoshiarpur Chos.
During the Moghul raj the Siwaliks were in the hands of chieftains
whose duty it was to protect the rich lands of the plains from invasion
from the north. At that time the forests were strictly preserved in
the interests of sport. Later, under Ranjit Singh's rule, the Rajput
and other chiefs who were granted jagirs, appropriated all the land
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for their own use; the peasants, who previously had sufficient land
to live on, were now compelled to seek a livelihood by grazing cattle
and by cutting and selling wood from the forests. From this timethe
destruction of the forests began, but the inroads made were not very
serious. I n 1852 the first Land Settlement under British rule was
made. As there were no records of land tenure and many of the
Rajput chiefs had been dispossessed owing to their hostile attitude
to British intervention, almost any one who claimed possession was
granted it. The result was that the Siwalik forests became the property of countless irresponsible petty landlords.
Under British rule an era of prosperity and development began.
Population increased, railways developed, cantonments were established, and the demand for firewood and charcoal was greatly
extended. The improvident landlords wasted no time in getting
what they could out of their newly acquired property; large areas
of forest land were leased out for a few rupees to contractors who
had a free hand to fell all the trees they liked. Cattle-herding,
formerly a rather chancy source of livelihood, now became safe and
profitable. Herds were grazed on the hills in increasing numbers,
and goats, in particular, swarmed everywhere, eating down all shrubs
and bushes and preventing any fresh growth from developing. In less
than thirty years destruction was complete, and, to quote from a
report of Mr. Baden-Powell, Conservator of Forests, made in 1879,
'So great has been the destruction that one may march for miles and
miles with nothing in view but mud-coloured crests and rugged
slopes, rarely dotted with greyish, browsed-down bushes. . . .'
For many years previous to this report the chos had been rapidly
increasing in violence. Local officers had made it clear in reports
that this was due to disforestation and that the damage could only
be stopped by preventing the further destruction of the vegetation
and by taking steps to reforest the hills. But it was not until I9O2,
when the worst of the damage had been done, that effect was given
to legislation designed to stop the evil.
About this time exhaustive inquiries were made to estimate the
damage which had been caused by the chos, and it is convenientlo
summarize the results here.
LOSSof cultivation.
The area in acres under tho beds at three successive settlements
the Hoshiarpur district were as follows:
1852
1884
1897
48,206
80,057
94,326

'"

Thus losses increased by almost loo per cent. in forty-five Years*I"
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addition about 26,000 acres had been partially damaged. I n the
Jullundur district 2,600 acres had been completely and I ,500 partially destroyed. Many houses were washed away and an uncalculated area of grazing and forested land destroyed. The fertility of
surrounding fields had been reduced by deposits of wind-borne sand.

Financial loss to villagers.
It was calculated that in the two districts, between the 1884 and
1897 settlements alone, the land value of the thousand odd villages
affected had decreased by Rs. 2 0 lakhs as a result of cho action. The
indebtedness of these villages amounted to Rs. 96 lakhs, a large
proportion of which was directly due to loss of land.
Losses incurred by Government.
The annual loss in Land Revenue due to cho action must by now
have reached a large figure and many grants of land in irrigation
colonies have been made to those who had suffered most heavily.
From records it seems that cho activity reached a peak before 1897;
figures collected in 1913 show that the rate of destruction of cultivated land had fallen off since I 897. The causes of the decline are(i) cho activity reached a peak before 1897;
(ii) on account of (i) the force of the floods has since been partly
spent on land already devastated;
(iii) decrease in rainfall;
(iv) protection in the Siwaliks, to a very small extent.
Detailed examination of records and of the state of catchment
areas and cho beds indicate that for some years chos have followed a
more or less constant level of destruction, and this is likely to be
maintained until improvement takes place in the catchment areas.
Official records show the area of land actually under cho bed at
any one time; they do not give the large areas of sandy waste
previously destroyed but not now lying under torrent influence. The
total area destroyed since the beginning can only be estimated, and
is probably not far short of 150,000 acres. Some reclamation has
been effected, but in this connexion the following passages taken
kom official correspondence reveal the true situation:
'land reclaimed from chos is always of poor character . . . and
eventually falls back, as a rule, to an unculturable condition' .
and
'the action of the chos tends to the constant diminution of the area
of the good land, and every such diminution must, in a tract SO
thickly populated as that in question cause the ~rosperityof the
people to decline'.

.
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So far only the more obvious damage, that of the floods, has
been considered; earlier in this paper it was stated that disforestation
of hills may have other reactions which, though they may be less
serious a t first, are likely to be more widespread in effect in the
long run.
The water-table in the Hoshiarpur and Jullundur districts has been
slowly but steadily falling in past years. This was investigated and
reported on in 1931by Mr. G. de P. Cotter, s c . ~ .F.G.s.,
,
Superintendent, Geological Survey of India. H e attributed the fall todecrease of rainfall, perhaps partly caused by disforestation;
(6) increase of wells used for irrigation;
(c) drying u p of the river Beyn, as a result of ( a ) and also probably
through disforestation of the Siwaliks.
(a)

T h a t the rainfall in the Hoshiarpur and Jullundur districts has
declined in recent years is shown by the following figures:
Average annual
rainfall from
I 862--82
I 883-90

1891-1900
1g01-I0
1911-20
1921-30

Inches

36.70

..

34.45
31-58
28.7 I
26.6 I

1
'

Station

Hoshiarpur district.
Not available.
Average of Hoshiarpur and Jullundur.
39

19

99

JJ

J7

99

9)

9)

11
19

39

99

99

>9

9)

This decline has undoubtedly affected the water-table, but what is
the cause of the decline? Statistics supplied by the Director General
of Observatories, India Meteorological Department, show that rainfall has not decreased in the Punjab generally during the past forty
years. The possibility, therefore, that the decrease in these two
districts may be due to local causes cannot be ignored. The regularity with which the decrease has taken place is significant, and
disforestation may be a contributory factor.
The more intensive utilization of well-water must also affect the
water-table, and if rainfall continues to decrease the drain on the
subsoil water from this cause can only be aggravated. But there are!
probably, other factors operating; for in a zone a few miles wide along
the forefront of the Siwaliks, the fall in the water-level appea" to be
greatest; wells have not increased here, in fact many have dried
completely and in others the water is sinking fast. There can belittle
doubt that as a result of disforestation the flow of water from the
Siwaliks by underground percolation into this zone has been
seriously interrupted. Again, since the flow of water in the tho beds
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is confined to very short periods when the floods come down, little
water is able to percolate into the subsoil. This factor might operate
at a greater distance from the hills than that of underground percolation, and its effect would be felt more in the upper strata whence
the wells draw their supply.
Mr. Cotter is not in favour of pumping; the water-bearing strata
are not inexhaustible and the ultimate source of underground water
is percolation from rainfall; rainfall cannot be increased a t will, and
the utilization of underground supplies is likely to extend. T h e
presence of forest on the hills may or may not influence the amount
of rainfall, but there can be little doubt that, when restored, it will
eventually have the desired effect of increasing the availability of
rainfall for utilization, by controlling its distribution from the
Siwalik catchment area.
Nothing perhaps can be gained by attempting to assess the comparative effects of the various factors; the symptoms of desiccation
are evident, and disforestation, the root cause, has been there for
several decades.
Many attempts have been made to check the damage of the chos
in the plains by constructing bunds; with a few minor exceptions, all
these attempts have failed, as they are bound to; for, apart from the
force of the water, there are no means of dealing with the accumulations of sand. The fact must be faced, and experts have for years
pointed out, that reforestation alone can bring any measure of relief.
Erosion and run-08 can only be checked by replacing the vegetable covering.
The legislation enacted in I 902 provided some measure of protection, and goats were evicted; but by then there was nothing on the
hills worth protecting, and the very scanty vegetation which has
resulted is all that could be expected. U p to the present no provision has been made for systematic reforestation.
The first requirement is to stop the transportation of sand to the
plains, the second is the formation of a forest soil under cover of a tree
canopy. Owing to the geological formation erosion is mainly of the
'sheet type'. Sand-rock disintegrates directly into the fine particles
of which it is composed, rendering it peculiarly liable to removal by
water and wind; for this reason the formation of soil is impossible
except under the most favourable conditions. The presence of scattered trees and bushes has had little effect on surface erosion and
none on soil formation. T o build up a forest of trees and shrubs will
take a long time and it is essential to find a counter-erosive which
Can both rapidly and cheaply cover the huge area which has to be
dealt with. There is only one answer to this, it is grass. A close grown
of grass has a considerable effect in reducing 'sheet' erosion.
Sand-rock can support an excellent crop of grass which extends
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rapidly if closed to grazing. At present the large herds of cattle that
roam over the hills effectively prevent grass from spreading; they
destroy tree seedlings and a t every step they break off and powder
up the friable sand-rock, thus adding enormously to the amount of
material to be transported by the floods. The first step is, therefore,
to extend a system of closure over as wide an area as possible. Grass
will not, however, by itself, solve the whole problem; it will not
entirely prevent 'sheet' erosion, it has only a very moderate effecton
run-off, it is useless as an agency in the formation of soil from sandrock, and as a hydrological factor it is unimportant. In the end a
vegetable covering of grass, bushes, and trees must be re-established
from the plains to the watershed. The area is large and delay has
increased the difficulties of reforestation; but the task is by no means
impossible and, if carried out systematically, the work will not prove
costly. The evil is the result of a mistaken policy; there is a debt
owing to those who have suffered, and to those who will continue to
suffer unless money is spent.
The chief obstacle to success is that the Siwaliks are the property
of thousands of ignorant peasants who, although favoured by the
gift of grazing-grounds far in excess of those ordinarily found in the
Punjab plains, have, like most Indian villagers, consistently overgrazed them. The grass has become scanty and less nourishing, and
the quality of the cattle has been sacrificed for quantity. In addition
the villagers have not yet learnt that interference with their rights
on the part of the Government will ultimately redound to their
benefit. Other countries have had similar difficulties which they
have faced by acquiring the land or buying up all rights. Apart from
the heavy expenditure this would involve, there are other objections
to such a policy here.
A scheme of reconstruction, working through the villagers themselves, and obtaining their co-operation, is what is required. They
must realize that the Government, far from wishing to take away
their rights, is prepared to act in the capacity of an agent, where
protection is sought. The eviction of goats has extended the cattlekeeping habit-an improvement; now the villager must be taught
to stall-feed his animals, feeding them on the grass which he will cut
from the closures. There is no need to detail all the benefits that w'''
result from this. Where closure was applied in 1902, the villagers
are now making handsome profits from the sale of grass surplus to
their requirements. Reclamation of devastated land must beencou*
raged so that there need be less dependence on cattle. Once the
beds and slopes are forested there will be other sources of profit,
wood, bamboos, lac, and bhabar grass.
The landlords must be made to realize that there is more profit
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in fodder production than in grazing half-starved cattle, that their
land can produce something more valuable than a few lopped trees
and bushes. They will be enriched, and both the Government and
their neighbours in the plains will be benefited. This may sound
too optimistic, but there are hopeful signs, and if continuous and
sympathetic encouragement is given to the willing, and pressure
applied to the unwilling, the task is not a n impossible one. Nature
will take a part in reclothing the hills with vegetation, but artificial
aid will be required. This is the work of experts and cannot be done
by the villagers themselves. I t will take long, and continuity of action
must be assured by the adoption of a well-conceived plan.
Meanwhile, owing to increasing population, there is a demand for
land on all sides. This can only be met by reclamation of the wasted
land. Reclamation implies, first, the restoration of the land to a
condition suitable for permanent cultivation and, second, the directional training of the chos. Success depends, ultimately, on the extent
to which the rush of water and sand is reduced. Under present
conditions cho training is possible only to a very limited extent.
There are, however, thousands of acres of sterile and partially sterile
land ready for reclamation. How is it that, in past years, the villagers
have done so little to better themselves? T h e two main reasons are:
(I)

(2)

Owing to loss of cultivation the people have tended to become
more pastoral, and professional herdsmen have taken advantage of the increased opportunity for grazing, often a t the
expense of the real owners of the land.
Reclamation is a technical operation which requires organization and instruction; it cannot succeed under laissez-faire
methods.

Reconstruction is again the key-note. Grazing must be reduced
where necessary and replaced by cultivation and fbdder crops. This
implies closure and stall-feeding, a system of pasture management.
The poor land must be manured; stall-feeding will help, and in the
Jullundur district experiments with green manure have given good
results. But huge areas have to be dealt with and nature's way is the
best; the sandy wastes must lie under a crop of grass and trees for
several years; it is believed that this is the only way that such soil
can be rendered permanently cultivable. Other advantages are:
( 1 ) Closure will indirectly improve the quality of the cattle, and
the grass-crop, which can be improved and increased by sowing
the most suitable species, will help to solve the grazing problem.
(2) The zamindars will derive an income from the sale of surplus
grass and shisham trees, both of which grow readily in the
sand.
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(3) By leaving a few trees scattered over the fields and along the
borders, the land, when brought under the plough, is protected from the drying effects of sun and wind.
This technique has been followed in many cases and has produced
quite good soil, but too often good intentions have been spoilt by
impatience or frustrated by the invasion of graziers.
All this the people can do themselves, but constant supervision and
instruction are essential; some landlords who are unable to protect
their property from the herdsmen have sought Government protection, and no doubt others will do the same. And as more land
becomes fit for cultivation, the herdsmen, who are often tenants, will
tend to give up their pastoral habits.
But reclamation by closure is going to do more than this; it will
ultimately train the chos themselves. The surest way to form sandbanks is to fix the sand with a growth of vegetation. Reclamation
and consolidation will proceed inwards from both sides as conditions
improve in the catchment areas. Enterprising villagers have evolved
a rough technique in cho training on a few minor branches. If this
is improved upon and continuously and judiciously directed, the
chos will gradually become canalized between tree-lined banks, the
condition they were probably in before the trouble began.

I have dealt only with the Hoshiarpur Siwaliks. Only a very small
portion of the Punjab foot-hills has been touched upon, but it is
enough to demonstrate the urgency of a strong forest protection
policy, in order to arrest an evil which is slowly but surely spreading
throughout the length and breadth of the Punjab foot-hills.

T H E FORESTS OF TIBET
CAPTAIN
F. KINGDON WARD

o the naturalist studying the distribution of life over the land
surface of the earth, deserts and high ranges of mountains have
a peculiar interest, because, though dry land, they have the same
effect as the ocean. They separate faunas and floras which, but
for them, would mingle. Thus the Tibetan plateau, embedded in
southern Asia, plays the part of an ocean, in so far as it separates
floral and faunal regions; it also plays the part of a land bridge in so
far as its desert areas are encircled and traversed by great ranges of
mountains which act, not only as barriers, but also as carriers
between the regions a t either end. Tibet, therefore, in its dual role,
is apt to confuse the student.
In accounting for distribution as it is to-day a n important factor
has to be taken into consideration, namely the time factor.' Obviously the distribution of plants and animals a t any given time is the
result of causes working over a long period. How long has this
barrier, or that open route, been in existence, and what was the
country like before its appearance? I n examining the present distribution of animals and plants, these considerations must never be
lost sight of.
Whereas Tibet is known to the world as a barren and wind-swept
plateau, and in effect a desert, I a m here concerned only with that
part of it which is the exact opposite. About one-tenth of Tibet, far
from being a desert, is more or less forested. This forested region is
not, however, to-day part of the plateau, but consists of a bewildering
maze of mountains, slashed by deep gorges; and though there is
abundant evidence to show that most of it a t any rate was once part
of the plateau, glaciers and rivers have so ploughed it up, that it has
now lost any resemblance to a plateau.
The whole area of Tibet is about 750,000 square miles, and the
forest region occupies 75,000 square miles, a n area as large as Great
Britain, though forest is by no means continuous over this large
region. The forest region, which we may call the river-gorge counfry, comprises the whole of south-eastern Tibet, embracing the
provinces of Pemako, Pome, and Zayul, with part of Kongbo and
the Tibetan districts along the Great Himalayan range east of

T

The distribution of animals and plants in space depends upon many other
factors, such as their powers of locomotion and means of dispersal, soil, food
supplies, and so on. These, however, are minor factors.
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Bhutan. Northwards and westwards the river-gorge country passes
into the outer plateau; southwards into the foot-hills of the Himalaya
and associated ranges; eastwards into the more or less forested gorge
country of western China.
Before describing the forest region of Tibet, there are certain
general considerations which require to be gone into.
The southern face of the Himalaya is thickly forested; but, after
crossing the crest line of the main range, no more forest is seen. We
are now on the dry plateau. From Kashmir to Bhutan this holds
good. But east of the Tsangpo-Brahmaputra, where the mountains
apparently change their direction, what happens to the forest belt?
Where does the forest line run now? And what is its relation to the
mountain ranges?
O n examining any atlas of south-eastern Asia the main physical
features of the country are easily made out. They are: ( I ) four major
rivers which, rising on the plateau and converging, flow parallel to
and close to one another for 200 miles; (2) the Great Himalayan
range itself, ending a t the transverse valley of the Tsangpo-Brahmaputra; and (3) a series of curved ranges north and east of the main
Himalayan range, which appear to follow the courses of the big
rivers, separating one from another. I n addition to the four rivers
which rise on the plateau, a fifth, the Irrawaddy, rises farther south.
Of the minor rivers, the only one which concerns us here is the
Lohit or Zayul Chu, which for a hundred miles or more flows through
the province of Zayul.
The general accepted theory of orthodox geographers is that the
Great Himalayan range, after being suddenly upraised in the high
peak of Namcha Barwa, on the Assam frontier, makes a hairpin bend
to the south-west, parallel to the Tsangpo-Brahmaputra, then sinks
down into low ranges of hills forming the eastern boundary of the
Assam valley (Patkoi and Naga hills). This hill range continues
southwards down the west coast of Burma, and so through the Andaman Islands to Sumatra and Java. The rocks composing this
ment are of the same age as the Himalayan rocks, and must have
been upraised a t the same time.
Previous to this uplift, not only the Himalaya, but the whole of
Tibet, and of course the Indo-Gangetic plain to the south, and most
of Burma, was beneath the Tethys Sea. At that time, western China,
which had been land since Jurassic or earlier times, formed the
coast-line of south-eastern Asia. This land was traversed by the
Altaids, a mountain system ofgreat antiquity. In what direction the
ranges trended cannot be known with certainty, as they have long
since been worn down to their roots; but western China, at any
was probably a plateau, and the Indo-Malayan mountains trended
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more or less north and south. However that may be, south-eastern
Asia now consists largely of a series of parallel mountain chains
trending north and south, gradually curving round to the north-west
at their northern ends. They seem to lap round the eastern extremity
of the Great Himalayan range, following the courses of the rivers.
But the complicated geology of the country between the Tsangpo
gorge and the Salween has never been unravelled.
There is another possible explanation. Whatever the age of the
rocks east of the Tsangpo gorge-and they are probably 10% preEocene-they may have been caught up in the earth movements
which caused the Himalayan uplift, given a new direction, and
become welded to the new ranges, which were being upheaved from
the Tethys. To speak of this reconditioned range (if it exists), whose
materials are of great antiquity, as an eastward extension of the
Himalaya, a comparatively recent uplift, is possibly unorthodox;
but it certainly is a great convenience.
So far as geological and topographical evidence go, this eastward
extension into China actually exists; but the evidence is admittedly
scanty.' The abpearance of the country is easily accounted for on this
hypothesis-and it is only an hypothesis to explain certain facts.
The real point is that the distribution of animals and plants in southeast Asia is what one would expect to find if the Himalaya, or any
other barrier, extended eastwards from the Tsangpo gorge to the
PacificCoast. The present system of mountain alinements and river
gorges would not account for this distribution, but on the contrary
would make it appear haphazard. The Himalayan extension theory
is simply an hypothesis which fits the facts, admittedly few. I t is by
no means proved. Whether geologists or geographers, in a more
restricted sense, have the better right to define a mountain range,
is a matter of opinion. The age of the rocks is not now the question;
it is the forces which have acted upon them that concern us here.
But the naturalist cannot fail to notice that the country between the
Tsangpo gorge and the Yangtze has, since Pliocene times a t least,
acted as though it were a great barrier, comparable to and continuous
with the Himalaya; and to a less extent as a carrier, or bridge,
between the Himalaya and China.
This answers the questions I asked a t the beginning-where does
the forest line run here, and what is its relation to the mountain
'"ges?
The country to the south and south-west is forested; northwards the forest rapidly dwindles, from the Tsangpo eastwards as far
as the Mekong river, beyond which the forest line turns north-eastwards. The influence of rain-bearing winds from the south-east is
' Geographical Journal, N o v e m b e r 1934, vol. l x x x i v , p- 391; 3 0 ~dlhe
1 Limean
Soriely of h n d o n , r 935.
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now beginning to make itself felt, hence the stopping of the southwestern winds from the Indian Ocean is offset by rain from another
quarter.
A second point of interest is the remarkable resemblancebetween
the extreme north-western end of the Himalaya and the south-east
end, as pointed out by Professor Mason, a resemblance by no means
superficial, though how fundamental is not known.' Professor
Mason was, however, seeking a parallel between the underlying
structure of the two ends of the Himalaya, since he referred to
Wadia's work on the Himalayan Syntaxis in the north-west. I want
here to stress only the visible physiographical resemblance.
The Tsangpo-Brahmaputra river, after leaving the plateau, crashes
through an immense gorge, beneath the high Himalayan peak
Namcha Barwa (25,445 feet). Similarly, the Indus flows in a terrific
gorge, passing half round the great peak Nanga Parbat (26,660feet).
Both rivers make knee-bends close to their respective high peaks.
Opposite Namcha Barwa, north of the Tsangpo, is the peak of
Gyala Peri, 23,460 feet; north of the Indus, opposite Nanga Parbat,
is Rakaposhi, 25,550 feet. This latter peak is on the Haramosh
'ridge'. According to Burrard, Gyala Peri stands on the Assam
H i m a l a ~ a .The
~ evidence is against such a conclusion, and it seems
to the present writer that it stands on a ridge comparable to the
Haramosh ridge, not directly connected with the Great Himalayan
range; or perhaps on the so-called 'Ladakh range'. Burrard further
says that there is a gap of sixty-five miles in the Ladakh range north
of Chomo Lhari, drained by the Nyang Chu. I have previouslygiven
reasons for believing that the so-called Ladakh range in longitude
go0 E. is cut through by the Tsangpo,3 just as in the west it is twice
cut through by the Indus.4 If so, that is yet another point of resemblance. Finally, the Indus is joined by the Gilgit river at the great
bend, just as the Tsangpo is joined by the Nagong river (or PoTsangpo, as opposed to the Kongbo-Tsangpo, as the main river i~
called); and higher up, the Indus is joined by the ~arallelstream of
the Shyok river, which has its counterpart in the east in the Gyarnda
river. Again, the Shyok has its origin in the great glaciers of the
Karakoram range to the north; it is pertinent to ask whether the
Gyamda river rises in a range of comparable height north of the
Tsangpo. Thus in its topographical features, the western and eastern
ends of the Great Himalayan range closely resemble one another1
Geographical Journal, vol. Ixxxiv, I 934, p. 395.
Sketch dGeog. and Geol. Him. and Tib. (2nd ed.), p. 6.
Geographical Journal, vol. lxvii, 1926.
This cutting of the Ladakh range by the Indur is by no means proved9
Dr. H. de Terra questions the assertion (see 'Physiographic Results of a Recent
Survey in Little Tibet', in the Geographical Reuiew, vol. u i v , ,9349 22).4Ed'
P a
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and this may, or may not, extend to a n underlying likeness of
structure.
Neither structurally nor topographically has the Great Himalayan
range been traced west of the Indus; on the contrary, if geological
continuity is the test of a mountain range it bends to the south-west,
along the Indus. The same is true of the eastern Himalaya in
Assam, though with this important difference. Even the geologists
admit that the Tsangpo-Brahmaputra crosses the Himalaya, since
the Naga hills lie to the south of it. The present writer, however,
maintains that geological structure, which is invisible to the ordinary
field geographer, is not the only criterion of a mountain range.
It may now be asked why, if the two ends of the Himalaya are so
alike in outward form, the forested regions of Tibet are confined to
the eastern end. Not only is there no forest in western Tibet, but
that region is indeed peculiarly sterile. The main reason is, of course,
that western Tibet is entirely cut off from the rain-bearing winds,
which do not reach so far inland. I t is surrounded by deserts and
by high ranges of mountains, and is moreover twice as far from the
ocean as is eastern Tibet. That would matter little, but for the fact
that the monsoon on that side is less strong than it is from the Bay
of Bengal.
A second reason is to be found in the fact that only one great river,
the Indus, pierces the mountain ring a t the western end of the
Himalaya, while three, the Tsangpo-Brahrnaputra, the Salween, and
the Mekong, pierce it a t the eastern end. Besides these three there
are the broad passages of the Irrawaddy and the Dibang for the
rain-bearing winds to follow. Finally it must be remembered that
even in the south-east the forested parts of Tibet lie south of the
plateau proper, and therefore south of the main containing wall
against which the winds strike. The river gorges which lead up to
the plateau merely allow a forest climate to penetrate on a very
narrow front, so that we do find forest creeping in through the
breach. But once behind the main containing wall of the plateau it
rapidly dwindles and disappears.
EIere 1 want to emphasize once more the fact that a t the eastern
end of the Himalaya the ranges act, from a biological point of view,
as though they were continuous from the Tsangpo to the Yangtze,
and had been cut through by a series of transverse gorges. I t is to
the Presence of these gorges and mountains that Tibet owes its
forests, south and west of the rain screen. The forest belt stretches
east and west between the meridians 92" and 98" E. and the
Parallels 28" and 31' N. Since parts of Tibet lie so low as 4,000 feet,
we have to consider a series of belts from 4,000 to 14,000 feet, the
kind of forest, whether sub-tropical or temperate, evergreen or
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deciduous, depending on the altitude, or more correctly, upon the
rainfall and its seasonal distribution.
The forests of Sikkim are familiar to many Himalayan travellers,
and may be taken as typical of the Tibetan forests; though it is
not so generally known that very similar forests extend eastwardsat
least as far as China, through Bhutan, Assam, a part of Tibet, and
Burma.
Between 2,000 and 6,000 feet altitude this forest is of the hill
jungle, more or less evergreen, type, with few coniferous trees, and
those generally scattered. Such forest prevails on the outer ranges,
up to the altitude indicated. I n Tibet it occurs only in the TsangpoBrahmaputra valley, just above the Assam frontier. The Lohit
valley is clothed with similar forest, south of the Tibet frontier.
Beyond that frontier, in the province of Zayul, where the climate is
drier, a very different type of forest quickly replaces the hill jungle
of the moister region. This drier type is composed almost entirely
of Pinus Khasia; and within the Pinus zone the shadier gullies are
filled, not with hill jungle, as one might perhaps have expected, but
with a much more temperate type of forest, which may be called
temperate rain-forest.
Even so high as from 5,000 to 6,000 feet, if the climate is sufficiently
wet, the hill jungle still has a sub-tropical appearance, due largely
to the presence of bamboos in variety, and of palms, especially the
climbing sort.2 Screw-pines (species of Pandanus), bananas, epiphytes, and large climbing plants also add to the effect. It is not,
however, my intention to analyse the various types of forest in detail,
but merely to draw attention to them. The lower forest belt of hill
jungle is inhabited by various tribes, mostly of Tibetan originAbors, Mishmis, Kachins, and others; but very few real Tibetans
live so low down as this. The Tibetan province of Pemako, where
hill jungle is well developed, is inhabited by tribes more or less
Tibetanized; but the pure Tibetan does not thrive below Io,ooo feet
altitude.
O n the outer slope of the Himalaya, above the zone of hill jungle.
between 6,000 and 9,000 feet, is the zone of temperate rain-forest*
I n Sikkim the forests above Gangtok, with their magnolias, oak%
maples, and rhododendrons, are sufficiently familiar nowadays
need no further description. Here the atmosphere is as damp
in the lower zone, but much lower temperatures prevail, and the
temperate rain-forest is a t least half deciduous. This zone
extends right across from the eastern Himalaya to the Salween'

' For a brief description of the types of vegetation in the Mishrni hilh see
Captain Kingdon Ward's paper in the Himalayan Journal, vol. i, 1929, PP. 5'9'
-Ed.
Erect palms are not common in the hilljunglc
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East: of the Salween the climate is drier and colder, and the limiting
line of temperate rain-forest runs south-eastwards into Yunnan.
Again the only part of Tibet where true temperate rain-forest
occurs is in the Tsangpo valley. I n Zayul, in the Lohit valley where
pine forest replaces hill jungle, one might reasonably expect the next
higher zone to be exceptional too. I n fact, it is only the pine forest
at the bottom of the valley which is abnormal. As one ascends out
of the valley the atmosphere grows rapidly moister, and there is little
if any difference between the temperate rain-forest of Sikkim and the
temperate forests of Zayul. Here too we find magnolias, oaks, maples,
hollies, and other familiar trees. The distinction, in fact, is not worth
stressing, although a few species are lacking from the drier forests.
Above the temperate forest zone is a still more northern type of
forest, which we may call Rhododendron-Conifer forest. There is
here not the variety of trees we are accustomed to see in the temperate forests. At about 9,000 feet coniferous trees begin topredominate,
till at I 1,000 feet there are very few deciduous trees. Forest of this
type is found in the valleys of all the eastern Tibetan rivers, but
again, as far as Tibet itself is concerned, only in the valley of the
Tsangpo, and that of its big tributary, the Nagong river, and in
Zayul.
The last zone of Tibetan forest has no exact counterpart on the
Himalayan ranges. As the climate gets rapidly drier after crossing
the main range, the forest abruptly ceases. The Tibetan plateau is
devoid of forest, as any one who has crossed the Tang La on the road
to Gyantse knows. But a t the eastern end of the Himalaya, thanks to
the great transverse valleys, the change is not so abrupt. The temperate forest of the Tsangpo gorge gives place to pine forest a t 9,000 feet,
as the plateau is approached. The upper reaches of the Nagong
valley are clothed with forests of Picea, groves of which are even
found in the Salween gorge. As the valleys become higher and the
country still more arid, juniper takes the place of Picea. I n the
Tsangpo valley, patches of juniper are found almost as far west as
Lhasa; but this is not forest. Trees, chiefly elm, willow, and fruittrees, are found in the villages in the valleys up to 12,000 or 13,000
feet; and thickets of Hippophae by the side of streams. But, again,
these do not constitute forest, and it is substantially correct to say
that forest is found only in the extreme south-east, in the immediate
neighbourhood of the great rivers, and on the dividing ridges. If
One were to draw a line through Shugden Gompa, roughly southeastwards, and to prolong it to the north-west, then one might say
that the forested parts of Tibet lay to the south-west of that line;
to the north-east of it there would be no forest until the Yangtze is
crossed.
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I t might be claimed that this country to the south-west is not
Tibet a t all. I t has lost its plateau-like appearance, though it is
obvious that much of it once formed part of the plateau. It is not
for the most part inhabited by true Tibetans. Nevertheless it is
politically part of Tibet. I t differs from the outer plateau in degree
only; the rivers are cut deeper, in wider troughs; the mountains are
higher, and by contrast with the abysmal gorges look much higher.
The forested slopes contrast strangely with the bare mountains ofthe
plateau. But it is only a part of the plateau which has been more
corroded, and the debris more completely removed, than elsewhere.
I t is a part of the plateau in the third stage of disintegration.
I have drawn attention to the forested region of Tibet because it
is in many ways the most fascinating part of the country. Not much
is known of the composition of the forests themselves; in the alpine
regions, above the tree line, is a wealth of alpine flowers. Much
remains to be learnt about the animals, birds, and insects of this
region, which is pre-eminently the happy h ~ n t i n ~ - ~ r o uofnthe
d
naturalist. Above all, it would be interesting to hear what the
geologists have to say about this country from Namcha Barwa eastwards. There are years of patient work to be done yet before we shall
be in a position to say definitely how the mountain folds run.

Rhododendron carn~yloccarfium

SIKKIM RHODODENDRONS
P. C. DUNCAN
accompanying photographs of rhododendrons were taken
Tduring May 1934, when the writer, with Mr. Tregoning, was on
a month's trek in Sikkim.'
Our objective was the Donkhya La, and the route followed was
the usual one from Kalimpong by Gangtok and Lachen until we left
Gyagong, when, instead of proceeding direct to Tso Lhamo, we
followed a new route putting in an extra camp a t Gordamah lake.
We camped at the north end of the lake, a fine site, as the view of the
twin peaks across the lake is particularly impressive. The following
morning we walked along the western shore and clambered u p the
moraine at the southern end of the lake. From the top is a m a p i f i cent view of the north-east glacier of Kangchenjau which falls in
fine formation into a small, frozen, milk-white lake. From here we
proceeded eastwards along the moraine, eventually crossing the
saddle which links the hill known as Lachi with the Donkhya group.
This saddle is composed chiefly of small, loose shale and the climb
up on foot is as strenuous as the slither down the other side to Tso
Ihamo is easy. From the summit of the saddle the views of the
Donkhya group to the south-east, and of the plains and distant
mountains of Tibet to the north, are superb. We camped a t the
north end of the lake a t Tso Lhamo and next morning crossed the
Donkhya La and resumed the usual route.
HE

It was not until we reached Lachen on our way northwards that
we had a hint of the magnificence of the rhododendron forests to
come. From Lachen (9,000 feet) to Thangu (13,000 feet) we passed
through fine alpine country and must have seen a t least twenty
differentkinds of rhododendrons on that day's march alone. Rhododendrons varying in colour from white to the deepest red, and in
height from trees of 40 feet to scrub not more than a foot. We were
particularly lucky in that so many varieties were all flowering a t the
same time. Rhododendrons campylocarpum and Wightii (both lemoncoloured) and a pale pink-flowered rhododenron (Rh. aeruginosum)
predominated.
Other alpine flowers noted were small blue gentians, a deep blue
variety of poppy, clematis, and three or four varieties of primulas
of which Prirnula Roylei, a deep imperial purple, was the most

'

A sketch-map of North-eastern Sikkim appears on page 14o.-Ed.
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general. And also we found fine clumps of white heather (Casiopc
sel~~qinoides)
.
After leaving Thangu we did not descend into the rhododendron
belt again until below Samdong, in the Lachung valley, a day's
march after crossing the Donkhya La. The last part of the march
from here to Yumtang is through pine forest, the undergrowth of
which was mostly rhododendrons, yellow and light purple, then in
full bloom. At Yumtang ( I 1,700 feet) we stayed a day, well spent
in exploring the surrounding forest country. Here we found great
trees of a magnificent deep, rich, pink rhododendron (Rh.Campbelliae) besides practically all the varied selection we had seen in the
Lachen valley.
The plain a t Yumtang gave promise of being a fine sight in a
week's time, and even now (May
. 25)
-. there were quite a number of
gentians and dwarf rhododendrons in bloom. The most
of the dwarf varieties seen was Rh. setosum, with purple blooms and
a most delightful resinous smell. A number of poppies were in bud
and these were a yellow variety.
I t was with great regret that we packed up and left Yumtang, but
the first half of the march from Yumtang to Lachung proved to be
the most beautiful yet. I t was a fine, sunny, breezy day and the pine
woods through which we progressed could never have been more
perfect. We saw several varieties of rhododendrons which were new
to us, the most beautiful of which was a mass of Rh. Roylei, variety
cinnabarinurn; the flowers varied in shade from deep flame-coloured
buds to fully open flame-pink blooms. In my opinion this was the
finest rhododendron seen by us.
This was our last day in the alpine belt and our return march to
Kalimpong seemed dull after the feast of colour we had experiencedBoth in 193I and 1932 We had travelled in Sikkim, but never had
we seen the rhododendrons to such perfection as this year. It is
unfortunate that both of us are the world's worst botanists, but I hope
to have acquired more knowledge by the time I am able to return to
Sikkim again in the spring.
We are very much indebted to Captain Kingdon Ward for naming
the photographs taken by us, but as we omitted to bring back either
a leaf or flower of each variety, his task was by no means easy and the
names given of varieties may not be correct in every case.
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publication of Burrard's and Hayden's standard summary in
1907-8 came at a time when there was a danger that geographers
might lose their way in a maze of unclassified detail. I t rmrked a
most important stage in the geographical study of the Himalaya.
As the result of a hundred years of activity by the Survey of India,
we had maps of the greater part of the Himalaya, though the survey
of the more inaccessible parts and the regions beyond had been
admittedly generalized for reasons of cost, and the maps of Nepal
were compiled from the rough route surveys and reports of native
explorers, for political reasons. The work was mainly a centenary
review, rendered necessary, as stated in the Preface, by the realization that 'the number of travellers in the Himalaya and Tibet is
increasing and a wider interest is being evinced by the public in the
geography of these regions'. The book was a collection of the known
facts, chiefly from reports of the Survey of India, and certain proposals for a systematic and simple classification of the ranges, based
mainly on the results of the trigonometrical Survey, were made.
This first volume was a masterpiece of lucidity, and there is little
doubt that many of the advances made in Himalayan geography
must be traced directly or indirectly to the stimulus it provided.
Since 1907 there has been an enormous increase in our geographical
knowledge. One of the earliest acts of Sir Sidney Burrard as Surveyor
General was to initiate a complete new topographical survey of the
Himalaya west of Nepal, on the one-inch scale, carefully contoured
and showing clearly the areas of forest and cultivation; and though,
owing to the Great War and other causes, mostly concerned with
finance,the whole survey is far from complete, we have a good modern
one-inch survey of the Himalaya in Kumaun, Kulu, and Kashmir;
there exists a good reconnaissance survey of much of the eastern
Himalaya, and more recently, by the energetic initiative of Sir
Edward Tandy, and under the general direction of his brother,
Colonel M. O'C. Tandy, the whole of Nepal has been officially
Surveyed on the quarter-inch scale, though not by British officers
Or under their supervision in the field. West of the Indus a complete
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modern survey has been made of almost the whole of Dir, Swat, and
Chitral, and of the neighbouring districts of the Gilgit Agency, much
of which was previously only roughly mapped. Since 1907 also,
numerous private expeditions, led by experienced mountaineers and
scientists from abroad, and often including geologists, surveyors, and
other officers from scientific departments in India, have travsered the
Himalaya, the Karakoram, and parts of Tibet, have made detailed
maps of the more inaccessible regions, and have, with the aid of
modern maps, made scientific observations of the first importance.
The time had undoubtedly arrived when another authoritative
summary was required.
The task of revising the geographical sections was taken up by
Sir Sidney Burrard, the original author; the late Sir Henry
geological chapters have been brought up to date by Dr. A. M.
Heron, of the Geological Survey, who acknowledges the help he has
received from other members of his department; and the revised
edition became available in separate Parts during the years 1933
and 1934.
The revision of what had become the standard book on the subject
was a very formidable undertaking, much more formidable than the
preparation of the original work. Owing to the greatly increased
public interest in the Himalaya during recent years, to the greater
and more varied calls on scientific officers' time in India, and to
retrenchment of posts and money, much of the material available
for revision is no longer in the records of a single Government
department, but is to be found in British and foreign scientific
journals and other publications. In 1907 Sir Sidney Burrard was
able to consult the records which were in his care, and he was in
fairly close touch with explorers; for some years since his retirement
in I 9 I 9 persistent ill-health prevented that close touch being maintained; and in 1930, when he began the revision, he was separated
both by time and distance from the records and the travellers he had
to deal with. Access to Indian maps in England is expensive and not
always easy, owing to the secretive habit of publishing frontier maps
'for official use only',' and under modern conditions in India it
not easy for officers to find time for the necessary research. It w ~ u ! ~
undoubtedly have been sounder policy to place an officerin India
on special duty to assist the author. The Survey of India claims the
right to be the 'geographical authority' on India and the Himalaya,
now as in the past. Such a claim carries responsibilities. If it is be
maintained in the future, the Government of India must supply
. . . the
.
funds necessary for the department to carry out those responslbdrtrS1
The maps of Nepal, Northern Baltistan, and Hunra Nagar were a!l P~~~~~~~
in this form, though most of them have now been released to the public.
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and the Surveyor General must encourage his officers to be something more than merely topographical and geodetic surveyors.
The authors of the revision have handicapped themselves by
followingthe pattern of the first edition, and by writing the new one
in the same four parts, in the same order: I. The High Peaks of
Asia; 11. The Principal Mountain Ranges of Asia; 111. The Rivers
of the Himalaya and Tibet; and IV. The Geology of the Himalaya.
Such an arrangement was suitable to the earlier state of our knowledge; but the time has come when Himalayan geographers must
understand the general structure of the mountains before attempting
to describe their geography. I t may be true, as Sir Sidney Burrard
states, that 'in the earlier stages of ,geographical investigation, the
most important features of a mountain mass are the high peaks'.
But those stages are now past and with good modern maps and good
modern geological surveys much more can be learned from a detailed
study of the structure of the ranges, the effects of climate, and the
regime of the rivers, than from poring over lists of latitudes, longitudes, and heights of the highest summits. For this reason a complete
rearrangement would have been preferable, with the structural sections written afresh as Part I by the geological author, so that the
geography could have been built soundly on such a foundation.
As it is, the geographical chapters are largely compilations of extracts
from the writings of early surveyors and almost ignore the lessons
to be derived from the study of structure, or refer to them as too
technical and abstruse for the comprehension of the ordinary
geographer (p. 244). I t may seem ungenerous to criticize a work
that has taken so much time and labour. I n view, however, of the
high place the first edition deservedly held in the literature of the
Himalaya, a detailed examination of the new publication appears
necessary, especially as it is published under the orders of the
Government of India.
Of the seven chapters of Part I in the 1907 edition, the old Chapters 2, 5 , and 6 (Notes on certain of the great peaks, the frequency
with which certain heights tend to occur, and the geographical
distribution of the great peaks) have been omitted, while a single
chapter on nomenclature-8 pages of the early edition-has been
extended to cover three chapters of 46 pages, often highly controversial, one-sided, and unconvincing. Chapter I contains revised
tables of peaks, arranged as before in their orders of magnitude
(I-V), with their positions and heights. The advantage of having
accepted heights and names must be obvious to all, and
should be as complete and authoritative as possible. They
should also meet the needs of those who use them, and they should
be checked and checked again until there is no possible error in the
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printed results- They might then be conveniently relegated to an
appendix. The new lists include 86 in the first five tables; my own
lists which I have kept up to date during the last 25 years now show
1 I7-sOme
no doubt only secondary summits, and hardly true peaks
--but still only those peaks of interest to the Survey of India and not
all the high peaks of Asia. A number of extremely awkward designa.
tions for some of the higher peaks have happily been discarded,and
geographers will be grateful. Of the third magnitude peaks (26,00027,000 feet), K3, K3a,K4, KS, 7'45, XXX, XXXIX, XXXIV, have
all been replaced by group names, such as Gasherbrum 111, Annapurna I. A retrograde step, unexplained till we reach Part 111, which
deals primarily with rivers, is the substitution of the symbols El, El,
E3, for the well-known names, Lhotse, Nuptse, and Changtse, which
are already well established in the literature of Mount Everest, which
appear on the Survey of India maps, which had the approval of the
Surveyor General and the Director of Map Publication of the day,
and which are far more sensible, far more convenient, and far more
acceptable to geographers and mountaineers, for whose co-operation
Sir Sidney appeals in a special note. Most of the other naked
capitals have gone from the lists, Ts, Bs, Ks, XXXs, XLs, and most
of the peaks represented by them can now appear decently clothed
in Himalayan literature. One, surely owing to the iniquity of a
printer, has put on fancy dress: the peak XLVI (25,064 feet) is
disguised as a 'satellite of Gosainthan' though some I 70 miles from
that mountain. Perhaps BS04 (25,134 feet), only two miles from
Gosainthan, was measured for this garb, though 'Gosainthan 11'
would be more appropriate apparel. XLIII (25,429 feet), XLIV
(25,271 feet) and XLVI, the offending satellite, are all on the
Dhaulagiri Himal, and could be conveniently grouped together, as
Dhaulagiri 11,111, and 1V.I Then all the peaks of the 4th magnitude
would be decently clothed.
There are a few other points to note about these lists. The positions
and heights of the Tirich Mir peaks have all been revised from
recent surveys. Some summits omitted from the various lists might
have been included: such, for instance, as have been fixed accurately
by triangulation for position, and whose heights have been fixed by
modern topographical survey within a few feet: Pk 5/42 P (25,250
feet), of the Dasto Ghil group, and Pk 8/42 P (24,860 feet), Of the
accepted
Mornhil group, fall within this remark. A few
peaks have been rightly omitted, having been found by deta"ed
topographical survey to be non-existent. It seems that Kun Lun
No. I (24,306 feet) should follow their lead, or at least sink "
Table VI, where a few doubtful peaks have been placed! for the
' As suggested in Himalayan Journal, vol. vi, 1934, P.85.
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surveys ofsir Aurel Stein found no peak of this altitude in this region.
It is a little difficult to see why Pk 2/78 A (24,244 feet) has been
placed in this list of outcasts (Table VI), and why it has been labelled
a 'satellite of Kangchenjunga'. According to the data given it has
been fixed from five stations, is within one mile of Jonsong peak,
which, though only fixed from two stations, is rightly placed in
Table V; it is no less than twelve miles from Kangchenjunga, and
has been definitely proved to exist. Lastly, Kungur I is out of its
correct order in Table IV; with its height
of 25,146 feet, it should
be four places higher on the list.
The new Chapter 2 deals in general with the evolution of geographical names. Chapter 3 is highly controversial and would, in the
present writer's opinion, have been better omitted. Since, however,
certain opinions are expressed which appear to be very definitely
unsound, and must, if adopted, lead to considerable confusion,
attention must be called to them. The author explains that when
he writes ofTibet he means the country inhabited by all those people
who speak the Tibetan language or are of Tibetan stock (pp. 14-16).
He states quite truly that the name 'Little Tibet' was a name for
Baltistan in the past, quotes early geographers, the Arab Istakhri,
Ibn Khurdaba, Marco Polo, Moorcroft, and historians, such as
Francke, to support him; he quotes Sir George Grierson to show
that the Zoji La is on the 'ethnographic watershed between the Aryan
and Tibetan populations' (p. I I ) ;and he states that the ethnographic
boundary 'follows an irregular line through Spiti, Garhwal, Nepal,
and Sikkim' (p. I I ) . Presumably therefore all the country north
of this 'boundary' should, in the author's opinion, be considered
'Tibet'. Such a conception must lead to endless confusion, as it
undoubtedly did at the Royal Geographical Society meeting on
the I P th May I 930,' and subsequently (p. I 5 ) . The historical expression 'Little Tibet' for Baltistan, the structural desi,pation 'the
Western Tibetan plateau' which extends into Ladakh, the indication
on racial and linguistic maps that people ofTibetan stock or speaking
the Tibetan language extend beyond the boundaries of political
Tibet, are all correct in their respective spheres. But, by itself, the
word Tibet means political Tibet to the vast majority of people,
geographers as well as others, and the statement that a certain
officer worked in Tibet, when in fact he went no farther than
Baltistan and Ladakh, is incorrect and misleading. Contrary to the
definite implication of the author (P. 15)) the name 'Little Tibet'
1s not shown on modern maps of the Survey of India. I t is not shown
On the map of 'The Himalaya and Surrounding Regions', published
under his direction as Surveyor General, nor on any Survey of India
Geographical Journal, vol. Ixxvi, I 930, discussion, p. I 57.
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map ~ublishedduring or since his Surveyor-Generalship; nor is it
shown on The Times Atlas, the Oxford Atlases, nor on any other
modern maps or atlases, other than historical maps or others long
since out of date, that I have consulted. O n a later page (p. 30), the
author, to add force to another argument, writes: 'Maps are scientific documents, used in international agreements.' Would a map, we
may ask, with the word Tibet attached to a large part of Kashmir,
Spiti, Nepal, and Sikkim be a useful document in international
agreement? It would be as wrong as the use of the word 'Arabia'
for large parts of Africa, o r the use of the colour red for the United
States on a map of the British Empire.
Other controversies dealt with in Chapter 3 are those on the various
names that have been proposed for Mount Everest, on the origin of
the name 'Kangchenjunga', and on Karakoram nomenclature. Mount
Euerest is so well established in Himalayan literature that there is no
fear of it now being displaced; and it seems ungenerous at this stage
to decry the brilliant work of Brian Hodgson and to write him down
as a n unsound geographer (p. 22). I Hodgson was a great linguist and
we have already been told that 'geography and language and history
are all parts of one whole' (p. 7) ; but this was in another connexion.
Hodgson's 'unsoundness' apparently lay in the fact that he was
convinced that Mount Everest had a Sanscrit name, 'Devadhunga',
and we are reminded that the fallacious character of his argument
was 'apparent to any person competent to understand the subject'.
I n fairness to Hodgson, it should be added that as recently as I932
Dr. Suniti Kumar Chatterji, a n eminent and authoritative Bengali
philologist, wrote:
If the educated Indian really felt anything about these geographical
orthographies, he felt more at Cauyirha&r and Deodunga being dethroned
by Everest, rather than Kiiichana-jafighg being roved to be, not Sanscrlt
and Aryan (and so associated with the gods and rirhis and heroes of ancient
India) but a parvenu in borrowed Samcrit garb from the neighbouringland
of Tibet (Himalayan Journal, vol. iv, 1932,p. 208).
As regards the name Kangchenjungo, the Tibetan origin of this
name has been fully established and accepted by competent Sanscrit
and Tibetan scholars. This conclusion was reached after Part I
had gone to press, and though the matter is again raised in Chap
ter 2 2 dealing with the rivers of the Assam Himalaya (pp. 209'~)'
the author was too deeply committed to his own view-Point
alter it.
Sir Sidney Burrard is no more convincing- in his arguments on what
Hodgson has been proved correct in more than one geographical controversy;
for instance, his names for the tributaries of the Gandak, though not accept' a'
the time, are now identifiable on modern maps.
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he calls 'the Karakorum controversy',' mainly through an initial misconception. No one has in the last thirty years suggested abolishing
the name 'Karakoram', but, owing to the various applications of the
term by different geographers, an effort has been made to secure a
suitable nomenclature that will meet modern scientific needs and
will meet with general approval. The author does not mention the
fact that the Surveyor General, Sir Edward Tandy, in 1928, fully
realizing the importance of general agreement on a question of
primary nomenclature, officially suggested that the Royal Geographical Society should convene a meeting of competent geographers to consider proposals for the classification of the admittedly
complicated mountains of the Karakoram system. Sir Sidney Burrard's memory is a t fault when he writes that the proposals were
discussed at a meeting in I 926 and that 'Colonel Wood made a protest
against them, and he voiced the opinion of Survey officers, political
officers, and sportsmen'. What happened was this: Subsequent
to a meeting in 1926, in which Colonel Wood took part, certain
suggestions were made and published in the Geographical Journal.
A year later these suggestions were discussed by officers of the
Survey of India conversant with the difficulties of the problem, and
obtained the general approval of the Surveyor General, with the
result that he issued the invitation to the Royal Geographical Society
mentioned above. At the discussion, a t which the proposals were put
forward, in 1930, not 1926, with the Surveyor General's approval,
Colonel Wood was not present, made no protest, and the proposals
received the general support of Sir Francis Younghusband, General
the Hon. C. G. Bruce, Dr. T. G. Longstaff, and others fully qualified
to speak for political officers and sportsmen (Geographical Journal,
vol. lxxvi, pp. 143 et seq.).
These illustrations of the controversial nature and inaccurate

' The author spells the word 'Karakoram' throughout the first edition, and
'Karakorum' throughout the second, but gives no reason for the change. Survey of
India maps and modern official literature have Karakoram, and Sir Aurel Stein
tells me that there is not the slightest doubt that this is the more correct form.
There is no question whatever about the pronunciation: the termination is pronounced rum not room, in English, which becomes ram not rum in the Hunterian
system of transliteration adopted in India, pronounced like the stuff we drink, and
not like the place we drink it in. Hence, if the Hunterian system is applicable for
Turki words, Karakoram is correct, and Karakorum is wrong: if we employ 'taphouse'
methods, Karakorum is right, and Karakoram is incorrect. For many years the Survey
of India has used Karakoram, and to my certain knowledge the Surveyor General
decided less than four years ago to retain that spelling. ,The decision was communicated officially to Sir F. De Filippi, with the result that he adopted Karakorarn
in the English edition of his book. The decision was taken after consultation with
~hilolo~ical
experts in England, and a copy of the correspondence was sent by the
Director of Map Publication, Calcutta, to the Editor of the Himalayan J o u r ~ lto
note. We do not therefore intend to change.
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presentation of some of the matter in the book must suffice;but they
undoubtedly detract enormously from its value as a seriouscontribution to the subject.
Part 11 of the 1907 edition was a detailed attempt, and in general
a successful attempt, to sort out the various peaks triangulated by
the Survey of India into ranges, and it became the standard of
reference for Himalayan geographers. The principle adopted, in our
then limited knowledge of structural detail, was to plot the positions
of the high peaks and to assume range alinements where these positions were considered sufficiently close to justify such assumptions.
The general alinement of the Great Himalaya and the ranges to the
south were, except in Nepal, comparatively well known, and from
the results of these plottings, the Great Himalaya between Bhutan
and the Indus, and certain lesser ranges and ridges of the Himalaya,
were established. I n general, these have stood the test of more
detailed examination on the ground, though some of the so-called
lesser Himalayan 'ranges' are in reality ridges due to differential
erosion, and some are due to 'nappe' structure. It is a pity that no
attempt has been made to utilize the valuable contributions to these
structural problems made by Messrs. Pilgrim, Wadia, Auden, and
West of the Geological Survey of India. Moreover, the clue to the
structure and orogeny of the north-west Himalaya may be found in
Dr. Wadia's important paper on the North-west Syntaxis of the
Himalaya,' to which only the briefest allusion is made on pages 94
and 243, though it affects the structure and geography of all the
mountains at least as far as the foot of the Pamirs. The detailed
modern maps of the Survey of India confirm Wadia's solution in a
most remarkable manner, and one can only wonder that surveyors
had not already reached the same conclusion. The stage has 10%
since been reached when Himalayan geographers can afford to wait
for geologists to 'be eventually
to explain their solution in
simple language' (p. 244). Wadis's solution is extremely clear,
concise, and to the point. His results are of the greatest importance,
yet no notice has been taken of them in the geographical charts.
Nor in the new edition does a sufficient study appear to have been
made of the modern maps of Nepal. On some the rivers have been
shown incorrectly as in the old edition, though we now know
courses with accuracy.
In Chapter r I , which is entitled 'The ranges that separate the
Himalaya from Tibet', the author is obviously hampered by his Own
definition of Tibet, to which reference has already been made,lo'
'The Syntaxis of the North-west Himalaya: its Rocks, Tectonics, and 0rogeny'~
by D. N. Wadia, Recordr, Geological Surug of India, "01. Lwv, Pt. 21 193'~PP'
I 89--220.
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accordingto him Tibet reaches the Zoji La, on the Great ~ i m a l a ~ a
on the west, and elsewhere its southern boundary follows a n irregular
line south of the great range through Spiti, Nepal, and Sikkim. But,
with the curious apology 'and as thus we have to make a topographical compromise that will be in harmony with the ethnological and
linguistic conditions, we are led to place the eastern Himalayan
boundary on the Nepal-Tibet watershed and the western boundary
on the Zaskar range', this last range, the Zaskar, is made to fit into
the chapter. I t is all very complicated! There is the boundary
between what the author calls the rivers of Tibet and Nepal, complicated by the fact that some of the Nepal rivers, such as the Arun,
Trisuli Gandaki, and others, are Tibetan rivers also; this boundary
is definitely in political Tibet. There is the boundary between
Tibetan- and Aryan-speaking populations, which is somewhere,
though extremely indefinite, in ~oliticalNepal. And there is the
political boundary. The issue is still further complicated by a lastminute alteration in nomenclature in a footnote on page 105.
Geographers will be wise if they use the term Tibet to mean political
Tibet, in order to avoid such confusion of thought.
Chapter 12, on the Ladakh range and 'the Haramosh Ridge', is
interesting and instructive, though not very clear. Geographers will
be glad to note that the name 'Ladakh range' is no longer to be
extended from the province of that name right across southern
Tibet. The continuity of such a range has never been proved either
geographically or structurally, and though, in the earlier stages of
geographical investigation it may be permissible to postulate a range
by linking up a line of high summits, the principle should be adopted
with caution, when there are considerable gaps, as here. Sir Sidney
gives a table of peaks observed to the south by Ryder and Wood on
their journey up the Tsangpo in 1904 (pp. 104-5). NOWwhen a
triangulator follows the valley of a single long river, the points he
fixes on either side naturally fall more or less into two alinements,
though they do not necessarily lie on two primary ranges, as was
suggested tentatively in 1907. A study of the modern maps shows
that in many cases there is no pronounced trough between the southern alinement of triangulated points, hitherto called 'the Ladakh
range,' and the Great Himalaya. Some of the points fixed by Wood
are merely on the northern flanks of the Great Himalaya, others are
not. Those shown on the map 62 K and the Great Himalayan summits are fifteen miles apart; in the Dhaulagiri region the two alinemerits are in contact; north of Mount Everest they are about sixty
miles apart (map 7 I L). The peaks fixed by Wood do not lie on the
line shown as 'the Ladakh range' on the frontispiece to the first
edition, which is renamed 'the Nepal-Tibet watershed' (though it
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is far from being the watershed) I in the second edition. On page ro6
the author remarks on the striking parallelism. AS drawn on the
frontispiece the parallelism is certainly striking, but in fact neither
the alinement of Wood's fixed points nor the watershed betweenthe
Tsangpo and the Ganges tributaries exhibits any parallelism to
the Great Himalayan crest-zones. There is room for considerable
research in the field on the existing maps and among evisting
literature of this subject. I n the meanwhile it would be wise, not
only to limit the use of the term 'Ladakh range' to the known section
of the range in Ladakh, but also to treat any extension of it in either
direction as quite hypothetical.
As with the Ladakh range, so with the Kailas: the old idea of a
continuous 'Kailas range' has wisely been abandoned. Much of
what was shown on the 1907 frontispiece by a continuous line is now
shown more doubtfully by broken lines; the portion originally shown
by a broken line has been omitted. I t would perhaps have been still
wiser to omit more. The old idea of a continuous Kailas range had
apparently been suggested on the supposed alinement of triangulated
points north of the Tsangpo, but Colonel Cowie was always sceptical
about this so-called range, and proposed the term 'the south Tibet
complex'. The name 'Kailas range' is now confined to the immediate
neighbourhood of the sacred mountain. The trouble is that the long
hypothetical 'Kailas range' and 'Ladakh range', which were most
certainly only suggestions in 1907, were marked too confidently on
the old charts, have been widely accepted, have been entered on our
maps, and must unfortunately remain so until new editions are
called for, and until sufficient publicity is given to the errors. It is
easier to build up with facts, than to destroy an edifice of fallacy.
After these past experiences it will come as a shock to
to be asked to accept the suggestion of a continuous Karakoram
range right across Tibet (Chapter 14) and to label it 'the Great
Karakoram'. The principle of postulating a long, continuous)
primary range, in the early stages of our knowledge, from an dinement of high triangulated peaks is here abandoned, and the new
range suggested by Burrard has no more foundation than the
existence of perhaps half a dozen passes in an area covering
twelve degrees of longitude, right across the least known part of
Chang T a n g . T h e r e is still perhaps some difference of opinionas
Chart XXIII of the new edition is identical with the same chart of the earlier
edition and does not agree in many details with the new Charts XXVI, XXVI1#
XXVIII, X X X .
The facts that the general 'grain9of the plateau is east and wet, and that the
few travellers who have crossed the plateau from north to south have crosed
'ranges' are no evidence at all of a continuity of a single great range.
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to the alinement of the main range of the Karakoram system in
eastern Ladakh, where we now have good maps and considerable
knowledge of the structure. Is it wise, considering the errors already
made in connexion with the 'Ladakh range' and the 'Kailas range',
to put forward so wild a guess on so little evidence? And having
done so, to use this as an argument to support a hypothesis presented
in 1907, before the modern survey of the Karakoram was made?
The great Saser peaks, rising to over 24,000 and 25,000 feet, which
have now been surveyed in detail, are known to lie on a great range
continuous with the main range of the Karakoram. Both topographical and geological evidence point to this being in fact the
continuation of the main range; yet the careful work of travellers and
scientists in Baltistan and Ladakh is lightly set aside and this great
range is stated to be a minor ridge, while a heavy black line is drawn
on the frontispiece chart to indicate a primary range of the first
magnitude across valleys, lakes, and plateaux, not yet scientifically
examined, to link u p with some doubtfully fixed passes, some
hundreds of miles way. No scientific progress is possible by such
methods.
Part 111, which is entitled 'The Glaciers and Rivers of the Himalaya and Tibet', would have been more valuable if it had confined
itself to these and kindred subjects. A fuller account of Himalayan
climate by a qualified officer of the Indian Meteorological Department would have been a more useful introduction than the elementary and sketchy chapter on snowfall and rainfall with casual extracts
from sportsmen's diaries (Chapter I 7). There is no comprehensive
account of the glacier systems of the Karakoram and Himalaya, and
much of Chapter 18, which might have been occupied by this important branch of Himalayan geography, has been devoted to (a) a brief
description of the survey of Kashmir and the Karakoram in I 855-65,
mainly, it seems, in order to prove that by 1871 'the topographical
survey of the Western Himalaya, conducted under Montgomerie,
the accounts of its glaciers by Godwin Austen, and the examination
of the southern portion by Medlicott have rendered our knowledge
accurate and complete'; (b) a two-page criticism of Lord Conway
and his works; (c) a short eulogy of the Workmans; (d) a long discussion of the names of the Saltoro pass and of Teram Kangri;
( e ) brief and not very accurate accounts of the surveys of recent
travellers; ( f ) an appeal to Professor Dainelli to remember his
Roman forefathers; (g) the views of certain military officers on the
excellence of Survey of India maps; and (h) the briefest possible
mention of the recent surveys in the Hindu Kush. The geography
of the glaciers themselves and the many interesting problems of
glaciology are barely mentioned. A summary of Himalayan climate,
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such as is suggested above, would also have afforded an opportunity
for some mention of the natural vegetation. As it is, this imponant
branch of geography has been ignored, though our knowledgeof
Himalayan forests is now very considerable.
Chapters X I X to XXV, dealing with the rivers of the Himalaya,
are the best among the geographical sections of the book. The thread
of geographical description is unfortunately destroyed by digressions
into (a) the discovery of Mount Everest; ( b ) an unconvincingexplanation of the symbols proposed for its 'satellites'; (6) a description of the
first survey of Nepal; (d) the origin of the name 'Kangchenjunga'a renewal of the struggle that occupied some pages of Part I;
( e ) range bifurcations and conjunctions; and other matter irrelevant
to the subjects of the chapters. There are also some inaccuracies:
not by the greatest stretch of the imagination can it be said to-day
that 'detailed knowledge of the glaciers of Kangchenjunga was
gained from the maps made in I 874-84 ' !
Chapters 26 (The Central Asian Water-parting); 27 (The RiverGorges of the Himalaya); 28 (The Lakes of Tibet and Turkistan);
29 (On the Origin of Lakes) all contain matter of interest.
Part IV, 'The Geology of the Himalaya', follows closely on the
lines of the admirable summary by Sir Henry Hayden in the first
edition. If there is any comment to make, it is that there is too little
mention of Dr. Heron's own valuable contributions, and those of
his brother officers in the Geological Survey of India to-day. Such
remarks as: 'Of late, however, ~hysicistshave begun to question the
validity of Mr. Fisher's premises' (p. 283), while perfectly correct in
1907, are hardly true in 1934; and surely some of Mr. R. D. Oldham's work in the Simla-Chakrata area is inconsistent with n~odern
interpretations. I t is possible that Dr. Heron felt himself bound by
the first three parts, or by the first edition, and so was unwilling to
emphasize modern interpretations of structure; it may be that he
does not agree with them. But a considered official summary of the
observations described in recent Records and Memoirs of the Geological Survey would have been most valuable to European geographers and geologists, especially if it had appeared as the foundation
for the geographical chapters. Probably such a summary would
have required more leisure time than could be found by an officer
still in harness; but here again it would have been worth wh'le
placing an officer on special duty to carry out the work. It is to be
hoped that the 3rd edition of the Manual of the Geology o f b d i a , .the
last edition of which appeared as long ago as 1893, will rev'ew
Himalayan geology and structure from the modern standpoint.
Controversy is generally most acute where facts are fewest-
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Second German Kangchenjunga Expedition ( I 93 I ) included among its projects the survey and preparation of a map
of the country traversed. T h e earlier expeditions under Freshfield
(1899) and Dyhrenfurth (1930) had made maps of these parts, and
the Survey of India sheets had been prepared as fine general maps
showing the broader features of the wild, branching, mountain
chains in the neighbourhood of Kangchenjunga. Nevertheless no
really reliable map existed, entirely trustworthy as regards the minor
details. To prepare such a map was the object of our enterprise. The
difficultiesof such a task are considerable, for the Himalaya, with
their rugged shapes, icy and avalanche-swept slopes, peaks, glaciers,
and ravines, were bound to present formidable obstacles. There was
no doubt about the best method of survey, for it is only by modern
stereo-photogrammetry that it is possible to survey the higher
features of the mountains exhaustively and give a true representation of their form.
Of the two types of photogrammetry, from the ground and from
the air, the latter was impracticable, not only because of expense, but
also owing to the difficulty of flying high enough above the objective,
itself over 8,500 metres. Thus terrestrial photogrammetry was the
best method that remained. I had already found that this was
a sound method in the Alps and on the Pamirs, where I had
learned something of its difficulties in wild and inaccessible regions.
I was therefore at first inclined to advise Bauer not to hamper his
expedition with such a task when his main object was to climb Kangchenjunga itself, an object on which his whole energies should be
concentrated.
The field-work of such a photo-survey cannot be carried out from
paths in the valleys, nor by climbing to the top of a single peak. I t
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' By the courtesy of Herr Paul Bauer and of the Deubcher und Oesterreichischer
AlPenverein the map of the Zemu glacier is issued with this volume of the Himalayan
3ournul. A photographic reproduction of a ~reliminarymap of Nanga Parbat,
Produced by the same stereo-photogrammetric method, accompanies the paper on
the 'Scientific Results of the Nanga Parbat Expedition, 1934'.
This paper appeared in German in Paul Bauer's Urn den Kanbch! (pp. 107-30),
which was reviewed in Himalayan Journal, vol. v, 1933, pp. 143-6. I have editcd
Colonel Thompson's literal translation into freer English, in order to save space and
avoid repetition.-Ed.
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involves climbing to a number of suitable view-points throughour
the country and resolves itself more or less into a mountaineering
conquest of the whole region. I n this work, technical efficiency,
bodily fitness and energy, and mountaineering knowledge, all play
important parts. For these very reasons I felt that it was incumbent
on a mountaineering expedition such as Bauer's to take up the project, and I resolved to undertake the photogrammetry of the Zemu
glacier and the neighbouring mountains.
I t was lucky that we had in Karl Wien a n expert in the field-work.
H e had already carried out a similar project on the Pamirs. It is
thanks to him that the Zemu glacier map appears as the result, for
the field-work was brought to a conclusion by him with energy and
resolution even after the formidable struggle with Kangchenjunga
had ended.
The map that Bauer planned was first of all to be an accurate and
comprehensive chart of the routes followed by the expedition. It was
also necessary to ensure that the heights should be thoroughly reliable.' Ordinary photographs and verbal descriptions can never
illustrate the structure and elevation of such a country so satisfactorily as a map, which for this reason becomes an important part of
any mountaineering project. An accurate map is also of high scientific value for geography, glaciology, and geology, especially in this
instance, for it constitutes the first accurate large-scale survey of a
great Himalayan glacier and the first detailed reproduction of a
limited portion of the high Himalaya, 'young' from the point of view
of geology, and rich in the varied formations it displays.

Existing maps and data.
Photographic survey is so much better and more complete for
such a country than older methods, that previous maps, not based
on the method, were not of much value for the preparation of our
new map. Nevertheless, for many reasons, the previous maps were
of interest to us. They are the following:
1. The Survey of India map, scale I : 253,440. This coven the
whole of India, and our area falls in sheet 78A, between latitudes
27' and 28O, and longitudes 88' and 89' east of Greenwich if is
mainly reliable where it covers inhabited areas,' and it gives the
general lay-out of the mountains correctly; but the representation
the country in this part is sketchy, with contours at goo-foot in""
far from meteorologi~a'
Height measuremenu at great heights and at
stations, formerly mostly derived from barometric observations, can easily be Incorrect by hundreds of metres.
But there are also errors, e.g. in the upper Talung valley places are shown,
whereas actually west of Sakhyong the country is an uninhabited wilderness,as
pointed out in I 93 1 by Allwein and in I 920 by Tobin.
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"als, glaciers are merely indicated, and only the main ~ e a k are
s correctly shown with positions and heights.
2. The 'Sketch-map of the Glaciers of Kangchenjunga', by E. J.
Garwood, scale I : 125,000. This map was prepared on Freshfield's
expedition of 1899, and for our region shows a considerable improvement on the Survey of India map. Greater importance was attached
to the representation of mountain features, as Freshfield pushed forward on all sides towards Kangchenjunga. Garwood visited a large
number of high points, which are distributed throughout the area,
and made a rapid survey from them. H e also took several photographs. From these the map was prepared a t home.' The map
shows the lie of the main mountain ridges and also their branches towards the smaller side ranges in a generally accurate and complete
manner. The glaciers, including the side ones, are depicted with
particular care and are accurately mapped in position and size;
their features, such as moraines and crevasses, are shown; and
although the map is somewhat lacking as regards being a n exact
representation of the gr0und-e.g. it contains only rough shading
and no contours-yet it will always be a good example of what a
general map should be, and in many respects even now it can serve
as a model for methods of survey and representation of features. I t
has proved itself complete and reliable in the Zemu area within the
limits prescribed for it.2
3. The massif of Kangchenjunga, scale I : ~oo,ooo,by Marcel
K U ~ ZThis
. ~ map was the result of the International Himalaya
Expedition in 1930, and has improved on the Garwood map in the
area west and north of Kangchenjunga, where the expedition first
worked. Heights are shown by contours. The well-trained hand of
the Swiss cartographer Kurz is traceable in the artistic, if somewhat
scanty, representation of the rock features. I n the Zemu area, where
this expedition took no photographs, but used mainly those of the
Bauer expedition of 1929, the map shows practically nothing new.
Far more important than the foundation provided by these maps
were the triangulation data of the Survey of India, which has fixed
the most important peaks in our area from the triangulation chain
a t the foot of the Himalaya, and published the co-ordinates. Four
starting-points were taken from Triangulation Pamphlet
for Sheet 78A, published by the Geodetic Branch, a t Dehra Dun in
1918.
See also Geographical Journal, I 9 0 2 , vol. xx, pp. I 3, 14.
Dr. Kellas's map, Alpim 3 o u r m l , May I g I 2, should also be mentioned. It introduces certain improvements into Garwood's map, but otherwise shows no Progress
as regards cartography.
Supplementary map to G. 0. Dyhrenfurth's Himalaya.
a
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Outline of Photogrammetric method.
Photogrammetv serves the double purpose of triangulationand
detailed topographical sumey.
Triangulation, which forms the basis of every accurate map,
especially those to be made by stereo-photogrammetric methods,is
usually carried out with a theodolite. Suitable triangulationstations
are selected over the whole area, from which reciprocal observations
are taken, SO that the sides uniting them form a net of approximately
equilateral triangles. The stations are carefully marked with signals,
and the angles observed, so that the positions of the stationscan be
calculated. I t is a lengthy and expensive business, which has to be
carried out after a careful reconnaissance, and it is difficult for an
Alpine expedition to use it.
A way out of the difficulty can be found by photogrammetry, as
was done in the case of the Zemu survey. For if panoramas are taken
of the triangulation stations, selected in other respects as before, the
angles of the net can be derived from the photographs at home, and
the measurement of the angles in the field, a laborious part of the
work, can be avoided. I t is only necessary to set up the camera on
well-marked points, so that the positions can be identified on the
photographs. If the points are judiciously selected, signals need not
be erected.
More important than this supplementary triangulation is the
actual survey, for which the method was specially introduced. In
principle this is quite simple. At favourable points, with a good view
of the country, stereo-photos are taken, which, if possible, cover the
whole area, with no gaps.
These photographs are different from ordinary stereoscopic photographs, owing to the distance between the points of view-the basebeing very much greater than the distance between the eyes. The
length of the base should be from I 110th to 1120th the distance from
the object photographed, e.g. to photopraph a slope 5 km. distant)
the base should be between 150 and 500 m. The directions in
which pairs of photographs are taken are also generally parallel)
but not always perpendicular to the base, and sometimes inclined
as much as 30' to it. The length of the base should be measured
accurately, generally by means of an auxiliary base and simple tr'angulation.
The camera axes should be parallel, or convergent at a known
angle. At least one of the points from which a pair of photographs
is taken should have its position determined, which can be done by
means of a panorama taken from it and including recognizable f ua ~ ~
points in the panorama. In order to attain successful
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specialform of camera, known as the photogrammeter, provided with
compass, is necessary.
The photographs are taken in succession by means of this instrument at both ends of the base. About two hours of strenuous work
are necessary for the observations. The base stations must first be
clearly marked by signals, so that the reciprocal rays can be observed
within a minute of arc. This is done by the erection of small cairns
over which the instrument can be set up in turn. The measurement
of an auxiliary base, about I 110th of the length of the base-line, follows, after which the taking of the photographs and some compass
readings are necessary in order to determine the position.
It is not always possible to set out the base-lines on easily accessible positions, as the most favourable panoramic positions are mostly
on high ridges, necessitating laborious and perhaps perilous ascents.
One may have to work on dizzy eminences in spite of cold and
fatigue, and yet carry out the work and record the observations carefully. Any inaccuracy or error may ruin the results. The observations must be taken a t the most favourable time of day, when light is
best and all the peaks free from cloud. This means a continuous
struggle with the weather, and maybe frequent and fruitless ascents,
or interruption of the work through bad weather. Versatility and
perseverance, reliability and zeal, on the part of experienced mountaineers, must therefore be combined with technical ability if the
survey is to be successful.
One more indispensable attribute the operator must possess: a
capacity for orienting himself rapidly in a strange country, and
for recognizing the most favourable view-points. H e must also
arrange to distribute his exposures in such a manner that they cover
all the valleys, folds, and ramifications of the mountains, without
leaving any gaps of importance unphotographed.

Plotting the photographs and preparation of the map.
In the first place plotting from the panoramas is necessary for the
triangulation framework. By means of the comparator the angles
of the triangles are derived for computation of the triangulation.
This is a preliminary process on which I need not enlarge, except to
state that if the triangulation has not been carried out rigidly, unusual problems are liable to arise. All points, on which observations
and photographs have been taken, must be included in the triangulation, and their co-ordinates and heights computed; in addition, the
network should be strengthened by fixing additional points to assist
the stereographic plotting, which is to follow.
The preparation of the map may now be started by means of
the stereo-autograph, which is an expensive instrument, simple in
4001.7
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principle, but complicated in structure and performance. The principle is as follows:
The photographs are examined stereoscopically under a highpowered double microscope. Owing to the relatively long bases
the country stands out in marked relief. I n the field of view of the
double microscope, marks are introduced, which on stereoscopic
fusion form a floating mark in the relief view of the country. It is
possible to place the floating mark on any particular point, and a
system of levers gives the direction of that point.
A factor of great importance is that the floating mark can be set to
any given height. Thus the operator, who views the country in
relief as well as the floating mark in the double microscope, can move
the latter in a horizontal plane, determined by the height to which
it is set. By moving the floating mark in this plane in apparent contact with the ground, it follows a contour, and an indicating pencil,
coupled with the mechanism, traces on a drawing-table the ground
plan of the contour. Thus any required contour which can be traced
in the relief view can be drawn with great accuracy. Each base permits a portion of country being mapped, and, if the whole area has
been photographed, a contoured plan can be constructed without
any gaps. I n a similar way other lines and points in the view can be
plotted by the autograph, and an accurate and complete map is
gradually produced.
THE FIELD WORK
KARL WIEN

I was myself trained in the technique of the method by Dr. Finsterwalder in Zillertal, and had already used it on the Russo-German
Pamir Expedition of 1928.Bauer now put me in charge of the work
on the Zemu glacier. The JVotgemeinrchafl der Deutschen Wissem~ho/~
with the permission of the President, His Excellency ~chmitt-Ott,
kindly placed a small photogrammeter with levels (size of' plates
9 X 12 cm.) a t our disposal, which being light and easy to handle was
n~ostsuitable for our work. I t had been designed by Dr. Finsterwalder purposely for use by persons without
training and
was first used on the Pamir expedition. We took with us 200 plates~
made by the firm of Perutz a t Munich.
1was ignorant a t first to what extent I would be hampered by the
steepness and inaccessibility of the mountains and by bad weather*
The first of these difficulties caused me to lay out many bases on the
hill-sides, regardless of whether the stations would be identifiable
from other stations. It was also seldom possible to set up statioMon
outstanding eminences, which would have been best for the Pan@
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ramas, or even on spurs so that base-lines could be extended on both
sides. One attempt was made a t a height of 6,000 m. to take ~ h o t o graphs on both sides of a base on the North-east Spur, and this
involved us in all kinds of trouble.
We soon found out how much we were a t the mercy of the weather.
Brenner and I, when we first left Lachen, climbed up from Yaktang
to the Yumtso La, and waited there fruitlessly during the 5th, 6th,
and 7th July for a clear day. Twice in the mornings it cleared for
a short time, but not for long enough for our work. I had hoped to
get a general idea of the whole country from here, but unfortunately
was unsuccessful. I had therefore to fix my stations while marching
from camp to camp as best I could whenever the mist cleared sufficiently.
After this somewhat fruitless excursion we joined the rest of the
party at Camp 3, some kilometres above the snout of the glacier on
its northern edge. I t was the k rearranged starting-point for the
work in the region of the lower glacier, just as Camp 6 was to be the
centre for the higher work. The only time available for the survey
now was while the baggage was being carried to the foot of Kangchenjunga and while the first camps were being erected on its Northeast Spur. Once we began the assault I intended to suspend work,
for all our energies must be concentrated on the Spur. I could still
complete my photography after the conclusion of the expedition, if
fate did not compel us to make too hasty and sudden a retreat. I
had therefore arranged with Bauer to complete as much as possible
before the assault, though the time and labour were increased out of
all proportion to the results.
We soon discovered how bad weather hampered the work, for,
although a great amount of preliminary work could be done during
fog and rain, no photography was possible as long as there was mist.
During August 1929, after snow had fallen all night, it was often
clear and cloudless in the morning, which could be utilized for photography. In I 93 1 it was not so. Of the fourteen days I spent in Camp
3, two days only were clear in the early morning; on the first of these
by half-past seven, and on the second by ten o'clock, the clouds from
the Zemu valley had banked up s6 high, that further work was impossible. We remained constantly on the watch for sudden breaks,
when it should clear sufficiently for work a t a base to be completed.
We made all preparations beforehand; but it was not easy to do so,
when there was no visibility.
On the 13thJuly I photographed from the first base on the south
side of the Zemu glacier opposite Camp 3. We-Hermann Schaller
and I-had waited for a day in the rain, and made all possible preParations beforehand. We felt instinctively that the morning would
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be fine, and were ready, as soon as it dawned at 5 a.m., with our
instrument set u p a t the first point. By half-past seven, when the last
photograph had been taken from the other end of the base, the
peaks were already in cloud, and a few minutes later we were also
enveloped.
T h e next time we had two clear hours was on the 25th July,
twelve days later. I now completed the base to the north of the
glacier, on the slopes directly above Camp 3, where I had already
erected a huge cairn some days before with Schaller. Although I
took some further photographs up the glaciers, I finished the whole
work, and it was only a t I 0 a.m., a t my last setting, that the mist
drew over my cairn and it was lost to view.
Two bases were thus the result of three weeks' work. At this rate
I would hardly complete the photography. I went the same day to
the 'Green Lake', hoping that another clear morning would follow;
but it rained and I could see no further than the moraine. On the
26th I was relieved of charge of Camp 3 and moved up to Camp 6.
Here, as the mist lifted, I was able to study the country and so
obtained a clear idea of what was required to lay out and complete
the work on the upper Zemu glacier. I still had time to descend to
the 'Green Lake' and to mark both bases on the east side of the
Zemu, without, however, being able to take any photographs.
O n the 2nd August I went up to the Adlerhorst, whence we started
the assault on the North-east Spur. I intended to observe and photograph a t one base on the so-called 'horizontal ridge' (c. 6,050 m-),
and, as we had prepared places for two tents, I took the opportunityto
have the apparatus brought u p by one of the porters who was sent U P
daily by Aufschnaiter from the Adlerhorst to the Ridge Camp. Unfortunately the ridge is so narrow a t this point that it was most
difficult to erect the instrument; when set up, it was impossible to
approach it from more than one side. O n the 7th and I 7th A u p S t
we worked from one of the tents of the Ridge Camp and on the
'Shoulder'; between these dates Schaller's death occurred and we
returned to the glacier below. Before and after these dates we went
on with the difficult construction of the route up to Camp 8.
might have been able to fix a base-line higher than we did, ~ ~ ~ ~ '
near Camp 8, where the ground was less difficult and where there
was more room to work, but the task of transporting the instrument
to such heights depended on local conditions and transport facilities'
As it was, the Ridge Camp was the limit to which we could take the
instrument, and, when I understood that arrangements for lhe
assault were complete, I sent the instrument down and was
to hear that it arrived safely a t the Depot a t Camp 6.
So it was that before the assault on ~ a n ~ c h e n j u n only
g a a portion
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of the photography was completed, and the question of how I was
to finish the work was often the subject of debates in the higher
camps on the North-east Spur. When the last detachment retreated
to the Adlerhorst on the 22nd September, fine weather set in, and it
remained practically clear without the break of as much as a day or
even a couple of hours. O u r chief difficulties therefore vanished.
Nevertheless I was glad of every plate that I had previously exposed,
and of every cairn already erected, for our reserves of strength were
much reduced by the high camps on the North-east Spur. Even now
we had to struggle against time, for fear that the first autumn snowfall might bring the work to a premature end.
From the start I had taken my trusty servant Pemba on all my
topographical excursions. He was one of the three porters who
accompanied us to the highest camp. He showed the greatest pride
in the fact that he alone carried the photographic apparatus, and,
indeed, not only carried the instrument but usually the plate-holders
and stand as well; and it was this ride that induced him to renounce
the privilege granted by Bauer to these three men of carrying no
loads after leaving Camp 7. Pemba and Bagde, a young Sherpa, who
looked after my personal comfort, remained behind with me on the
upper Zemu glacier, when the rest made their way back with the
baggage to the Base Camp and Lachen.
On the 26th September I took the photographs on the east side of
the upper Zemu glacier opposite Camp 6. They were intended to
embrace Kangchenjunga and the south-east side of the North-east
Spur, but unfortunately they proved insufficient to include the lower
part of the East Ridge of Kangchenjunga and the Zemu gap. I
therefore laid out a base-line between a point on the lateral moraine
of the glacier and another on the slopes to the west of the glacier.
This was on the day when we finally struck Camp 6, and while
we were working on the moraine, our porters clambered down with
their heavy loads.
On the 30th September I tried to photograph the ridge running
south-east from the 'Sugarloaf', from a base that I had long planned
out at a high camp on the lower Twins glacier. Once more we had
a race against time, and lost by a few minutes owing to bad weather.
We returned to Camp 5, hoping to repeat the attempt in better
weather. Here I met Bauer, Hartmann, and Fendt, who left Camp 5
On the 1st October, the last bad day.
Between the 2nd and 10th October I visited a station a day,
except on the 8th, when I only made a reconnaissance. I was thus
able to complete the topographical work in the estimated time. I
first considered establishing a high base on the upper ridge of the
'Sugarloaf', but I would have required a whole day for the observa-
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tions- Though the weather was now perfect, clouds comingup
Zemu valley obstructed the view and hindered work in the afternoon,
Moreover, I could make three bases sufficiently high on the 'sugarloaf', opposite Camp 5, and on the rocky crags above the Green
Lake, which should be sufficient for my purpose. On the and, therefore, we crossed the Zemu glacier from Camp 5, a tiring performance,
and took photographs from 'under the Red Tower' towards the west,
which I had reconnoitred with Pemba as long ago as in July. On
the 3rd I climbed the slope by Camp 5 to make further observations
from 'Sugarloaf'. The way was long and difficult, and we only
arrived a t eleven o'clock after a start at 6.30 a.m. Unfortunatelythe
peaks had already clouded over, so that on the 4th I had to go up
again for the third time, completing the remaining observations in
perfect weather by nine o'clock.
O n the 5th October we took the camp down to the Green Lake.
O n the way Pemba and I, just before the junction of the Tent Peak
glacier, climbed about 200 metres up the lower slopes of the 'Sugarloaf', and established one more base facing the Simvu Saddle. On
the 6th we were on the rocks above the Green Lake, whence we
had a magnificent view eastwards to the snout of the glacier, as well
as westwards towards Tent Peak and Tent Peak glacier. On this
day I exposed over twenty plates.
O n the 7th October we were on the south side of the glacier again,
where under unfavourable conditions and in a bad state of health I
photographed from a rather low base towards the northern mountains. I had hoped to get far enough up the Tent Peak glacier to
have a clear view of the Nepal gap, but a reconnaissance on the
8th showed that it was impracticable. The following day, after a
snowfall a t night, we descended through a wintry landscape to
Camp 3. O n the way we took ~hotographsof points that we had
marked previously in July towards Siniolchu. On the next day, the
19th October, I went down with the remaining plates to the lake
below Camp 3. I t was an absolutely ~ e r f e c day.
t
I climbed sufficiently high for the whole range from Lamgebo up to ~ a n g ~ ~
junga and the Tent Peak to be visible. We had now established ten
groups of bases, five on each side of the upper and lower Zemu
glacier, one on the flat top of the North-east Spur; this was to be the
last, and was to include the snout of the glacier.
The weather was so settled that I allowed myself plenty of
When the last plate was exposed the survey was finished and we left
Camp 3 and the Zemu valley. I marched back by the yumtsa La
and Mangen to Darjeeling with a German traveller who had come up
from there to the Zemu glacier. Now we had to await the develop
ment of the plates, which could not be done till we reached home'
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I often wondered on the way home how the plates were keeping in
the cold-storage room of our steamer, and how the results would
turn out. We had the great good fortune that Dr. Finsterwalder
undertook the work, and we offer him our heartfelt thanks that he
brought everything to a satisfactory conclusion in spite of all difficulties.
THE COMPUTATION OF THE TRIANGULATION AND

PLOTTING OF THE PHOTOGRAPHS
RICHARD FINSTERWALDER

The Framework.
The photographs brought back by Wien, 195 in all, were without
exception successful. Sixty-three of them form the basis of the triangulation, while the rest were to be used for plotting with the
autograph.' Those intended for the triangulation were taken from
thirteen stations. At four stations complete circular panoramas
were taken, with eight exposures a t each, a t three stations there were
incomplete panoramas, and a t the others single photographs were
taken.
For the autograph plotting there were twenty-one base-lines with
fifty-one pairs of photographs. All data relating to the panoramas
and bases were explained clearly with illustrative sketches in a fieldbook, a very necessary precaution. Accurate angular measurements
were not made for the main triangulation, but compass readings were
taken, so that the points could be determined. The material
collected by Wien was amplified by a number of valuable points,
whose co-ordinates and heights were taken from the Survey of India
Triangulation Pamphlet 78A, p. I 10. These points-I refer to the
high peaks towering above the range-were fixed from stations of the
primary triangulation to the south. Their positions are given in
geographical co-ordinates, mostly to the nearest second of latitude
and longitude, but sometimes to tenths of a second.

Combuting the Network.
Considerable difficulties had to be overcome and it was long
doubtful whether much would result. Apparently owing to a flaw in
the photogrammeter compass, the readings on which the computation of the network and lengths of base-lines were dependent showed
errors up to roo and so could not be utilized. A comprehensive
The directions of the photographs are shown on the map by small arrows.
The photogrammetcr was built to my design for the Alai-Pamir Expedition of I 928
by 0.Steinheil & Sons, and lent by the JVofgerneinrci~afi
der Deutschcn Wissmfhafl.
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triangulation, which might have given approximate positions for
many points, could not therefore be undertaken.
An attempt was then made to find the images of the stations on
the plates and to measure the angles between the rays joining them.
By this means we might be able to build up a subsidiary network
which could be fitted to the points of the Indian Survey triangulation. But here too there were great difficulties; for Wien, exhausted
a t the end of the assault on Kangchenjunga, had been unable to
place his stations on prominent and lofty points. Some were down
the slopes of ridges, and, although marked by cairns, were not
readily identifiable on the plates taken from a distance of several
kilometres. From the few and rather uncertain angles obtained by
this means it proved impossible to build up a net.
A final way out of our difficulties was to fall back on the points of
the Indian triangulation, though there were some important considerations to take into account. The co-ordinates of all, except
those of Kangchenjunga itself, are given only to whole seconds of
latitude and longitude, which means a possible error of go m. in both
CO-ordinates. The errors are not given, but are at least 30 m., and
had to be assumed even greater, for we were dealing with points
observed from great distances and from several different stations.
There was also the uncertainty of identification, since only a few of
them have well-defined highest points, to which the co-ordinates
refer. A careful examination of the photographs gave us clear
identifications for three points fixed by the Survey, Kangchenjunga,
Siniolchu, and Lamgebo (east of Siniolchu, towards the lower end
of the Zemu valley); Nepal Peak was not quite so reliable.' The
sharpness of these peaks makes it probable that they were well
identified by the Survey of India from every direction, and are therefore well fixed.
AS Wien had taken no photographs on any of the Indian Triangulation stations, only resections were possible for the fixing of the
various panorama stations. For a resection, however, rays to three
well-placed and well-fixed points are necessary, and at least another
ray to a well-known point as a check. There were data for the abs0lute fixing of only two points by this method; the panoramas from
the remainder enabled three more stations to be recognized; for the
rest the data were still less favourable.
Difficulties were finally overcome by utilizing the rays to the
Indian points as well as those found from base to base. AftercareY
study of the plates we proceeded step by step, fixing new poinu
The number of summit9 in the ncighbourhood of Sirnvu and Little Sini0lchu
made identification unreliable. The position of 'The Twins' appeared wrong
that of Simvu unreliable.
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throughout the network by forward intersection from each newlyfixed station, and these new points gave the necessary data for
resecting the missing stations.

[The original text here gives each step of the resection and intersection of the
main network. Owing to lack of space, these details have been omitted. The
work of computation was done by Mr. Karl Reicheneder of Munich. It comprised measurements from six&-three plates, and took six weeks. A chart of the
triangulation net appears in U m den Kantsch! p. 122, and a complete list
of co-ordinates and heights (with probable errors) of stations of the network,
and of base stations, is given on pp. 129, 130.-Ed.]
Computation of the Photogrammetric Stations.
As far as possible the stereo-photogrammetric stations had been
arranged to coincide with the panorama stations of the triangulation
network. Thus there was little more to be computed a t the stereophotogrammetric stations than the length and other details of the
base. Owing to the compass error already mentioned, there was
some uncertainty which had to be remembered when plotting on
the Autograph.

Determination of Heights.
The angles for height were measured from the plates a t the same
time as the horizontal angles. Differences of height between stations
were thus obtained. They are based on the Survey of India height
for Kang~henjun~a,'
28,146 feet (=8,579 m.). Probable errors in
height were small, and for all points less than 10 m.

The Plotting on the Stereo-Autograph.
All this was work preparatory to the actual plotting on the Zeiss
Stereo-Autograph, undertaken by Hans Biersack, whose long
experience of such work gave him great dexterity. There were again
some difficulties, owing to the inexactness of some of the base determinations, the short lengths of others, and the consequent lack of
stereoscopic effect for distant slopes. O n the other hand, Wien had
been successful in photographing ~ r a c t i c a l the
l ~ whole of the lower
Zemu glacier, almost without a gap.2
The material was exploited to the utmost limit, and work was
extended to country which was really too far from some of the bases,
in order to confirm contour details. This happened on the southern
slopes of Tent and Nepal Peaks; and for this reason the contours

'

See also In Kamfif urn den Himalaya (Paul Bauer), Munich, 1931, p. 153.
between the Nepal gap and 'Sugarloaf', Herr
Ulrich Wieland kindly placed some photographs at our disposal. We wish here to
acknowledge our thanks Tor these.-P. Bauer.

' For the north side of the ridge
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here have been intentionally more generalized. Again, occasional
uncertainty was traceable to the fact, already mentioned, that coordinates of initial points were only correct to about 30 m.; such
doubt was eliminated when the plottings from the various bases were
joined up. The adjustments were small but unavoidable.
The plotting of fifty-one pairs of plates, belonging to twenty-one
different bases, on a scale of I : 25,000, took five weeks. It was done
a t the Technical High School a t Munich. The resulting contours
express the rugged form of the Kangchenjunga massif with great
fidelity, though the contour interval, which could not be less than
50 m., owing to the steepness of the ground, sets a limit to the representation of some of the minor features which exist between them.
For this reason the contours on the flat trunk of the Zemu glacier
have been traced a t the closer interval of 25 m.
Further Elaboration of the Map.
Additional detail to that obtained from the autograph was
added. The larger features have been shown up by hill-shading,
drawn first on tracing paper and photographed through a screen and
surprinted as a flat tint. Such a method is somewhat primitive, and
tends to reduce the ruggedness of the features, but the superior
processes, relief and intaglio printing and collotype, are too costly for
large maps. The simple method of hill-shading also permitted a
generalized idea of the topography to be carried to the borders of the
sheet, as, for instance, in the area of the Passanram glacier, south of
Siniolchu and Simvu, which was sketched from amateur
taken by Allwein. For the western slopes of the KangchenjungaTent Peak ridge, the rough representation is taken from the Kanb
chenjunga map by Marcel Kurz.

.

The Scale of the Map, z :33,333 (3cm. = z km.)
The scale of the map has been the subject of discussion in cartographic circles. The deciding factors were these: The larger scale
of 1 : 25,000 would have given a map too large to handle and too
expensive to produce, while the smaller scale of 1 : 50,000 would
hardly have allowed sufficient detail to be shown. The scale of
1 :33,333 gives us a handy map, from which measurements with a
centimetre rule are easily taken, a kilometre on the ground exactly
corresponding to 3 cm. on the map. The chief disadvantage to th's
scale is that comparison with existing maps is not easy.

EXPEDITIONS
NORTH-EAST SIKKIM

G. B. Gourlay and J. B. Auden spent October and early
November 1934 on a visit to north-eastern Sikkim. Auden went
M
up early with Mr. R. C. Harvey to Mome Samdong and the Sebo La,
ESSRS.

the pass between the Lachen and Lachung valleys, and not the one
leading from Sikkim to Tibet. Later Gourlay, Auden, and A. Banks
visited the little-known Sebo Chu valley to the north-east of Lachung,
hoping to find the Kharpo La which is shown on the Survey of
India sheet 78A. They camped a t Sebo Mema, Tsetang, 14,300 ft.,
and finally at 16,500 feet on the edge of a delightful corrie overlooking the west side of the main Sebo Chu valley and the Khonpuk
glacier. After a remarkably fine day on 14th October, snow fell for
three days and forced a retreat to Lachung.
Gourlay and Auden next went up to Mome Samdong, utilizing
a yak trail in the snow, and slept two nights in a yak shed. The
Donkhya route was impassable for a party of laden porters, owing to
the depth and softness of the snow, so, after ascending a spur above
Samdong to 17,300 feet to obtain views, they returned down the
valley to Chungtang (Tsungtang on map 78A), and thence by Lachen
to Kerang, near the Tso Lhamo. Snow was lying on the north side
of the Himalayan chain down to 16,000 feet, and a bitter Tibet
wind was blowing. I n the tents a t 17,000 feet 31' of frost were
recorded, the lowest the thermometer would read.
They then camped to the east of Kerang a t 19,200 feet, and
finally at 20,000 feet in a small ravine by the side of a glacier a t a
bearing of 207' to the 23,180 ft. summit of Pauhunri.
The wind and cold were so intense that they gave up the attempt
on the 30th October to climb the ice-slopes of the northern face of
Pauhunri and ascended a satellite hill to the north, on the SikkimTibet frontier, to a height of about 21,000 feet (bearing 219' to
Pauhunri). From here a magnificent view was obtained of the
Phari plain and Chomo Lhari in Tibet. A fine isolated snow-peak
seen at 51' is probably point 23,790,36 miles east of Gyantse. T o the
west Kangchenjau and Chomiomo showed up well, together with
three isolated peaks in Tibet, at a bearing of 307', which at the time
they hesitatingly thought might be the Everest group, but which
must in fact be situated to the north, possibly the Hlako Kangri
group, 21,266 feet, 27 miles south-south-west of Lhatse Dzong
(sheet 71).
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A return was made to Kerang, and then over the col of about
18,500 feet between Lachi and the Kangcherljau massif to Gordamah
Lake and Lachen. Snow fell again while they were at Thangu, and
it was evident that the winter had properly set in.

The Sebo Chu valley is magnificent, being bounded on the south by
the striking Lachung peak, I 8,s I 0 feet, called locally ~hari-ki-Dhar,
and on the north by the great wall of peaks belonging to the Pauhunri massif. The topography ofthis area is not shown accurately on
the Survey of India maps 77D, 78A.I There are not two Kh0npuk
glaciers, but one large glacier fed by glaciers descending from the
whole of the upper Sebo Chu amphitheatre. This glacier descends
into a valley running over most of its course 17O-r97', somewhat 'O

The sketch-map 1 have drawn to illustrate this note shows the t o ~ o g ~ ~ p ~
according to these maps.-Ed.
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the east of that shown on the map. A bearing from Tsetang, 14,300 ft.
camp, to peak 18,3I o is 188". Five peaks border this amphitheatre
in a curved wall, all probably over 20,000 feet in height. Gourlay
considers with strong probability that Survey of India peak No. 106,
Pauhunri proper, lies to the north of those of the Sebo wall, and is not
visible from the Sebo Chu, while 'peak 3' of the wall (numbering
from left to right the peaks actually seen from just below the top
16,500-ft.camp) may be Survey of India ~ e a k
no. 109. The gap to
the west of 'peak 2' (peak 2 is 102" from Tsetang, 14,300-ft. camp)
is probably the col leading over to the Tista glacier on the northwest side of Pauhunri.
Along a gully on the east side of Lachi, a t bearings of 74' to the
northern end of the Tso Lhamo, 130' to Pauhunri and 157g to the
Donkhya La, and a t a height of about 17,300 feet, they found a
series of highly fossiliferous shales and limestones, the preliminary
examination of which suggests that the beds are Triassic in age.
This find is important in that these Tso Lhamo beds fill the gap
between the Lower Permian Lachi beds first found in 1933 by
L. R. Wager when on the Everest Expedition, and the Jurassic
system which has long been known to cover so much of Tibet.' If
other travellers have a day to spare when camping near the Tso
Lhamo, it might interest them to collect more of these fossils, particularly the ammonites, and present them to the Director, Geological
Survey of India, Calcutta.
With regard to porters, the Sherpas fell ill almost to a man. They
were all tried men from Everest and Nanga Parbat. The symptoms
were pains in the head and chest muscles, then a low temperature of
about 94' F., followed by a higher temperature, 103" F., and finally
exhaustion. It is possible that this illness is malignant malaria,
caught in the Tista valley on the way through from Darjeeling to
Gangtok. Travellers using Darjeeling porters are advised to supply
them beforehand through their sirdar with quinine. The worst
locality for malaria appears to be Rangpo, through which the
Porters normally travel. The sirdar should be told to take his men to
Gangtok via Namchi, rather than along the malaria-infested Tista
valley.
Most of the work was eventually done by Lachen and Lachung
men, a nucleus of five from Lachen previously known to Gourlay
being an invaluable help. Gourlay is of the opinion that for most
work in Sikkim it is unnecessary to employ Sherpas, and advocates
the use of local men. For any mountaineering expedition, as distinct from trekking, boots would be required for those porters going
high, and the adoption of local men for this purpose would have one
I Everest 1933,pp. 325, 334 (1934). Mcm. Geol. Suru. Ind. wurvi, pt. 2 (1907).
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drawback in that the varying and curious shapes of their feet would
have to be anticipated in the equipment brought up.
T H E KARAKORAMI

AN International expedition organized by Professor G. 0. Dyhnnfurth visited the upper Baltoro glacier during 1934. It was mainly
financed by the film industry, so that their energies were largely concentrated on this particular side of the enterprise. The organization
comprised two sections, a mountaineering group and a film proup.
The Mountaineering group was composed as follows: Professor Dyhrenfurth, leader, film director, geologist; Frau Hettie Dyhrenfurth,
transport officer; Marcel Kurz (NeuchHtel), topographer; Dr. Hans
Winzeler (Schaffhausen), physician; AndrC Roch (Geneva);James
Belaieff (Paris); Hans Ertl (Munich); Albert Hocht (Munich);
Ghiglione (Torino), newspaper reporter to Gazetta del Popolo. The
Film group comprised Gustav Diessl (Vienna), chief actor; Jarmila
Marton (U.S.A.), actress; Andrew Marton (Berlin), director;
Richard Angst (Zurich), chief operator; Fritz von Fried1 (Berlin),
assistant operator.
The party left Srinagar on the I gth May, and by way of the Zoji
La reached Skardu on the 28th. Marcel Kurz, the topographer,who
had gone ahead, was found laid up in the bungalow with a bad knee
following a riding accident, and most unfortunately had to give up
his part in the expedition. Five days after leaving Askole the party
reached Ordokas ( I 3,900 feet), the well-known grazing-ground at
the side of the Baltoro glacier, almost due north of Masherbrum,
which has previously been the depot camp of almost all expeditions
to these parts. The third day after leaving Ordokas the party
reached 'Concordia', where the two large head feeders, the GodwinAusten and the Vigne glaciers, unite with the upper Baltoro, now
often called the Abruzzi glacier.3
I Owing to Pressure of work Professor Dyhrenfurth was unable to prepare afull
account of his expedition for the Himalayan Journal until February. At the end
that month, after the first part of the Journnl had gone to press, I received, through
the kindness of Frau Dyhrenfurth, a very rough translation of her husband'spaPer!
with the request that proofs should be sent to her for
As this wouy
have delayed the appearance of the Journal considerably, I have decided that It
would be best to summarize from the rough account sent by Frau ~ ~ h r e d u r h . - ~
This place is variously spelt by different travellers, Rdokas, Urdukzs, Ordo
kass, k c . The Dyhrenfurths spell it Rodokas and give a height of 41057~'
(= 13,320 feet). I have given above the name and height from the S U V ~ Y of India
map 52A.
'Concordia' was first surveyed by Godwin-Austen in 86 I ; the map
far as the foot ofG0lden
proved by Conway in 1891; and the whole region
Throne was surveyed in considerable detail by photogrammetry on the Duke

'

h
S o u t h Gmhrbrum Glacier wefh Gmhrh~mi , I I I ,
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Dyhrenfurth had planned to place his base camp about eight miles
south-eastof Concordia on a moraine of the Abruzzi glacier, and the
of the expedition established the base here on the ~ 3 r d
June. While Frau Dyhrenfurth remained in charge of this camp,
reconnaissances were undertaken in various directions. The most
important of these were of the southern approaches to Gasherbrum I
(the 'Hidden Peak' of Lord Conway), 26,470 feet, and of the approaches to Conway's Saddle, a t the head of the glacier, to which
they give the height 6,300 m. (= 20,685 feet) following Desio's map.
During the same time Ghiglione reconnoitred the Chogolisa Saddle
between Golden Throne and Bride Peak.
The approach to Gasherbrum I was reconnoitred by Dyhrenfurth and Roch. They report great difficulty in finding a way
through the very crevassed surface of the Gasherbrum glacier which
descends from the great cirque of Gasherbrum summits, two of
which are over 8,000 m. and possibly five others above 7,000 m.'
They reached a point at 6,250 m. (= 20,520 feet) before turning
back. There appeared to be no possible route by which Gasherbrum I could be climbed from this side, both the north-western
ridge and the western face being terribly steep and quite impossible.
On the last day of this reconnaissance the climbing took ten hours
and the return was only begun in the late afternoon; the party was
benighted and had to wait till the moon rose. Camp was only
reached at 3.20 in the morning.
Dyhrenfurth suggests that the best route is by a huge rock and
ice ridge which leads directly to the snowfields beneath the summit
of Gasherbrum I. From the brief notes sent me it is not clear whether
he means the south or south-west ridge. According to Desio's map
both are very steep, difficult, and exposed. Ertl and Roch climbed
it to about 6,300 m. (= 20,685 feet), and were convinced that with
the aid of ropes and pitons coolies could be taken up. The coolies,
Abruzzi's expedition of 1909, and extended by stereo-photogrammetry during the
Duke of Spoleto's expedition of 1929. O n the latter expedition the Duke himself,
with Sig. Ponti and the guide Croux, camped at Conway's Saddle, overlooking the
Kondus glacier to the south (GeografihicalJournal, vol. Ixxv, 1930, p. 391). The
Duke's altimeter gave 20,000 feet as the height of the Saddle (ibid., p. 392).
Desio's map shows only broken form lines in this area.
Burrard gives the following heights for the four triangulated summits of Gasherbrum, from east to west: I: 26,470 feet (= 8,062 m.) ; 11: 26,360 feet (= 8,028 m.);
111: 26,090 feet ( = 7,946 m.); IV: 26,180 feet (= 7,974 m.). Desio's map gives for
the same peaks, 8,068 m., 8,035 rn., 7,952 m., 7,925 m. In addition, Desio has two
heights on the southernridge of Gasherbrum I over 7,000 m. (7,069m. and 7,504m.)
which can hardly be regarded as separate ~ e a k sone
, height at the eastern end of the
Summit ridge of Gasherbrum 11, 7,772 m., which again is not a separate peak, and
two outliers on the great southern spur of Gasherbrum IV, 7,321 In. and 7,003 mwhich are definitely distinct peaks.
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however, thought otherwise; and not being trained men in the same
sense as those Sherpas and Bhutias who have tackled the
great Himalayan mountains, it is hardly surprising that they wen
unwilling to make the experiment. I t was naturally most disappoint
ing to the expedition to have to abandon what they consideredthe
route offering the most promise of success.
I t was now decided to pitch a camp on the Conway Saddle,and
to push u p one camp after another along the great south-east ridge of
Gasherbrum I. This meant a gradual approach, from a height of
over 20,000 feet, of about eight miles of ridge with great differences
of height, several lesser summits, and much very broken ice. There
was really very littIe chance of success by this route from the start,
though the actual difficulties for the coolies were less, provided the
weather remained fine.
Unfortunately other difficulties now had to be met. Winzeler and
Belaieff had caught some form of malaria infection in Skardu and
were slow in recovering. Roch had therefore to remain in the basecamp while these members of the party were ill. Dyhrenfurth himself was also kept there for some time owing to the film work. On
the 29th June Ertl and Hocht pitched the first camp on the Conway
Saddle. Most of the coolies suffered from the altitude and had to be
sent back almost a t once. Ertl and Hocht had therefore to reconnoitre the route to Camp 7 (the first along the ridge leading northeastwards from the saddle). An ice-wall, about 600 feet high was
made practicable for coolies by fixing ropes, and the route was now
free from obstacles to Camp 7. Six coolies only could be induced to
carry to this spot. When a t last on the 6th July everything was ready
for another move forward-after five weeks of fine weather-a violent
snowstorm set in, which buried the tents under four feet of snow
This was the same break in the weather which brought disaster tothe
Nanga Parbat expedition. After five days of storm the Conway
Saddle Camp had to be evacuated, and any attempt after this on a
26,000-feet peak became out of the question.
T h e film group worked for two days on the Conway Saddle*
Acting and filming under such conditions cannot be much fun and
the group shortly afterwards retired to the monasteries of Ladakh*
O n the 30th July Professor and Frau ~ ~ h r e n f u r t with
h , Ertl and
Hocht, returned to Camp 7 beyond the Conway Saddle, intending
make a n attempt to climb Queen Mary Peak,' while ~elaieffi
Ghp
glione, Roch, and Winzeler tackled the Golden Throne- onthe
I The name was given by Mrs. Bullock Workman in igrz. Personal names lor
Himalayan peaks being contrary to accepted principles, this name has not been
adopted officially by the Survey or Government of India, and does not appearOn
official maps. It can be identified on the Survey map 5nA by the height, 24,350e
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morning of the 2nd August, which was brilliantly fine, Ertl, Hocht,
and a coolie named Hakim Beg, on one rope, and Dyhrenfurth, his
wife, and the coolie Roji on another, cut steps and prepared a track
towards the Queen Mary group. At about 7,100 m. or 23,310 feet by
aneroid, the party returned to Camp 7. The next day was again
fine, and, taking advantage of the route re pared the previous day,
the two parties made rapid progress to about 23,000 feet, when
clouds began to come up from the south-west. The going now became very arduous, the climbers sinking into the soft snow to their
waists. The depression between the central and western summits was
reached, and from here the western summit was climbed by 3 p.m.,
in a snowstorm. In his account D~hrenfurthsays: 'The barometer
shows 7,580 m., 50 m. too high after my calculation later on. The
real height of this summit of Queen Mary must be 7,530 m. or 24,705
feet.' The descent to Camp 7 was made in a snowstorm. O n the
same day, the 3rd August, the other party reached the eastern summit
ofGolden Throne, to which Dyhrenfurth gives the height of 7,250 m.
It was now time for Dyhrenfurth to get down to Ladakh for further film work. Ertl and Hocht remained behind for a few days and
on the 12th August climbed the central, east, and main summits
of the Queen Mary group. Starting from Camp 7 a t 2 a.m. they
reached the dip below the central summit a t 8 a.m. Here the
coolie, Hakim Beg, who was feeling the effects of altitude, was left
with food and warm clothing. From the central summit Ertl and
Hocht climbed the east summit, and then, after crossing a broad
snow plateau, reached the main summit a t 4 p.m. O n the last rocks,
some 30 feet below the snow-capped summit, a cairn was erected
with the records of the ascent. The party then returned to the central
summit and reached Camp 7 a t 8 p.m.
The above details have been summarized from a rough translation
of Dyhrenfurth's notes by his wife. Without wishing to detract from
the merit of the achievements of the expedition, it is necessary to add
that there must be some uncertainty regarding the actual heights
of the various summits of the Queen Mary group, until that group
has been surveyed in detail. Only one summit has been triangulated,and it is reasonable to imagine that thisis the highestof the group.
The triangulation was carried out by Mr. Grant Peterkin, a very
capable surveyor trained a t the Royal Geographical Society, who
accompanied the Workmans on their expedition to the Siachen in
1912. The results were checked in London. This triangulation was
based on and extended from five triangulated peaks of the Survey
of India net.' The position and height of the Queen Mary summit

' See 'Note on the Construction of the Map of the Siachen Glacier', by C . Grant
Peterkin, in Geographical Journal, vol. xliii, 1914,pp. 14-1.
4001.7
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are given as 35" 39' 51", 76' 45' 43", 24,350 feet. We do not know I
definitely to which summit this refers, the scale of the WorkmanPs
map is too small to show the detailed topography of the various
summits, and the summit region was not explored. On the other
hand, in her account before the Royal Geographical Society,
delivered on the 24th November 1913, Mrs. Bullock Workman
stated definitely that the highest of the group has a height of 24,350
feet.'
This evidence is supported by other trigonometrical observations,,
Mr. V. D. B. Collins, of the Survey of India, was sent up in 191I to
triangulate the high peaks a t the head of the Siachen basin. No
summit of over 25,000 feet was found in this group. It seems unlikely that the earlier triangulators in the 'fifties of last century, as
well as Collins in I 91 I , would have missed a summit of over 25,000 I
feet. I t is possible that the photographs taken on the Duke of the
Abruzzi's expedition might have missed such a summit; but hardly
likely that those of the Duke of Spoleto's expedition should have done
so. Members of that expedition camped three miles south-west and
three miles north-north-eas t of Queen Mary, without suggesting that
a summit over 25,000 feet existed.
I t is, however, only fair to Professor Dyhrenfurth, with whom I
have been in correspondence on the subject since the heights were I
first published in the press, to give his view of the question.
'According to your letter, Queen Mary Peak has been triangulated on the Bullock Workman expedition in I g I 2 from three points;
all these points lay on the Siachen side. O n the Duke of Spoleto's
expedition the mountain was not re-triangulated. On all former
maps, the topography of the Queen Mary massif is shown d i r t b ' )
wrong, as the highest summit is shown throughout as the eastern onel
the outpost against the Siachen glacier, from which a ridge descends 1
steeply westward. I n reality this west ridge contains the central
summit and the western summit, which is higher than the eastern*
The central summit is lower than the eastern. According to the new
Desio map, the western summit is only 6,700 m. high, that is, only
400 or 500 m. higher than the Conway Saddle. In fact the western '
summit is a t least 7,430 m. high, or according to our obsemtionS~
7,530 m.
'The eastern summit is therefore the only point so far triangulated;
the main summit lies rather far backward, beyond a broad plateaulike declivity. U p to now this main summit has not been triangulated, either by trigonometrical or photogrammetrical meam* It is
250 m. higher t h a n the eastern summit.

,

' See 'The Exploration of the Siachen or Rose Glacier, Eastern Ka"kOram'
by F. Bullock Workman, in Geographical Journal "01. xliii, 1914, 133.

'
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'Considering the triangulation of Peterkin as correct, we obtain
the following heights :I
Eastern summit
Central summit
Western summit
Main summit

.
.

.

.

24,350 feet

7,424 m.

. c. 24,190 feet 7,375 m.
. c. 24,370 feet 7,430 m.
. c. 25,174 feet 7,675 m.

'These are minimum heights, which according to our observations
do not correspond to reality. As far as we could observe, the real
heights areEastern summit
Central summit
Western summit
Main summit

.
.

.

. 24,682 feet
. 24,518 feet
. 24,705 feet

. 25,502 feet

7,525 m.
7,475 m.
7,530 m.
7,775 m.

'These are already corrected aneroid readings. O n the western summit the aneroid indicated 7,580 m. We subtracted 50 m. because the
weather changed for the worse during the day and the atmospheric
pressure had fallen by the equivalent of 50 m. I fully realize the
doubtful value of aneroid readings. I n the case of Queen Mary we
did not base our statement upon a single observation, but on repeated examination by two aneroids and on three different days.
Moreover we always compared the results with those of Camp 7 and
of the Conway Saddle, where we had a large camp for 52 days, as
you know. The height of this Saddle has been indicated by Desio
as 6,300 m. Our Camp 6 was about 40 m. below the top of the
pass; as a precaution I always assumed 6,250 m. as the height of
Camp 6.'
Professor Dyhrenfurth goes on to say that he attaches still more
importance to the fact that on the 3rd August they reached the
height of Golden Throne on Queen Mary two hours before they
reached the western summit of Queen Mary, that when they were
at the summit they were far higher than Golden Throne, whose
height is 7,3 12 m., and that photographs taken from the central, that
is, the lowest of the four Queen Mary summits, show that even this is
far higher than Golden Throne.
Such evidence will no doubt convince many that there is a 25,000feet peak in the group. I have, however, myself been so deceived by
the vagaries of an aneroid, finding it register incorrectly by a thousand feet at high altitudes without any apparent change of the

' This is, of course, on the assumption that the triangulation data refers to the
eastern summit.
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barometer a t a lower station, or any change of weather on the mountain; I have been so often deceived by estimates of whether I was
higher or lower than the summit of a neighbouring mountain; and
I have so often found that evidence based on such observations is
insufficient for proof, that I cannot yet convince myself that any
summit of the group exceeds 25,000 feet.

EASTERN BHUTAN

ONLYvery brief details are a t present available of the interestin!
journey carried out during the summer of 1934 by Messrs. F. Ludlow
and G. Sherriff in eastern Bhutan.' A start was made from Gauhati
on the Brahmaputra in June, but the monsoon broke while they
were in the Duars and they were held up for a week by floods,
suffered severely from malaria, and almost had to turn back. With
the aid of quinine, however, they pushed on and reached the
healthier climate of the Tibetan country, shook off the fever, and
were able to carry out a full programme.
The route was as follows: The party entered Bhutan at Diwanagiri
(map 78N), travelled to Trashigong and Towang (78M),Tsona and
the Mago district (82A), thence back by Tsona to the Nyamjang
Chu (78M), which was followed northwards to Dongkar, not far '
from the Trigu Tso (77P). The return journey was made by Trashiyangsi to Trashigong (78M).
As a result of this journey, a collection of about 1,000 bird-skins,
dried specimens of some 600 different species of plants, with seeds and
bulbs, and about 1,000 butterflies have been resented to the British
Museum, which contributed towards the expenses.
f
HARAMUKH, KASHMIR
L~EUT.
P. R. OLIVERmanaged to get twenty days9leave early in the
1934 season for some climbing practice and training in Kashmirg
With Lieut. A. S. Barton, R.E., who was a beginner, an attempt was ,
made on Haramukh. All the peaks have, of course, been climbed
previously, but that does not alter the fact that they offer some
interesting climbing and afford some excellent views. The survey of
India trigonometrical station ( I 6,oo I feet) is situated on a sharp sPU'
about I* miles north-west of the highest summit. The station
placed here by Montgomerie in the year 1856. Dr. Ernest Neye
was the first to climb the highest summit, with Mr. Geoflroy Milbs' 1
,

.

A brief account of the 1933journey into Bhutan by Mcssrr. ~ u d l o w a ~ ~
appeared in Himalayan Journal, vol. vi, 1934, p. 144.
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in 1899.1General Bruce later climbed it from the western end of the
Gangabal lake.
Oliver and Barton left Srinagar on the 17th May and camped a t
the Trunkhal shepherd huts below the Gangabal lake on the 18th,
intending to make an attempt by General Bruce's route. Snow was,
however, lying too low a t ~ o , o o ofeet, owing to the late spring,
and an attempt was considered unwise. About a fortnight later the
party camped in the Erin nullah, south-west of the massif, with the
object of climbing it by Neve's route.
On the 2nd June, starting from a camp under the south-west face,
half a mile below the Sirbal lake, Oliver and Barton, with their two
Afridi orderlies and some coolies, carried a light camp about 2,500
feet up the left branch of the prominent couloir above the lake. They
started early in order to take advantage of the hard snow, and
pitched the tents on a buttress between the two branches of the
couloir, possibly a t Neve's camp-site.
On the 3rd June the party of four roped and left camp a t 3.30 a.m.
Progress was slow owing to the inexperience of the party, the number
on the rope, and two fairly difficult steps on the ridge. Once the
ntvt was reached steady progress was made. A rest was taken a t the
junction of Bruce's and Neve's routes near the north Gangabal
glacier, and one of the orderlies who was feeling the effects of altitude
remained here. After passing a cairn on the west ridge, the middle
dome was reached a t 10.30 a.m.
The highest summit, the east dome, 16,890 feet, appeared to be
no more than 45 minutes away, but there is a steep drop between
the middle and east domes. The rocks are very loose and packed
like a stack of tiles. These were covered by snow and it was considered unwise to proceed. The party therefore turned back. Progress was slow down the west ridge, and the bivouac camp was not
reached till 4.30 p.m. The next morning the coolies came up from
below, roped together with goat-hair ropes a t about 2 yards interval.
A grand glissade for some 2,000 feet down the hard morning snow
took less than five minutes. The next day the camp a t the Sirbal lake
was struck; Srinagar was reached on the 6th.
Climbs on Haramukh are to be recommended, for the mountain
is easy to reach and there is plenty of variety. Later in the year the
\vest ridge is easier but less interesting. There are magnificent views
of Nanga Parbat, and, on a clear day, of K2and other Karakoram
peaks.
' See for the first ascent, Beyond the Pir Panjal, by Dr. E. F. Neve (London:
T. Fisher Unwin, 1912)' chap. iv, p. 51. The date in Dr. Arthur Neve's Tourist
Guide la Kashmir, p. lor, is given incorrectly as 1900. See also Himalayan Journal,
V O ~ .ii,

p. 67.
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A CLIMBING RECONNAISSANCE AT THE HEAD OF THE
KISHANGANGA VALLEY

THEfollowing note is communicated by Lieut. E. H.Marriott,R,A,:
I went u p the Kishanganga valley above Gurais on a visit of about
ten days to the glaciers a t its head. My base camp was abouttwo
miles above Abdullun (S. of I. map 43N/6), six marches from ,
Bandipura. There is a good camping-ground with excellent spring
water a t about ~ o , o o ofeet, plenty of wood but little grazing, at the
junction of two valleys. A rough path leads from here to a marg at
the foot of the main east glacier (12,285 feet), which is unnamed on
either the half-inch map 43N/sw, which I used, or on the oneinch map 43N/7. This glacier descends from the peak Kinari Darkush Chhish, and I named it the Kinari glacier. It has a steep ice- k
fall a t the snout.
I took four coolies with a camp along the path to Kinari Darkush
Dob, the pass leading to Badoab, and stayed two nights at about
12,800 feet. My camp was on a spur on the edge of the glacier, with
water but no fuel. Three glaciers feed the stream, which is known
as the Kinari Gah. They are all difficult to get on to, owing to terminal ice-falls, but the middle is easiest of access, for it can be reached
by its western edge without the necessity of tackling the ice-fall. I I
found a possible route on to the eastern, or Kinari, glacier, but none
on to the western, except by crossing from the middle one. The
Kinari glacier has several peaks around the head of its basin, which
appear to offer excellent climbing, and the basin is very level except
a t its western edge. The bordering ~ e a k of
s the middle and western
glaciers seemed to me to be composed of very rotten rock.'
b
I was in the region a t the beginning of September when the snow
was down to about 14,800 feet. I would not like to tackle any ofthe
peaks early in the season on account of snow. The best time for
climbing in this district is probably the month of August.
The three glaciers are shown very much generalized on map 43N/7, scale an
inch to a mile. The height of Kinari Darkush Chhish is 17,oc~ofeet, and thereare
at least two other peaks, on the enclosing wall, over 16,000feet.-Ed.

C

I N MEMORIAM
JAMES WOLSTAN YOUNG

1885-1934
as he was known to his friends, was a son of the late
B. J. Young of Richmond Park, Sheffield, and was born on
the 18th September 1885. H e was educated a t Stonyhurst College,
and then went to South Africa. I n 1909 he entered the Indian Audit
and Accounts Service and was posted to Bihar. During the Great
War he was a t Sirnla, working under Sir Bhupendra Nath Mitra,
the present High Commissioner for India, in the Military Finance
Department; and he was made a n O.B.E. for his services. After
another short period of duty in Bihar, he was lent to Jodhpur State,
where he spent the last ten years of his life. As Accountant-General,
as Finance Member of the State Council, and finally as Chief
Minister, he was a watchful guardian of the State's resources and a
prudent administrator who had the complete confidence of the
Durbar. He was adviser to the Indian States' Delegation a t the
second and third sessions of the Round Table Conference, when his
knowledge of State finance, his caution and good sense were of great
value. Returning to India, he was seriously ill and was forced to go
back to England again in the spring of 1934 for an operation which
his devotion to duty and the interests of Jodhpur had dangerously
postponed. He died after the operation on the agrd May.
Young was not a mountaineer in the technical sense, but he
enjoyed a trek through mountain country. H e was a Founder Member of the Himalayan Club, its first Honorary Treasurer, and a
member of an informal committee which met a t Simla in the summer
of 1928 to draft the Rules and Articles of Association. The Club
was fortunate to have in its early days a financial adviser of his
quality, and will remember him with gratitude.
G. L. CORBETT.

P

ETER YOUNG,

HENRY RICHARD CAINE MEADE

'890-1934
HENRY
RICHARDCAINEMEADE,son of the late Lieut.-Colonel
J. W. Babington Meade, was born on the 9th July 1890; both
his father and grandfather were in the Indian cavalry. H e did
particularly well both at work and at cricket at Dulwich and at
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Sandhurst, where he passed out top of his term and was awarded
the Sword of Honour.
He came out to India in March 1910 and, after a year at Q~~~~~
with the Essex Regiment, was posted to the 8th Gurkha Riflesin
Shillong (Assam). He went with his regiment on the Abor-Miri
Mission in I g I I , and was for a time attached to the Lakhbpur
Military Police Battalion towards the Dafla Hills. In 1914 he war
posted to the Political Department as a probationer, but was recalled
to military duty on the outbreak of the Great War, during which,
like so many other officers of the Indian Army in the Survey of India,
he was kept in India training reinforcements, though he was with
his regiment in Mesopotamia for six months in 1916.
I n October 1920 he was appointed to the Survey of India, which
had been his aim for several years, and one of his early experiences
was a strenuous four months' trip through Bhutan and South Tibet
in 1922, in company with F. M. Bailey, then Political Officer in
Sikkim. They came back by way of the Yamdo Tso and Gyantse,
and, though monsoon weather was unfavourable for survey for most
of the time, Meade brought in a large amount of valuable reconnaissance survey.
Whilst with the Survey of India Meade was employed at various
times in the jungle tracts of Orissa, the Bwar Duars, and the Darjeeling Hills. He took an interest in the geography of the Himalaya,
specializing on the section east of Nepal. From May 1932 until his
death he was Assistant Surveyor-General.
He was a Founder Member of the Himalayan Club and helped in
every way he could. He took charge of the Club library whilst
stationed at Sirnla in 1930, and had offered to put in hand a route
1
book of the eastern Himalaya. The following notes are written by
the Honorary Secretary of the Eastern Section of the Himalayan
Club at Calcutta, where Meade had been stationed since 1932.
Major Meade was a very active, keen, and helpful member of the Eatern
Section of the Club. . I found him the greatest help here in Calcutta*He
was always ready at any time to see any traveller who wanted help Or
advice, and to do anything he could for them. When we wanted toborroa'
maps or get lantern slides made in a hurry for our lectures, he alwa)rdid
everything possible to help. .
When I was making the mountain P"''~
panoramas for the new edition of Tours in Sikkim, Major Meade gave"pa
lot of time in helping me to check the names of the mountaim. We miu him
sadly. . . . His death was a great tragedy.

..

..

Harry Meade will indeed be missed, and remembered, He had
a very charming, lovable ~ e r s o n a l i t and
~ , made a host of lriendS
'
Accounts of this expedition will be found in the ~eo~raphical
Jo
1924;and in Rccotdr ofthe Survey ofIndia, vol. xxi.

~ [ I'li'
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wherever he was stationed. He played all games with great keenness
and unselfishness, and was a particularly useful cricketer; he was
p b a b l y still better known as a fine billiards player, and held the
Amateur Billiards Championship of India for 1933.
Meade was very much interested in Air Survey, and whilst on
leave both in 1926 and 1931 had taken courses in air photography
with the R.A.F. at Farnborough; he wrote a valuable paper on the
subject which was recently ~ublished departmentally. He was
anxious to gain a pilot's certificate, had just completed his course
with the Bengal Flying Club at Dum Dum, and had started to fly
solo, when his tragic crash occurred on the 3rd December 1934.
While flying in the neighbourhood of the Dum Durn aerodrome his
machine was seen suddenly to nose-dive. I t was found completely
wrecked in a paddy field. Meade must have been killed instantly.
Harry Meade was married on the 16th November 1925 to Joan,
daughter of the late Sir John Kerr, at that time Governor of Assam,
and leaves her with a son and two daughters.
A friend writes: 'This was no ordinary man. His memory will
inspire all who knew and loved him. His death was as gallant as his
life, and as clean. He never did a mean or petty deed, and was
R. H. P.
kindly to high and low alike.'
WILLY MERKLI

THROUGHOUT
his life Willy Merkl aspired towards the heights;
and Fate was kind to him unto his last breath! His career as a
mountaineer was a chain of outstanding successes. When a t last he
reached out for the crown of his endeavours, tragedy put an end to
his life on the threshold of victory. Nanga Parbat's glittering snows
have kept him in their embrace, with three of his closest friends and
six of his brave porters.
When after the disaster on Nanga Parbat we abandoned the lower
camps, it was just twenty years since my first climb with Willy Merkl.
It was always a time of sunny youth, a glorious symphony of the
mountains from the hills a t home to the crashing finale on Nanga
Parbat. Hundreds of times the rope joined us, while our hearts were
as one, bound by a common will and purpose. Always it was Willy
Merkl's methodical nature that determined our plans. Every new
climb took us one step farther than the step before; and never did
he set his aim beyond what bodily fitness could endure or technical
ability achieve.
Translated by W. Rickmer Rickmen.
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H e became a magnificent cragsman. His name resounded among ,
the wild pinnacles of the Kaisergebirge. At various times he sueceeded in repeating such famous climbs as the east face of the
Fleischbank, the direct west face of the Totenkirchl, the north and
north-west faces of the Kleine Halt, the Diilfer chimney, the western
rib of Predigtstuhl and the second traverse of the 'Schiile-Diem'
route.
The mountains filled his life and made him the truest and most
trusted of comrades; and comradeship has ever been the real secret
of leadership. O n his last great adventure he was friend and leader
in one. I t could not be otherwise. H e was thorough in preparation,
cautious in plan, but, when committed, grim in his determination;
he chose carefully, but acted vigorously.
With such a character he succeeded in his profession; he was held
in high esteem among his colleagues and superiors in the German
State Railway Department, in which he was a technical inspector.
Yet he found time to devote himself to the mountains. Many important first climbs in the Eastern Alps stand to his credit; the forbidding south wall of the K1. Muhlsturzhorn, the north ridge of the
Sauhorn, and the imposing northern buttress of the Rothorn. His
long mountain tours cover the Alps of Berchtesgaden, the LoferLeogang, the Tannheim, the Wetterstein, Karwendel, and Gosauk
ranges; the south face of the Schusselkarspitze, the north face of the
Lalidererwand, the fifth ascent of the Daumling, the third climb of
the south face of the Gr. Bischofimiitze. In 1924 he visited the
Dolomites for the first time: the red crags rise from the green
pastures: and after a hard struggle the beauties of a southern land
lay spread beneath his eyes, Three successive summers he went
b
there. H e mastered the 'Preussriss' on the Kleinste Zinne, was the
second to climb the Torre del Diavolo, the first up the south face
of the Punta Civetta, and subsequently the first along the north
ridge of the same peak, I n 1926 he tackled the Pala group, where
he crossed the three Lastei Towers and fought his way across the
north-west wall of the Cima di Campido.
Merkl now took on great ice expeditions, Many a holiday was
happily spent in the Western Alps. He visited the groups of the
Dauphint, Bernina, Mont Blanc, Valais, and the Bernese 0berland.
I n 1927 the Meije satisfied his cravings. I n 1928 we managed MOnt
Blanc by the Pdteret ridge. A mountaineer of the first rank, modest
and unassuming, he approached the mountains with profound
reverence. A passage from his diary runs: 'Full of astonishmentand ,
reverence we entered the secret places of the majestic mountains;
lay in the open with a thousand stars above us and learned to
the joy of solitude as never before.'
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But he was never a dreamer. H e never stood still to look back.
No wonder that he soon looked far beyond the Alps. I n spite of
professional and financial difficulties he succeeded in traversing the
length of the Central Caucasus. I n I 929 Willy Merkl, Walter Raechl,
and I set out for Russia. The enterprise was entirely successful. I
can say so, for the merit was Merkl's, who planned and prepared it.
We climbed all the peaks of our long programme from Giulchi to
Elburz. The north ridge of the Koshtantau was conquered for the
first time; proud Ushba for the third time.
Surely a man with such a record was entitled to cross swords with
the giants of the Himalaya and Karakoram! With the great deeds
of British and German pioneers ever before his eyes, he took over
the scheme of his friend, Willi Welzenbach, in 1931, and in I932 led
seven mountaineers to Nanga Parbat. Victory was denied them.
Untrained porters impeded progress. Blizzards drove them back
from Camp 7. But the reconnaissance was most valuable. A way
to the top had been discovered, and already Merkl had decided to
return to the assault.
His circle of friends grew. A member of the German and Austrian
Alpine Association, the Austrian Alpine Club, the Alpine Club, and
the Himalayan Club, though not for the sake of their badges, Merkl
was the true mountaineer, valiant in deed, modest among his friends.
He spoke little, but to the point. On his return he began a t once to
prepare for a second assault more efficiently organized than the first.
His enthusiasm fired the imagination of the German railway men.
Their various sporting organizations collected the money required
to make the enterprise possible; and tens of thousands of his countrymen associated themselves with his plans.
Nanga Parbat has claimed him. He fell in a catastrophe which
has no parallel in the annals of mountaineering. Defeat and victory
lay side by side. He rests with his friends upon the same icy heights
where lies Mummery, his great forerunner.
FRITZBECHTOLD.

ULRICH WIELAND1

1901-1934
SKI-RUNNING
first brought Ulrich Wieland in touch with the
mountains, great winter expeditions strengthening and maturing
his powers. Starting from his native town of Ulm, his tours ranged
through the Black Forest, while in the Allgau he developed his skill.
I am indebted to Colonel E. L. Strutt, President of the Alpine Club, for translations of the notices of Ulrich Wieland and Willi We1zenbach.-Ed.
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When as a student he came to Munich in 192I , he found a number
of friends after his own heart in the Munich Academical Ski Club;
his happiest years were spent with these. As a competitive skimrunner
he was as successful as he became later as a mountaineer.
I n the winter of 1924, with the late Rudolf von Tscharner, he
accomplished the first ski traverse of Mont Blanc from Courmayeur
to Chamonix. The great 4,000-metre peaks of Switzerland were,
summer and winter, his ambition, though he was also anxious to
extend his activities far beyond the Alps. During a year's study in
America he climbed several of the loftiest peaks of the Rockies. A
year or so later he was one of the most successful members of the
Dyhrenfurth expedition to Kangchenjunga.' As he was for years
engineer-adviser to his father's successful factory at Ulm, his friend
Merkl's invitation to join in the second attempt to climb Nanga
Parbat was only accepted after much searching of heart. He died
near Camp 7 on that mountain on the 9th July 1934.
WALTERHOFMEIER.
WILL1 WELZENBACH

WILL1 WELZENBACH
was born in Munich on the 10th November
1900. He was educated a t the Oberrealschule in that town, and
was called up for service in the last year of the War, without, however, seeing active service. From 1920 he was at the Technical High
School, obtaining his certificate as a constructional engineer in 1924.
His mountaineering career began a t school; in r 920 he joined the
Munich Academical Alpine Club, and with friends of similar tastes '
and with the experienced elder members of the club, he went through
an intensive training. First devoting himself to rock-climbing near
Munich, he quickly became expert on rock. He then turned to
expeditions on snow, first in the Eastern Alps, and later, in 19231 in
the Western. In the winter of 1923 he visited Valais and traversed
the Bernese Oberland; in the summer he accompanied Hans Plann
to the Mont Blanc Group and Zermatt. In the latter district he
climbed the Matterhorn by the Z'mutt ridge, and incidenh1lY'
accomplished the traverse from that peak to the Dent d'Hbre'!sn
During Easter 1924 he visited the Bernina and was later again In
Valais, while at Whitsuntide he again visited the Bernina with
Bauer. In July of the same year he began his great series of remarkf h
able 'north-face' ascents with the conquest of the north-west faceO

.

Ulrich Wieland contributed an interesting short paper on 'Ski-ing in the High
Eastern Himalaya' to the Himalayan Journal, "01. iv, 1932, p. 55.-Ed.
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the Gr. Wiesbachhorn with Fritz Rigele. I t was during this ascent
that he employed ice pitons in the conquest of the overhanging icewall, half-way up, thus, for the first time applying modern rock
methods to ice work. I n the summer he travelled mostly with
Eugen Allwein in Valais, climbing the north face of the Breithorn,
the Nadelgrat, and the east face of Monte Rosa. I n the autumn of
the same year came the conquest of the Griesener Kars, as well as
the then hardest tour in the Wilde Kaiser, the Fiechtl-Weinberg
route on the Predigstuhl with Paul Bauer. I n 1925 he was a t Easter
on the Grand Combin, and again, during the summer, with Allwein,
in the Mont Blanc Group, where he accomplished the fourth ascent
of Mont Blanc by the Ptteret ridge. His greatest feat of the year was,
however, the first direct ascent of the north face of the Dent dYHCrens
-certainly one of his best ice climbs.
In 1926 he accomplished a new variation of the north-west face
of the Zermatt Breithorn, and, with Wien, climbed the north face
of the Gross Glockner, the north-west face of the Glockerin, and the
north face of the [Tauern] Eiskogele. I n the autumn he prepared
yet another Climbers' Guide to the Wetterstein, the proof of his competence being the chronicling and description of his twenty new
routes in the district. These include the north face of the Schonangerspitze, with Paul Bauer. During the winter he published studies
of his experiences with avalanche and snow-corniched terrain, which
are of great scientific value.
During the autumn of 1926 he suffered a serious illness which
kept him away for long from difficult expeditions, but not from
lesser ones, for with a stiffened elbow-joint he climbed the Gross
Glockner by the Pallavicinirinne, Mont Blanc by the Brenva, and
the Grandes Jorasses. In 1930, however, thanks to surgical skill,
he recovered much of his former power, setting to work once more
on great Alpine problems: in 1930, with Tillmann, the direct ascent
of the Fiescherwand, and in I 93 I , with Merkl, the north-face variation of the Grands Charmoz, where he was held up by very bad
weather for five days and nights. I n 1932-3 there followed further
'north-face' routes in the Oberland: Grosshorn, Gspaltenhorn,
Gletscherhorn, Lauterbrunnen-Breithorn, and Nesthorn.
These almost unique performances of Welzenbach in the Alps
were due to his unconquerable will and to his systematic training
from the beginning for every possible difficulty. His plans were of the
most daring nature, and were justified by his amazing skill when
confronted by difficult problems. In 1934 he started for Nanga
Parbat with Merkl. He had himself first conceived the plan in I 93 I ,
but health and duty had then kept him away. From Nanga Parbat
he never returned.
KARLWIEN.
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SHIV RAM KASHYAP

RAIBAHADUR
SHIVRAMKASHYAP,
Professor of Botany at the Punjab
University, Lahore, was known to many members of the Himalayan
Club as a distinguished student of Himalayan flora. He had made
several journeys through the Kumaun mountains into Tibet, had
visited the sacred sources of the Ganges, and had made the circuit
of holy Kailas. An account of the latter, of special interest to us,
he published under the title 'Some Geographical Observations in
Western Tibet' in the Journal and Proceedings of the Asiatic Socieg of
Bengal, vol. xxv (1g2g), p. 25. The Rai Bahadur took his degree at
Cambridge University, was a Doctor of Science in the Punjab University, and a past president of the Indian Science Congress. He had
promised to put together for the Journal a paper on the historical and
cultural associations of the great pilgrim route to Badrinath, but
pressure of university work had left him insufficient leisure to complete it, and death has now prevented him. He was elected to the
Himalayan Club in 1932. Mr. Hugh Ruttledge writes:
I had the pleasure of meeting the Rai Bahadur while on my way over the
Lipu Lekh pass into Tibet in 1926. We visited lakes Rakas Tal and Manasarowar, and went round Mount Kailas together, continuing over the Anta
Dhura pass on our way back to India. The Rai Bahadur, though apparendy
of frail physique, was a very determined traveller and an excellentpedestrian,
We corresponded a little after my retirement. I greatly regret his death.
K. M.

WALTER RAECHL
'902-1934
b
DR. WALTERRAECHL
was born on the 27th February 1902. Hewas
the geographer and geomorphologist in the scientific group of the
German Himalayan expedition to Nanga Parbat in 1934, previous
to which he had accompanied Merkl and Bechtold to the Caucasus
in 1929. H e was particularly fitted for the task, for he was a fine
climber and possessed a keen intellect, assiduously mastering the
works of previous writers on the physical geography of Nanga Parbat
before he set out. H e also assisted Professor Finsterwalderwith the
stereo-photogrammetric survey of the region. Hardly had he re
turned to his native land than he was the victim of a climbing
accident. O n the 28th December 1934 he fell when traversing the
Watzmann in the Bavarian Alps during a snowstorm, and s u s b i d
severe internal injuries. H e was brought down to ~erchtesga~~~
where he died the following day. H e was buried at ~raunstein,h'
native town, on the 31st December. Dr. Raechl was elected to the
K. M.
Himalayan Club in 1934.
@
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THE PORTERS WHO DIED ON NANGA PARBAT1
GAYLAY

NIMA TASHI

DAKSHI

NIMA NORBU

NIMA DORJE I1

PINJU NORBU

MOREthan a passing tribute is due to the Sherpa porters, who,
faithful to the end, lost their lives on Nanga Parbat. Gaylay was
first known to Himalayan mountaineers as Captain J. G. Bruce's
servant on the 1922 Mount Everest expedition, where he did good
work. He then joined the army, and not till 1934 was he again
available for a big expedition. When the porters were being selected
by Herr M'ieland in Darjeeling in April 1934, he was a t first considered too old, till Lewa, the well-known sirdar, persuaded Wieland
to reconsider his decision, offering to be surety for Gaylay's endurance
and energy. How well he deserved Lewa's trust he amply proved,
not only by his death, but by his splendid performance a t the time
of Herr Drexel's death, when he and Dakshi carried loads of oxygen
from the Base Camp to Camp I in just over two hours, part of the
journey being performed in the dark. During the storm that caused
the final disaster, Gaylay, one of the last to leave Camp 8, spent the
nights of the 8th, gth, roth, I ~ t h and
,
12th between here and the
saddle near Camp 6, where the night of the 13th was passed in a
snow cave. The following morning he deliberately chose the heroic
part of staying beside his leader and master, and sent down the
younger porter, Angtsering, to safety. There can be little doubt that
he knew he was facing certain death. He was married and leaves a
widow.
Dakshi was a porter of the 1933 Mount Everest expedition, on
which he did splendid work throughout, especially on the North Col.
He was so reliable and so natural a mountaineer, that he was permitted to go up and down the North Col slopes accompanied by one
other porter, and without a British mountaineer with him. Of a
cheerful temperament, he never had the opportunity of going higher
than Camp 4 on Mount Everest, though he would have been quite
capable of doing so. H e perished on Nanga Parbat between Camps
8 and 7 during the night of the I rth July, where he had remained
with Gaylay and Angtsering. His father, Aphuli, lives in Darjeeling;
his widow has returned to Nepal.
Nima Dorje I1 was one of the 'tigers' on the 1933 Mount Everest
expedition. He was Brocklebank's servant on that expedition, but,

' These notes have been compiled by me from various sources, information
received from the Hon. Secretary, Eastern Section, members of the last Mount
Everest expedition, and Herr Paul Bauer. The photographs of the porters are by
Mr. J. J. Gosling, of Darjee1ing.-Ed.
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though never very strong, Was one of the party that carried loads to
Camp 6 , 27,400 feet. H e should not be confused with Nima D ~
who had previously been Hugh Ruttledge's servant on his ~~~d~
Devi climbs, who had practically reached the summit of Kametin
1931, and who during the I 933 expedition crossed the passes into
Nepal to recruit extra porters from Sola Khombu. On Nanga
Parbat, he was one of the three porters who left Camp 8 with Herren
Schneider and Aschenbrenner to break the trail for the descenton
the 8th July, and perished on the ~ o t h ,among the ropes of the
Rakiot peak above Camp 5, probably from sheer exhaustion. His
widow, Pasang Sherpani, and a son live at Darjeeling.
Nima Tashi was with Paul Bauer in 1929 and 1931,on Kangchen.
junga, and acted as occasional mess-boy on the Mount Everest
expedition in 1933, when he reached Camp 4. He went from
Shekar to Sola Khombu in that year with Nima Dorje I to recruit
extra porters. O n Nanga Parbat he left Camp 8 above the Silver
Saddle with the main body on the 8th July, and died under the same
conditions as Nima Dorje I1 on the ropes of the Rakiot Peak near
Camp 5 late on the 10th July.
Nima Norbu was about 2 0 years of age but looked much younger.
He was on the Mount Everest expedition in 1933, where he acted
as assistant to his brother Lhakpa Cheday, head mess-man and
occasional cook, and was mess-boy a t Camps 3 and 4. He was not
permitted to go higher on account of his age. He died from exposure
in the snow between Camps 8 and 7 during the night of the 8th July.
Nima Norbu was unmarried; his brother, Lhakpa Cheday, is still
living a t Darjeeling, but his father, Apute Sherpa, left in I934 for
Nepal.
Pinju Norbu, alias Pinzo or Pintso Norbu, or Phinju Sherpa, son '
of Tanzing, was with Paul Bauer in 193I on Kangchenjunga, andl
accompanied Allwein and Brenner on their ascent of the
Peak. H e was also a porter on Mount Everest in 1933, going as high
as Camp 5. H e was a good natural mountaineer, who did exellen'
work on the North Col. O n Nanga Parbat he left Camp 8 with the
advance party under Schneider, and died under the same circum.
stances as Nima Dorje 11, just outside Camp 5, late on the rothJul~
All six Sherpas who died are said to have come from the
village, Sola Khombu, in the head basin of the Dudh Kosi in

K. M.

It is impossible to identify a village of this name on modern maps. Thenamc
is probably a local one for a group of villages in Khumbu, the northernmostsub.
~ u d. hB
district of Okhaldunga district, which contains the highest hamlets of the
Kosi basin, immediately south and south-west of Mount Everest The I t
Khumbu are accustomed to carry loads over the Nangpa La into Tibet by
Kyetrak glacier.

~

NOTES

parts of the earth to-day are in an unhappy state of unrest.
They are the low parts, low in altitude and low in outlook. A
few parts of the earth are left unspoilt; the loftier regions of the
Himalaya are among them. From time immemorial men have been
able to quit the anxieties of their daily life in the plains and seek
relaxation, pleasure, and peace among the mountain solitudes.
The Himalaya are becoming better known to the world. The
days when they were visited only by survey officers, travellers, and
sportsmen, escaping from the heat of the plains, are gone. Every
year more secrets are revealed, more hidden paths are trodden; and
every traveller, maybe quite unconsciously, reaps where his predecessors have sown. Every new achievement has a long history of
preparation behind it. A great summit may be seen from the plains
and fixed; a surveyor locates the approaches to its base; travellers
remark on its beauty and pass it by; perhaps a mountaineer, unprepared to come to grips, may play about its skirts. Between this
stage and the day when the summit is reached many years may elapse.
Richard Strachey, as long ago as 1848, first found Kamet; Adolf
and Robert Schlagintweit were next to see it; Ryall, of the Survey
of India, fixed its position and height accurately in 1875, and
Pocock surveyed its western flanks. Detailed reconnaissance began
in 1907. Bruce, Mumm, Longstaff, Morris Slingsby, Meade, Kellas,
Morshead, and possibly others, all played their part, before Smythe
led his party to a well-planned victory in I 93 I .
So it is, and so it should be, with other great peaks of the Himalaya.
None become the personal property of any one man, still less of any
one nation. Each subscribes his contribution to the ultimate object.
Nations and nationalism have nothing to do with the matter. A man
of one nation may show the way, a man of another nation may reach
the summit; a man of a third may help towards success from an
office in Simla or in London; without the Himalayan porter no
success is possible; all have contributed.
There has been talk of 'poaching'. Poaching consists of snaring
things from another man's property. I t is not applicable to the great
mountains of the Himalaya. No man and no nation has a prescriptive right to climb any of the summits, except with the permission
of those to whom they belong; though one who has shown his
competence has a better claim to consideration than one who has
ANY
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not. In many forms of international sport friendly rivalry is giving
place to a passionate nationalism. There is no place for this in the
Himalaya. There should be friendly co-operation between mountaineers of all nations, though, owing to human weaknesxs, inter.
national high-climbing parties may be inadvisable.
One curse of Himalayan climbing is the straining after high
altitude records. I t was held for many years by a humble member
of the Survey of India who placed a pole on the summit of Shilla in
Spiti, 23,050 feet, in 1860. He did not know the altitude, and we
do not know his name. The modesty of the man who achieved
this feat should be a lesson to modern record-seekers.

MY.Hugh Ruttledge.
'The Founder's Medal of the Royal Geographical Society was
awarded in 1934 to Mr. Hugh Ruttledge for his journeys in the
Kumaun and Garhwal Himalaya, and for his leadership of the 1933
Mount Everest expedition.
Mr. Ruttledge joined the Indian Civil Service in 1909and retired
from it in 193I . He is a Founder Member of the Himalayan Club.
He began climbing in a modest way at Zermatt in 1906, where,
during a spell of bad weather, he met Edward Whyrnper, who first
interested him in mountaineering. Owing to work in India, Mr.
Ruttledge's visits to Switzerland were few and far between, being
limited to three seasons, I 92 I , I 928, and I 93 1. While in the I.CaS.
he was stationed at Almora, from 1925 to 1929, first as Deputy
Commissioner, then as Settlement Officer. It was during this period
that he carried out a number ofjourneys of importance.
In 1925, with his wife, R. C. Wilson (now ~ajor-General),
and
Cecil Carfrae, he made an attempt on Traill's pass from the south, .
explored the upper reaches of the Milam glacier, and reconnoitred
the north side of Traill's pass from the Lwanl Gadh. In 1926, with
his wife, R. C. Wilson, and T. H. Somervell, he explored the Timphu
glacier, carried out various climbs, crossed the Lipu Lekh (pas)
into Tibet, and made the circuit of Mount Kailas. He also reachd a '
point about 18,000 feet high on the southern face of Kaila~After
recrossing the watershed into India by the Anta Dhura Pass, he
made the first crossing of Traill's pass since 1865.
In 1927, with his wife and T. G. Longstaff, he made the
exploration of the Nandagini glacier, and in the following Year the
first exploration of the Kedarnath glacier, with A. W. Ibboaon In
1929 he crossed the Lebong pass and attempted the east ridge
Panch Chuli with his wife. In I 928 and 193I he was in switzerbnd' '
I n 1932, after his retirement, he returned again to the Himalayaand
%
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tried, with the guide &mile Rey of Courmayeur, to force a way into
the Nanda Devi basin by way of the Sundardhunga col, a reconnaissance which was useful to Messrs. Shipton and Tilman in 1934,
when they made the first exploration of the inner basin and came
out by the Sundardhunga co1.I Before taking the field against Mount
Everest Mr. Ruttledge studied the problems connected with the
attack from every point of view. The result was, in Sir Geoffrey
Corbett's words: 'There has never been a n attempt on a mountain
more carefully prepared, more methodically directed'-and
one
might truthfully add, more unselfishly led.
He has been selected to lead the I 935-6 Mount Everest expedition,
for which permission has now been granted by the Tibetan Government.
Mr. D. JV. Wadia
The Back Grant of the Royal Geographical Society was awarded
in 1934 to Mr. D. N. Wadia, of the Geological Survey of India, for
his studies of the Himalayan axis and other problems of Indian
geomorphology of importance to geographers. Previous to joining
the Geological Survey of India in 192I Mr. Wadia was professor of
geology at the Prince of Wales's College in Jammu. I t was here that
he wrote his text-book on The Geology of India in 1g 1g (2nd edition,
1926). Since then he has worked almost entirely in the Kashmir and
Hazara Himalaya, in the Potwar region, and in Waziristan. I t was
while working south-west of the Pir Panjal range in Punch, and
north-westwards towards Kaghan, that the syntaxial structure of
the north-west Himalaya first suggested itself. His paper on the
tectonics and orogeny of the mountains here is of outstanding imporMr. Wadia has also done valuable pioneer
tance to ge~graphers.~
research on the rocks of Nanga Parbat and of other regions in
Kashmir and Punch. In 1934 he was engaged in investigating the
effectsof the earthquake in Bihar.

THECHONGKUMDAN
GLACIERDAMIN 1934
A report received from Mr. T. Durji, the sub-overseer a t Leh,
through the Assistant Engineer of the Kargil subdivision, and
through the Resident of Kashmir, gives the following interesting
information regarding the condition of the Chong Kumdan dam in
1934. A minor flood, according to the Saser Brangsa river-guard,
occurred during the year 1934 ('on the 6th Sawan, I 99 I,). The total
volume of the flood was less than half that of 1933; and that of 1933
was not of dangerous dimensions.
Supra, p. 24. See also Himalayan Journal, vol. v, p. 3 1.
Records of the Geological Survey of India, vol. Ixv, pt. 2, 1931, PP. '90-220. See
also supra, pp. 49-5
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Mr. Durji reports that the width of the dam across the river-bed
has greatly diminished since he visited the dam in 1932,especia~ly
in the southern corner. The width along the axis of the shyok river
is now not more than 600 feet, the height is from 200 to 250 feet in
the middle of the glacier and little more than 100 feet at the edger,
The dam has changed its shape considerably, especially at the centre
and southern corner. The channel through which the lake is
emptied is now from I 5 0 to 200 feet wide at its upstream side, and
from 350 to 4-00 feet wide at its southern exit. In view of the
degeneration Mr. Durji considers that there is no probability o f a
catastrophic flood in the near future, though temporary stoppages
may still result in 'nominal' floods.
The subject of 'threatening' glaciers, such as the Chong Kurndan,
was discussed at an afternoon meeting of the Royal Geographical
Society held in London on the 19th November 1934.' The Nevado
glacier, in the Andes, very similar to the Chong Kumdan, had
advanced, blocked the Rio Plomo valley, and impounded a lake.
The dam burst in January I 934, and the flood caused by the released
waters of the Rio Plomo destroyed the great railway bridge over the
Mendoza river, many miles downstream, tore up a considerable
section of the Transandine railway, and wiped out the electric power
station. The Mendoza bridge lies on the only direct line uniting the
capitals of Argentina and Chile, but before rebuilding it it was felt
that further information was required regarding the probability ol
a similar flood in the future.
The discussion brought together the data derived from the study
of similar glaciers in the Karakoram, but it was obvious that we are
still very ignorant of the actual causes of such sudden advancesof
glacier tongues. India can contribute considerably to this question!
,
for there are a number of glaciers that are known to make
advances. I t is to be hoped, therefore, that travellers will co-operate
by reporting any unusual movements of glaciers. In Himalyn
Journal, vol. iii, pp. I 29-30, Sir Edwin Pascoe gave a list of glaclers
that have been observed and whose movements have been reported
in the Records of the Geological Surqv of India. It only remains to add '
that three are very likely to be of considerable interest during Ie
next few years, the Yengutz Har, the Minapin, and the Kichik
Kurndan. The first two are in Nagar, the last in the upper Shyok
valley. They are very likely to advance suddenlyfor several rnfim'
during the next few years. I t is to be hoped that officersstationed
a'
Gilgit will continue to carry on the extremely useful observation'
they have made during the last few years, and that travellen
upper Shyok will report on the glaciers in that regionI

.

Geographical Journal, vol. lxxxv, 1935, PP. 24-49.
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In another section of this Journal some details are given concerning
the porters, Gaylay, Dakshi, Nima Dorje 11, Nima Tashi, Nima
Norbu, and Pinju Norbu, who died on Nanga Parbat. The following
notes have been compiled from information received from the
Honorary Secretary of the Eastern Section of the Club, from Hugh
Ruttledge, Paul Bauer, Frank Smythe, and other members of recent
expeditions to the Himalaya. Owing to the difficulty of obtaining
exact records, the Eastern Section is now distributing official Club
books to each porter engaged on major Himalayan expeditions, and
during the winter General the Hon. C. G. Bruce took up to Darjeeling a further supply and distributed them. I t is hoped that
travellers will co-operate by keeping exact records in these books.
Besides the six men who lost their lives on Nanga Parbat, the following porters from Darjeeling are known to have accompanied the
expedition:'
Lewa, S. (head sirdar); Sonam Tobgay, B. (assistant sirdar); Nima
Dorje I, S. (assistant cook); Jigmay Ishering, S. (s/o Tenchedar,
medical orderly to Dr. Bernard, and interpreter).
Porters:
I . Kitar, S. [22, 24, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33 (Ruttledge), 1934 (Merkl).]
2. Angtsering, S. [29, ~ I B 32,
,
33 (Ruttledge), 1934 (Merkl).]
3. Pasang Kikuli, S. [29, 30, 3 IB, 33 (McLean, frostbitten), 1934
(Wieland).]
4. Pasang s/o Mingma, S. [29, 30, 33 (Birnie, frostbitten), 1934
(Schneider).]
5. Jigmay, S. [33 (Wyn-Harris), 1934 (Welzenbach) .]
6. Pasang Norbu, s/o Ah-Phutti, S. [rg, 3113 (Brenner), 1934
(Bechtold).]
7. Angtenjing, S. [24 (Norton), 1934 (Drexel).]
8. Pasang Lama, S. [24 (Norton), 1934.1
ReJemes:
B. = Bhutia; S. = Sherpa.
2 I. Mount

Everest reconnaissance, 192I.
22. 2nd Mount Everest expedition, 1922.
24. 3rd Mount Everest expedition, 1924.
29. 1st Bauer ~ a n ~ c h e n j u nexpedition,
~a
I 929.
30. Dyhrenfurth Kangchenjunga expedition, 1930.
31. Srnythe Kamet expedition, 1 931.
3 18.2nd Bauer Kangchenjunga expedition, I 93 I .
32. Ruttledge, Kurnaun, 1932.
33. 4th Mount Everest expedition, 1933.
3 3 ~ .Kingdon Ward, Tibet, 1933.
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g. Angnima, S. [3 I (Holdsworth), I 934 (Miillritter).]
10. Nima Tendrup, B. [2 1 ~ 2 224,29,30,3
,
1% 32,33 (Smythe),1934
(Finsterwalder).]
I I . Pasang Dorje, S. [30, 33 (Shebbeare), 1934 (Raechl).]
12. Tashi Tendrup, B. [22, 24, 29, 30, ~ I B 33w,
,
1934 (Misch).]
13. Wangdi Norbu (or Ongdi), B. [ng, 30, 32, 33 (Wood-J.,pm.
monia), 1934 (Frier).]
14. Dawa Tendrup, S. [33 (Smythe), 1934.1
15. Kusang, B. [ ~ I B ,33 (Longland,frostbitten feet), 1934.1
16. Lobsang Tenjing, B. [33, 1934.1
'7. Ills, S. [33 (Wager), 1934.1
18. Lobsang, S. [29, 33, 1934.1
19. Namgyal, B. [33 (Ruttledge), 1934.1
20. Nima, S. (Lewa's brother-in-law), [31 (Shipton), 1934 (Miillri t ter) .]
2 I . Norbu Sonam, S. [33, 1934.1
22. Thundu (Tendrup ?), B. [33, 1934.1
23. Palden (or Palten), S. [33 (wireless), 1934 (cinema).]
u , [24, 3 IS, I 934.1
24. N u ~ ~ S.
There are said to have been thirty-five men enlisted in Dajeeling,
some Bhutias and some Sherpas. This number appears to be made
up of the two sirdars, the cook, the interpreter, the twenty-four men
whose names are given above, the six who died, and one, Purba
Tenjing, who was enlisted, but did not actually go. Of those who
went, twenty-nine received from the survivors of the expedition the
highest praise. Lewa lived up to his great reputation as a first-class
sirdar, and among other feats of endurance carried medicines from ,
the Base Camp to Camp I through soft snow during the heat ofthe
day on the 8th June in the effort to save Herr Drexel, who was dying ,
of pneumonia. I t should be remembered that Lewa lost his toes from
frostbite on the Kamet expedition of 193I .
O n the same day two porters, Palden, an exceptionally strongman
who was servant to the wireless members of the 1933Mount Everest
expedition, and Pasang Norbu, achieved the almost incredible feat '
of carrying a message from Camp 2 to Camp 3, then going
half-way to Camp I to meet the doctor and bring up his loads
Camp 2. At 7 p.m. they again went down to Camp I , in a mow
storm, and carried oxygen to Camp 2 during the night, a steep climb
which they accomplished in the dark in four hours. Pasang NorbU
a
was one of the survivors of Camp 8, as stated below.
An especial word of praise is due to Nirna Tendrup (TondupOr
Thondup), one of the older men, who has been on every lnajor '
Himalayan expedition since the first Mount Everest expedition
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1921. His list includes all four Mount Everest expeditions, the 1929
and 1930 Kangchenjunga expeditions, and the Kamet climb of
1931. He missed the Kangchenjunga expedition of 1931 solely
because he had gone to Kamet. H e was Frank Smythe's servant in
1931 and 1933. Affectionately known as 'the old soldier', it was
amazing the amount of work that he was able to do in I 934, in spite
of his forty years of age.
Of the eleven porters and five Europeans who were overtaken by
the storm at Camp 8, six porters and three Germans died. Of the
three porters who accompanied the advanced party under Schneider
and Aschenbrenner, Pinju Norbu and Nima Dorje I1 (Aschenbrenner's servant) died near Camp 5 on the roth, while Pasang
Norbu reached Camp 4 the same day. This is not the Pasang, son
of Mingma, who was Birnie's servant on Mount Everest in 1933,
who then reached Camp 5, but lost two fingers from frostbite.
Kitar, Pasang Kikuli, Dawa Tendrup, and Angtsering are the
sole survivors of the party that left Camp 8 later on the 8th. Kitar
was on the Mount Everest expeditions of 1922 and 1924, with Paul
Bauer in 1929, with Dyhrenfurth in 1930, and again with Bauer in
I931 on Kangchenjunga. H e was with Hugh Ruttledge in Kumaun
in I 932 and his servant on Mount Everest in 1933, where he reached
Camp 5. Pasang Kikuli was also on the three Kangchenjunga
expeditions, reached Camp 5 on Mount Everest in 1933, where he
was one of the best of the porters, but was frostbitten. Dawa
Tendrup, alias Da Thondu or Dawa Thondup, was also an excellent
porter who spent three nights a t Camp 5 on Mount Everest. O n
Nanga Parbat these three passed the night of the 8th in the snow
above Camp 7, in a hole dug in the snow near Camp 6 on the gth,
and, picking up Pasang Norbu near Camp 5 on the ~ o t h brought
,
him down to Camp 4 the same day.
Norbu Sonam, who was Sonam Tobgay's brother-in-law, acted
as medical orderly on Nanga Parbat, and went as high as Camp 7.
On his return from Nanga Parbat he went into northern Sikkim
with Messrs. G. B. Gourlay and J. B. Auden during the autumn of
'934, and unfortunately contracted the virulent form of malaria
which was rife in the Tista valley a t that period. He died in Darjeeling.
Angtsering,' who left Camp 8 with Merkl and Gaylay, last of all,
There has been considerable confusion regarding the identity of the porter
Angtsering. In the first newspaper accounts he was stated to be the Angtsering of
Camp 6 of the 1933 Mount Everest expedition. This was not so. In the circular
sent out announcing Herr Bechtold's book Deutsche am Nanga Parbat, a photograph,
purporting to be of Angtsering, is most certainly of Pasang Kikuli, and is correctly
so labelled in the book, plate 70. The photographs shown of Angtsering in plates
7 1 and 76 are evidently not of the same person. Plate 7 1 is of Angtsering. Plate 76

Notes
was snow-blind during the early part of the descent. It seems l l e j y
that this fact and the weakness of Dakshi delayed the rearmost party,
which failed to reach Camp 7 and spent the night of the 8th in the
snow. Angtsering spent the nights of the gth, r oth, r r th, and 12th
in Camp 7 or between this and Camp 6. On the 13th he paned the
night with Merkl and Gaylay in a snow cave near Camp 6 and the
next day reached Camp 4 alone, having been six days without
food. Angtsering first accompanied Paul Bauer on Kangchenjunga
in 1929 and in 193I , was with Hugh Ruttledge in Kumaun in 1932
and his servant on Mount Everest. He is not the Angtsering of the
party that established Camp 6 on Mount Everest, but surely no
'tiger' ever surpassed this man in endurance.
After the expedition Angtsering was in hospital in Darjeeling for
some time. He lost several toes from frostbite. Early in December
1934 Herr Bechtold heard that he was not yet fit enough to earn a
livelihood, and cabled at once to the German Consulate in Calcutta
to supply money for his needs. Dr. Richter immediately communicated with the Eastern Section of the Himalayan Club. Through
friends in Darjeeling the Club kept in touch with Angtsering, and
monthly instalments sufficient to support him, his wife and two
children were paid to him, from the money received from the
German expedition, until he was fit enough to work again.
In connexion with the question of compensation to the dependants
of those who lost their lives, there is no truth whatever in the statements which appeared in certain newspapers regarding the inadequacy of the compensation paid to the dependants of those who
lost their lives on Nanga Parbat. Compensation was carefully fixed
by representatives of the Expedition, the Himalayan Club, and the
German Consulate.

Few incidents illustrate the change that the conquest of the air is
making in the world than the following story which has reached us
from a correspondent in Kashmir.
Lieutenant A. A. M. Best, Assistant Political Agent in Chilas, who
was alone with his wife at Babusar, nearly ro,ooo feet above sea.
level, on a spur of Nanga Parbat, 27 miles from Chilas, was taken
desperately ill with appendicitis in June. On receiving the
his illness, the Resident in Kashmir asked for a surgeon to be
patched by air from Peshawar. There is no landing-gr~undbetween
shows Angtenjing, who was Drexel's servant in 1934, not Angtsering. It
lh"
uncertainties that led both Ruttledge and Bauer to doubt the identity of
Angbering of Nanga Parbat with the Angtsering of Kangchenjunga, 1g19 and
1931, Kumaun, 1932, and Mount Everest, 1933.
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Peshawar and Chilas, and planes have to rise to over 20,000 feet to
clear the ranges. Lieutenant Best had been in great pain for ninety
hours before the news reached Peshawar; there was no doctor nearer
than Srinagar, fifteen marches away.
The officer commanding the R.A.F. a t Peshawar made immediate
arrangements to send up Dr. Hukam Chand and a n anaesthetist by
air. The planes reached Chilas in two hours, a journey that usually
takes fifteen days by road. Lieutenant Best was then successfully
operated upon. A nursing sister was subsequently sent up by plane
to attend upon the patient.

TRAGEDY
ON MOUNT
EVEREST
Maurice Wilson's futile attempt to climb Mount Everest alone is
worthy of record for one reason only. There may be others who
believe that all but they are fools, and that no preparation, no equipment, no skill, are necessary.
A man who deliberately climbs alone breaks the first rule of
mountaineering. Such action in the high Himalaya must be treated
as madness; there is no other word for it. O n or about the 27th May
1929, and against the earnest entreaty of his porters, Edgar Francis
Farmer attempted to climb the ice-wall below the Talung saddle of
Kangchenjunga, alone; he paid the inevitable penalty of his rashness, and was not seen again. This should have been a warning, if
one was needed.
In 1934 Maurice Wilson, with no technical training and no qualification but a crazy idea that all his fellow men were fools, set out
from Darjeeling. Disguised as a Tibetan he passed through Sikkim
with three porters, entered Tibet, and reached the Rongbuk
monastery. There was nothing whatever clever in that. Here one
of his ill-equipped porters developed dysentery. Wilson, with the
other two, continued up the glacier to Camp 3, where, on the 17th
May, his porters tried to wean him from his folly. Without his porters
he persisted, attempted to climb the North Col, and perished. The
weather was perfect, the conditions ideal, the mountain took no part
in his death. He died of his own accord.

THEMOUNTAIN
CLUBOF INDIAAND

THE EASTERN
SECTION
OF THE
HIMALAYAN
CLUB
The Honorary Secretary of the Eastern Section of the Himalayan
Club sends for publication an account of the formation of the
Mountain Club of India, from which the Eastern Section of the
Himalayan Club derives.
In 1925 a large party was formed to visit the southern glaciers of
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Kangchenjunga. Many members were unable to go at the last
moment, and the difficulty of making up parties by personalaction
became obvious, though there were many interested in the area. on
the return of those who went, it was decided to form a club,ifneces.
SarY only a local organization, by getting in touch with as mnl
people as possible. The prime movers in this were Messrs. Shebbeare,
Tobin, and Houlding of Darjeeling, and Messrs. Hannah,Cooke,
Marr (Jr.), Macleod, and Allsup of Calcutta. Mr. Allsup was en.
trusted with the work. By 1926 sufficient support had come in to
warrant extension to other parts of India, but it was not till 1927 that
Mr. Allsup thought the time ripe to write to European clubs in
India and to the leading English newspapers. As a result about fifty
names came in, and it was decided to hold a meeting to decide on
further steps. General Bruce agreed to accept the position of first
president and honorary member of the club, if the meeting offered
him the post.
An inaugural meeting with the intention of founding the Mountain
Club was held at Peliti's Restaurant, Calcutta, on the ngrd September 1927, the initiative in arranging it and advertising it in the
press being taken by Mr. Allsup. Mr. H. Newman, an early and
keen supporter of the scheme and a member of the Statesman staff,
took the chair. Consequently, the issue of the Statesman for the 25th
September contained a reliable statement of the aims of the new
club, to which it devoted a leading article. This explained the desire
to attract inexperienced persons in order to assist their mountain
work, and the fact that no Alpine qualification was necessary for
membership. Ladies were to be eligible for election.
At the meeting rules were approved and office-bearers were ,
elected. General Bruce was chosen president, Mr. Allsup, honoraT
secretary, and Mr. Macleod, treasurer. There were two vice-presl'
dents and six members of the committee. The club definitelyaimed
at encouraging and assisting travel and mountaineering in all para
of India. Kindred clubs were notified of the formation of the
Mountain Club of India. Mr. Macleod afterwards found it impos*
sible to take up the position of honorary treasurer and Mr. Allsup*
took over the duties in his stead.
The founding of the Himalayan Club at Delhi, with 127 fOufer
members, and under the presidency of Field Marshal Sir
Birdwood, on the I 7th February 1928, the amalgamation of the ?
clubs on the 2 1st February 1929, and the terms of amalgamatlon'
1 The
were recounted at the time in the Himalayan Journal, vO'*
Committee of the Himalayan Club undertook to appointa
'
Committee for Calcutta, under Rule 41 ( I 2) of the ~ u l e s the
o~
b

1
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'for the purpose of furthering the objects of the Club in the provinces
of Bengal and Assam and in the Himalaya east of Nepal, and to
exercise such powers as might be delegated to it from time to time
by the Committee of the Club'. There were also certain financial
arrangements. O n the 24th February 1930 a General Meeting of
the Club decided that this Sub-committee should be called 'The
Eastern Section Committee'.
The office-bearers and members of the Calcutta Sub-committee
and of the Eastern Section Committee in various years are as follows:
Calcutta Sub-committee, 1929. .
*The Hon. Mr. A. Marr, Vice-President of the Himalayan Club
(Chairman); *Mr. G. B. Gourlay (Hon. Sec.); Mr. C. R. Cooke (Hon.
Treas.); *Lt.-Col. H. W. Tobin (Hon. Sec., Darjeeling); *Major K.
Mason, *Sir Edwin Pascoe, *Lt.-Col. J. R. L. Weir, Mr. E. 0.
Shebbeare (members).
Calcutta Sub-committee, 1930.
*The Hon. Mr. A. Marr, Vice-President of the Himalayan Club
(Chairman); *Mr. G. B. Gourlay (Hon. Sec. and Trear.);, *Lt.-Col.
H. W. Tobin (Hon. Sec., Darjeeling); Messrs. A. A. Marr, J. D. Tyson,
H. Newman, J. H. Blinko, E. 0. Shebbeare, *Lt.-Col. J. Weir
(members).
Eastern Section Committee, 1931.
*The Hon. Mr. A. Marr (Chairman); *Mr. L. R. Fawcus (Hon.
Sec.); *Mr. G. B. Gourlay (Hon. Trear.); *Lt.-Col. H. W. Tobin
(Hon. Sec., Darjeeling); Messrs. E. 0. Shebbeare, H. Newman, A. A.
Marr (members).
Eastern Section Committee, 1932.
*Mr. L. R. Fawcus (Hon. Sec.); *Mr. G. B. Gourlay (Hon. Trear.);
*Lt.-Col. H. W. Tobin (Hon. Sec., Darjeeling); Dr. A. M. Heron,
Dr. P. C. Visser, Messrs. J. S. Hannah, H. Newman, A. A. Marr
(members).
Eastern Section Committee, 1933.
(As in 1932; Mr. J. S. Hannah joined the Central Committee).
Eastern Section Committee, 1934.
*Mr. G. B. Gourlay (Chairman and Treasurer); *Mrs. H. P. V.
Townend (Hon. Sec.); *Lt.-Col. H. W. Tobin (Hon. Sec., Darjecling);
*Dr. A. M. Heron, Messrs. L. R. Fawcus, J. S. Hannah, A. A. Maw,
H. Newman, *E. 0. Shebbeare (members).

' Members of the Central Committee of the Himalayan Club.

REVIEWS
EVEREST 1933. By HUGH RU'PTLEDGE.
London: Hodder U
Stoughton, I 934. I o&x 7 inches; xvi+ 390 pages; illustrationr and
maps. 25s.
The first reaction to this book is the thrill of a great tale Featly
told- There are passages as fine as anything in Alpine literature,
But there is no need to quote extracts to those who have
enjoyed the whole. Readers of the Himalayan Journal will be more
concerned to examine critically the causes of past failure and the
prospects of future success.
There has never been a n attempt on a mountain more carefully
prepared, more methodically directed. The climbers were capable
and resolute. The porters were inspired to great performance. Yet
the final assault, starting from a camp 600 feet higher and about
400 yards horizontally nearer to the summit, got no farther than
Norton's farthest in I 924.
The weather was awful. There are not enough data to determine
what is normal on Everest in May and June. It seems that western
disturbances in May must be expected. But it had hitherto been
hoped that an interval of calm would precede the coming of the
monsoon. And the monsoon itself is not ordinarily active in the
Eastern Himalaya before the 10th June. In 1933 western distup
bances were almost continuous in May; there was no marked
interval of calm; and in the last week of May the monsoon was
already making itself felt. The arrival of monsoon conditions on
Everest is decisive. The dry winds of western disturbances remove
snow almost as quickly as it falls. I t is the moisture of the advancing
monsoon currents that cloaks the summit with snow and makes the
outward-dipping slabs impassable.
Everest, a t any time, is not a mountain that gives a second chance*
In the conditions of 1933 it was the more urgent to seize with
hands whatever opportunity offered. I t may be that the mountain
was unclimbable in 1933. But within the limits imposed
weather there were three mistakes or mishaps which may have
affected the issue:
(1)

(2)

the failure to establish Camp 5 on the 20th May, and lhe
consequent failure to make full use of the three favourab"
days, the 20th to the ~ 2 n d ;
the instructions to Wyn Harris and Wager to reconnoitn the
second step on the 30th May;
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(3) Shipton's illness on the 1st June, which left Smythe to make
the last assault alone.
It is invidious to be wise after the event, but we cannot afford to
ignore the lessons to be learnt.
About the first of these incidents it is enough to say that the leader,
as he himself now recognizes, should have been a t the advanced
base, that is, a t Camp 4, to direct operations on the final peak.
Since this a t that time was not in the plan, the man a t Camp 4
with most experience should have taken charge and retrieved
the failure of the 20th. Telephonic communication with Camp 4
had not then been established.
The attempt of the 30th May was confused by a dual objective:
Wyn Harris and Wager were, first, to reconnoitre the second step,
and then, if they could not climb it, to try Norton's route. They
should have gone all out for one or the other. As it was, they were
too late to go beyond Norton's farthest, and they were not even
satisfied that the second step was unclimbable. Smythe has truly
said in a letter in the last number of the Alpine Journal,I 'Everest
will only be climbed by a man who is single-minded in the matter
of route, and any doubt or hesitancy in this respect must always
lead to defeat'. O n the 30th May the time for reconnaissance had
passed, the sands were already running out. The balance of
evidence, then as now, was that Norton's route was the more
likely to be practicable; and the first attempt should have been a
single-minded assault by Norton's route.
The attempt of the 1st June was doomed to failure from the
moment that Shipton fell ill, and Smythe was left to do what he
could alone. Solitary climbing is not a practice to be encouraged
anywhere: on the last thousand feet of Everest, in dangerous condition, it is bad mountaineering. No one will blame Smythe for going
0x1. Every one will be relieved that his skill and high courage brought
him safely back. But we ought not to repeat a plan which, after so
much effort, can culminate in so forlorn a hope.
On the other hand, it was a real achievement in such conditions
to avoid all serious accident. This is the first duty ofa leader on Everest,
and it was a duty splendidly performed. Two climbers, it is true,
had narrow escapes, glissading unroped on snow-slopes on the North
Ridge: a needless risk that a tired man is tempted to take. But the
Porters were always safely led. There is nothing finer in Himalayan
history than Longland's descent, through a blinding storm of wind
and snow, with the men who had made the great carry to Camp 6.
There is nothing more important than the care of the porters.

'
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When all is said, it is on the porters that the ascent of a great
Himalayan peak ultimately depends. No one in the Himalaya
has
ever got more Out of his men than Ruttledge did on Everest.
Among the things that the next expedition will have to considerare
acclimatization and deterioration, and the use ofoxygenapparatus
Ruttledge's plan of slow acclimatization established his me-, at
Camp 4, at 22,800 feet, far fitter than previous expeditionsfor the
final climb. But the long delays at and above Camp 4, which were
not in the plan but were compelled by the weather, led to deteriora.
tion which offset the benefit of acclimatization. It may be that this
deterioration was due to lack of oxygen: that is, that there is a height
limit thereabouts to man's capacity to acclimatize. Or it may be
that it was due to the stress and strain, mental and physical, of]&
in a high Everest camp, to the cold and the wind and the snow, bad
housing, underfeeding, and loss of sleep, the alternations ofdesperate
effort and even more deadly monotony. O r it may be that it was due
to both. However it may be, the obvious and logical remedy would
be temporary withdrawal to a rest camp, say at Camp 2, at 19,800
feet, where there would be more oxygen and greater comfort. It is
not likely that a temporary descent to I 9,800 feet would set back the
acclimatization already acquired. And, if reliefs are organized in
regular rotation and there is telephonic communication, there need
be no serious risk of opportunities missed. The climb from Camp 2 to
Camp 4 is not, after all, verygreat for a party that is acclimatized and
in good case. But it cannot be right to keep men who are deteriorating a t 22,800 feet or higher continuously for nearly three weeks.
An alternative is to carry oxygen apparatus, either to forestall
acclimatization or to counteract deterioration. Much has been
written both for and against this aid. It may or may not be requhd
by any particular climber in any articular year. But it is norv ,
generally agreed that in so great a hazard oxygen apparatus, because
it is 'artificial', cannot be discarded for reasons of mere sentiment,
It is a corollary of acclimatization that the diet for the high camps
must be adjusted. 'Oh, for a few dozen eggs' is a story that evel):
one would like to claim. This is not the place for detailed criticism '
or suggestion. I t does, however, seem surprising to any one acc,us'
tomed to Himalayan travel that there was no ~rovisionfor bak'ng
regular supplies of bread. Biscuits soon become a sickening
tute. Vita-Weat or Ryvita would at least have been preferable.
Wireless made good. I t is frequently said that an attemptO"
Everest is a fight against time and the monsoon; and prompt repom
of the enemy's advance are obviously vital. The chapten on the
weather and Himalayan meteorology add to our knowledge, lnd'
should increase confidence in weather reports in future lnterna'

.
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communication between camps by telephone was also invaluable.
There is always a danger, however, that too perfect communication
may lead to interference and divided responsibility. The decision to
abandon the expedition was certainly confused. This should have
been the responsibility of the leader alone. As it was, the opportunity
to observe conditions on Everest from July onwards was lost.
But the thing that really sticks out is this: the whole plan, the
whole organization should concentrate on one thing, to place the
strongest possible party, adequately supported, in the highest possible camp. The number and position of the camps are matters for
the most careful thought. Smythe's letter in the Alpine Journal,
already quoted, is a n important summary of his own views. H e
considers that the passage of the couloir, a t which previous assaults
have ended, should be made secure, for about 400 feet, with pitons
and fixed ropes. I t has even been suggested that there should be
a light advanced camp beyond the couloir, on the final pyramid.
In any case, if the summit is to be reached, it is difficult to escape
the conclusion that there should be a camp within striking distance
of the couloir, with comfortable tentage and well provisioned, in
which four climbers and, say, four porters could ride out bad
weather. Some of us are old-fashioned enough to think that a
party of three would attack the passage of the couloir more safely,
and, therefore, more confidently and effectively than a party of two.
Some of us would like to see a porter in the party which reaches the
summit. There must a t least be a sufficient reserve to avoid repetition
of the fiasco of the 1st June 1933. Nor should a party which is
going for the summit be required to descend again below the highest
camp. These may seem counsels of perfection; but it becomes a
question whether the preliminary effort is worth while if this much,
at the last stage, is considered to be impracticable.
It would be unwise, however, to take it as axiomatic that the
present route from the north is the only, or even the best, way to the
top. If the outward-dipping slabs are impassable when covered with
snow, it follows that success by this route must always be something
of a gamble, depending on the presence or absence of snow at
28,000 feet. A reconnaissance of the south-west side, if it is ever
politically possible, would be most interesting. The snow-line, no
doubt, would be lower, and the slope may look steeper; but the rocks
on this side would presumablydip inwards. I t may be in fact, the old
problem of the Matterhorn, which was stated by Whymper in his
Scrambles. Moreover the south-west side of the mountain would be
more sheltered from the torture of the west winds. Greater exposure
to the monsoon would matter less, for, when the monsoon comes,
the thing is finished any way.
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I t may be that the top has been reached already, by Malloryand
Irvine in 1924. Ode11 may or may not have seen them bdowor
above the second step. The axe which was found by Wyn Hami
proves nothing. But the balance of probability is that there was a
slip where the axe was found, on the descent, by an exhausted and
perhaps benighted climber. The height which may previously
been reached is only limited by the strength and purpose of a man
who was fey, and his devoted comrade.
I t is to be hoped, a t any rate, that Everest will soon be climbed by
some one. Not until then will there be an end of altitude rivalry;not
until then will the Himalaya be the mountaineer's playground.
G. L. CORBE~T.
ha\le

DEUTSCHE AM NANGA PARBAT: DERA N C ~ F1934,
, By ,
FRITZ~ ~ C H T O L DMunich:
.
F. Bruckmann, 1935. 10x 7 incha;
I 48 pages; numerous illustrations. ~ k 3.50.
.
Fritz Bechtold's story of the German expedition to Nanga Parbat
written for this Journal is an abbreviated version of his book. All
who can should read the fuller story. 'In the manner of his telling',
writes the President of the Alpine Club, 'in the simplicity of his style,
in his loyalty to his comrades, Austro-German and Himalayan,
Herr Bechtold has gained the respect and sympathy of every mountaineer'.' Elsewhere in this volume of the Himalayan Journal are
recorded the achievements of the dead men. To quote again from
Colonel Strutt's review: 'From beginning to end of the expedition
it is plain that sahibs and natives were in the best possible relation. The story is one long tribute to the thirty-five Darjeeling
men, and, reading between the lines, we realize mutual trust, mutual ,
affection.'
I counted Willy Merkl among my friends. Truth, honour, courage] '
loyalty, devotion, he had all the qualities of a leader who inspins
great confidence. H e told us in London his plans, and we
instinctively that he would succeed. The Himalayan Club in India
helped him to recruit the best trained porters in the Himalaya
had the best wishes of his fellow members of the Club and the '
devotion of a first-class team.
Let each who goes on a pilgrimage to the high Himalaya learn
what he can from the disaster. If it is loyalty misplaced that forbid'
two men to reach a summit without their leader, it is high loyalo'
:
If, as some say, it is unwise to put such strength so high, at least
'I1
were none half-hearted in fighting out the issue. If there
error, it was one of judgement. We all make such errors; Ihe
make fewest. Success in such a venture depends on the leade"Vill '
I

'
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and judgement, on the loyalty and support of his team, on their
tenacity and unselfishness.
This is a story of great loyalty, single-mindedness, grim determination, self-sacrifice, and of a defeat turned to victory. The lessons are
worth learning.
Nanga Parbat lulls the party to security, then strikes. Perhaps
they stay too high too long. Now I see two men battling against the
storm. They plough their way downwards through the deep snow
and make a track for the rest to follow closely. The snow particles
are driven like red-hot needles against their burning faces; they
cannot see ten paces. They do all that is asked of them and more.
The rest are following slowly; none will leave the weakest in each
party. The leader's place is last. I see him there, among the weakest
of his team, encouraging and helping them along. He cannot do
more than give his life for them. One, a t least, dies for him. 'Defeat
KENNETH
MASON.
and victory lay side by side.'
ERCEBNISSE
DER NIEDERKARAKORUM: WISSENSCHAFTLICHE
LANDISCHEN EXPEDITIONEN
IN DEN JAHREN
1922, 1925 UND
1929-30. Edited by DR. PH. C. VISSERand JENNY VISSERHOOFT. Vo1. i. Leipzig: F. A. Brockhaus, 1935. I 1 X 7 inches;
xviii+5oo pages; illustrations and maps. (No price stated.)
This is the first volume of the collected scientific results of Dr. and
Mrs. Visser's three Karakoram expeditions. We are not told how
many volumes are to appear, but if they are to be as complete and
comprehensive as this, they will be a notable addition to the scientific
literature of this region. The contents of this first volume may be
briefly summarized as follows: I. Geography ( I I 6 pages) ; 11. Ethnography (38 pages); 111. Zoology (340 pages).
The geographical section, by Dr. Visser, begins with the historical
geography of the region and a brief account of its exploration, a
necessary introduction to the discussion that comes later, though
there is little new in it to students of the subject. There follow two
detailed accounts of Dr. Visser's own expeditions, first of his HunzaNagar explorations of 1925, then of his two journeys in 1922 and
1929-30. These are mainly in narrative form. Accounts have
appeared in English in various volumes of the Geographical Journal,'
and there is again little for English readers to learn. The fourth part
of the geographical section is important, for in it Dr. Visser summarizes his views on the question of mountain classification, though
confining himself strictly to an orogra~hicalview-point. Some may
not agree that orography alone should rule such a classification,
but it is useful to have a considered and concise statement from one

'
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more traveller who has mastered the topographical details of the
region.
Briefly, Dr. Visser's views are these. H e divides the whole mountain region between the plains of northern Asia and the plains of
India into two 'systems', separated by the Tarim Basin; these systems
he calls the North Central Asian system and the South Central Asian
system. H e then divides the south system into the K'un-lun, the
Aghil, the Karakoram, and the Himalaya, applying the term Gebirgc
to each. Probably in English it would be better to omit the word
mountains, or range, or chain from these terms. Lastly, he divides his
Gebirge into Ketten or ranges, though he does not actually apply the
word Kette to all. Thus he sub-divides his K'un-lun-Gebirge into the
Kilian-K'un-lun, the K'un-lun-Hauptkette, and the Suget-K'un-lun;
the Aghil-Gebirge into the Red-Aghil, the Aghil-Hauptkette, and
the Shaksgam-Aghil; the Karakoram-Gebirge into the KarakoramHauptkette, the Saltoro-Karakoram, and the Ladakh-Karakoram.
The complicated Hauptkette, or 'main range' of the Karakoram, is
divided into Gruppen, but here, unfortunately, the English word
'Group' hardly means what is intended, for Dr. Visser's Gruppen are
considerable lengths or sections of the main range. Probably 'section'
or 'sector' would be the best equivalent in English. We still require
the word 'group' for clusters of high peaks.
The scheme that Dr. Visser suggests is consistent and logical. We
are, however, some distance from general agreement about the
details. I n his recent edition of The Geography and Geology of the
Himalaya Mountains and Tibet (p. 12 I ) , Sir Sidney Burrard writes:
We made it clear in 1907 that our Aghil alignment was conjectural.
Filippi's and Wood's surveys in 1904 north of the Karakorum showed that
there was no Aghil range. Mason's surveys of the Shaksgarn valley in 1926
showed that there is an Aghil ridge about 100 miles long dividing the
drainage of the Shaksgam and Raskam rivers. I t is only a minor surface
feature when compared with such mighty ranges as the Karakomm and
Kunlun.

I t was Sir Francis Younghusband in 1887 who first discovered the
Aghil range. Colonel Wood discovered the 'Red Range' to the north
of it in 1914 (not I 904). The ranges were accurately put on the map
in 1926; they contain peaks higher than those of the K'un-lun Dr.
Visser's explorations have shown that they extend considerably to the
south-east, as was surmised in 1926; and he has surveyed them here
in detail. My suggested nomenclature (Geographical J o u " ~ ~ , vol.
lxxvi, 1930) included Dr. Visser's 'Shaksgam-Aghil' as a range-not
a ridge as stated by Sir Sidney Burrard-f
the Karakoram ('the
Aghil-Karakoram'). Sir Sidney classes them as a minor feature, not
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range; that is, I attach less importance to the Aghil ranges than
Dr. Visser, but very much more than Sir Sidney Burrard. An alinemerit of great ice-clad peak-clusters of over 22,000 feet seems to me
more than 'a mere surface feature'. I t is quite possible that Dr.
Visser, who elevates the Aghil into a Gebirge with three Ketten is
correct, and it is here that the geologist should give his opinion.
Dr. Visser is wisely more cautious than Sir Sidney Burrard regarding the possible extension of the Karakoram across Tibet; and
nothing can be gained by speculating further in the present state of
our knowledge. Neither of his two sketch-maps, on p. I 14 or a t the
end, extend beyond longitude 80°, but his main range of the Karakoram is undoubtedly correctly shown as following the watershed
between the Nubra and the upper Shyok, and is very similar to
that of De Terra in his recent publication.'
Enough has been said to indicate that Dr. Visser's contribution
to the subject is carefully considered and should help towards final
agreement among geographers. But the geological questions involved must not be ignored.
Mrs. Visser-Hooft's contribution to the ethnography of the region
is mainly a collection of interesting notes on such objects as language,
religion, and folk-lore; there is a useful bibliography a t the end of
this section.
The rest of the book contains a detailed list of the zoological
specimens obtained. The section occupies 340 pages and is beautifully illustrated; 87 specialists of I 7 different nations have contributed. The whole section has been arranged by Dr. J. B. Corporaal,
Director of the Zoological Museum a t Amsterdam, but there has
obviously been the closest co-operation between the members of the
expeditions, the Bombay Natural History Society, and the Zoological
Survey of India. Dr. Sunder La1 Hora and Mr. Dev Dev Mukerji
contribute an interesting account of the fishes. Mr. J. A. Sillem, who
was a member of the last expedition, deals entirely with the birds.
The completeness of the various collections is largely due to Mr.
Sillem's energy.
K. M.
a

THE HON.C . G.
HIMALAYAN WANDERER. By BRIG.-GENERAL
BRUCE. London: Alexander Maclehouse @ Co., 1934. 9 X 6 inches;
304 pages; 25 illustrations. I 2s. 6d.
In early youth the author fell in love with the hills a t his home in
clamorganshire and acquired a liking for geography, especially that
of India. He also took a youthful interest in the campaigns of Sir
Charles Napier in Sind, and was brought up on such books as The
Old Shikari and My Indian Journal by Campbell, and MacIntyre's
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Hindu Koh. Thus it was that soon after joining his regiment he introduced himself and a companion to snow mountains in Switzerland,
and accomplished a n ascent of the Wetterhorn, so that a passionfor
the Himalaya was ready to burst into flame. Finally, in 1888, he
travelled out to India with hopes ofjoining the Gurkhas.
The opinions of such a lifelong expert in Himalayan travel are
important, and it is tempting to collect them from this pleasantly
written book. His predilection, however, does not blind him to the
fact that the Alps are infinitely better as a training-ground for
mountaineers than the Himalaya. 'The place', he says, 'to learn
snow and ice work is definitely in the Alps, where one is close to the
mountains and continually a t work.' Speaking of one of the Gurkhas
who had received the most thorough training in mountaineering of
any soldier in the regiment, he says that although this man had done
an immense amount of mountain travel, his actual mountaineering
experience, that is, real mountaineering, as understood in Switzerland, would not equal for the whole of his career the experience of
the ordinary guide in full employment for one season. Moreover, the
author admits that snow and ice climbing need not be an acquirement of Gurkhas.
Of the various Himalayan districts he speaks with the enthusiasm
of a lover and a connoisseur, yet without pedantry. Of upper
Kumaun and Garhwal he says they must be 'among the most
beautiful parts of the entire Himalaya. The forest through which
we marched even satisfied me with my critical sense accustomed to
the great Kashmir forests.' Of the view from the Kuari pass he
declares that the peaks were 'steep to a degree that ~witzerland
could not compare with'. Amid so much mountain scenery that
appealed to him he seems to have loved Kulu and Lahul almost the
best, and even prefers Kulu to Kashmir for forest scenery and
colouring. Manali in Kulu he describes as a centre from which
mountaineering can be enjoyed much in the same way as in Europe)
and in gorgeous surroundings with rich valleys and woods of superb
deodars. The Parvati valley he recommends as a centre from which
many expeditions of progressive importance can be made. Lahul is
praised for its fine climate, almost beyond the reach of the monsoon,
and for its virile and honest Mongolian population. The colouring
when the moist winds arrive from India is said to be finer than thatof
Tibet. Kulu, again, for richness ofcolouring is said to vie with thatof
the southern side of the Italian Alps.
In another passage he speaks of the Karakoram and that magn1ficent peak, the Muztagh Tower whose parallel among mountains
he has never seen. Judging from the illustration, Sella's wonderful
photograph, this peak, besides its astonishing outline, possesses
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somethingof the grace and symmetry of that other incomparable
mountain, the Matterhorn.
Opinions,coming from such an authority, are indeed worthy of
attention, for General Bruce must know more of the Himalaya than
any man living. From the time that he joined the 5th Gurkhas in
the year-but the date unfortunately is not mentioned-he
has
visited almost every district in the whole Himalayan chain, with the
exception, of course, of most of the forbidden country in Nepal.
Beginning with the Kagan Hills, he took part in the Tirah campaign,
the Chilas campaign, in Conway's expedition to the Karakoram,
and in the expedition to Nanga Parbat when Mummery perished.
He is familiar with the country round Gilgit, with Hunza, Nagar,
Chitral, Kashmir, the Mahsud hills, the Dhauli Dhar range, Ladakh,
the Nun Kun, Kumaun, Garhwal, the Singalila ridge, and in one
single season of six weeks saw the three highest mountains in the
world: Everest, KZ, and Kangchenjunga.
Of the innumerable hill peoples that he has met he gives high
praise to the shikaris of the Hindu Kush for their powers as hillmen
and their knowledge of game. He also says that of all the tribes in
the great Hindu Kush with whom he has had to do 'as movers over
the hill-sides' the Hunza men stand first, although he admits they
have a fear of ice and cannot compare with the Sherpas and
Tibetans of the east as yet. H e thinks that although the Hunzakuts
mostly live as low as 5,000 feet they ought to do first-class service to
mountaineers in the future.
There are very few errata in this very interesting book, but on
P. 288 the omission of a comma wrongly implies that Professor
Dyhrenfurth ascended Kamet. O n p. 291 'Captain Morris' should
evidently read as 'Captain Morris Slingsby' and Mr. de Fonblanque's
name has been misspelt on p. I 6 I .
In conclusion we may quote General Bruce's description of the
view of Nanga Parbat from Gor. He says of it:
No need here to have a sense of scale-the size and majesty were apparent.

I cannot believe that there is its equal in any part of the world. May be
there is some place in Nepal equally gloriously situated-there is one that
I have my eye on as a possibility, but which I shall never see to verify. [The
reviewer wonders if the author is referring to the gorge of the Kali.] I still
keep in mind, however, as an unforgettable experience in the mountains
that overwhelming landscape. It gave me a feeling of impossibility, it gave
me also a feeling that one wasn't there, and it also gave me a feeling that if
One was there one didn't matter.

There are no purple patches in General Bruce's books, but in the
last few lines he is surely expressing the deepest emotions of a
mountaineer.
C. F. MEADE
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A PLANT HUNTER I N TIBET. By F. KINGDON
WARD.London:
Jonathan Cape, 1934. 8 x 6 inches; 3 I 8 pages; illustrations and maps.
I 2s. 6d.
I t is difficult to keep count of the number of journeys Captain
Kingdon Ward has made to the frontier region of Burma, Assam,
and Tibet. He reminds us that it is his twelfth. He dashes out,
travels and collects, dashes back, every one falls upon him, the
Secretary of the Royal Geographical Society, and of the Linnean
Society of London, his horticultural friends, Kew, and his publisher.
Then back he dashes again. We just squeezed a paper out of him
on 'The Forests of Tibet' for this volume of the Himalayan Journal,
completed, as he remarked on half a sheet of notepaper, two days
before he disappeared again, 'after working like a black-like ten
blacks!' . . 'P.S. Sorry! I leave on Thursday. I was just settling
down; but one has to live!'
This is by way of apologizing to his fellow members of the Club
for not telling them in the Journal where he went last time and what
he did.
In A Plant Hunter in Tibet Kingdon Ward tells us the story. Seizing
a favourable moment he obtained permission to enter south-eastern
Tibet and explore the country between Rima and the Salween. He
went up the Lohit of Assam to Rima, in unadministered country, up
the Rong T o Chu to Rongyul in Tibetan Zayul, from there to the
junction of the Ata Chu and the Zayul Ngu Chu, which is the name
given to the upper Rong T o stream, and over the Ata Kang La to
Shugden Gompa in the Nagong district of Tibet. As far as the Ata
Kang La he had Ronald Kaulback to survey the country and
Brooks-Carrington as camera-man. Thereafter he travelled alone,
botanizing, plant-collecting, observing, and surveying. Shugden
Gompa was almost, but not quite unknown, for it had been visited
by that intrepid explorer, A. K., of the Survey of India, in 1882,and
by Colonel Bailey in I g I I , for a day; but Kingdon Ward tells us
much more about it. Particularly interesting are his observations on
the physical and plant geography of the region.
From Shugden Gompa Kingdon Ward struck north in search of
the Salween, crossed the Poyii La, a pass of about 15,000 feet, and
followed the Tsa Chu valley almost down to the Salween, which he
found entrenched in a deep valley at an altitude of 9,240 feet. He
then returned by another new route, by the Aju Chu to Shugden,
whence other exploratory journeys of importance were made. He
recrossed the Ata Kang La to Modung, passed down the Rang
Chu to Mugu, and explored from there the Jara La which was last
seen by white men in 1913. He returned over the Mishmi hills by
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the Dri La and the Delei river, some of which he had traversed on
a previous expedition.
This very inadequate summary must suffice as a n indication only
of the country explored and mapped. The story is of exceptional
interest and the author's manner of telling it vivid. H e has a n
amusing and expressive way of describing incidents and of noting
the things he sees; and yet when he gets on to his particular subjects
of plants or geography, he is all seriousness a t once.
Apart from his collection of plants, the main contribution of this
journey is the pioneer exploration of a large block of country between
the Rong To Chu, north of Rima, and the Salween a t a point very
far from that previously reached by European explorers. This block
was previously almost a complete blank on our maps. Kingdon
Ward shows how Shugden Gompa is situated in the heart of a great
range dividing the Rong T o Chu and the Salween, and he suggests
that the Great Himalayan range does not follow the orographical
grain of the country but trends south-eastwards across China to the
Pacific Coast.' Geographers may or may not agree with him; a t
present there are arguments on both sides, and as he wisely writes in
his paper in this Journal, 'There are years of patient work to be done
yet before we shall be in a position to say definitely how the mountain
folds run'. At present much too little is known to settle this question
one way or another, and it is to be hoped that a competent geologist
will make a detailed survey of the question, based on definite
observations and not on theory. Meanwhile it is only necessary to
stress, as the author does in his paper in this Journal, that his unorthodox view is a t present an hypothesis only. As much, and no
more, can be said of the more orthodox idea.
'I hope you liked my book! I don't expect you to agree with it!'
he wrote just before he dashed back to the East. I can assure him,
wherever he is, that his hope is justified. Every one, in fact, who
takes any interest in courageous travel, or in the plants and geoK. M.
8aPhy of the region, should buy it for himself.

TIBETAN TREK. By RONALD
KAULBACK.
London: Hodder G'
Stoughton, I 934. g x 6 inches; 3oopages; illustrationsand maps. I 2s. 6d.
Mr. Kaulback, in common with many of his generation, found
Some difficulty in hitting upon a career; but having flirted with the
medical profession, the Army, and the Diplomatic Service, he
determined that he would not waste his youth, joined the Royal
Geographical Society, and learnt 'the bed-rock knowledge required
of an explorer-a knowledge of surveyingy. His reward was an
invitation from Captain Kingdon Ward to join an expedition into

' See also supra, p. 105; and Geographical Journal,

vol. Ixxxiv, p. 389.
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one of the less frequented parts of Tibet to collect new flowers and
plants for cultivation in England.
The country traversed by Kaulback on this expedition was that
portion of north-eastern Assam and southern Tibet, which lies
between latitudes 27" 50' and 29" 10' N., and longitudes 95" 40' and
98" E. The party travelled up the Lohit valley from Sadiya, where
Kaulback formed no great affection for the idle, supercilious, Digaru
Mishmis. They soon reached unadministered country, where they
encountered the many plagues of the tropical jungle, sand-flies,
blister-flies, mosquitoes, leeches, and the rest. Though Kaulback is
filled with horror by spiders and leeches, he shows an uncanny
familiarity with snakes, however venomous, more than one of which
he keeps as a pet during the journey, tucked away in his shirt, to the
understandable disquietude of his companions.
The author accompanied Captain Kingdon Ward through Rima
and Shigatang. At Rongyul a bitter disappointment was in store
for him. A communication from the Government of India, which
should have reached them before they left Sadiya, arrived forbidding
him to enter Tibet, because his name was not expressly mentioned
on Kingdon Ward's permit. Permission was, however, obtained for
him to travel as far as the Ata Kang La, the pass that divides the
province of Zayul from that of Nagong. This was some consolation
to the author, who gives some interesting sidelights on the customs
of the people.
At the end of June the party began to climb in earnest. On the
15th July Kaulback had to turn back. He pays a tribute to Captain
Kingdon Ward, who had 'not only been a magnificent leader. . . but
a most marvellous companion'. Thereafter he was to taste the cares
and responsibility of a leader himself, in a land practically unknown
after he turned south-eastwards from Rima towards Burma. The
Lohit valley through which they had come from Assam would have
been almost impassable during the monsoon. The wisest course was
therefore to attempt to reach Fort Hertz in Burma, over the Diphuk
La, a pass of 14,250 feet. Kaulback gives an account of this journey
in considerable detail. Fort Hertz was reached on the 24th S ~ P tember, 200 days after leaving Sadiya. I t was a fine achievement
for the author, on his first journey and at the age of 24, to lead his
party back over those inhospitable mountains during the worst
season of the year, for as Captain Kingdon Ward remarks in his
introduction, the Diphuk La had only been previously crossed twice
by white men, and on both occasions by experienced travellers.
The photographs are adequate, but it would have been more convenient to readers if the two maps had been bound so that they
could be extended from the book and followed with the text.
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The reader will agree with Captain Kingdon Ward that Kaulback
'has won his spurs as a serious explorer a t a n early age, and has a t
least a quarter of a century of exploration in front of him. We shall
hear of him again.' I t is to be hoped that this prophecy will be
fulfilled,that a t the end of this period Kaulback will look back upon
many journeys with as much pleasure as he does on this, and that he
will write just as pleasant accounts of them.
G. J. M. LONCDEN.

AN EASTERN ODYSSEY: THETHIRD
EXPEDITION
OF HAARDT
AND AUDOUIN-DUBREUIL.
By GEORCES
LE F ~ V R E .ransl slated
and adapted from the French by MAJOR-GENERAL
SIR E. D.
SWINTON,
K.B.E., c.B., D.S.O. ('Ole Luk-Oie'). London: Victor
Gollanct, 1935. g* x 6# inches; 368 pages; illustrations and maps.
I 8s.
This book is the authorized adaptation in English of L a Croisiire
Jaune, the story of the Haardt Mission across Asia in 1931-2, to
which allusion at the time was made in the Himalayan Journal.' We
then gave a brief account of the journey of the Pamir Group from
Syria, across 'Iraq, Persia, Afghanistan, British India, and Kashmir
to Gilgit. Of the seven light six-wheeled caterpillar-tractors drawing
trailers which left Beirut, two reached Gilgit, and one struggled a
day's march farther. This group was accompanied by Haardt himself, the leader of the expedition, and M. Audouin-Dubreuil. The
China Group, with the same number of tractors, commanded by
Lieutenant Victor Point, left Tientsin two days after Haardt left
Beirut; but whereas Haardt's difficulties were mainly physical, for
he met with a cordial reception everywhere, Point's were political,
and he encountered nothing but opposition and intrigue throughout
his journey. Intrigue nearly brought about disaster, but by perseverance the party reached Urumchi, less one tractor, which had to
be left at Hami, though it followed later, after considerable adventures. The two groups eventually met a t Aksu, the Pamir Group
arriving across the Pamirs on foot and ponyback.
The account is of lively and dramatic interest. The English
version benefits considerably by having the able pen of the author of
Dri) and the Green Curve to present it. The thrills are there
~lthoutsome of the frills of the original, and the whole story gains
considerably in consequence. The enormous difficulties overcome
the two tractors on the Gilgit road are well told without exaggeration and well illustrated by the hair-raising ~hotographopposite
P. 202. A series of early break-downs due to trouble with the trackVol. iv, 1932, pp. 151-4.
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bands near Peiping gives a n interesting side-light on modern Asia.
Paris was wired to for spares. These reached the China Group in
fourteen days, by rail via Moscow, Irkutsk, Harbin, Tientsin, and
Peiping, in 30 cases 6 feet long, as the personal baggage of a single
employee of Citroen, who knew not a single word of Russian or
Chinese. The turmoil of the Sinkiang province is illustrated by the
adventures of one of the party, Petro-Pavlovsky, who was besieged
for two months in Hami with General Ju, by the Turki rebels under
Ma Jung Ling. Under such circumstances it is not to be expected
that much scientific work was done.
The volume is dedicated to Georges-Marie Haardt, the organizer
of the expedition, who died of double pneumonia at Hong Kong,
loved and respected by all his companions of the journey.
K. M.
PERMANENT WAY T H R O U G H T H E KYBER. By VICTOR
BAYLEY,c.I.E., c.B.E., M.I.C.E. London: Jarrolds, 1934. 6x 9fr
inches; 287 pages; 16 illustrations (plates). 18s. net.
For years the project of a railway up the Khyber lay pigeon-holed
among other highly desirable, but apparently impracticable, schemes
of frontier defence. 'Give me two Army corps and a railway behind
me, and I'd defy the whole of Asia, and Europe too', a great Commander-in-Chief is reported to have said as he gazed over the Kabul
river from the heights above Michni Kandao. A railway up the
Khyber would make India impregnable where hitherto she had been
m~ostopen to an invading army from the historically dangerous
north, but it seemed impossible of achievement. The engineering
difficulties were declared to be insurmountable; the political cornplications that would have to be overcome were just as formidable.
'I'he opposition of the tribes to this threat upon their independence
would rouse the whole frontier, and behind were Kabul and Russia,
with their enormous interests and influences. Then came the Great
War, and, following close upon it, the Afghan invasions of the
Khyber and the Kurram. The military occupation of the Khyber
was forced upon us; it had to be made effective. The Government
of India had 'supped full of horrors' in those few years, and the
political dangers so dreaded in the past seemed now, in comparison'
not so terrible. The limits of possibility in every sphere had been
extended; perhaps a railway up the Khyber might be possible after
all. Lieut.-Colonel G. R. Hearn, R.E. (now Colonel Sir Gordon
Hearn), showed by a masterly survey that it was; his plan
approved by the Government, and construction started in 1g2O*
Five years later, on the 2nd November 1925, Sir Charles Innes, the
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Railway member of the Governor-General's Council, performed the
ceremony of opening the Khyber Railway. Then-to quote The
Timesreport-'the guests left [Jamrud] for Landi Kotal in special
trains, the line rising by loops and spirals, over high bridges, through
thirty-four tunnels and several gorges. The journey created unbounded admiration in the minds of all a t the manner in which the
difficulties had been surmounted by the engineers.'
This admiration will be shared by all who read this fascinating
account of the way in which these difficulties were, from day to day,
met and defeated. The author was posted in November 1920 as a n
Executive Engineer in the Railway Department for service on the
Khyber Railway construction. Railhead was then a t Jamrud and
the survey provided for the extension of the broad-gauge line u p to
the summit at Landi Kotal and down again the other side to the
Afghan frontier. The whole length was divided into two Divisions,
and Mr. Bayley was allotted the 2nd Division with head-quarters a t
Landi Kotal; later he was put in charge of the whole construction
works, and remained in charge till the completion in 1925. Any one
who knows the Khyber will realize what a strain upon the body and
mind five years of work in it must entail, and it is not surprising that,
after he had run the first trial train safely up to Landi Kotal, the
successful engineer was ordered on sick leave to England and missed
the plaudits of the opening ceremony. But, as he says, the job was
done, and that was all that mattered.
How was 'the job done'? This book will tell you, and in such a
a way that you will find yourself enjoying and actually understanding
technical details of construction which, if related in the orthodox
style, would be unendurable by the layman. Mr. Bayley's way of
telling is the conversational; it is deceptively effective. At the end of
a chapter of quite natural dialogue with a delightfully characterized
padre, for example, you become aware that you have learned a lot
about formation levels, dip and strike of strata, dynamite and
tunnelling, the vagaries of flood water, the psychology of the Pathan,
tribal legends, and climatic problems.
The construction of the Khyber railway was indeed a wonderhl
achievement, but this account of it is, in a literary sense, more
remarkable still. We English, as a race, are blessed in men who can
'do things', in Kipling's phrase, but it is not often that these men
Can tell us how the things are done. Mr. Bayley can. The profesS1onalwriter would have spoiled the story by fine writing and many
a trick of craftmanship; Mr. Bayley has the unusual gift of thinking
aloud. He had to think a good deal on this job, and luckily for us he
has not forgotten how he thought. The engineering problems were
not the most difficult he had to tackle. His work was in tribal
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territory; his workmen, men of the tribes. At the beginning he was
told, 'The tribesmen are a wild crowd, and apparently they've
sworn they'll capture and torture any railway officers who dare
to start work in their territory.' Towards the end these same
tribesmen 'now spoke of "our railway", and seemed to be proud
of it7.
I n short, we owe the Khyber railway to the genius of its surveyor,
Hearn, and to the work of the engineers and their tribal labourers,
but even more to the fact that Abdul Jafar Khan and other old
Maliks liked Bayley Sahib and backed him up. And if you read this
book you will understand why they did.
S. G. DUNN.
TURKESTAN SOLO. By ELLAK. MAILLART.Translated from
the French by JOHNRODKER.
London: Putnam, 1934. g x 6 inches;
xi+ 307 pages; maps and illustrations. I 0s. 6d.
Mlle Maillart is a n adventurous Swiss lady, equipped with a
knowledge of five languages, high courage, plenty of common sense,
and a keen sense of observation. With a rather doubtfully acquired
passport she travelled with some Russian acquaintances to the Soviet
republics of Central Asia; Kirghizistan, Kazakstan, Uzbekistan, and
Turkmenistan. The book is a record of her experiences and is in
two parts. The first deals with the Issik Kul region and the northern
ranges of the Tien Shan; the second records her observations in
Tashkent, Samarkand, and Bokhara, after her friends had returned
to Moscow.
Mile Maillart wisely confines her story to a strict account of her
observations, avoiding criticism; she describes the effects of collectivization among Kazaks and Kirghiz, without passing final judgement on its suitability to nomad culture. I t seems that travel and
the purchase of supplies are far less easy than formerly, though the
land is more intensely cultivated. There are records of some interesting conversations with exiled Russians and others. In places the
book seems to be a compilation of jottings from a journal kept day
by day, and is written in the staccato, often verbless, style of modern
impressionist journalism. Such a style suits the settled parts of
Central Asia rather than the mountains, and, in fact, the weakest
parts of the book are those dealing with the topography of the Tien
Shan, where the sequence of travel is somewhat obscured by trivia'
incident. The second half of the book is the better. The chapterson
'Samarkand the Incomparable', 'the Trial of the ~assrnatchi',and
'Bokhara the Fallen', are of very great human interest; and all who
take an interest in what goes on beyond the frontiers of India should
read these chapten. The translation is good, and the illusfiations
K. M.
excellent though rather awkwardly bound.
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By HUGH
WHISTLER,F.Z.S. (late Indian Police). London; Gurney @
Jackson, 1935. 2nd edition; g x 6 inches; xxviii+g I 3 pages;
numerousJigures andplatesfrom drawings by H. GRONVOLD.
I 55.
The first edition of Mr. Whistler's standard book on Indian birds
which was published in 1928 was exhausted by 1933.' AS the
demand showed no signs of slackening, the author seized the opportunity of revising it and producing a considerably larger edition with
additional plates, coloured and otherwise, a t the same price. The
number of species fully described has been increased from I 50 to 275;
and if those resident in southern India had any complaint that the
first edition was biased in favour of the north, they no longer can
complain. In addition short notes have been added on over 230
other species, so that more than 500 species are now brought to the
notice of the beginner in Indian ornithology.
Since 1929 Mr. Whistler has been working a t the materials provided by the various regional surveys of Indian birds, collected
through the generosity of Mr. H. S. Vernay, and the Governments
of Hyderabad, Travancore, Cochin, and Jodhpur, as well as a t those
collected during Admiral Lynes's Kashmir expedition of 1928. H e
has therefore been able to do a great deal of revision of questions
concerning the distribution and sub-specific classification of Indian
birds. This research has been worked into the text of the new
edition, which is therefore very much more than a mere reprint.
The book is designed expressly for the beginner, so that he can
recognize all the ordinary birds he is likely to meet, and can learn
their habits. Each species is treated separately under a heading consisting of the English name and the binomial scientific name. Then
follows the description of male and female, with winter and summer
plumage, field identification, distribution, and habits. As in the first
edition the sociability and domesticity of the birds have been treated
way that arouses the interest of the beginner, and must encourage
many who have had little knowledge of the subject to fall a victim to
its fascination. The publishers were wise enough to know when they
Produced the first edition that they were on a good thing, and they
Preserved the plates of the beautiful illustrations by Mr. Gronvold
with great care. Instead of profiting selfishly by this forethought,
have shown their wisdom by giving much more for the same
The book is scholarly, fascinating, and complete.
K. M.

POPULAR HANDBOOK O F INDIAN BIRDS.

I The first edition was reviewed in Himalayan Journal, v01. i, p. 122. Mr. Hugh
Whistler is the technical specialist in ornithology to the Club, was on Admiral
=ynes's Kashrnir expedition in ,928. He wrote an interesting paper on 'Some
of Bird-life in Kashmir' in the same Jourm[, pp. 29-51.
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TOURS I N SIKHIM. By PERCYBROWN.(Revised and edited
by JOANTOWNEND.)
Calcutta: W. Newman @ Co., 1934. 7x 5
190

inches; 223 pages; mountain profiles and map. R5.5 as.8.
No traveller should go into Sikkim without Mr. Percy Brown's
useful little guide book. First published in 1917, it has now run into
the third edition, which has been entirely revised by the capable and
energetic honorary secretary of the Eastern Branch of the Himalayan
Club, who has wisely enlisted the co-operation of other members of
the Club with first-hand experience of the various routes. To stress
the debt we owe to the original author and his fellow members of
the Club is the object of this brief note. The book has become a
child of our own, and no member of the Eastern Section should be
without a copy. A member should dangle his copy before the eyes
of his friends, but not lend it. Apart from the interest of the many
tours described, the mountain panoramas must be of very great
interest to visitors to the hills, while the new map at the end is a vast
improvement on that contained in earlier editions. The spelling of
place-names in Sikkim has been a matter of great difficulty, and the
sooner the systematic. revision of nomenclature is undertaken the
better. Perhaps some geographically minded philologist of the Club
will take this in hand before the next edition is called for. An effort
has been made to be consistent, but the task a t present is wellnigh
impossible. I t is perhaps a pity that the official spelling ofthe country
itself has not been adopted in the title and in the text, though it
appears on the map at the end; but this is a very minor criticism,
and one which detracts in no way from the value of the book.

K. M.

CORRESPONDENCE

The Editor,
The Himalayan Journal.
DEARCOLONEL,
If you will forgive me, I should like to draw attention to an error
in your footnote to my brief paper in the last Himalayan Journal. You
stated that I reached within 300 feet of the summit of 'Peak 15,928'
from the Basmai side.' Actually this climb was carried out up the
second glacier in the Thajiwas valley, the one stated by Colonel
Watts to be the most difficult in the valley. This is the glacier to the
south of 'Peak 15,928'.
The glacier to the south of 'Peak 15,928' was decidedly difficult
in August, but even then it was possible to get above the difficulties
in only five hours climbing from the foot of the glacier. I should
imagine that there would be sufficient snow on the glacier in June
to make it easy. This is undoubtedly the best way to climb the peak.
I never saw the peak well from the Basmai side, as it was hidden
in clouds during the whole crossing of the pass. I should however
imagine that it would merely be a laborious rock scramble from this
side. The rock appeared rather rotten, and the slopes did not appear
to be so steep as on the Thajiwas side.
I am afraid that I do not agree with Colonel Watts that it is unclimbable from the glacier to the north, on the Thajiwas side. A long
snow and ice couloir leads up between the two highest summits of
the peak. Although very steep it is, I think, climbable, and stones
do not begin to fall till after midday. I actually got half-way u p this
couloir last year, on my first guideless climb. If this was possible to
me as a beginner, I am convinced that a resolute party of fairly
expert climbers could do it.
Yours sincerely,

R.A. MESS,
ALLAHABAD,U.P.
27th November 1934.

JAMES

WALLER.

' Himalayan Journal, "01. vi, p. 132. I apologize for the error. In his note LieutenantWaller did not mention that he had climbed in the Thajiwas nullah and
mentioned that he crossed the Basmai Gali. I wrongly assumed he must have
the peak from that side, which is undoubtedly much easier... ~ o l o n e l
Watts'sremarks on the two glaciers descending from the peak on the Tha~lwasside
are in the same J o u r ~ l vol.
,
vi, p. I &.-Ed.

CLUB PROCEEDINGS

SEVENTHANNUALGENERALMEETINGOF THE HIMALAYAN
CLUBwas held in the Army Department Committee Room at
New Delhi on Tuesday the 26th February 1935. The Vice-President,
Mr. A. H. Lloyd, took the Chair.
The Honorary Secretary, Major K. G. McLean, presented his
report on the year 1934, which was read and adopted. The report
is printed below. The Club accounts for the year 1934 were presented by the Honorary Treasurer and confirmed. In view of the
large balance held on fixed deposit, it was decided to invest about
two-thirds of this balance in Government securities, the balance to
remain on fixed deposit. The Officers, Members of the Committee,
and Additional Members of the Balloting Committee for the year
1935 were elected, and Messrs. A. F. Ferguson & Co. were reappointed Auditors to the Club.
I t was decided that the Club should accept responsibility for the
compilation and publication of the series of Himalayan Route-Books
projected by the Survey of India, of which the 2nd edition of
volume i (Routes in the Western Himalaya, Kashmir, Hc.),by Major
Kenneth Mason, was published in 1929.' The Club also undertook
to keep them up to date by means of amendments. I t was resolved
to ask the Eastern Section of the Club to undertake the compilation
of the volume on the Eastern Himalaya, and that the Committee
should call for a volunteer to compile volume ii on the Central
Himalaya. A general editor for the series is also required.
The suggestion of the Honorary Treasurer that notices should be
sent to members during December each year advising them that
their annual subscriptions fall due on the 1st January was adoptedThe Meeting agreed with the resolution of the Eastern Section c h m Inittee that any narrowing of the qualification for membership of
the Club would be contrary to the Articles of Association The
Chmmittee undertook to examine during the year the existing
system of election.
The suggestion of the Eastern Section Committee that rules
should be framed governing the conditions under which assistance
should be given by the Club to expeditions in obtaining Dajeeling
porters, and that all expeditions which appeal to members for he!p
in this connexion should be referred to the Club, was accepted In

T
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The position regarding these route-books was discussed at the Annual Genera'
Meeting held on the 7th March 19-34(Himalayan
Journal, "01. vi, p. 184). and
discussed in the Correspondence section of that Jourml, pp. 181-3.-Ed.
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principle. The Eastern Section was asked to appoint a sub-committee to draft rules, which after scrutiny by that Section should be
referred to the Central Committee for approval.
A suggestion that the annual subscription should be reduced was
considered by the Meeting to be premature and was rejected.
On the motion of Major-General W. L. 0. Twiss, which was
seconded by the Chairman, votes of thanks were passed to the
retiring Honorary Secretary, Major K. G. McLean, and the retiring
Honorary Treasurer, Major F. B. Webb.

REPORTON THE WORKOF THE CLUBI N

THE

YEAR1934

By the Honorary Secretary
Membership.-The
steady increase in the membership of the
Club has continued: 44 new members were elected during 1934,
whilst there were 6 deaths and 8 resignations. Four members were
struck off the List of Members owing to their subscriptions being
long overdue. The membership now stands at 386, an increase of
26 over last year.
Obituary.-We mourn the death of several valued members of
the Club.
Mr. J. W. Young, who was a Founder Member of the Club and its
first Honorary Treasurer, died during the year.
Major H. R. C. Meade of the Survey of India, also a Founder
Member of the Club, was killed in an aeroplane accident near
Calcutta.
Rai Bahadur Shiv Ram Kashyap of the India Educational
Service, a noted botanist, who only last year was awarded a Doctorate of Science for his botanical researches in the Punjab, also died
during the year.
Herr Willy Merkl and Herr Wieland lost their lives on the ill-fated
Nanga Parbat expedition.
Dr. W. Raechl, one of the survivors of the Nanga Parbat expedition, was killed in an accident in the Bavarian mountains.
Expeditions.-p he year has been a fruitful one for expeditions.
Members of the Club have taken part in those mentioned below,
amongst others.
international expedition led by ProWestern Himalaya.--An
fessor Dyhrenfurth visited the Karakoram and climbed all four peaks
the Queen Mary group. Frau Dyhrenfurth reached a height of
Over 24,000 feet, the highest yet attained by a woman climber.
Herr Willy Merkl led a German expedition on a second attempt
On Nanga Parbat. The expedition was strengthened by the employ4001.7
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ment this time of Darjeeling porters for the high altitude work. In
addition to the Germans, Captains Frier and Sangster of the Indian
Army took part in the expedition. During the first attempt on the
summit Herr Drexel caught a chill in a snowstorm and died of
pneumonia. A second attempt was made, during which the climbers
reached a height of nearly 26,000 feet. Only a ridge I ,000 yards long
and 800 feet high separated them from the summit. Disaster, however, took them, just as the goal was within reach, in the form of a
raging snowstorm and blizzard, lasting several days. During the
retreat Herren Wieland, Welzenbach, and Merkl, together with six
Darjeeling porters died of starvation or exhaustion: one of the
heaviest disasters in the history of Himalayan mountaineering.
Lieutenants Harrison and Waller visited Kashmir during June
with the intention of climbing Nun Kun. Trekking via the Sind
valley and Kargil, they formed a base camp in the Ringdom valley
at a height of 12,500 feet. They climbed the 'White Needle' peak
in a snowstorm and reconnoitred the final Nun artte.
Mr. Marriott visited the glaciers at the head of the Kishanganga
valley above Gurais. He states that several of the peaks in that
locality show good possibilities for climbing.
Colonel Schomberg has been carrying out exploration work in the
Karakoram and has visited Gilgit.
Lieutenant P. R. Oliver had twenty days' leave in Kashmir,
and with Lieutenant Barton, R.E., climbed the middle dome of
Haramukh.
Shipton and Tilman explored the
Central Himalaya.-Messrs.
region of Nanda Devi, paying special attention to the Rishi Gangs
gorge.
Messrs. Vernede and Chaldicott spent a month's leave at Ramni
in Garhwal, where they had some excellent fishing in the Gohna
Lake and visited the Kuari pass. Mr. Vernede recommends it as an
enjoyable and inexpensive form of leave. His expenses for the month
only amounted to Rs. 250, which included six marches out and back.
Eastern Himalaya.-The Eastern Section of the Club has been
as active as usual.
Mr. Ludlow and Captain Sheriff have again been in Bhubn for
some months, collecting birds, butterflies, and flowers.
Herren Panzerbeiter and Gosling started out at Easter to reach
Dzongri via the Phalut-Singalila ridge. Held up by snow about
three days' march beyond Phalut, they were unable to c a w out
their original programme, so they turned down the ridge and made
their way to Pamionchi with some difficulty, since the track marked
on the survey map did not appear to exist.
In May Messrs. Percival Duncan and D. B. ~regoningtravelled
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into northern Sikkim, and leaving the ordinary track from Thangu
to the Donkhya La went via the Gordama lake, of the beauty of

which they gave enthusiastic accounts.
Sir Charles Bell and Colonel Harnett, I.M.s., were in Tibet from
May till November.
In the autumn Messrs. G. B. Gourlay and J. B. Auden broke new
ground and made interesting observations up the Sebo Chu, northeast of Lachung. They had hoped to find and cross the Karpo La
to Mome Samdong, and later to cross the Donkhya La and climb
Pauhunri, but were foiled by early falls of winter snow. The
Donkhya La being impassable at this time of the year, they returned
to Chungthang and approached Pauhunri up the Lachen valley.
They climbed a mountain in the Pauhunri group of about 2 I ,000
feet, but intense cold and strong winds drove them off Pauhunri
itself.
Expeditions i n 1935.-The indefatigable Dr. and Mrs. Visser
are preparing for their fourth expedition to the Karakoram in 1935.
Mrs. Visser will be responsible for the botanical collections; Dr.
Visser will make the glaciological and meteorological observations;
while the expedition will be accompanied by Dr. Wyss, the eminent
Swiss geologist.
A French Himalayan expedition, under the leadership of M. Jean
Escarra, ex-President of the Swiss Alpine Club, is expected to visit
the Himalaya in 1935. They propose to attempt one of the high
peaks but have not yet decided on the locality they will visit.'
It is understood that Professor Dainelli will again visit the
Himalaya in 1935.
If any members propose to carry out expeditions in the Central or
Western Himalaya, and are looking for companions, the Honorary
Secretary will be glad if they will write to him, as he may be in a
position to put members in touch with each other. Mrs. Townend,
the Honorary Secretary of the Eastern Section, is often able to do the
Same for members proposing to visit the Eastern Himalaya.
Eastern Section.-Some of the many activities of the Eastern
Section have already been described, and during the autumn many
more parties went out on short treks into Sikkim and Tibet than it is
Possible to mention.
The Club had the pleasure of entertaining at dinner in January,
Lady Bell (wife of Sir Charles Bell), Lieut.-Colonel Sir Frederick
O'connor, and Mr. and Mrs. Williamson. After dinner Mr. WilliamPolitical Officer in Sikkim, showed excellent CinC Kodak films
his journey across Bhutan to Lhasa, and of his return through
Tibet.
It is understood that this project has since been postponed.-Ed.
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I n February Captain Kingdon Ward, who had just returned to
civilization after an absence of almost a year in south-eastern Tibet.
was the guest of the Club a t dinner and gave a lecture with splendid
photographs of his recent travels.
Another dinner was held in March, when Messrs. J. D. Tyson and
G. B. Gourlay showed pictures and described their travels in Sikkirn.
Mr. Tyson showed some Cink Kodak films of the route over the
Donkhya La in northern Sikkim, and Mr. Gourlay showed photographs of his climb on Chomiomo, of his crossing of the Sebo La,
and of an attempt to climb Lama Anden.
I n April Herr Willy Merkl spared his only evening in Calcutta to
show the Club magnificent pictures of his previous attempt on
Nanga Parbat.
All these dinners were well attended, an average of twenty-five
members and fifteen guests being present on each occasion.
Several members of the ill-fated German Nanga Parbat expedition
visited Calcutta on their return, and Herr Schneider gave a most
vivid lecture on the expedition, illustrated by beautiful slides.
O n the 1st August a Service of Remembrance was held in Calcutta
for Herr Willy Merkl, Herr Wieland, Dr. Welzenbach, Herr Drexel,
and the porters of the German expedition who perished on Nanga
Parbat. Practically all the German community in Calcutta attended
with most of the members of the Eastern Section resident in Calcutta.
Wreaths were laid by the Consul-General for Germany, the Honorary Secretary of the Eastern Section, and Havildar Dhan Bahadur
Limbu on behalf of the Tibetans. Arrangements for the service were
made by Mr. Marklew in consultation with the Honorary Secretary
of the Eastern Section and the Consul-General for Germany.
The Club's stock of equipment has been put to good use and it is
hoped that it may be possible to supplement this by certain tents and
equipment belonging to the 1933 Mount Everest expedition.
The final plans and estimates for the huts which it is proposed to
erect in Sikkim are expected to be ready soon. The proposal is to
erect two huts, so as to link up the Lachen and Lachung valleys by
a route via the Sebo La. One hut would be built near Mome Samdong and one on the other side of the Sebo La at the head of the
Palong valley. Great interest is being taken in the project by
members. His Highness the Maharaja of Sikkim has most kindly
consented to give the land for the sites of the huts and free wood and
stone. Rai Sahib Faqir Chand Ali, State Engineer of Sikkim, whom
we welcome as one of our new members this year, has taken great
trouble over the plans and estimates, and has most kindly undertaken
to arrange for his department to carry out the building.
There have been about twenty-four new members in the Eastern
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Sectionduring 1934. The Club has done a good deal of useful work
in putting members in touch with one another and helping them
with advice about tours.
The compilation of a register of Darjeeling porters has been begun
and is going forward as information is collected. I n conjunction with
this, 'chit books' are being prepared to issue to each man whose name
is on the register. The books are small with a photograph of the
owner on the first page and each is wrapped in a mackintosh wallet.
Library.-Major J. R. Foy has taken over the duties of Honorary
Librarian. A sum of I o was again spent on the purchase of books
during the year. Twenty new books were added, of which four were
presented and the remainder purchased. Sixty-one books were
issued to members during the year, of which thirty-six were sent
outside Simla. The majority of requests were for guide-books or
route-books giving information regarding Kashmir, Kulu, Lahul,
and Garhwal.
Miscellaneous .-The Honorary Treasurer has had considerable
difficultyin recovering subscriptions from members. Although subscriptions are payable annually on 1st January in advance, by June
this year numerous reminders had to be sent out. This is partially
due to members being on leave. The Honorary Treasurer would
be very grateful if as many members as possible would pay their
subscriptions by banker's order. Necessary forms can be obtained
from him.
The question of qualification for membership has also been under
discussion. One or two members have suggested that there should
be a definite qualification, e.g. the applicant should have actually
carried out some expedition in the Himalaya before joining the Club.
Others, again, have suggested that there should be two types of
members-ordinary members and associate members. The former
would have some form of qualification and the latter would be
members who are interested in the Himalaya, but do not intend to
travel there.
MY opinion is that the objects of the Club are too wide to lay down
any qualifications for membership: that Article 5 of the Rules covers
the question and that each applicant should be balloted for by the
balloting committee on his merits. The question will be discussed
at the Annual General Meeting, and I shall be grateful if any member having contrary views will write to me before the meeting.
Mr. Shebbeare and Mr. Lloyd are due to retire this year from the
of Vice-President, under Rule 34 of the Club. The Committee
Propose in their places Major-General Twiss and Dr. Heron.
Three vacancies occur on the Committee owing to the appointment of Dr. Heron as Vice-President and the resignation of Colonel
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Jeffery and Mr. Eustace. The Committee propose in their placesLieut.-Colonel Tobin, Mr. Lloyd, and Dr. Visser.
Three vacancies occur in the Balloting Committee owing to the
appointment of Major Gueterbock to the Honorary Secretaryship,
the death of Major Meade, and the resignation of Mr. Newman,
who is leaving India. The Committee propose in their places Major
Glennie, Mr. Fawcus, and Captain Birnie.
Major Webb has had to resign the Honorary Treasurership owing
to his having received an appointment in England, and Mr. J. B.
Shearer is proposed as Honorary Treasurer in his place.
I regret that owing to pressure of work I am unable to continue
as Honorary Secretary. The Committee propose that Major Gueterbock, who is a very keen mountaineer, with considerable Alpine
experience, should be appointed Honorary Secretary.

CLUB NOTICES
All communications for the Honorary Secretary, Honorary
Treasurer, and Honorary Librarian should be addressed to them
as under:
Honorary Secretary/Treasurer/Librarian,
Himalayan Club,
c/o General Staff Branch, Simla.
Communications for the Honorary Editor should be addressed to
Lieut.-Colonel Kenneth Mason, M.c.,
Honorary Editor, The Himalayan Club,
School of Geography,
Mansfield Road, Oxford.

11. APPOINTMENTS
The following have agreed to act as Local Secretaries, Correspondents, Assistant Editors, &c. :
Local Secretaries.
Kashmir . .
..
Chamba

. . F. Ludlow, Esq., c/o G.P.O., Srinagar,

..

Kumaun and Garhwal

..

Darjeeling

..

..

Eastern Section

..

..

Local Correspondents.
London . .
..

Kashmir.
Dr. J. Hutchison, Chamba, via Dalhousie, Punjab.
Major C. J. Morris, King's College,
Cambridge.
G. W. Wood-Johnson, Esq., Gielle Tea
Estate, Rangli Rangliot, N. Bengal.
Mrs. H. P. V. Townend, 1411 Rowland
Road, Calcutta.

. . Lieut.-Colonel E. L. Strutt, c.B.E.,
1 2 Somers Place, Hyde
Park, London, W. 2.
Lieut.-Colonel J. G. Bruce, M.c., Staff
College, Quetta.

D.s.o.,

Scientific and Technical Correspondents.
Archaeology
..
. . Sir Aurel Stein, K.c.I.E., PH.D., D.LITT.9
~ . s c . c/o
, Mrs. P. Allen, 2 2 Manor
Place, Oxford.
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Botany . .
. . . . B. 0 . Coventry, Esq., Srinagar, Kashmir,
Fishing and Shooting . . Vacant.
Geodesy and Geophysics Major E. A. Glennie, D.s.o., R.E.,Survey
of India, Geodetic Branch, DehraDun,
Geology and Glaciology Dr. L. L. Fermor, o.B.E., F.R.s., A.R.s.M.,
D.SC. (Lond.), F.G.s., F.A.s.B., M.INST.
M.M.,Director, Geological Survey of
India, Calcutta.
Medical Zoology
. . Dr. C. Strickland, M.A., M.D., B-CHIR.,
School of Tropical Medicine, Central
Avenue, Calcutta.
Meteorology
. . .. Dr. C. W. B. Normand, M.A., D.s.c.,
Director-General of Observatories,
Poona.
Ornithology
. . . . H. Whistler, Esq., Caldbec House,
Battle, Sussex, England.
..
. . Major C. J. Morris, King's College,
Photography
Cambridge.
Survey and Maps
. . Colonel C. G. Lewis, o.B.E., Director,
Geodetic Branch, Survey of India,
Dehra Dun, U.P.
Zoology and Entomology Dr. C. F. C. Beeson, D.SC., M.A.,
Forest Research Institute and College,
Dehra Dun, U.P.
Honorary Assistant Editors.
The Pamirs and K'un Lun
C. P. Skrine, Esq., I.c.s., Political Agent
and Deputy Commissioner, Sibi,
Baluchistan.
..
. . Vacant.
Gilgit Agency
Baitistan, Nubra, Ladakh, Colonel M. L. Gompertz, H.Q. Kohat
and Zaskar
..
..
District, Kohat.
Chamba . .
..
. . Dr. J. Hutchison, Chamba, via Dalhousie, Punjab.
Kulu, Lahul, and S'iti
. . Captain D. G. Lowndes, I 0118th Royal
Garhwal Rifles, Lansdowne, and
A. P. F. Hamilton, Esq., I.F.S.,
Forest Office, Hoshiarpur, PunjabDharmsala Hills . .
. . Captain J. W. Rundall, I / I S ~K.G.oGurkha Rifles, Fort Salop, N.W.F.Pa
Bashahr . .
..
. . R. Maclagan Gorrie, Esq., I.F.S., Forest
Research Institute, Dehra llun.

Club Notices
Eastern Section Committee.
Chairman: G. B. Gourlay, Esq.
Honorary Secretary : Mrs. H. P. V. Townend.
Honorary Treasurer : J . Latimer, Esq.
Honorary Secretary (Darjeeling): G. W . Wood-Johnson, Esq.
Equipment Oficer: E. R. Gee, Esq.
Members.
Dr. A. M. Heron.
E. 0. Shebbeare, Esq.
P. Duncan, Esq.
J. B. Auden, Esq.
C. R. Cooke, Esq.
111. EQUIPMENT
The Eastern Section of the Club keeps a small stock of tents and
climbing equipment, which may be hired by members on application to the Honorary Secretary, Eastern Section, Himalayan Club,
Calcutta.

Tents
Dimensions
Length x Breadth x
Height

Weisht
in lb.
including
poles

No. of
pegs
requrred

No.
sten-

cilled
on tent

-

Type

I

Meade

. . . .

..

..

..

2

,,

. . . .

..

,,

. . . .

..
..

..
..

3
4

..

Meade: Single poles
(Kamet).
Asrnu: Single poles
Meade with eaves
Meade
Meade-srnall, with
eaves.
Meade
. . . .

6' lo" x 6' 6" x 4' 6"

15 Ib.

6' 8" x 4' 2" x 4' 2"
6' 10" x 5' 4" x 5' o"
6' IO"X 5' 4 " x 5' o"
6' 4" x 4' 2" x 4' o"

15 Ib.
24 Ib.
14 Ib.

14

10

11

5

6
7
8
9

..

8

Condition
Old but possible to
use in dry weather
(best of 3).
Old but possible to
use in dry weather.
1,

,.

I,

Cheap quality. Good
condition.
Good condition.

10

,,

,,

4

,,

p)

18 Ib.

10

I,

*I

6' 6 " x 5' 6 " x 4 ' 9"

18 lb.

4

Arnerican:OiIedtent:
Single pole, with
eaves.

8' 6" x 7' 3" x 6' 3"

Tent only
22 Ib.
Iron poles
I 0 lb.

18

Mess tent:
NO floor, open at
both ends (Kamet).

7' x 7' x 6' 6" x 2' 6"

28 lb.

12

. . . .

Old, but serviceable
where rain not expected.
Good condition.

Climbing Equipment
Ice axes
Light rucksacks (2, old)
Crampons (many and various) Porters' rucksacks (2, old)
Snow shovels (4)
Porters' windproof suits (4,
Sherpa size)
Pitons (a few)
Porters' canvas gloves (4 pairs)
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IV. PRESENTATION
OF BOOKS
TO THE LIBRARY
Books presented to the Library, including those sent for review,
should be addressed to the Honorary Librarian, the Himalayan
Club, General Staff Branch, Simla, and not to any official of the
Club by name. The same applies to periodicals received from
societies, clubs, and other institutions, in exchange for the Himalayan
Journal.
V. BACKNUMBERS
OF THE HIMALAYAN
JOURNAL
Back numbers of the Himalayan Journal, vols. i-v, are available to
members of the Club a t half-price, plus postage. They may be
obtained from the Honorary Secretary in India for Rs. 3 and from
the Honorary Editor in England for qs. 6d.
JOURNAL, VOL.VIII, 1936
VI. THEHIMALAYAN
I t is hoped to publish the eighth volume of the Himalayan Journal
in April 1936. All papers and other communications for publication
must reach the Honorary Editor, Lieut.-Colonel Kenneth Mason,
School of Geography, Mansfield Road, Oxford, by the 3 1st December
1935, and earlier, if possible. Sketch-maps should be sent to accompany articles if necessary; they should be clearly drawn in Indian
ink. Photographs for publication should be half-plate size or larger,
on glossy bromide paper and should show as much contrast as pOSsible. Once again an appeal is made to contributors to keep their
promises and send in their papers early. The Honorary Editor's
life is being shortened and extra expense is being caused to the Club
by the late submission of papers.
Members who have given permanent addresses in India, and who
expect to be in England in April or May 1936, should send their
home addresses to the Honorary Editor. Members are asked to
check the entries against their names in the Annual List of Members,
and to send any corrections to the Honorary Secretary. Responsibility for non-delivery of the Journal cannot be accepted if change
of address is not notified.

LIBRARY NOTICES
BOOKS
ADDEDTO THE CLUBLIBRARY
( 1 s t January to 3 I st December 1934)
Author

Title

Modern Mountaineering (1933).
Acland-Troyte, C. E. From the Pyrenees to
the Channel in a
Dog-Cart ( I887).
Burrard,ColonelS.G. A Sketch of the Geography and Geology
of the Himalaya
Mountains and Tibet
(2nd edn. 1933).
Champion, F. W.
The Jungle in Sunlight and Shadow
('934).
Hamsa,
Bhagwan The Holy Mountain
Shri.
(1 934).
Hutchison, J.
Guide to Dalhousie,
Chamba and the
inner mountains between Simla and
Kashmir (1933).
Knowlton,Elizabeth. The Naked Mountain
(7933).
Ruttledge, Hugh.
Everest 1933 (1934).
Abraham, George D.

Schomberg, Colonel
R. C. F.
Shaw, Robert.
Sydney, and
others.

Peaks and Plains of
Central Asia (1933).
Visits to High Tartary,
Yarkand, and Kashghar (1871).
Mountaineering
(1934)

Presmhd b y

Classification

Purchased.

Mountaineering.

Purchased.

Travels. General.

SurveyorGeneral of
India.

Topography.

Purchased.

Shikar
(Shooting).

Purchased.
Author.

Purchased.
Purchased.
Purchased.
Purchased.
Purchased.

Travels. Western
Himalaya.
Topography.
Central
Himalaya.
Travels. Western
Himalaya.
Mountaineering.
Himalaya.
Travels. Central
Asia.
Travels. Central
Asia.

Seeley Ser- Mountaineering.
vice & Co.
(Publishers.)
Travels. Tibet.
Authors.

Tucci,~.,and Ghersi, Cronaca della MisE.
sione Scientifica Tucci
nel Tibet Occidentale (1933).
Walton, H. G., ed. Almora. A Gazetteer Purchased.
and comp.
(1928)-

Gazetteers. Central Himalaya.

